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Abstract

Quastel, Aaron D., PhD (Nuclear Engineering) Royal Military College of Canada. May
2016. Fuel Oxidation Model Validation and Application to the Mitigation of Stress Corrosion
Cracking in Fuel Sheathing, Supervisors: Dr. Brent J. Lewis and Dr. Emily C. Corcoran.

Light and heavy water cooled reactors typically use uranium dioxide ceramic fuel
contained and sealed in zirconium alloyed sheath or clad fuel rods or elements. Normally the
sheath or clad fuel remains intact throughout its duration in the reactor core. In rare
occurrences, (<0.1 %) sheath or clad breaches can form exposing the fuel to the coolant
leading to fuel oxidation. Fuel oxidation can affect reactor safety and operation by reducing
thermal conductivity of the fuel leading to increased fuel temperatures in normal and accident
conditions. Further, the oxidized fuel can have a lower melting point, and fission products
release can be enhanced.

A mechanistic fuel oxidation model for defective UO2 fuel to predict oxygen/uranium
(O/U) ratios was developed at RMC, which included coupling fuel oxidation kinetics, solid
state oxygen diffusion in the fuel, gas phase diffusion in the fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-
sheath gap, and heat transfer. To validate the model an out-reactor instrumented defected fuel
experiment was designed and built. The fuel oxidation model was modified to represent this
experiment. Two fuel oxidation models representing the out-reactor instrumented defective
fuel experiment were analyzed: A 2D r- model and 3D model. Both models included discrete
radial fuel cracks for gas phase diffusion, where hydrogen and hyperstoichiometric oxygen
generation were provided by flux terms on common gas and solid domain boundaries in the
fuel. The 2D r- model provided an estimate of the radial temperature distribution and the 3D
model provided an estimate of fuel oxidation in the out-reactor experiment. Since fuel
cracking plays a central role in fuel oxidation the conditions for fuel crack propagation using
the J integral and predictions for radial fuel crack geometry in thermally expanded UO2 fuel
were studied in a plane strain 2D r- solid mechanics model.

In the experimental work of this thesis it was shown that hyperstoichiometric oxygen in
the presence of graphite (CANLUB) in CANDU fuel can have mitigative properties against
stress corrosion cracking in fuel sheathing. Experimental results provided a first estimate of
how much hyperstoichiometric oxygen needs to be added to the fuel to provide and repair a
protective oxide layer on the internal sheath surface against iodine corrodant. The fuel
oxidation model was modified to compute suitable conditions in the fuel pellet sintering
process in order to introduce a thin layer of oxygen on the outside surface of the fuel while
ensuring that the bulk O/U ratio of 2.00 for the fuel pellet was not disturbed.
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Résumé

Quastel, Aaron D., PhD (Génie atomique) Collège militaire royal du Canada. Mai 2016.
Validation d’un modèle d'oxydation du combustible et application à l'atténuation de la
corrosion sous contrainte du gainage de combustible, Superviseurs: Dr. Brent J. Lewis et Dr.
Emily C. Corcoran.

Les réacteurs refroidis à l'eau légère ou lourde utilisent généralement du combustible
céramique de dioxyde d'uranium contenu et scellé dans une gaine en alliage de zirconium ou
dans des barres ou des éléments de combustibles chemisés. Normalement, la gaine ou le
chemisage du combustible reste intacte tout au long de son séjour dans le cœur du réacteur.
Dans de rares cas (<0,1 %), des brèches peuvent se former dans la gaine ou le chemisage et
exposer le combustible au liquide réfrigérant, provoquant ainsi une oxydation du combustible.
L'oxydation du combustible peut affecter la sécurité et le fonctionnement du réacteur en
réduisant la conductivité thermique du combustible, qui à son tour provoque des températures
de combustible plus élevées dans des conditions normales et accidentelles. En outre, le
combustible oxydé peut avoir un point de fusion plus bas et le rejet de produits de fission peut
augmenter.

Un modèle mécaniste d'oxydation du combustible pour les combustibles défectueux afin
de prédire les rapports O/U a été développé au CMRC, et celui-ci incorpore le couplage des
cinétiques d'oxydation du combustible, la diffusion d'oxygène dans le combustible, la
diffusion en phase gazeuse dans les fissures du combustible et dans l'intervalle qui sépare le
combustible à la gaine, et du transfert de chaleur. Pour valider ce modèle, une expérience
hors-réacteur de combustible intentionnellement défectueux et instrumenté a été planifiée,
préparée, et effectuée. Le modèle d'oxydation du combustible a été modifié pour représenter
cette expérience. Deux modèles d'oxydation du combustible représentant l'expérience hors-
réacteur de combustible intentionnellement défectueux et instrumenté ont été développés : un
modèle r- en 2D et un modèle en 3D. Les deux modèles comprennent des fissures dans le
combustible séparées et radiales permettant de prendre en considération la diffusion en phase
gazeuse d’hydrogène et d’oxygène hyper stœchiométrique, provenant du gaz interstitiel et des
parties du combustible adjacentes aux fissures. Le modèle r- en 2D fournit une estimation
de la distribution radiale de la température et le modèle en 3D fournit une estimation de
l'oxydation du combustible dans l'expérience hors-réacteur. Parce que le réseau de fissures
radiales dans le combustible influence de manière significative l'oxydation du combustible,
les conditions de leur propagation utilisant l'intégrale J et les prédictions de leur géométrie et
de leur nombre dans le combustible UO2 thermiquement dilaté ont été étudiées dans un
modèle mécanique à contrainte plane r- en 2D.

Dans les travaux de recherche de cette thèse, il a été constaté que l'oxygène hyper
stœchiométrique en présence de graphite (CANLUB) dans le combustible CANDU pourrait
atténuer la corrosion sous contrainte du gainage de combustible. Les résultats expérimentaux
ont fourni une première estimation de la quantité d'oxygène hyper stœchiométrique devant
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être ajoutée au combustible pour fournir et réparer une couche d'oxyde protectrice contre
l’effet corrosif de l'iode à la surface interne de la gaine. Le modèle d'oxydation du
combustible a été modifié pour prédire les conditions nécessaires lors du frittage des pastilles
de combustible pour produire une fine couche de combustible hyperstœchiométrique à leur
surface tout en veillant à ce que le rapport O/U de 2,00 soit conservé dans leur volume.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The State and Contribution of World Power Reactors

In 2001 there were 405 operating power reactors worldwide, of these 213 were pressure

water reactors (PWR), 85 were boiling water reactors (BWR), 36 were CANDU and other

types of pressure heavy water reactors and 15 were Russian RBMK type reactors. This

number comprises about 86% of all power reactors that are all light or heavy water cooled [1].

Today there are 434 reactors in operation and more are under construction, especially in the

developing world. The total world electricity generation by nuclear power was 11.94% in

2011 and in Canada was 16.14% in 2014 [2]. It is conceivable that in future nuclear energy

will play a larger part in world energy generation in order to reduce the detrimental effects of

pollution and carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fueled power plants on Earth’s climate.

1.2 The CANDU Reactor and CANDU Fuel

In 2010 about 50% of Ontario's electrical energy (12,000 MWe installed capacity) was

provided by CANDU nuclear power plants. In the future, the Ontario Ministry of Energy’s

long term energy plan [3] has stated that by 2030 nuclear reactors will remain the primary

providers of electrical energy for the province, just under 50%. This will be equivalent to

about 12,000 MWe of installed nuclear capacity, which is much the same as today.

Hence to meet this objective some current reactor installations will have to refurbished

and modernized, while others will have to be retired, and new reactors will have be built. The

major change to Ontario’s energy makeup currently taking place is the reduction in the

dependence on fossil fuels like coal in exchange for cleaner sources energy like solar wind

and natural gas. Since nuclear power is essentially a zero emission energy source and provides

a stable and reliable supply for base-line load, it will remain an important source of energy for

the province in the future.

Historically the Canadian power reactor program started in 1962 with the

commissioning of the 25-MWe Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) Reactor in Rolphton in

Ontario, which was a prototype CANDU reactor. The program continued with the first 200
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MWe CANDU reactor, beginning with Douglas Point on Lake Huron commissioned in 1967.

This reactor design was exported later to India with the first Rajasthan reactor being

commissioned in 1973. The power output from CANDU reactors was continuously increased

to 515 MWe with the Pickering units in 1971, 640 MWe with Gentilly-2 in Quebec in 1982,

805-840 MWe in 1976 and 1985 with the Bruce reactors, and finally to 880 MWe with the

Darlington reactors in 1990 [4].

The CANDU reactor

The CANDU (Canada Deuterium Uranium) reactor has three unique designs compared

to pressure water reactors (PWRs) and boiling water reactors (BWRs), the latter two being the

most prevalent in the world. In particular the CANDU reactor has:

i.) An online fueling ability; unlike BWRs and PWRs, CANDU reactors do not

undergo batch refueling but are refueled during normal operation of the

reactor, which decrease costly down times;

ii.) Uses natural uranium for fuel instead of more expensive enriched fuel used

in PWRs and BWRs; and

iii.) Uses pressure tubes to contain the fuel bundles, which are relatively easy to

manufacture instead of pressure-vessels as used in PWRs and BWRs that are

costly to manufacture.

Figure 1 depicts the main components of the CANDU reactor, which include: (1) the fuel

bundles, (2) the calandria, (3) the shutoff and adjuster rods, (4) the coolant reservoir, (5) the

steam generators, (6) the secondary coolant pump, (7) the primary coolant and pump, (8) the

fueling machines, (9) the heavy water moderator in the calandria between the calandria tubes,

(10) the pressure tubes located in each calandria tube, which contains the fuel bundles and

primary coolant, connected outside the calandria to the fuel channels, (11) the secondary loop

steam exiting to the steam generator, (12) the secondary loop condensed water returning to

steam generator, and (13) the reactor containment building [5].
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Figure 1: A general schematic of a CANDU reactor depicting its main components, some of

which include: (1) the fuel bundles, (9) the reactor moderator, (10) the pressure tubes encased in

calandria tubes positioned in (2) the calandria. Connected to each pressure tube outside the

calandria is a fuel channel (10), which is fueled by (8) the fueling machine [5].

A key component of this reactor is the heavy water for moderator (located in the

calandria) and coolant (flowing though the pressure tubes). The heavy water (i.e., D2O) is

composed of a hydrogen isotope (deuterium) rather than ordinary protium. Deuterium is

naturally occurring in nature and is <0.02 atom% abundant in the hydrogen makeup of

ordinary water. Heavy water is used in CANDU reactors for its good neutron moderating

ability (though not as good as light water) but especially for its good neutron economy (i.e.,

its ability to absorb less neutrons than light water). When the D2O coolant enters the reactor, it

is at a temperature of 266°C and when it exits the channel it is at 310°C. During this time the

water is pressurized at 10 MPa and does not boil, noting that the saturation temperature of

steam at this pressure is 311.06 C [1][6].

A series of improvements to the basic Pickering design led to the CANDU-6 design.

The CANDU-6 is essentially a version of the Pickering power plant but was re-designed to be

able to be built in single-reactor units. CANDU-6 type reactors in Canada include the

Gentilly-2 reactor in Quebec (now shutdown) and the Point Lepreau reactor in New

Brunswick. Also, the CANDU-6 forms the majority of foreign CANDU systems, including
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the Wolsong reactors in South Korea in 1983, the Embalse reactor in Argentina in 1984, the

Cernavodă reactors in Romania in 1996, and the Qinshan reactors in China in 2003 [5]. 

CANDU fuel

In natural uranium (where no enrichment is performed) the isotopic abundance of U-235

is 0.72 atom%, while the remaining is mostly U-238. The fissile portion of the fuel is U-235,

while the fertile portion of the fuel is U-238. For any reactor to sustain a stable nuclear chain

reaction it must have a certain amount of fissile nuclei [1]. A nuclear fission reaction begins

when a neutron impacts a U-235 nuclei and is captured. The resulting U-236 is unstable and

splits into two particles (fission fragments), see Figure 2. Within a very short period of time

after fission occurs (<10-15 s) several neutrons are emitted (i.e., 2-3 neutrons on average for

fissile U-235) causing further fissioning and thereby establishing a chain reaction.

Figure 2: The basic mechanism of nuclear fission, adapted from [4]

The total energy liberated per fission reaction is about 200 MeV (or about 3.2x10-11 joules),

which is about 3 million times the amount of chemical energy released by the combustion of a

carbon atom [7].

In the CANDU reactor, the natural uranium used in the fuel is in the form of a uranium

dioxide ceramic (UO2). This ceramic is formed into uranium dioxide fuel pellets that are

about 12 mm in diameter and about 16 mm long. About 30 pellets are inserted in a 482 mm

long Zircaloy-4 tubing/sheathing that is 0.4 mm thick. The Zircaloy tube sheathing is back

filled with mostly helium gas at atmospheric pressure and is then sealed with resistance

welded Zircaloy end caps. This assembly is called a fuel element as shown in Figure 3.

n1
0

U235
92 fission products

neutrons

+ 200 MeV energy
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Figure 3: Axial cross section of a CANDU fuel element. Dimensions are not to scale.

These fuel elements are then resistance welded to Zircaloy end plates to form 28 and 37 fuel

element bundles (Pickering and Bruce bundles, respectively), as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: (a) 37-element CANDU fuel bundle and (b) a fuel bundle positioned in a pressure tube

situated in a calandria tube [8][9][10]

The spacer pads and bearing pads in Figure 3 are attached by beryllium brazing in order to

provide the right clearances between the fuel elements in the bundle and pressure tube so that

the coolant can flow efficiency between the fuel elements to remove the generated heat.

Twelve fuel bundles reside in a pressure tube (see again Figure 1, item 10) for a

duration of about six months. During refueling, eight of the down stream fuel bundles will be

removed by inserting eight fresh fuel bundles from the upstream fueling machine. The

~102 mm

Zircaloy end plate

495 mm

(a) (b)

spacer pad (between fuel elements)

UO2 fuel pellet

fuel element end-cap
sheathing

helium fill gas

bearing pad (outer fuel elements)
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average fission energy released per unit mass of the fuel is termed the specific fuel burnup.

For a CANDU 37-element fuel bundle this value is about 7800 MWd (tonU)-1 [10].

There are other types of solid nuclear fuel besides UO2 such as uranium carbide (UC)

and uranium nitride (UN) [11][12], which are also high melting point ceramic materials.

Liquid nuclear fuels like aqueous uranyl sulfate fuels or uranium/plutonium fluorides fuels in

molten salt possibly mixed with breading materials such as thorium fluoride [13] also show

promise in future applications. However, the fuel that is used in most nuclear power reactors

today is uranium dioxide (UO2) and still remains the fuel of choice in the near future.

1.3 Chemistry of Uranium Dioxide Fuel

UO2 possesses the cubic fluorite lattice structure (named after the CaF2 compound). The

solid UO2 is held together by ionic bonds. An ionic bond is the attraction between a positive

and a negative ion resulting from the complete (or nearly complete) transfer of one or more

valence electrons from one atom to another. Crystalline UO2 consists of U4+ and O2- ions to

maintain charge neutrality. The UO2 crystal structure can be described in two different ways.

In the first description, Figure 5 (a), the oxygen ions are arranged in eight simple-cubic lattice

cubes where the uranium atoms reside at the centre of the oxygen cubes but only in four out

of the eight available interstitial sites. In the second representation, Figure 5 (b), the uranium

ions form a face centred cubic lattice with an oxygen sublattice in the centre. Both

representation unit cells in Figure 5 (a) and (b) have the same unit cell side length of ao equal

to 5.460 Å [14] or 5.470 Å [15] when O/U stoichiometry ratio is 2.

Figure 5: The uranium dioxide unit cell represented by a simple cubic anion lattice structure –

the fluorite structure (a) and a face centred cubic cation lattice structure (b), taken from [15]

(a) (b)
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Since uranium has many valence states (U4+, U5+, and U6+) deviations from

stoichiometry are possible. To ensure electrical neutrality when oxygen ions are added or

removed from a stoichiometric UO2 matrix requires that some of the uranium cations change

valence states. For example with the addition of one O2- ion to the UO2 matrix requires that

two U4+ ions be converted to U5+ ions [15]. Although one might expect that any interstitial

oxygen ion entering the fluorite structure to make hyperstoichiometric UO2 would occupy one

of the four empty uranium ion interstices, this situation does not occur. Instead, in

hyperstoichiometric UO2 fuel, the oxygen ions can occupy two other types of interstitial sites

in the simple cubic structure sublattice formed by eight oxygen atoms (i.e., ⅛ of the fluorite 

unit cell), which is illustrated in Figure 6. There are two types of interstitial oxygen sites

within the simple cubic sublattice. Type I sites lie along six diagonals at the edge centres of

the cube.

Figure 6: Possible sites for interstitial oxygen atoms; Type I interstitial oxygen sites (a) and

Type II interstitial oxygen sites (b), taken from [15]

Each diagonal offers two possible oxygen interstitial sites, one between the cube centre and

the cube edge. Hence Type I sites can provide 12 possible sites per simple cube sublattice or

48 sites in the fluorite unit cell. This is illustrated in Figure 6 (a). A Type II interstitial oxygen

site is illustrated in Figure 6 (b), which is comprised of four empty simple cubes (i.e., no

uranium atom) with four body diagonals each providing a maximum of one interstitial oxygen

site. Hence there is a maximum of 16 Type II interstitial sites per fluorite unit cell [15]. In

slightly hyperstoichiometric fuel a ‘defect complex’ can consist of two Type I interstitials,

two Type II interstitials, two vacant normal oxygen lattice sites and four U5+ on nearby

normal cation sites (also known as the 2:2:2 clusters [16]) to neutralize the charge. The two

(b)(a)
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vacant sites with the two interstitial oxygen anions are known as Frenkel defect pairs. In

higher stoichiometric deviation x in UO2+x, when more and more of the fluorite unit cell

contains a defect complex, and when a ratio of nine oxygen anions to four uranium cations is

achieved, a new phase of U4O9 appears. This phase has the same fluorite structure of UO2 but

it also has a ‘super-lattice’ formed by the ordered structure of defect complexes [15].

If cation and anion defects are compared, the metal vacancies and metal interstitials are

minority defects in UO2. Their mobility is much smaller than that of oxygen. For example, at

1400 K, the diffusion coefficient of oxygen anions is 105 times greater than that of uranium

cations in the UO2 matrix, depending on the deviation from stoichiometry. As a result, the low

mobility of U cations is rate-determining for important effects such as creep, grain growth,

sintering, densification and swelling in UO2 [17].

Early phase diagrams of the UO2 - U4O9 system were established in the 1960’s [18][19]

by analyzing UO2 samples in Vycor tubes, which were then heated to temperatures over

1000 K, depending on what phase was being studied and oxidized in a steam or oxygen

environment. The Vycor tubes where then quenched to ‘freeze’ in the phase of interest. The

metalographic determination of phases were then determined with microscopy. This analysis

included diffraction, reflection or refraction techniques using electromagnetic radiation or

electron beams. Figure 7 shows the quenched sample data over a range of compositions for

O/U ratios between 2.008 and 2.248.

Figure 7: Early phase diagram of the UO2-U4O9 by Schaner [18]

O/U atom ratio equal to 2.25

single phase UO2 region

dual phase UO2+U4O9 phases

O/U atom ratio equal to 2
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The departure from stoichiometry for the uraninite phase (UO2) can be expressed as an

atom fraction of O or U, O/U ratio or with the value x in the subscript UO2+x. A value of x

greater than zero, as seen in Figure 7, is termed hyper-stoichiometry and a value less than zero

is termed hypo-stoichiometry (not shown in Figure 7 but shown in Figure 9).

With the advent of computers it became possible to build more complete and accurate

phase diagrams using thermodynamic computations based on temperature, pressure and

concentration conditions using the Gibbs free energy minimization principle, which is a basis

for chemical thermodynamics. This powerful tool is also used to compute chemical reactions,

i.e., if a chemical reaction is spontaneous (product favored) or not. The Gibbs free energy

minimization principle was an important discovery in chemistry by J. Willard Gibbs in 1876

[20]. As some Gibbs energy minimization software computations are included in this thesis,

its basis is briefly explained below.

Gibbs energy minimization technique

The 2nd law of thermodynamics states that the total entropy of the universe is

continuously increasing. In other words, a product-favored chemical reaction for example, is

accompanied with an increase in entropy of the universe Suniverse, which is always positive.

The entropy change due to the dispersal of matter in the course of the reaction is called the

entropy change of the system Ssystem. This change occurs when reactants are converted

completely to products. Lastly the entropy change to the surroundings, Ssurroundings, is created

by the dispersal of energy by its chemical reaction or process. Thus entropy change of the

universe is the summation of the entropy change of a system plus the entropy change in the

surroundings, and it is always greater than zero, as stated in Eq. (1) [20]. The superscript o

indicates the standard state, typically at 1 atm and 25 oC.

0 o
gssurroundin

o
system

o
universe SSS (1)

In an isothermal process, when the temperature is constant and the energy transfer is

slow, the change in entropy for the surroundings is defined by Eq. (2) [20]. This equation

states that for an exothermic reaction, where Hsystem is negative, there will be an increase in

entropy of the surroundings:
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T

H

T

q
S systemgssurroundino

gssurroundin


 (2)

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and multiplying by -T we obtain:

systemsystemuniverse HSTST  (3)

Gibbs called the change in the free energy of the system (the LHS of Eq. (3)) Gsystem, and at

standard conditions it is written as:

system
o
system

o
system STHG  (4)

The Go
system free energy change for a chemical reaction is an increase or a decrease in

the free energy as the reactants (in their standard states) are converted completely to the

products (in their standard states). This full conversion process though does not quite happen

in reality. Instead some reactants are always present at equilibrium [20]. Under these

circumstances, the free energy change of the system is not equal to the free energy change at

standard conditions, Go
system, but equal to the free energy change at non-standard conditions,

Gsystem. The relationship between the two is given by Eq. (5), where R is the universal gas

constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin.

rsystem
o

system QRTGG ln (5)

Here Qr is the reaction quotient. For example, for the reaction:

DCBA dcba  (6)

the reaction quotient can be given by Eq. (7) [20].

   
   ba

dc

rQ
BA

DC
 (7)

At chemical equilibrium the reaction is neither product favored nor reactant favored. As such

G=0 and Qr=Kec, where Kec is the familiar thermodynamic equilibrium constant, so that Eq.

(5) becomes:
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ec
o KRTG ln (8)

Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between the Gibbs free energy and the reaction

progression direction. We say that products are favored over reactants when G0<0 and Kec>1

and that the reactants are favored when G0>0 and Kec<1.

Figure 8: Gibbs free energy versus reaction progression for product favored reactions, adapted

from [20]

For the use of Eq. (4) in Gibbs energy minimization software such as F*A*C*T or

FactSage version 6.1 [21], the enthalpy and entropy of the elemental constituents of a

compound need to be defined as a function of temperature. Absolute Gibbs energy functions,

Eq. (9) [22], which are later converted to a Gibbs energy of formation functions, are used for

this purpose [22].
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Where  TCp is the heat capacity at constant pressure as a function of temperature in phase

equilibria in a system of interest, as usually studied at isobaric conditions.
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Briefly, the Gibbs free energy equation in Eq. (4), is used to calculate the free energy of

the elemental, compound, or phase constituents possible at a specified composition and

temperature. Computer programs are used to iteratively compare the free energy of these

constituents and isolate the most stable constituent or a combination of constituents that

possess the lowest Gibb’s free energy [23]. In order to assess all the phase boundaries of a

system, as partially given in Figure 7 through experiment, the Gibb’s free energy of all

possible phases can be calculated at a given temperature and constant pressure as a function of

composition. In this manner, it is possible to theoretically determine the composition limits

over which a phase is stable. By repeating this analysis for various temperatures, the phase

boundaries of a system can be determined [23].

For the mixing of two components within a phase, the change in Gibbs energy is

expressed as a combination of ideal and excess terms. The ideal solution expresses ideal

mixing of two components, where there is no interaction between the components of the

mixture [24]. Excess functions are thermodynamic properties of solutions which are

departures of an ideal solution at the same conditions of temperature and composition. Excess

Gibbs energy GE can be expressed by Eq. (10):


















xPTxPT

E GGG
and,same

atsolutionsideal
and,at
solutionsactual (10)

where Gactual solutions is the change in the Gibbs energy of the mixed phases or solutions, which

can also be written as Gmixed phases [25]. Gideal_solutions can also be written as Gideal_mix and is

expressed by Eq. (11) [26]:


i

ii xRTxG lnideal_mix (11)

where xi is the molar fraction of component i, R is the universal gas constant 8.314 J mol-1 K-1

and T is in K.

Thus, for a binary system Eq. (11) can be substituted into Eq. (10). Solving for Gactual_solutions

(or Gmixed phases), Eq. (10) can be rewritten as Eq. (12) [24][27]:
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E
BBAA GxRTxxRTxG  lnlnphasesmixed (12)

If the two mixed components easily dissolve together, the resultant mixture is more stable

than the collection of separate components and Gmixed phases < 0. Conversely, if neither

component dissolves into the other, then Gmixed phases > 0 [24].

Hyperstoichiometric uranium dioxide, UO2+x (where x is the deviation from stoichiometry),

can be thought of as a solvent of UO2 particles in which a solute of UO3 particles is dissolved

in. Thus, for hyperstoichiometric UO2 [24]:

UO2+x = (1-x)UO2 + xUO3 (13)

Here the Gibbs energy terms can use a Margules recursive formulation [26], with the activity

coefficients expressed as a power series. Thus, the change in Gibbs energy for the binary O-U

phase diagram can be written as Eq. (14), where p0, p1, p2, p3 are constants or simple functions

of temperature and
32

and UOUO XX are the mole fractions of UO2 and UO3 in the solid solution

mixture, respectively. Lastly, it is noted that
3UOX is equivalent to the stoichiometric deviation

x in UO2+x [24].

 3
UO3

2
UO2UO1UOUO

UOUOUOUOhyperphasesmixed

33332

3322
lnln

XpXpXppXX

XRTXXRTXG

o 


(14)

In a similar manner hypostoichiometric uranium dioxide, UO2-x, can be thought of as a solvent

of UO2 particles in which a solute of UO particles is dissolved in. So hypostoichiometric UO2

can be expressed as [22]:

UO2-x = (1-x)UO2 + xUO (15)

Where the change is Gibbs energy for this binary O-U phase diagram can be written as:

 3
UO3

2
UO2UO1UOUO

UOUOUOUOhypophasesmixed

2

22
lnln

XpXpXppXX

XRTXXRTXG

o 


(16)
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Both equations (14) and (16) form the UO2x phase.

In the O-U phase system, the binary oxides U4O9, U3O7, U3O8, and UO3 are present, and

UO2±x, liquid and gas phases are represented by solution phases. This system is one of the

more complex oxide systems known. Most of these oxides are polymorphic (i.e., an ability for

the oxide to exist in more than one crystal structure) and are oxide phases with different

ranges of composition rather than as stoichiometric compounds [28]. With Gibbs energy

minimization computations, a more complete phase diagram of the O-U system can be

generated [29]. Figure 9 covers the stoichiometry ratio O/U between 1.4 to 3.0 within a

temperature range of 25°C at 3000°C.

Figure 9: Phase diagram for the U-O system, taken from [29]

The melting point of the uranium oxide when the O/U ratio is close to 2 (i.e., UO2) is

approximately 2865°C (3138 K). As can be seen in Figure 9, the uraninite phase appears on

either side of the O/U ratio of 2 at various temperatures. One can also observe that on either

side of the O/U ratio of 2, the melting point decreases at thermodynamic equilibrium

conditions. UO2 is a dark brownish ceramic material and its theoretical density is

10.96 g cm-3. Natural uranium dioxide used in CANDU fuel has an actual density of

10.6 g cm-3. The difference comprises the fuel porosity (of a few percent), which provides the

primary containment for fission products.

U4O9+U3O7
U O

stoichiometry point
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1.4 Defective Fuel Behavior

Oxidized Fuel

In a fuel element, the Zircaloy sheathing, which is an alloy of zirconium, is used as a

barrier between the fuel and the water coolant flowing in the reactor core. Zircaloy is used

rather than other metals or alloys due to its superior neutron economy characteristics,

corrosion resistance, and heat transfer properties. The sheath (or cladding in BWRs and

PWRs) allows the transport of fission heat to the coolant and prevents the release of fission

products into the coolant. Its primary function is to protect the fuel from being oxidized by the

coolant. However, on rare occasions, a small primary hole or crack can occur in the sheathing

during reactor operation as a result of debris fretting (mechanical damage), pellet-cladding

interaction (PCI), which includes iodine and possibly cadmium induced stress corrosion

cracking (SCC) [30], or by manufacturing defects. An example of a clad defect due SCC in

BWR fuel [31] is given in Figure 10 (a). Note a large radial fuel crack originating from the

pellet centre reaching the pellet surface and the failed cladding at the 3 o’clock position, the

fuel crack believed to be a passageway for corrosive fission products. An example of debris

fretting damage in BWR fuel rods bottom section [32] is given in Figure 10 (b).

Figure 10: (a) An example of SCC clad defect in BWR fuel and (b) an example of debris fretting

in BWR fuel rods bottom section. Images taken from [31] and [32], respectively.

(a) (b)

clad

fuel

clad
defects
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The debris in the coolant can lead to fretting damage can typically include turnings, shavings

from machining work and objects such as tools, screws, bolts, nuts, metal clips, electrical

connectors, pieces of wires, parts of gaskets, and saw blades have been found in damaged fuel

[32].

A primary sheath defect can lead to the formation of secondary sheath defects due to

deuteriding blister formation [33], as shown in this pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR)

defective fuel pin in Figure 11: (a) one blister close to the fuel element (or pin) end-cap and

(b) one perforated blister close to the fuel element central bearing pad. The primary sheath

defect for this case was an incomplete end-cap weld (no shown in Figure 11).

Figure 11: Images (a) and (b) show two secondary sheath defects in a PHWR defective fuel

element (or pin), taken from [33]

Generally the performance of CANDU fuel has been excellent. In the 1970’s the failure

rate for fuel bundles loaded into the Douglass Point demonstration CANDU reactor and the

first Pickering CANDU reactor in Ontario was under 1%. In more recent times the failure rate

for individual fuel elements has been about 0.1% [34]. Interestingly, the main failure

mechanism in PWR’s and BWR’s is currently related to debris fretting and grid-to-rod

fretting [35]. In CANDU-6 reactors, according to the 1997 annual fuel bundle defect rate,

about half of the fuel bundles that were found to be defective were attributed to debrid

fretting. This was true of newer CANDU units that were recently comissioned, where in older

CANDU units the debris fretting failue frequency was lower, possibly due to the coolant

being continuously filtered out over time [36].
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Sheath or clad breaches allow coolant (heavy water or light water) to enter the fuel

element and make direct contact with the fuel [37][38], which can lead to fuel oxidation. As

the fuel is oxidized, the fuel thermal conductivity will be degraded (i.e., reduced) resulting in

higher fuel temperatures. Thermal conductivity dependence was first shown by Goldsmith

and Douglas [39]. Figure 12 by Lucuta et al. [40] provides measurements of thermal

conductivity of UO2+x vs. temperature for various levels of fuel oxidation (for 100% dense

fuel).

Figure 12: The thermal conductivity normalized to 100% theoretical density for UO2 and UO2+x

for various x values vs. temperature, taken from [40]

As can be seen in Figure 12 increases in fuel oxidation leads to a decrease in fuel thermal

conductivity. It is important to note though that these measurements are not thermal

conductivities of actual in-reactor or out-reactor fuel pellets but homogeneously oxidized

1 mm thick UO2 disk specimens with almost theoretical density. As will be discussed later

actual defective fuel will oxidize in a non-homogeneous manner.

With the reduction in thermal conductivity in hyper-stoichiometric fuel, the fuel melting

temperature will be reduced due to the reduction of the liquidus and solidus temperatures

possibly by 100-200 degrees (see the region near O/U of 2 and a temperature of 2800 C in U-

O phase diagram in Figure 9). This effect could lead potentially to centreline fuel melting in

high-powered elements, particularly during accident conditions [41][42][43][44]. Fission

product release will also be enhanced by a greater mobility in the hyper-stoichiometric fuel

[45][46]. The fission product release from a defective fuel element into the reactor primary
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coolant also means that fuel management could be disrupted and regular reactor maintenance

could also be affected as a result of imposed radiation safety limits.

In the early 1970’s the failure rate of CANDU fuel elements was noticed to increase

substantially, specifically during power ramps. Fortunately, with the ability of the CANDU

reactor to locate and replace defective fuel bundles without having to shut down, the

economic penalty was minimal. Nevertheless, since this increased failure rate reflected

negatively on plant operation, a short but intensive research and development program to

identify and eliminate the problem was launched. The problem was identified as stress

corrosion cracking and the solution that showed the most promise (out of 17 proposed

solutions) was the inclusion of a thin layer of graphite on the internal surface of the fuel

sheathing [34]. This remedy significantly reduced the effects of stress corrosion cracking

phenomena at typical CANDU reactor burnups during refueling operations. This graphite

coating was named CANLUB for its then perceived lubrication properties. The first

‘CANLUB fuel’ was loaded into the Pickering reactors by December 1972 [34][47].

Over the years, the CANDU fuel element and fuel bundle design have matured and is

well established. The failure rate has been generally quite low. This has been attributed to a

robust design, high manufacturing quality, built-in safety margins and prudent operation

assuring compliance with strict limits [48]. However, the Canadian Nuclear Safety

Commission (CNSC) has observed that the condition of certain fuel bundles irradiated in

CANDU reactors differed from that as predicted and accounted for in design, operation, and

safety analysis documentation. As a result, the CNSC has activated a Generic Action Item

94G02 “Impact of Fuel Bundle Condition on Reactor Safety”. To achieve the closure of

Generic Action Item GAI 94G02, one of the issues that has received priority has been the

behavior of oxidized fuel in CANDU reactors. This action called for the generation of

experimental data on fuel oxidation in defective fuel at reactor pressures and temperatures to

help validate a model that would predict fuel oxidation in defective fuel with sufficient

accuracy [48].

Various experiments with intact fuel at reactor temperatures and pressures have been

conducted to measure the fuel thermal conductivity and fuel-to-sheath gap conductance
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[49][50]. For the investigation of defective fuel behavior, past experiments have also been

conducted. Lewis et al. [38] and Hüttig et al. [51] investigated the fission product release

from defective fuel while Une et al. [44] measured the post irradiation fuel oxidation

behavior. Karlsson et al. [52] performed pellet erosion experiments on BWR fuel with a pre-

designed cladding breach. Limbäck et al. [53] and Cheng et al. [54] investigated secondary

fuel degradation with in-situ centreline fuel temperature measurements and hydrogen gas

pressure measurements in the latter experiment. Nevertheless, no instrumented experiments to

date (primarily instrumented temperature measurements) have been conduced on defective

fuel at reactor temperatures and pressures specifically to study the fuel oxidation

phenomenon.

Simple models have been developed in the past to describe fuel oxidation kinetics in

operating fuel rods but these models typically ignored the axial migration of the steam and

hydrogen mixture in the fuel-to-sheath gap or through the fuel cracks. Also these models

failed to treat interstitial oxygen migration in the UO2 matrix by considering both

concentration driven diffusion as well as thermal diffusion in a temperature gradient as

present in operating fuel elements [37][41][42][46].

To address the CNSC active Generic Action Item 94G02 priority, a mechanistic fuel

oxidation model was developed at the Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) [24][29], to

predict fuel oxidation behavior and thermal performance in operating defective fuel in normal

operating conditions. This fuel oxidation model was extended and improved in this work to

assist in the design of an out-reactor instrumented fuel oxidation experiment to help address

this Generic Action Item. These out-reactor test data can be further used for model validation.

An out-reactor instrumented fuel oxidation experiment built by Stern Laboratories in

Hamilton under the guidance of AECL-CRL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Chalk

River Laboratories), now CNL (Canadian Nuclear Laboratories) and RMC has been proposed

to the industry and designed for this purpose.
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The possible relation between oxidized fuel and stress corrosion cracking of Zircaloy

sheathing in CANDU fuel

The role of CANLUB in CANDU fuel elements has been debated over the last three and

a half decades. Generally there are two camps of thought:

i.) The first group argue for the emphasis on the mechanical causes of stress

corrosion cracking in Zircaloy sheathing [55][56]. They claim that graphite

(CANLUB) acts as a lubricant or friction layer interface, which reduces the

coefficient of friction, , between the expanding fuel pellets and the collapsing

sheathing, from =0.7-0.9 for bare Zircaloy to =0.2-0.3 with CANLUB [57].

Hence it was believed that the local stresses in the Zircaloy sheath are reduced

with the graphite, mitigating SCC. In reality though the ‘lubrication’ afforded by

the CANLUB had a very marginal effect on the stress intensity in the Zircaloy

cladding (a 5% reduction) [57], which questions the importance of this SCC

mitigation explanation alone. An indirect observation though made by Wood et al.

[57] was that a smaller number of peripheral fuel cracks appeared in the fuel pellet

when CANLUB was used, which could in turn reduce the fission product

availability at the inside surface of the Zircaloy sheathing.

ii.) The second group argue the benefits provided by the graphite layer are more

chemical in nature and its true function may be two fold: a) The dried graphite

layer possesses chemical gettering properties (absorption and/or adsorption) for

the corrosive fission product species from the fuel and/or b) It has the ability to act

as a physical barrier between the corrosive fission product species and the

Zircaloy sheath [58][59].

One of the reasons that support the latter hypothesis is the observation that the SCC failure

rate is still reduced even when the graphite layer has come off the Zircaloy surfaces at various

locations in fuel elements [58]. Considering these two hypotheses, the question arose could

there be another role of CANLUB graphite in mitigating SCC in CANDU fuel?
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It has been shown that the naturally occurring oxide layer formed on the Zircaloy

surface when exposed to oxygen or air plays a protective role against various corrodants [60].

Penetrating cracks in the fuel sheathing typically occur where the oxide layer is absent or has

been damaged. In particular, it is reported that the sheath is nearly immune to stress corrosion

cracking if the oxide layer remains intact [61]. Une [60] has demonstrated that when a thin

sub micron thickness oxide layer is formed on a Zircaloy surface by introducing a low partial

pressure of oxygen at temperatures typical of the fuel-to-sheath gap it acts as a protective

barrier from iodine corrodant attack. However when very low strains (<0.5%) are imparted

onto the Zircaloy sheath, the zirconium oxide protective layer can break and crack [61],

allowing corrodants access to the bare sheath metal below. Thicker zirconium oxide layers do

not necessarily mean added protection from a corrosive environment. Yang et al. [62] showed

that pressurized Zircaloy-4 tubes sealed with iodine corrodant (which were pre-oxidized

internally to various zirconium oxide thicknesses) did not fail when the oxide layer was

0.2 m thick but did fail when the oxide layer was >0.2 m thick. Lastly it is mentioned that

the protective oxide layer can dissolve into the zirconium α matrix at temperatures above

800 C due to a higher oxygen diffusion coefficient in αZr in Zircaloy-4 (Do  1.510-10

cm2 s-1 [63]). But at temperatures of the fuel-to-sheath gap, around 623 K (350 C) during

NOC (normal operating conditions), the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the Zircaloy is

much lower (Do  210-17 cm2 s-1 [64][65]) meaning the oxide layer is present while in the

reactor.

The oxygen in the zirconium oxide layer in CANDU fuel could come from a few

sources. One such source could be available when CANDU fuel pellets are manufactured in

the factory. In the final manufacturing stage the pellets are reduced from UO3 to UO2 by

exposing them to H2 gas in a furnace at a temperature >2000 K as shown in Eq. (17). The

hydrogen reduces the UO3 and UO2+x (where x is the deviation from stoichiometry) so that an

O/M ratio of exactly 2 is achieved [66].

UO2+x + xH2  UO2 + xH2O (17)

However, if the reducing process during the fuel pellet manufacturing process is incomplete

and/or if the sintered and reduced fuel pellets are stored in air for long durations they may
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pick up some oxygen from the air, reversing the reaction above to an oxidation reaction so

that the O/M ratio becomes greater than 2. The CANLUB coating (or graphite carbon) may

act as a reducing agent for the oxygen in the hyperstoichiometric UO2+x fuel (as similar to the

hydrogen in Eq. (17) [14]). This process would allow oxygen to travel in gaseous form as

carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide to exposed areas of the zirconium surface and oxidizing

those sensitive areas (possibly with the aid of radiolysis of the carbonaceous gases near the

sheath). Thus, there may be a chemical relationship between CANLUB graphite, the fuel, and

the Zircaloy sheath internal surface, which mitigates the SCC phenomena in Zircaloy

sheathing. This proposed process is discussed further in Chapter 5.

Another source of oxygen that can be mentioned is from the excess oxygen generated in

irradiated fuel. From the fission yield and valence states of the fission products, the excess

oxygen per atom percent burnup can be estimated. For example, a 1 atom% burnup can

theoretically cause a change from 2.000 to 2.009 in the O/M ratio in UO2 fuel [40]. In practice

though, in post irradiation examinations, the oxygen balance in irradiated fuel appears to be

near the stoichiometric region, i.e., an O/M ratio of 2.000 [40][67]. Lucuta et al. [40] and

Matzke [67] suggested that some of the fission yielded oxygen may be buffered by metallic

molybdenum (given its high yield [68]), but that the Zircaloy clad (or sheath) can also act as

an oxygen getter [67].

It then can be asked if the excess oxygen in UO2 fuel, introduced either during

manufacturing of the pellets or during the fission process, is liberated or can thermally desorb

on its own, to reach the sheath and oxidize it. It would seem that thermal decomposition of the

higher uranium oxides like U3O8 and UO3 to UO2 and O2 would be possible at elevated

temperatures and at reduced pressures based on the average free energy of decomposition.

Biltz and Müller in [14] showed though that the decomposition of U3O8 usually stops at

UO2.15 when in vacuum of at least 20 mtorr or above and at temperatures up to 1300 C. This

result occurs because the true or differential free energy of decomposition increases far above

the average free energy of decomposition in the solid-solution stoichiometry range below

UO2.30 [14]. This suggests that in order to remove the hyperstoichiometric oxygen from

UO2+x, a reducing agent is necessary.
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Reduction of the higher uranium oxides with graphite was shown in work by Lawrence

et al. [69]. Here uranium carbide fuel was produced by reducing UO2+x and U3O8 uranium

oxides with graphite. The equilibrium constants of these reactions were more or less known at

the time but not their reaction rates. In these tests, compacts of uranium oxides and graphite

were prepared by mixing crushed UO2+x samples (UO2.008, UO2.14, UO2.33 ) and U3O8 and

crushed graphite at molar ratios of 1:1 and lower and sealing them in evacuated silica tubes.

The tubes were heated to temperatures of 700 C, 800 C, 900 C, 1000 C and 1250 C, and

the tube contents were then analyzed with a mass spectrometer. It showed that CO and CO2

gases evolved from the reduction of uranium oxides with graphite for heating durations of

about 300 minutes. The evolved gases were mostly CO2 when the temperature was held at

700 C and mostly CO when the temperature was held at 800 C and above.

In related work, Campbell [70] studied the effects of graphite discs inserted between

adjacent UO2 pellets in CANDU fuel as an additional heat path. Specifically, Campbell

wanted to see if significant amounts of CO and CO2 gases would be liberated by the reduction

of UO2+x with carbon (i.e., graphite), where x in his experiments was set to 0.015, to

stoichiometric UO2, and possibly to UC and to U in order to assess if a large gas pressure

would be generated in the fuel element (>10 MPa). It was found that CO and CO2 gases were

indeed formed but at levels below 10 MPa. It was found also that the dominant reaction was

the reduction of UO2+x with carbon to form stoichiometric UO2, while the formation of UC

and U was much less favorable.

Thus, some carbothermal (or carbothermic) reduction of hyperstoichiometric fuel may

be occurring in CANDU fuel, which may have mitigating effects on stress corrosion cracking

of CANDU fuel Zircaloy sheathing.

1.5 Fuel Oxidation Model

In the original fuel oxidation model, Higgs [24][29] solved three time dependent and

coupled partial differential equations: (1) a gas phase diffusion transport equation occurring in

the thermally induced fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap, (2) an interstitial oxygen

diffusion equation occurring in the fuel matrix, and (3) a heat conduction equation applied to

the solid fuel matrix. The gas phase equation solves for the hydrogen mole fraction. The
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interstitial oxygen diffusion equation solves for the solid state oxygen migration concentration

in the fuel matrix and the heat conduction equation provides for an estimate of the

temperature distribution in the fuel matrix. In the fuel oxidation model, the rate of reaction for

either oxidation or reduction depends on temperature, oxygen stoichiometry deviation in the

fuel and the hydrogen mole fraction. Since both the hydrogen gas diffusion equation in the

fuel cracks and solid state oxygen diffusion equation in the fuel have the same reaction rate

term then both of these mass balance equations are fully coupled. Furthermore, the thermal

conductivity of uranium dioxide depends on the oxygen stoichiometry deviation and

temperature. Hence, this problem is highly nonlinear and was best solved with multiphysics

software such as COMSOL Multiphysics [71].

Higgs [24][29] solved these three governing differential equations in an axial-symmetric

2D r-z model. This was a convenient way to approach the problem if the problem is

considered symmetric. Figure 13 (a) shows the representation of the axial-symmetric 2D r-z

model and Figure 1 (b) shows the same model and a 2D r- model representation but in 3D.

From the figure below it becomes clear that the sheath defect represented in the Higgs model

is actually a ‘ring defect’ of a defined width as seen as a purple band. However this geometry

does not fully describe the problem as further discussed in Section 1.6.

Figure 13: (a) 2D representation of the axial-symmetric [29] in-reactor fuel element model and

(b) an equivalent 3D representation of the 2D axial-symmetric model with a sheath ring defect

indicated by the purple band. The green band represents a sheath defect in a 2D r-θ model and

the yellow patch represents a sheath defect in a 3D model (most realistic).
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Two regions exist in the fuel pellet; an elastic outer region which is brittle with

thermally-induced cracks, and an inner plastic region that is ductile and free of cracks

(boundary line in Figure 13). The brittle-to-ductile transition temperature is illustrated in

Figure 14 (a) [72]. A transition temperature occurs between 1200°C and 1400°C, but this

point also depends on the strain rate (where a higher strain rate tends to increase the brittle-to-

ductile transition temperature). The fracture stress increases in the elastic region of the fuel

and is grain size dependent. A larger grain size tends to decrease the fracture strength.

Figure 14 (b) illustrates the elastic, elastic-plastic transition and plastic domains in a cross

section of an in-reactor fuel element.

Figure 14: (a) Fracture stress versus temperature in UO2 with 15 m grain size, taken from [72]

and (b) an in-reactor fuel element cross section showing the characteristic elastic and plastic

regions in the fuel pellet, taken from [15]

Fuel cracking in the elastic part of the fuel is an important phenomenon, which is

considered in the fuel oxidation model. This phenomenon is important because the fuel cracks

allow access of the gas phase to the hotter regions of the fuel where the chemical reactions are

accelerated, specifically, for the hydrogen gas diffusion equation and the reaction rate

between the fuel and the coolant. With fission heat generation in the fuel pellets during

normal operating conditions, thermally induced stresses result in the fuel pellets due to the

large radial temperature gradient (over a thousand degrees K) between the pellet centre and

the pellet surface (near the coolant). It can be noted that fuel oxidation in defective fuel can

potentially increase (in extreme cases) these thermal stress due to the increase in fuel
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temperature. These stresses are relieved by fuel cracking when these thermal stresses typically

exceed 80-150 MPa [15][73]. Figure 15 (a) shows a schematic of pellet cracking, which is

intentionally exaggerated to emphasize the crack geometry.

Figure 15: (a) Fuel pellet thermally induced cracking schematic with exaggerated crack widths,

taken from [74] and (b) crack type orientations and their designations

Also shown in Figure 15 (a) is the thermal bambooing or hourglassing effect at the pellet

edges, as discussed in [55][75]. In Figure 15 (b), three types of fuel cracks are identified in

UO2 nuclear fuel pellets: radial cracks, axial cracks, and azimuthal cracks. Out of these three

types of cracks, it is believed that the radial and the axial cracks provide the dominant access

paths for steam and hydrogen transport to and from the highest temperature regions of the

fuel.

In modeling work by Williford [76] it is suggested that for various initial fuel-to-clad

gaps (in BWR fuel) and various fuel linear powers, an appropriate radial fuel crack width

develops. Figure 16 shows that for a larger initial diametral gap (fuel-to-clad gap) and smaller

linear power, a larger fuel crack width develops. Also, the plot suggests that for higher linear

powers, the fuel cracks may be closing and that the fuel cracks may be reaching a common

fuel crack width value of 20 m.

(a) (b)

azimuthal crack

radial crack

axial crack
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Figure 16: Fuel crack widths vs. linear power and initial diametral gap, taken from [76]

1.6 Limitations of the Higgs Model

The previous 2D axial-symmetric (r-z) fuel oxidation model [24][29] was able to predict

the extent of fuel oxidation for defective fuel elements located in-reactor. Nevertheless, when

this model was modified to a more representative 3D geometry, the model under predicted the

extent of fuel oxidation. When the sheath defect surface area defined in the 2D axial-

symmetric model was compared to actual defect sizes on the sheathing of defective fuel

elements irradiated in the Bruce Nuclear Generating Stations and Pickering Nuclear

Generating Stations, a substantial difference in defect surface area was noted. This is so

because the sheath defect geometry in the 2D axial-symmetric model is actually

representative of a band defect completely around the sheath circumference, instead of the

actual sheath defect surface area, which is a point defect. This approach also assumes the

hydrogen mole fraction in the defective fuel is azimuthally symmetric where in reality it is

not.

The Higgs model makes an assumption that the transport of hydrogen in the fuel-to-

sheath gap was more of an effective path compared to that in the fuel cracks in the axial

direction, so that only the radial transport direction (the r direction in Figure 13 (a)) for

hydrogen diffusion in the cracks needed to be considered. This assumption may be over

simplistic. From the work of Wood and Oguma [57][73], the number of radial cracks that

appear in fuel pellets is approximately equal to the fuel element linear power divided by two,
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or Plinear[kW m-1]/2. Also, from Williford [76], who modeled BWR fuel pellet cracking at

40 kW m-1, a fuel rod with an initial 0.06-0.13 mm fuel-to-clad gap (similar to CANDU fuel)

would result in a radial fuel crack that is 20-30 m in width. Thus, with sheath creep-down

in CANDU fuel, the fuel-to-sheath-gap may be only 1 m [15][77] in thickness, so that it is

expected that gas diffusion in the radial fuel cracks would also occur, if not more so than in

the fuel-to-sheath gap.

To account for fuel cracking in the fuel oxidation model, Higgs used empirical scaling

parameters (or equation coefficients) [24]. Specifically, f (where f stands for fuel) was used

as a scaling parameter for the reaction rate terms used in both the oxygen diffusion equation

in the fuel and in the hydrogen diffusion equation in the fuel cracks. The term was defined as

the average ratio of the total surface area of the fuel cracks to the total volume of the fuel. For

the hydrogen diffusion equation, a scaling parameter  was used, which was the ratio of the

crack volume to the total fuel volume. These artificial scaling parameters were used, since

only a single domain was used for the two transport equations, i.e., a separate discrete fuel

crack region was not modeled. This approach (which is analogues to some extent to the

‘smeared crack’ technique [78] that uses a fictitious crack model and not actual discrete fuel

cracks) simplified the model construction considerably but ignored the true crack volume and

crack surface area directly under the sheath defect zone. Hence, the  ratio at the local scale

may be quite different from the globally-assumed values for the fuel element.

Another limitation of Higgs model [24][29] was the simplification of the hydrogen gas

diffusion equation in the fuel-to-sheath gap in the 2D axial-symmetric geometry. This model

was simplified by reducing the transport equation to one dimension by using the Green’s

Theorem (e.g., integration by parts). In COMSOL Multiphysics, this simplification approach

was referred to as using the weak and dweak form. In this case, the equation was reduced from

two dimensions to a single dimension. By applying this simplification the diffusion occurs

over a line but since the model is axial-symmetric the diffusion can be imagined actually

occurring in the fuel-to-sheath-gap in two dimensions (as a very thin cylinder) with no fuel-

to-sheath gap thickness. In reality, though the fuel-to-sheath gap thickness is quite thin, it has

a finite dimension, so that model results differed between using these two approaches.
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Lastly, the elastic-to-plastic transition boundary seen in Figure 13 (a) (i.e., where fuel

oxidation is thought to occur in the purple zone but not in the light blue zone) was previously

accounted for by applying a function that produced a value between zero and one to the

scaling parameters f and  [24]. However, in certain circumstances, the model became

unstable using this technique.

Summary of Chapter 1:

 The CANDU reactor main features and CANDU fuel were introduced and

discussed.

 The chemistry of uranium dioxide was discussed, which included: Its crystal

structure, its oxygen interstitial sites due to the various uranium valence states, its

oxygen stoichiometric deviation state - being either hyper or hypostoichiometric, as

determined at equilibrium using the Gibbs energy minimization technique.

 Defective nuclear fuel in water cooled reactors and accompanying fuel oxidation

and its effect on fuel thermal conductivity was introduced.

 Next, the reasoning for the development and validation of the mechanistic fuel

oxidation model, to predict fuel oxidation behavior and thermal performance of

operating defective fuel during normal operating conditions, was given.

 A link was then made between oxidized fuel, CANDU graphite, and stress corrosion

cracking of Zircaloy sheathing in CANDU fuel (the latter being one of the fuel

failure mechanisms).

 Lastly, the importance of the fuel oxidation model geometry selection (i.e., 2D and

3D) was explained in relation to observed sheath defect surface areas, and the

importance of modeling discrete fuel cracks was discussed. Both of these aspects of

the model were related to the limitations of the Higgs fuel oxidation model [24][29].
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CHAPTER 2 GOALS OF RESEARCH

A mechanistic fuel-oxidation model for defective fuel has been developed at the Royal

Military College of Canada (RMC) [29] and a controlled experiment was designed and built

to validate the current model with discrete fuel cracks. The motivation for the out-reactor

instrumented defected fuel experiment is that fuel oxidation has never been investigated

experimentally at both high coolant pressure (10 MPa) and reactor temperatures while

simultaneously measuring in-situ fuel temperature changes (and hence, the effect of reduced

thermal conductivity due to fuel oxidation). Also, the experiment incorporates highly

controlled test parameters such as the onset of a sheath defect (of a specific size), heating

duration and power settings (related to temperature). These test results will therefore assist in

the benchmark of the RMC fuel oxidation model. The model will then be incorporated into

fuel performance codes for defective fuel assessment [48]. A validated model is applicable

not only to CANDU reactors but also to pressure water and boiling water reactors, as they are

UO2 fuelled and water-cooled.

The additional models developed in this thesis therefore address two goals. The first

goal was to extend the fuel oxidation model so that it could be used to provide guidance for

the design of the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment. This out-reactor

experiment was led and technically supported by CNL (Canadian Nuclear Labs) formally

AECL-CRL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Chalk River Laboratories), was funded by

COG (CANDU Owners Group), and was constructed and operated by Stern Laboratories

Incorporated. At the time of this thesis was being written an initial commissioning test and

final test were conducted. Post test oxygen measurements were being completed. In this test

fuel element temperatures were measured in real-time at various radial and axial locations. All

tests were conducted at reactor pressures and temperatures without a radiation flux. The

second goal of this thesis was to address the previously discussed limitations of the Higgs fuel

oxidation model [24][29].

This thesis work provides a 2D r- and 3D model simulations, which include discrete

fuel cracks. Figure 17 shows the three different types of 2D r-θ models, where the purpose of
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these models was to provide justification for the parameters used in the 3D fuel oxidation

model in order to predict the extent of oxidation in the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel

experiment.

Figure 17: 2D r-θ models with the corresponding mesh to predict the temperature and stress

distribution (as well as geometry displacement) used as input parameters for the 3D model

The first type of model (‘2D model 1’ in Figure 17) predicted the temperature

distribution, the hydrogen mole fraction in the infiltrating steam in the fuel cracks (which is a

result of fuel oxidation due to contact between the fuel and the coolant), and the resulting

UO2+x distribution in the fuel matrix. This model also computed the fuel element electrical

heating and provided temperature bondary condtions to the 3D model. The second type of

2D r- model (‘2D model 2’ in Figure 17) computed fuel oxidation coupled to a solid

mechanics model. With this model the stress field due to thermal expansion, the geometry of

radial fuel cracks (such as crack width), and contact pressure of the sheath on the fuel was

computed. A third 2D r- model (‘2D model 3’ in Figure 17) was based on the second model

but neglected fuel oxidation. Its purpose was to investigate the conditions for the onset of

radial fuel crack growth and the number of possible radial fuel cracks formed due to thermal

expansion in the out-reactor fuel pellet. This was conducted by computing the J integral,
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which provided the stress intensity factor at crack tips, assuming linear elastic fracture

mechanics [79].

Before tackling a full length 3D model of the out-reactor fuel element, two additional

models were constructed and computed for validation purposes. The first was a 2D r-θ model

that computed the temperature distribution as well as mechanical stress due to electrical

heating in the out-reactor fuel element, but where no fuel oxidation was computed. This

temperature modelled result was compared to the temperature measurements obtained in the

first prototype test (FES1) at the Stern Laboratories. The second model attempted to estimate

the extent of fuel oxidation for an actual defective fuel element in an operating power station.

This model was constructed in 3D as a full length model (0.48 m long) to compare actual PIE

(post irradiation examination) O/U ratio measurements in a defective fuel element to model

results.

With the above model simulations and comparison to previous actual measurements, a

model geometry was defined for a full length 3D fuel simulation of an out-reactor fuel

oxidation experiment. Boundary conditions were provided by the 2D r- models (Figure 17).

The improved geometry construction toolkit of the COMSOL 4 version platform made the

building of the more complex 3D model much easier. This model provided for a more

realistic simulation of the element used in the out-reactor experiment. In this work, the radial

fuel cracks were modeled as well as a pellet-pellet interface gap (that acts as a crack) - both

near the defected sheath site. The sheath and most of the fuel-to-sheath gap were neglected to

reduce model complexity. The results of this model also provided design support for the out-

reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment.

Finally, since uranium dioxide can be oxidized by water or oxygen (i.e., to absorb

oxygen atoms in an exothermic reaction), and since hyperstoichiometric uranium dioxide may

be reduced by carbon (i.e., the CANLUB graphite, see again Section 1.4), the experimental

part of this thesis also focused on the effect of oxidized UO2 in the presence of graphite to

determine its impact on iodine induced stress corrosion cracking in the Zircaloy sheathing.

This investigation specifically examined if there was any benefit of excess oxygen potential in

UO2 fuel in contact with graphite to mitigate this corrosion process. Based on these
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experimental results, the fuel oxidation model was used to compute the necessary heating

temperature and heating time needed to ‘load’ the required hyperstoichiometric oxygen onto

the external surfaces of a fuel pellet, while not altering the overall stoichiometric O/U ratio in

the bulk of the manufactured fuel pellet.

Summary of Chapter 2:

 Some of the models developed in this thesis will address two goals: The first goal is

to extend the fuel oxidation model so that it can be used to provide guidance for the

design of the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment. The second goal is

to address the previously discussed limitations of the Higgs fuel oxidation model.

 An explanation was given for the development of three 2D r- models. The first

model will show the dependence of fuel crack width and fuel-to-sheath gap on the

extent of fuel oxidation. A second model will compute fuel oxidation while being

coupled to a solid mechanics model to provide the expected fuel crack geometry

during the test. A third model will compute the onset and number of fuel cracks

using the J integral.

 With the supporting 2D r- models, and an additional 3D in-reactor fuel oxidation

model, a 3D out-reactor defective fuel model will be developed to initially validate

the fuel oxidation model.

 Lastly, the experimental part of this thesis will investigate the effect of oxidized

UO2 in the presence of graphite to produce carbonaceous gases that can have

mitigative properties against stress corrosion cracking in Zircaloy sheathing. The

fuel oxidation model will also be used to compute the necessary conditions to

introduce a small amount of hyperstoichiometric oxygen to s fuel pellet.
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CHAPTER 3 MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Section 3.1 discusses the out-reactor test setup at Stern Laboratories, as needed for the

model design parameters. The model in turn provided feedback to the designer of the test.

Section 3.2 provides the background and governing equations for the updated fuel-oxidation

model, as needed for the simulation of the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment.

3.1 Out Reactor Experiment Setup

The out-reactor test facility at Stern Laboratories includes a small self-contained coolant

loop capable of operating at CANDU reactor conditions. This loop is designed to run at up to

10 MPa inlet pressure and normal coolant temperatures of 280°-310°C. A laboratory data

acquisition system is used to monitor the loop and test-fuel simulator instrumentation.

Electrical current is used as the heating source for the out-reactor fuel element.

The fuel element simulator has 29 fuel pellets, with an axial clearance of 1 to 3 mm.

Typical primary fuel sheath defect surface area in defective fuel has been observed to be 1-2

mm2 [43][80][81], while sheath defects as large as 35 mm2 have been observed [29]. Sheath

defects are usually identified as secondary defects (due to hydriding or deuteriding damage)

[33][81]. The designed sheath defect surface area for this test is targeted to be 5-15 mm2

though smaller sheath defect sizes are acceptable as well. At a chosen time after a

conditioning heating period, an artificial slit defect is initiated in-situ in the sheath. The

breached sheath exposes the fuel to the coolant water at a temperature of approximately 260-

295°C and a pressure of 7.5-10 MPa.

Each test pellet is about 16 mm in length and 12 mm in diameter. The test pellets

include a central hole to accommodate an electrical iridium (Ir) heating bar about 2.9 mm

(2.87 mm) in diameter. Temperature measurements of the test fuel are performed in real time

with thermocouples at three radial positions in the test pellet as indicated in Figure 18.

Thermocouple holes were 0.66 mm in diameter. Thermocouple holes (1) and (3) were

originally positioned 0.5 mm from the pellet edges and thermocouple (2) was positioned

equally spaced between the two. The actual pitch circle radii of the thermocouples were
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TC1=2.740.13 mm, TC2=3.830.13 mm, and TC3=4.980.13 mm [82]. The electrical

heating bar is made to run through the entire central length of the fuel element so that the fuel

pellets are heated from the central diameter.

Figure 18: Radial cross section of UO2 test pellet with drilled holes. The 2.9-mm diameter central

hole is for the iridium electrical heating bar. The smaller holes provide access for thermocouples

and thermocouple wires. Thermocouple sites were located at: (1) close to the pellet centre and

near the heating element, (2) between the pellet centre and pellet outer surface and (3) near the

outer surface of the pellet.

This heating technique has been successfully employed in the past by Oguma [73] using

a tungsten bar to heat UO2 fuel pellets to study cracking and relocation behaviour. The UO2

fuel pellet material after it has been sintered was extremely hard and it was found that drilling

the small holes into the finished pellet proved to be too difficult. As such, it was decided to

first drill the compacted UO2 pellets and then sinter them. Figure 19 shows the compacted and

drilled UO2 pellet on the left and a sintered UO2 pellet on the right.

Figure 19: (a) Compacted and drilled (unsintered) pellet and (b) a finished pellet after sintering

(manufactured at CRL-CNL)
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The technique for making the in-reactor fuel pellets was not without problems. Some

pellets cracked when drilled and some pellets experienced unacceptable distortion during the

sintering process. Nevertheless, there were enough satisfactory pellets manufactured by the

Fuel Engineering Branch and the Fuel and Fuel Channel Safety Branch at CNL (formally

AECL-CRL) to build two complete out-reactor fuel elements.

Iridium (Ir) was chosen for making the central heater bar, since it is a noble metal and

has a high melting temperature (2466 C) so that it can withstand the hot and oxidizing

environment. The limiting factor when using the iridium bar as a heater in the UO2 pellets is

the iridium-zirconium eutectic point, which is 1240 °C [83]. Other metal pairs such as

tungsten-zirconium or tantalum-zirconium have good (high) eutectic points and good

weldability, but tungsten and tantalum are not noble metals. The eutectic point occurring at

welded junctions between the iridium bar heater and the Zircaloy end-caps in the fuel element

could have been a problem, but the temperature at these locations are lower due to edge

effects, so this problem was mostly avoided.

The out-reactor fuel element is heated by passing electrical current through the central

iridium bar as well as the Zircaloy sheath (i.e., the two conductors are connected in parallel).

This is because Stern Laboratories experience has shown that if only the central electrical

heating bar is biased to the current voltage and the sheath is grounded, electrical arching and

shorting can occur between the heater bar and sheath, leading to damage and failures. In order

to prevent this from happening, the Zircaloy sheathing is connected in parallel to the iridium

bar conductor (instead of being grounded). Figure 20 provides part of a drawing [84] of the

fuel element simulator. The sheath defect in the figure is just above pellet number 8 from the

downstream end cap (at item #6). SECTION B-B shows an axial view of the pellet number 4

and the first set of three thermocouples at three radial and azimuthal positions (TC-1, TC-2

and TC-3). SECTION C-C shows the second set of thermocouples at a second axial position

(TC1, TC2 and TC3), which is located at pellet number 8 from the downstream end cap. Note

that the second set of thermocouples pass through pellet number 4 in SECTION B-B. The

iridium bar is fixed (screwed and welded) at the outlet end (left) but is free to axially expand

at the inlet end (right). Silver powder, item #2, is used to ensure electrical contact throughout

the test.
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Figure 20: Fuel element simulator assembly drawing [84]. The key parts are (1) the iridium bar

(heater), (2) the silver powder packing section for electrical conduction and expansion

allowance, (3) the sheath, (4) the upstream end cap, (5) the downstream end cap, and (6) pellet at

location of the sheath defect.

Before the test is started, the fuel element is heated (under pressure) by electrical power

for a few hours in order to allow for both fuel cracking and sheath creep down to occur. Once

the fuel and sheath are conditioned, the sheath is defected by helium gas injection into the fuel

element to induce an internal pressure of 10-12 MPa while the pressure of the coolant loop is

lowered from 10 MPa to 7 MPa. With a pre-machined axial groove (located between pellets

8 and 9) where the sheath wall is 1/10 of the original wall thickness and with the high

internal pressure, a sheath defect occurs. Figure 21 (a) shows the design and location of the

defect groove on the sheath. Figure 21 (b) shows a picture of an initial sheath rupture test

performed in air at room temperature, with no pellets installed, conducted at Stern

Laboratories.
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Figure 21: (a) Sheath defect design and location on the fuel element simulator (not to scale) [85]

and (b) a sheath groove after a burst test in air with no pellets installed [86]

Bursting the fuel element filled with equivalent sized fuel pellets, with a sheath defect

described in Figure 21, at coolant temperature and pressure, yielded a smaller sheath defect

surface area than 1 mm2 (figure not shown). As a result a modified 3-cut sheath defect design

was developed. Figure 22 shows a sheath burst test result using this improved design

(designed at the Fuel and Fuel Channel Safety Branch at CNL by the author, B. Leitch, and C.

Thiriet and tested at Stern Laboratories).

Figure 22: Sheath defect after rupture test at loop temperature and pressure. Test was

conducted with equivalent sized fuel pellets.

With this 3-cut sheath defect design a satisfactory defect surface area was achieved, which

was 4 mm2 in this case, approaching the original defect size requirement [87].

3-cut sheath
defect design

rupture

sheath

defect length
20-mm

16.28-mm

sheath groove after burst test

(a) (b)
119.17-mm from
element edge

TC drill hole Ir bar heater
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Post experiment measurement of the oxygen potential, or the O/M ratio, at several axial

and radial locations in the fuel stack will be required for validation of the fuel oxidation

model. The first method is based on a Coulometric Titration (CT) method [80] employed

previously at CNL (formally AECL-CRL) to measure the average O/M ratio of spent

CANDU fuel. This O/M ratio measurement technique has a detection limit of 2.01 and a

maximum uncertainty of 0.011 in irradiated and unirradiated UO2+x fuel [87][88]. Generally

in this technique powdered UO2+x samples for coulometric titration (CT) analysis are prepared

from 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8 mm diameter drilled-out holes (using diamond tipped drill bits) that are

5 mm deep in the oxidized fuel pellet. These UO2+x samples are then heated to 1273 K in a

reducing atmosphere provided by a known H2 in Ar (carrier gas). When the CT apparatus

operates in the reduction mode (for determining x in the samples), only the down stream CT

electrolysis cell is used. When the carrier gas flows over the sample in the furnace some of the

H2 will reduce the UO2+x to produce water vapour. The remaining hydrogen in the gas (that is

not picked up by the specimen) is oxidized by oxygen from the downstream CT cell. The

hyperstoichiometric oxygen content in the samples is then determined by knowing the precise

quantity of hydrogen that was coulometrically titrated in the downstream cell [22][80]. The

second method involves taking X-ray diffraction scans [18][89] of the oxidized fuel

specimens and working out the material lattice parameter. Using a relationship between the

lattice parameter and the O/U ratio, the oxygen stoichiometric deviation can be deduced [89].

The uncertainty of this method can be as high as x=0.015 when x=0.050, according to a

lattice parameter vs. O/M ratio plot given in [89].

3.2 Fuel-Oxidation Model Development

The following section provides the governing equations of the fuel-oxidation model as

applied to the out-reactor experiment. The subsequent subsections provide the thermal

physical properties of the materials involved.

In the mechanistic model [29], a treatment is required for both gas phase and solid-state

oxygen diffusion, which are controlled by temperature-dependent reactions. This necessitates

knowledge of the temperature distribution in the fuel element. Hydrogen (H2) and steam

(H2O) are specifically considered in this treatment rather than deuterium and heavy water.
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Figure 23 depicts an axial cross section schematic of the test fuel element without

thermocouples or the central electrical heating element. In the schematic, fuel cracks appear in

the fuel pellets as a result of fuel thermal expansion [75][90].

Figure 23: A 2D z-r representation of out-reactor fuel element. Heat conduction occurs over all

domains, gas transport occurs in fuel cracks and in a pellet-pellet gap, and solid state oxygen

diffusion occurs in the fuel. The defect length is 5-15 mm with a width of 0.1-1.0 mm (the latter

in the azimuthal direction not shown).

Below the elastic-plastic boundary, cracks will initially appear but will later self heal [15][91].

The temperature at which this transition occurs in the model was set at 1523 K, yielding an

effective crack tip depth. In reality though this transition occurs over a range of temperatures

[15][73]. Figure 23 depicts a deliberate sheath defect, which is 1 mm wide (into the page) and

5-15 mm long in the axial z direction. Actual sheath defects can be less than 1 mm wide.

Elevated oxidation occurs when the coolant/steam makes contact with the hotter regions of

the fuel, via the fuel cracks and the pellet-pellet gap near the sheath defect.

The hydrogen mole fraction, q, at the defect location and in the volume of the radial

cracks directly under the defect site, is assumed to be 4.110-6 moles m-3. This value is the

hydrogen mole fraction of the coolant in reactor [29] referred to as qc. The generalized mass

balance equation for oxygen transport in the fuel matrix is given by Eq. (18):

iridium bar heater
(not shown)
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where x is the oxygen deviation from stoichiometry in the uranium oxide matrix (UO2+x), cU is

the molar density of uranium in mol m-3, R is the universal or ideal gas constant equal to

8.205x10-5 atm m3 mol-1 K-1, T is the temperature in K, D is the chemical diffusion coefficient

for oxygen interstitials, which is a function of temperature (T in K) [29] as given by Eq. (19).

It can be noted that Eq. (18) considers both normal diffusion in a concentration gradient and

diffusion in a temperature gradient (the Soret effect).

  -124 sm/16400exp105.2 TD   (19)

For the temperature gradient diffusion, Q is the molar effective heat of transport and is

provided by Eq. (20) (where x again is the stoichiometric deviation value):

   -134 molJ2417exp105.3 xQ  (20)

In Eq. (18) react
fR is the rate of reaction for either fuel oxidation or reduction in moles O or H2

m-2 s-1. For oxidation the reaction rate is given by:

    eet
oxreact

f xxxxpqcR  for1U
,  (21)

where α is the rate coefficient for the surface-exchange of oxygen, which is given by Eq. (22)

[29][92], where T is in K and  has the units of m s-1.








 


T

23500
exp365.0 (22)

Generally, Eq. (22) has the form of the Svante Arrhenius equation, which relates the rate

constant of a chemical reaction and the temperature at which the reaction takes place [93]. In

Eq. (21), pt is the total system pressure in atmospheres (of the coolant), q is the hydrogen

mole fraction in the fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap, x (or ‘Xdev’ is the notation used

in the simulation models) is the stoichiometric deviation, and xe is the equilibrium
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stoichiometry deviation based on the local oxygen potential of the gas in the fuel cracks using

thermodynamic analysis [29]. The kinetic reaction rate in Eq. (18) can also represent chemical

reduction in moles O or H2 m-2 s-1 as given in Eq. (23) [29].

  eet
redreact

f xxxxqpcR  forU
,  (23)

The equilibrium stoichiometry deviation xe is given by [24][29]:
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where  is the log of the hydrogen-to-steam partial pressure ratio equal to 











q

q

1
log , and

the coefficients are given by:

Table 1: Coefficient values used in the equilibrium stoichiometry deviation xe equation

coefficient value

aא 0.033107007

bא 0.268984735

cא 0.008679485

dא -0.000622197

eא -5.18804E-05

fא 0.020038397

gא 0.000450165

kא -7.83442E-06

mא 1.84196E-08

nא -7.45197E-05

pא 1.39057E-07

The condition statement for either fuel oxidation or fuel reduction is provided by [24]:
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where xfs is the stoichiometric deviation at the pellet surface equal to 110-4 and xe_fix is

another condition statement provided by [24]:
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A zero flux boundary condition for the oxygen stoichiometric deviation is taken as zero

at all external geometric boundaries in the model, except for crack and pellet-pelled surfaces.

See Sections 3.5.2, 3.5.5, and 3.5.6 for more details.

It is worth mentioning that Eq. (23) representing chemical reduction kinetics of the fuel

may be conservative. This is because experiment data [94][95] suggests that interstitial

diffusion alone is not rate-limiting and that, alternatively, one can consider a combined

diffusion/mass transfer model [94][95]. In terms of the time scale of the out-reactor

instrumented defected fuel experiment or with defective fuel residence time in a reactor there is

no significant change over longer times as the fuel will go to the equilibrium value of xe in Eq.

(24).

Hydrogen is contributed to the gas environment in the fuel cracks by the fuel-oxidation

reaction and to a lesser extent by sheath oxidation. The mass balance for the hydrogen molar

concentration, qcg, in the fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap is provided by Eq. (27) as a

general form time-dependent diffusion equation. This equation is applicable only in the

domain outside fuel elastic-to-plastic boundary in the radial direction (see again Figure 23)

where the fuel cracks reside, in the fuel-to-sheath gap, and in the pellet-pellet gap.

Eq. (27) is essentially the same equation used by Higgs [29] but here the diffusion

equation is used for all gas domains (fuel cracks and the fuel-to-sheath gap in a 2D model,

and the pellet-pellet gap in a 3D model).

    ox
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(27)

However, it neglects axial bulk-flow. Here cg in Eq. (27) is the total molar concentration of

the steam gas in mol m-3 and it is calculated using the ideal gas law:
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where pt is the total system pressure in atmospheres and R is the universal gas constant of

8.20510-5 atm m3 mol-1 K-1 and T is the gas temperature in the fuel cracks, the fuel-to-sheath

gap and pellet-pellet gap. The parameter cgDg is the steam diffusivity quantity that has the

units of mol m-1 s-1 and is calculated from Chapman-Enskog gas kinetic theory in Eq. (29)

[24][43]. This equation is solved for light water steam in the out-reactor test:
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where
2HM and OHM

2
are the molecular weights of hydrogen and water molecules equal to

2.0159 g mol-1 and 18.0153 g mol-1, respectively. AB is the combined collision diameter of

hydrogen and water equal to  OHH 22
5.0   , where 827.2

2
H Å and 641.2

2
OH Å.

AB is the collision integral given by [24]:

  45859.0
004549.080674.045776.0


 TAB (30)

Zircaloy sheath oxidation/corrosion with resulting hydrogen generation and pickup by

the sheathing is also considered in the 2D r- fuel oxidation model. Hence the source term

ox
sheathZrcR _ for hydrogen production in mol H2 m-2 s-1 in the fuel-to-sheath gap is also added in

Eq. (27). The source term ox
sheathZrcR _ , which is a function of temperature, is provided by [29]:

  cinnersheath
ox

sheathZirc FTR __ /14192exp160  (31)

where Tsheath_inner is the inner surface temperature of the sheath and Fc 3 [38] is the

enhancement factor for out-reactor Zircaloy surface corrosion. It is worth noting that the

internal Zircaloy sheath surface corrosion due to steam exposure is enhanced by fission

product bombardment for in-reactor conditions, where Fc 49 in comparison. The

parameter f in Eq. (27) is the hydrogen pickup fraction by the sheath and was set to 0.05
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[29][38]. Lastly it is noted that the sheath/water oxidation reaction competes with fuel

oxidation. This effect was applied in only one of the 2D r-θ fuel-oxidation models (with the

closed fuel-to-sheath gap, Section 4.2.1 results), since its contribution was found to be small.

The temperature profile in the fuel element is obtained from the solution of a time-dependent

heat conduction equation given by:

  vps QTk
t

T
C 




 (32)

where s is the density in mol m-3 (or kg m-3), Cp is the specific heat capacity at constant

pressure in kJ mol-1 K-1 or kJ kg-1 K-1 and k is the thermal conductivity in kW m-1 K-1 of all

constituent materials in the fuel element. The parameter Qv is the volumetric heat source term

of the fuel. In the current 2D r- out-reactor fuel oxidation model, the Qv term is the ohmic

heating generated in the iridium bar heater and in the Zircaloy sheath (and to a small extent in

the UO2 pellets). In the 3D out-reactor fuel-oxidation model, this term is set to zero. Instead

Dirichlet temperature boundary conditions were used to describe this heat source. For an in-

reactor defective fuel element, the Qv term is set to a fission heat source term given by:
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where Plinear is the linear power of the fuel element in kW m-1, apellet is the pellet radius in m, 

is the inverse neutron diffusion length in m, r is the radial distance from the pellet centre, Io

and I1 are the zeroith and first order modified Bessel function, which are provided in Eq. (34)

[96].
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The thermal conductivity k of UO2+x as seen in Eq. (32) is evaluated using:
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 radephr4p2p1d1 kkkk   (35)

as proposed by Lucuta et al. [97] and employed by Higgs [24][29]. Generally the thermal

conductivity of UO2 in Eq. (35) is comprised by three terms: The conductive heat transfer kph

term via lattice vibration (or phonons), the electron hole movement ke term (or polarons), and

the radiative thermal effects krad term. The heat transfer via lattice vibration kph term is given

by Eq. (36), provided from the Ellis-Porter-Shaw model [29][98], where T is in K, and where

Eq. (36) is correlated to experimental data and is valid over an oxygen stoichiometry

deviation range from x = 0 to 0.2 for fully dense fuel. kph has the units of kW m-1 K-1.

   TxBxA
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1
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The values A(x) and B(x) are given by Eq. (37a) and (37b), respectively [29], where x is the

oxygen stoichiometry deviation value as solved for in Eq. (18).
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The electron hole movement ke term is given by Eq. (38) [29] where T is in K, and where ke

and has the units of kW m-1 K-1.
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At normal operating fuel temperatures, the radiative term krad contributes less than

0.01% to the overall thermal conductivity and so is neglected in the in-reactor models

[29][42]. Since the heating technique in the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment

utilizes a central electrical heating element the temperature at the element centre (in the

plastic region of the fuel) can be relatively high (T > 1900 K), as compared to in-reactor

operating fuel at normal/medium linear powers [77]. Hence, the radiative term is considered

[97] and its contribution to fuel thermal conductivity is given by [42]:
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where krad has the units of kW m-1 K-1 and T is in K, and where N is index of refraction (set to

2.25) with C1 = 8750 m-1 and C2 = 7.597110-4 K-1 [42].

The correction or contributing factors () in Eq. (35) account for burnup, porosity, and

radiation damage effects. Although in the out-reactor fuel oxidation test there will be no

burnup or radiation damage, the model includes these terms for completeness, since it is

applied later for in-reactor conditions. The first factor 1d is a correction factor for fully dense

fuel for dissolved fission products at fractional burnup  in atom% and is given by Eq. (40)

[24][29].
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The correction factor 1p for precipitated fission products is given by Eq. (41) [29].

     1001200exp1019.03

019.0
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where again  is the fractional burnup in atom%. Both Equations (40) and (41) take on a

value of unity when  approaches zero. The correction factor, 2p, accounts for fuel porosity

and is given by Eq. (42a):
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where T accounts for temperature effects and is equal to 2.6-0.510-3T where T is in K, Por is

the fuel porosity, s_new is the density of the fuel when it is newly sintered/manufactured, and

TD is the maximum theoretical density of the fuel. Fd in Eq. (42b) is the fractional change in

porosity with specific burnup B in MWh kgU-1:
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   BTF 2310
d 1087.2exp11067.8506.0exp6.0   (43)

Here B can be replaced by the fractional burnup  by multiplying by 225 MWh kgU-1 per

atom %.

It is important to point out a significant difference in the thermal conductivity

calculation of the UO2 fuel pellets for out-reactor and in-reactor conditions [29]. The

difference lies with the last factor in Eq. (35), which is the radiation damage factor, 4r, given

by:

  80900exp1

2.0
14r




T
 (44)

For an in-reactor environment, the effects of radiation damage is important only for

temperatures below 1100 K due to annealing effects above this temperature [29]. Since there

is no radiation damage in the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment this factor is

set to unity. Lucuta et al. [97] provides the estimated effect of radiation damage on the

thermal conductivity of the fuel (Figure 24). As can be seen in the figure below, the reduction

in thermal conductivity is significant in the low-temperature regions of the fuel where

radiation damage occurs and that persists in the fuel, especially around 700-800 K.

Figure 24: The estimated effect of radiation damage on thermal conductivity as a function of

temperature, taken from [97]
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Since 4r is set to 1 in the out-reactor fuel oxidation model, the thermal conductivity of the

out-reactor fuel will be greater in the outer regions of the fuel pellet as compared to the outer

regions for in-reactor defective fuel as simulated by Higgs [24][29]. Hence, with radiation,

this term tends to increase the temperature for in-reactor fuel so that fuel oxidation will

increase. Thus, with the radiation damage factor set to unity, there is predicted to be a marked

decrease in fuel oxidation in out-reactor fuel compared to in-reactor fuel at similar powers.

The density s of the UO2 fuel in Eq. (32) (named cu_UO2 in the model

implementation) is given by Eq. (45) [29] and has the units of mol m-3:

 orf P 140588s  (45)

where Por is the fuel porosity given by Eq. (42b), f is a unit less temperature dependent

function formulated for UO2 thermal expansion [99] and converted to a volume thermal

expansion [24][100] to assess the UO2 density change as a function of temperature in Eq.

(46). The number 40,588 is the maximum theoretical mole density of UO2 per m3.
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The specific heat capacity of stoichiometric and hyperstoichiometric uranium dioxide is

given by Eq. (47), where Cp has the units of kJ mol-1 K-1 (named Cp_UO2 is the fuel-

oxidation model), T is in K, and x is the stoichiometry deviation [29].
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It is worth noting here, as explained earlier, that in the previous Higgs model [29],

scalar parameters f and  (defined as the ratio of the total pellet crack surface area to the

total fuel volume and the ratio of the total volume of cracks in the fuel to the total volume of

fuel, respectively) were used in Eq. (18) and (27). However, in the current model, these
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parameters are eliminated, since discrete radial fuel cracks are specifically modeled near the

sheath defect.

Finally, the uranium dioxide specific heat Cp and thermal conductivity k are both

functions of temperature T and stoichiometry deviation x. The source term react
fR is a function

of the temperature, oxygen stoichiometry deviation, and hydrogen mole fraction q. Thus,

since this latter term appears in both the solid state oxygen diffusion equation (Eq. (18)) and

in the hydrogen mole fraction diffusion equation (Eq. (27)) this problem is highly non-linear

and coupled.

Before defining the thermal properties of the remaining materials constituting the out-

reactor fuel element, a few words are added concerning the elastic-to-plastic transition

temperature and location in the fuel. As previously explained in Section 1.5 and at the

beginning of Section 3.2, the elastic-to-plastic transition occurs over a range of temperatures

(1200-1400 C). An effective crack tip was positioned in the current model at a location where

the temperature was 1250 C. Below the elastic-to-plastic boundary (Figure 23) the model

assumed the fuel cracks were fully healed at the onset of the simulation (i.e., no cracks).

However, crack healing between the temperatures 1400-1700 C is governed by time

dependent diffusion processes, and above 1700 C cracks self heal by vapour transport

phenomena [101]. In other words, fuel crack healing occurs over time so that during the

planned two week out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment the fuel cracks (in the

plastic region) may still be healing (i.e., the plastic region fuel cracks may still be present). In

fact, Ainscough et al. [102] showed (in a lab setting) that crack healing does occur in UO2

given sufficient time and provided that the plastic fuel is under compression, where crack

healing takes place in two stages: crack closure followed by sintering. The following equation

[102] can be used to estimate the fuel crack healing (or closure) time:
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where T is in K, pip is in MPa, and tcc is in hours. For example, if the interface pressure acting

on a crack in the plastic fuel is 1 MPa [102] and the fuel temperature is 1500 C (1773 K)

then the crack healing (or closure) time would be just over five days. Thus, it is possible that
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fuel cracks will be present in the plastic region of the fuel during the out-reactor instrumented

defected fuel experiment. This could potentially accelerate fuel oxidation, since the steam

could access the plastic (i.e., hotter) regions of the fuel. Depending on the outcome of the

experiment, this point can be considered later in the model, but it was not in this work.

3.2.1 Thermal and Density Properties of Steam

In the current fuel oxidation model separate domains were considered for the discrete

fuel cracks, the fuel-to-sheath gap, and a pellet-pellet gap. When the fuel is defective or is

defected these domains become occupied by steam (and hydrogen). Hence the steam thermal

conductivity is specifically defined by Eq. (49) [103] at a pressure of 10 MPa:
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where ksteam has the units of kW m-1 K-1 and T is in K. Note that Eq. (49) was corrected from

its form in reference [103] and now agrees with the steam table data provided by Grigull et al.

[104] and Haar et al. [105]. In the interior of the fuel, where steam-filled radial cracks reside,

the steam thermal conductivity is less than the thermal conductivity of the uranium dioxide

fuel by more than an order of magnitude at typical fuel temperatures. Since the modeled radial

cracks are very thin (only 15-25 m wide), and the temperature gradient is primarily in the

radial direction, the overall affect of the radial cracks on the heat transfer is quite small. On

the other hand, in the fuel-to-sheath gap, heat has to traverse across a steam gap, which will

cause a temperature drop. Section 3.3.2 discusses the assessment of the effective thermal

conductivity in an open and closed fuel-to-sheath gap, the latter scenario being when the

sheath has fully crept down to the pellet surface and the pellets are fully thermally expanded

and cracked.

It is important to assess the steam thermal conductivity in the fuel-to-sheath gap in the

out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment because coolant entering the fuel element

at 10 MPa is in a liquid phase and only becomes saturated and super heated at 584.18 K (or at

311.03°C) [104]. The steam thermal conductivity as a function of temperature given by
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Eq. (49), is plotted in Figure 25. The superheated steam has a minimum thermal conductivity

value of 6.910-5 kW m-1 K-1 at T=653 K. Above this temperature ksteam rises due to an

increase in the kinetic energy of water molecules. In fact, the thermal conductivity of gases

generally rises as a square root of the absolute temperature [106]. Conversely, below T=653

K, ksteam also rises as the temperature decreases nearing the steam saturation temperature.

Superheated steam turns into saturated steam (liquid and gas phases) just below 584.18 K and

its thermal conductivity can increase to 5.2710-4 kW m-1 K-1 (almost ten times higher than its

minimal value) when the steam quality reaches zero (i.e., the fluid is a liquid phase). This

sudden increase is seen as the dashed line in Figure 25. To avoid this modeling complication

ksteam is set to a constant value of 110-4 kW m-1 K-1 at T 573.15 K.

Figure 25: Steam thermal conductivity as a function of temperature at 10 MPa [103][104][105]

When the power in the out-reactor fuel element and the coolant temperature in the test loop

are sufficiently high, the water entering the breached fuel element will flash into steam, and

ksteam will be at a low value in the fuel-to-sheath gap (as also expected in a defective in-reactor

fuel element). But if this is not the case, the water may be in a liquid or saturated state thereby

cooling the fuel element. Since fuel oxidation is a temperature-dependent phenomenon this

can retard fuel oxidation.

The specific heat capacity of the steam at 100 atm is given by Eq. (50), which is divided

up into four spline equations and three constants from steam data tables (reference [104]),
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where Cp_steam has the units of kJ kg-1 K-1 and T is in K.

The density of the steam at 100 atm is given by Eq. (51), which is divided up into five spline

equations from steam data tables (reference [104]), where steam has the units of kg m-3 and T

is in K. The last equation is the ideal gas law where P is in atm.
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3.2.2 Thermal and Density Properties of Iridium

The thermal conductivity of the iridium bar is provided by Savitskii [107]:

  200030076.1540259.01000_Ir 1   TTk (52)

where k_Ir has the units of kW m-1 K-1 and T is in K. Generally the thermal conductivity of

iridium is quite high relative to the UO2, even though k_Ir drops from 0.147 kW m-1 K-1 to

0.103 kW m-1 K-1 over a span of 1700 degrees K.
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The specific heat capacity of Ir is provided by the PGM Database [108]:

  200030033.122027.01000_Ir 1   TTC p (53)

where Cp_Ir has the units of kJ kg-1 K-1 and T is in K.

The density of iridium is given as _Ir = 22500 kg m-3 [109].

3.2.3 Thermal and Density Properties of Zircaloy

The thermal conductivity of the Zircaloy sheath is provided by [110] and is given by Eq. (54),

where k_Zirc has the units of kW m-1 K-1 and T is in K.

  209830051.71009.21045.11067.71000_Zirc 225391   TTTTk (54)

The specific heat capacity of Zircaloy-2 is provided by Eq. (55), tabulated from data from

[110]. Cp_Zirc has the units of kJ kg-1 K-1 and T is in K. The specific heat capacity of

Zircaloy-4 was not provided in [110] but it was assumed in this study that Cp values for

Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 up to 1090 K are similar. It can be noted that these two alloys are

quite similar in composition. Zircaloy-2 is composed of Zr with 1.5%Sn, 0.13%Fe, 0.1%Cr,

and 0.05%Ni, whereas Zircaloy-4 is composed of Zr with 1.5%Sn, 0.2%Fe, and 0.1%Cr (no

Ni) on average [111].

  10903007.226207.010492.61000_Zirc 251   TTTC p (55)

The density of Zircaloy is given as _Zirc = 6490 kg m-3 [110].

3.2.4 Thermal and Density Properties of Thermocouple Materials

Generally there are three internal thermocouples at two axial positions in the out-reactor

fuel element for a total of six. The thermocouple used is a Type-R thermocouple for all three

internal radial positions in the pellet for its good tolerance value (0.25%) and temperature

range (-50 to 1768° C). The design of the thermocouples used is an ungrounded type as
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depicted as a cross section view in Figure 26. The effect of the three radially and azimuthally

positioned thermocouples on the resultant temperature distribution in the pellet directly under

the sheath defect in the out-reactor fuel element is not significant. Nevertheless, its effect is

noticeable in the local temperature distribution and for the applied power. CNL and Stern

Laboratories have thus requested that this contribution be included in the 2D r- fuel

oxidation model.

In an ungrounded thermocouple, the thermocouple junction is separated from the

thermocouple sheath by a layer of insulating material, in this case magnesium oxide

(magnesia).

Figure 26: A radial cross section schematic of an ungrounded thermocouple used in the out-

reactor fuel element

Generally the sheath of the thermocouple and thermocouple wires are good conductors of heat

so that there will not be a large temperature drop in the radial direction. At the locations

where there is no thermocouple, but only the 0.66 mm diameter thermocouple hole, the

opposite effect can occur because the fill gas in the drilled hole is a poor conductor of heat.

The thermal conductivity of the Type-R thermocouple wires was assessed as a

combination of the thermal conductivity properties of platinum and rhodium as given by

Eq. (56), with units in kW m-1 K-1.

  10903000.0650.9351000 RhPt
1

Type_R   Tkkk (56)

The thermal conductivity of pure platinum and pure rhodium as a function of temperature is

given by Equations (57) and (58) [108], with units in W m-1 K-1 and T is in K.

MgO insulating material

thermocouple sheath platinum wire

platinum and rhodium wire

0.66 mm
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The composition of the thermocouple sheath is 80% platinum and 20% rhodium so the

thermal conductivity composition of the two is given by Eq. (59), in units of kW m-1 K-1.

  20003002.00.81000 RhPt
1

athType_R_she   Tkkk (59)

The thermal conductivity of the magnesium oxide insulator (magnesia) in the thermocouple is

given by Eq. (60) [109] where the units are in kW m-1 K-1 and T is in K.
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The specific heat capacity of magnesia is given by Eq. (61) as a function of temperature

where the units are in kJ kg-1 K-1 and T is in K [109][112].
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The heat capacity of platinum is 0.133 kJ kg-1 K-1 and of rhodium is 0.243 kJ kg-1 K-1 at

298 K and 100 kPa [109]. The specific heat capacity combination of the two is given as:

  -1-1

Rh_Pt_Type_R_ KkgkJ140.0065.00.935  ppp CCC (62)

The specific heat capacity of the Type-R thermocouple sheath is given as:

  -1-1

Rh_Pt_athType_R_she_ KkgkJ155.02.00.8  ppp CCC (63)

The density of platinum is 21450 kg m-3 and of rhodium is 12420 kg m-3 [108]. The density of

the combined two in the Type-R thermocouple wire in kg m-3 is given by:
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  20863065.00.935 RhPtType_R   (64)

The density of the Type-R thermocouple sheath in kg m-3 is given by:

  196442.00.8 RhPtathType_R_she   (65)

The density of magnesia is MgO is 3580 kg m-3 [113].

3.3 Fuel-Oxidation Model For 2D r- and 3D Geometries

The governing equations that describe the fuel oxidation phenomena discussed in

Section 3.2 are solved using both 2D r- and 3D geometries. Unlike the work by Higgs

[24][29], which used a r-z axisymmetric coordinate system for a 2D model, here a 2D r- and

3D coordinate system is used instead to capture the discrete radial fuel cracks. These models

include centrally-heated fuel (using an iridium bar heater), three ungrounded thermocouples at

three radial and azimuthal positions (only in the 2D r- model), a collapsed fuel sheath with a

fuel-to-sheath gap (only in the 2D r- model), and an axial sheath defect. Thus, these models

simulate defected fuel with sheath defects illustrated in Figure 27 (a), as green area in the 2D

r- model and yellow area in the 3D model.

Figure 27: (a) 2D r- and 3D model defect representations; the green area represents a sheath

defect equal to the length of the fuel element and the yellow area represents a finite sheath defect

in the 3D model. (b) The schematic gives the representation of the three types of fuel cracks.

radial

crack

(b)

circumferential crack

(a)
axial crack
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The radial cracks and fuel-to-sheath gap are modelled as conduits for hydrogen gas diffusion.

Figure 27 (b) shows the three different fuel cracks that can occur in UO2 fuel where the z axis

is the axial direction of the fuel rod or element. The radial cracks are considered the most

relevant type of fuel cracks for the current study. In reality though, cracks can be a

combination of these three crack types.

In the 3D and 2D r- fuel oxidation models (the 3D and 2D models depicted in

Figure 17), the general form for the oxygen diffusion equation, in Eq. (18), is written as

Eq. (66), where for the 2D r- model the z coordinate term is neglected.
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It is noted that if temperature was independent of  then the second term in Eq. (66) could

also be neglected. However, the  term does not cancel out in the vicinity of the

thermocouples and thermocouple drilled-holes. Also, the z term will not cancel out when

consideration is made for the varying fuel thermal conductivity, which depends on the degree

of fuel oxidation.

Hydrogen gas diffusion in the radial fuel cracks, the fuel-to-sheath gap, and in the

pellet-pellet gap is considered in the radial, azimuthal, and axial directions in the 3D model

(whereas in the Higgs model [29] only the radial and axial directions were considered). The

differential equation for the hydrogen mole fraction q in Eq. (27) can be rewritten as:
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where  is the path tortuosity factor for gas diffusion in the cracked fuel. Here the fuel cracks

are assumed to be straight so  =1 (though in reality  >1 is expected). In the 2D r- model,

the axial component is neglected. The azimuthal term in Eq. (67) is included in the 2D r-

model and 3D model. This term is necessary, since as the distance increases in the azimuthal

direction from the sheath defect site, the hydrogen mole fraction in the fuel changes, which

affects fuel oxidation. The Higgs model [29] used a 2D axisymmetric geometry without

separate domains for fuel cracks.
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The general form of the heat equation, Eq. (32), in the 3D model becomes:
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In the 2D r- model, the heat equation is simplified by removing the axial component in

Eq. (68). As mentioned, in the 3D model of the out-reactor fuel element, the heat source term

Qv is removed and replaced by boundary conditions provided by the solution of the 2D r-

model.

3.3.1 Modeling of the Fuel Cracks and Gap

The interaction of the steam and the cracked fuel occurs in the model at the boundary

separating these two substances, which is an example of a heterogeneous (gas and solid)

chemical reaction [114]. In the current models, the oxygen diffusion equation, Eq. (18), and

the gas diffusion equation, Eq. (27), occur in separate domains where the source term, react
fR ,

has a value of zero. Nevertheless ),( qxRreact
f can be expressed so that Eqs. (18) and (27) are

coupled together at the fuel-to-gas (steam) interface. This is accomplished in the models using

flux terms at domain common boundaries. Table 2 gives the flux terms for the two coupled

equations, which are simply the source terms at the end of Equations (18) and (27).

Table 2: Flux term definitions at the gas-to-fuel crack surface boundaries

Applied in Inward flux term Equivalent weak form term

Oxygen diffusion equation, Eq. (18)
U

1

c
Rreact

f

U

1

c
Rx react

ftest

Gas diffusion equation, Eq. (27)
react
fR react

ftestRq

Note that the flux term in Eq. (18) includes the reciprocal of uranium molar density cU. This is

because Eq. (18) is divided by cU so that the coefficients in front of the time derivative and the

del operator in Eq. (18) are inputted as unity in COMSOL Multiphysics equation entry. As

mentioned earlier the source term has the units of moles O or H2 m-2 s-1.
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For the reader’s interest, the equivalent ‘weak’ form terms [115] are provided in Table 2

(third column from left) for the flux terms, which can be used in COMSOL’s weak form

contribution nodes instead of the flux terms to yield the same result. If all terms of Eq. (27)

were recast on the boundary of a fuel crack in the weak form (using the Green's Theorem and

integrating by parts) then the PDE on the boundary could be written as:

U
2_

1

c
RxT

RT

Q
xxDxxx react

ftestrrtestrtimetest 
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where the subscripts time and r indicate derivatives of x with respect to time and in the radial

direction. The subscript test indicates a test function. For further reading on the ‘weak’ and

‘dweak’ form see [24][71][115].

The weak form was previously used by Higgs in a axisymetric 2D r-z fuel oxidation

model [24][29]. Revisiting this model it was found that the contribution of gas diffusion in the

fuel-to-sheath gap in the axial direction (with no separate fuel-to-sheath gap domain), did not

have a significant effect on fuel oxidation. As such, this technique was not used in the current

fuel oxidation models presented here. Instead, the gas diffusion equation was defined in the

fuel-to-sheath gap domain. This was made possible in COMSOL version 4 (and higher) with

its improved capability for dealing with very thin and long geometry domains.

An additional flux term (or source term) in Eq. (27) is shown in the following table:

Table 3: Flux term used in the fuel-to-sheath gap at the Zircaloy sheath internal surface for

hydrogen generation by sheath oxidation

Applied in Inward flux term

Hydrogen diffusion equation, Eq. (27)
ox

sheathZircR _ , Eq. (31)

which was used on the internal Zircaloy sheathing surface in the 2D r- fuel oxidation model.

This source term, provided by Eq. (31), contributes to the production of hydrogen in the fuel-

to-sheath gap from sheath oxidation, in addition to the hydrogen produced by fuel oxidation

with the steam in the fuel cracks.
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3.3.2 Heat Transfer in the Gap

When a fresh fuel bundle is inserted in the fuel channel of a CANDU reactor there exist

a gap between the fuel pellets and fuel sheathing. This gap is approximately 0.02-0.13 mm

[38][116]. In this situation fission heat is primarily transported from the fuel surface to the

sheath inner surface via heat transfer through the helium fill gas layer. Since the CANDU fuel

sheath thickness is only 0.4 mm [37][116], and because of fuel thermal swelling/expansion

and cladding creepdown due to a high external coolant pressure, the fuel-to-sheath gap will

close after a conditioning period. When this gap closes, heat will be transported by both solid

conduction, where there is physical contact (when the two materials touch within the surface

roughness under a load), and by heat conduction via the gas film that fills the domains of the

interface where contact is not made [15]. In the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel

experiment a similar process will occur. Thus, it is necessary to simulate the fuel-to-sheath

gap of the fuel element.

The solid heat transfer coefficient hsolid in kW m-2 K-1 is given by Eq. (70) using the

treatment of Campbell et al. [50]:

HRa

Pk
h

rms

im
solid 21

0

21

 (70)

where km is the harmonic mean thermal conductivity of the fuel and sheath solids in

kW m-1 K-1. The interfacial pressure Pi between the fuel and the sheath surfaces can be

derived by solving for pressure in the hoop stress equation [117] and setting the hoop stress

equal to the yield stress in MPa:

Pi=Ys*ts/ris (71)

where Ys is the sheath yield stress in MPa as a function of temperature where T is in K given

by Eq. (72), as interpreted from the work by Talia et al. [118]. In (71) ts is the sheath

thickness and ris is the internal sheath radius.

28.8494337.20026.010008.1 236   TTTYs (72)
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In Eq. (70) ao is an empirical constant equal to 8.6×10-3 m0.5 MPa-0.5 [50], Rrms is the root-

mean-square (rms) surface roughness of the fuel pellet and sheathing surfaces equal to

  2/
2

2
2

1 RR  where R1 and R2 are the rms surface roughnesses of each surface, respectively.

Lastly H is the Meyer hardness of the Zircaloy sheath given as H=4.4*Ys [50] in MPa. The

Meyer hardness can also be given by a more precise expression in MPa [119]:

    8526 105621.2103504.4106394.2034.26exp101   xTxTxTxH (73)

The fluid heat transfer coefficient hgas (of the steam gas) in kW m-2 K-1 is given by Eq. (74)

[37][50][120]:

     gapgapg

f

gas
PTgtRR

k
h

101.02735.1
2405.1

021 
 (74)

where kf is the fluid thermal conductivity component in the gap, R1 and R2 are again the rms

surface roughnesses of the fuel surface and inner surface sheath in m, tg is the fuel-to-sheath

gap thickness in m, g0 is the combined temperature jump distance (for both the fuel and sheath

surfaces [50]) at standard temperature and pressure for H2O in m [37], Tgap is the average

temperature of the gap in K and Pgap is the pressure in the gap in MPa. With the derived

values for both the solid and the fluid heat transfer coefficient, an effective thermal

conductivity value can be derived for the fuel-to-sheath gap [77]:

gas

gas

gassolid

effectivegap k
h

hh
k


_ (75)

If in a defective fuel element the combined temperature jump distance for H2O at

standard conditions is 3.4 m according to [37], the average temperature in the gap is 577 K

(assuming a 1 m gap) and the pressure in the gap is 10 MPa, then the combined

temperature jump distance for conditions in the gap (the right hand term in the denominator of

Eq. (74)) would be 8.4510-8 m.

For a closer look at the heat transfer coefficient in the gap, for validity confirmation

purposes, an alternative to Eq. (74) can be written as [15]:
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where gc and gf are the temperature jump distances of the clad and the fuel, respectively, and

the rms surface roughnesses (R1 and R2) are momentarily neglected. Denoting the combined

temperature jump distance for these two surfaces as g, its value is given by [15]:
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where th is the thermal accommodation coefficient,  is the ratio of specific heats of the gas

(Cp/Cv), the quantity (k/(Cp))g is the reciprocal of the dimensionless Prandtl number (where 

is the dynamic viscosity of the gas), and fp is the mean free path of the gas. If the thermal

accommodation coefficient is taken as unity (meaning the scattered gas molecules are

completely equilibrated after colliding with the substrate walls) [15],  and 1/Pr for steam are

1.327 and 1.041 [121], respectively, then the product of the first four terms in Eq. (77) is

equal to 1.187 (or close to unity). Thus, the determining component of the temperature jump

distance in the mean free path fp of the gas.

Kinetic theory can be used to find the mean free path of an H2O molecule as steam at

normal fuel-to-sheath gap temperatures and gas pressures. The mean free path of a molecule

(that is, the average distance it can travel between collisions) is given by the following [122]:

cs

fp
n


2

1
 (78)

where fp is in m, n is the number density of the gas, and cs is the collision cross-section of

the molecule. The number density of the steam can be calculated using [1]:

M

N
n Ag (79)

where n is in m-3, g is the density of the gas, NA is the Avogadro number and M is the gas

molar mass. The density of the steam at 10 MPa and 600 K is 36.11 kg m-3 (using the ideal

gas law where Rsteam is equal to 461.52 J kg-1 K-1). If the steam molar mass is 18.015 g mol-1
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then using Eq. (79) the steam number density is 1.2071027 molecules m-3. The collision cross

section of a water molecule using the hard-sphere model is [123]:

24 mcs r  (80)

where cs is in m-2, and rm is the molecular radius (or the distance between the hydrogen and

oxygen atom in the water molecule). If r is 110-10 m [20] then cs is 1.25610-19 m2 and so

the mean free path fp of the steam molecule in the fuel-to-sheath gap, using Eq. (78), is

expected to be 4.66210-9 m. Thus, the combined temperature jump distance for both the fuel

and sheath surfaces, Eq. (77), is g = 1.187*4.66210-9 = 5.53410-9 m. Table 4 provides the

temperature jump distance values for these two calculation methods.

Table 4: Temperature jump distance comparison of steam at 600 K and 10 MPa

Equation used Temperature jump distance g [m]

Eq. (74) 8.4510-8

Eq. (77) and (78) 5.5310-9

It is noted that the latter value using Eq. (77) is slightly more than an order of magnitude

smaller than the previously calculated value using Eq. (74). It is possible that taking the

thermal accommodation coefficient th as unity in Eq. (77) was overly simplistic and that the

actual value is probably < 1. For example, if th = 0.4 then g = 2.2110-8 m, which approaches

the value g in Eq. (74). Hence these two temperature jump distances may be realistic. If the

rms surface roughnesses are considered as well (R1=0.5 m for the fuel and R2=1 m for the

sheath), as in Eq. (74), and tg is taken as 1 m, then the contribution of the calculated

temperature jump distance to the effective width of the fuel-to-sheath gap (the denominator of

Eq. (74)) may be only 2.5%. Thus the contribution of the combined temperature jump

distance to the fluid heat transfer coefficient in the out-reactor defected fuel element fuel-to-

sheath gap is expected to be small.

When the fuel-to-sheath gap is greater than 1 m (i.e., the gap is considered to be open),

or the effective gap is greater than 1.79 m (when including the inside sheath and fuel surface
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roughnesses, Rrms, as used in Eq. (70)) then the temperature jump distance becomes

insignificant. Hence in this work, in 2D r-θ fuel oxidation models where the fuel-to-sheath

gap is open (>1 m), the effective thermal conductivity in the gap is taken simply as the

thermal conductivity of the gas kgas (or of the steam).

3.3.3 Electrical Power Computation

In the out-reactor experiment, the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model also takes into

consideration the varying electrical conductivities of the iridium bar and the Zircaloy sheath

as a function of temperature. It calculates the varying electrical current flowing through each

conductor using a current divider equation. Also, the uranium oxide pellets were included in

the electrical current calculation, even though its contribution to ohmic heating is very low.

This calculation was completed in order to obtain a better estimation of the electrical power

distribution in the fuel element. With the derived calculated parallel electrical currents, the

volumetric power was assessed in each conductor domain for the heat conduction equation

(refer to Eq. (32) and (68)). It is assumed here that the resistivity calculated for each

conductor is homogeneous throughout the whole length of the conductor. In reality though

this may be an oversimplification, since the electrical resistivity of the conductors at the out-

reactor fuel element ends can be different from that in the whole due to lower temperature

edge effects. Figure 28 shows the basic electrical heating circuit of the out-reactor fuel

element, which uses DC voltage.

Figure 28: Basic electrical heating circuit of the out-reactor fuel element

The resistance of each conductor is calculated using the conductance equation [123]:
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Where lec is the length of the electrical conductor in m or in this case the out-reactor fuel

element, Rn is the resistance in , n is the electrical conductivity in -1 m-1, and An is the

cross section of the conductor n in m-2, respectively.

The electrical conductivity of the iridium bar [108] as a function of temperature is given

by Eq. (82), where Ir has the units of -1 m-1 and T is in K. In iridium, as the temperature

increases the electrical conductivity decreases, which in turn increases the total electrical

resistance.
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The electrical conductivity used for the Zircaloy sheathing can be initially taken as the

electrical conductivity of pure zirconium [109]:
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where zirconium has the units of -1 m-1 and T is in K. Since it was found that the temperature

distribution in the out-reactor fuel element, due to electrical heating, was sensitive to the

electrical conductivities of the iridium bar and the Zircaloy sheathing, three additional

equations are given for the electrical conductivities of Zircaloy as a function of temperature.

Eq. (84) is the electrical conductivity of Zircaloy-2 according to data by Price [124]:
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where Zircaloy_Price has the units of -1 m-1 and T is in K. The electrical conductivity of

Zircaloy composed of zirconium with 1.65% tin (which approximates Zircaloy-2 and -4) is

given by Eq. (85) based on data provided by Benedict et al. [125]:
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where Zircaloy_Ben has the units of -1 m-1 and T is in K. The last equation provided for the

electrical conductivity of Zircaloy is given by Stern Laboratories [126]:
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where Zircaloy_Stern has the units of -1 m-1. For the expected temperatures in the Zircaloy

sheath, the electrical conductivity values are highest in Eq. (83) and lowest in Eq. (86) (a

difference of 31% at 600 K). A lower electrical conductivity of the Zircaloy sheath yields a

higher electrical resistivity thereby forcing more of the electrical current to flow through the Ir

conductor (i.e., acting as an electrical shunt). Hence, this result causes more of the total

electric power to be generated in the Ir conductor, which has the effect of increasing the

out-reactor fuel element temperature and thus the amount of fuel oxidation. Alternatively, the

higher the electrical conductivity of the Zircaloy sheath, the lower is the electrical resistivity.

This promotes more electrical current to flow in the sheath and thus more power is generated

in the sheath with less generated in the Ir bar heater conductor. Since the coolant effectively

removes the heat generated from the sheath, the sheath electrical power provides very little

contribution to the out-reactor fuel element heating. Hence, with higher sheath electrical

conductivity, less fuel oxidation will occur.

UO2 is a good semiconductor that has the intrinsic electrical conductivity of silicon but

less than that of gallium arsenide. Its electrical conductivity of UO2 is given by Eq. (87),

which was based on data by [127], using a MATLAB software spline function. The electrical

conductivity UO2 has the units of -1 m-1. Generally, as the temperature of UO2 increases the

electrical conductivity increases, which decreases the UO2 electrical resistance.
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For reference purposes, the electrical conductivities of the three constituent materials

used to construct the out-reactor fuel element are compared in Table 5. The UO2 material has

the lowest electrical conductivity of the three materials by at least three orders of magnitude.

This means that it has a much greater electrical resistivity than the two metallic conductors.

Hence, no significant electrical conduction is expected to pass through the UO2 pellets in

normal operation.

Table 5: Electrical conductivity comparison between the three different materials in the out-

reactor fuel element

Zircaloy† Iridium UO2

Electrical conductivity
[-1 m-1]

7.5105 at 600 K 2.07106 at 2000 K 330 at 2000 K

†The electrical conductivity of Zircaloy using Eq. (86).

Although the electrical resistance in the UO2 fuel is expected to be relatively high, it is

modeled in one of the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation models (at the request of the Stern Laboratories)

to assess the fuel ohmic heating contribution. Lastly, it is important to note that the electrical

conductivity of UO2 can increase rapidly with temperature. For example, at a temperature of

3400 K, the electrical conductivity of UO2 can rise to 4000 -1 m-1. Thus, conditions for

electrical failures (i.e., electrical arcing and shorting) in the current test with conductors

connected in parallel are expected to be avoided.

A current divider equation, Eq. (88) [128] is used to calculate the electrical current in

each conductor in parallel where I1 is the current flowing through conductor 1 in Amps, R1 is

the resistance of conductor 1 in ohms, RT is the equivalent remaining resistances of the circuit

and Ie is the total electrical current flowing through the circuit.
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To simplify the derivation of IIr IZr and IUO2 the following notation is used:

3UO22Zr1Ir IIIIII 

3UO22Zr1Ir RRRRRR 

(89)

For I1 we calculate the remaining resistances RT in Eq. (88) using R2 and R3 in parallel (where
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 . Substituting this expression into Eq. (88) one obtains

the expression for the current I1 passing through resistance R1:
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Similar expressions are derived for IZr and IUO2. The electrical power dissipated in the

fuel-element conductors in kW m-3 can now be calculated using Joule’s law for thermal power

as written in Eq. (91), where In is the current running through conductor n.
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Using Eq. (90), Rn is the resistance of conductor n using Eq. (81), An is the cross section of the

conductor n and lec is the length of the heating conductor.

The true electrical conductivities of the Zircaloy sheath and Ir bar are not known with

complete certainty. Also it is difficult to know the electrical joint resistance between the Ir bar

and the Zircaloy end-cap or the resistance between the Ir bar to the silver packing at the inlet

(see Figure 20). The fuel-to-sheath gap also plays an important role on the temperature

distribution in the out-reactor fuel element, which in turn affects the electrical conductivities

of the various materials. Only the thermocouple temperature measurements in the fuel pellets

can provide this necessary information.
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3.4 The Fuel Solid Mechanics Model

In the 2D r-θ and 3D fuel oxidation models, both heat and diffusion equations are

solved. Pre-defined geometries of radial fuel cracks provide conduits for steam ingress and

surfaces for the steam and fuel chemical interaction. The geometry (length and width) and

number of these radial fuel cracks in the non solid mechanics models in this thesis was

initially based on experimental results from others [57][73][76] (see Section 1.6). The

objective of this section is to determine with solid mechanics modeling if radial fuel cracks

will occur and the crack geometry. Section 3.4.1 provides a theory on solid mechanics and

Section 3.4.2 discusses conditions for crack propagation in fuel.

3.4.1 Solid Mechanics Theory

In the COMSOL Multiphysics software package, the physical space of the solid is

known as the ‘special frame’ and the positions in the physical space are identified by the

lower case ‘special coordinates’ x, y and z. Continuum mechanics theory also uses a second

set of coordinates known as the ‘material (or reference) coordinates’ denoted by upper case

variables X, Y and Z. Each solid particle is uniquely defined by the initial or reference

coordinates. As long as the particle in the solid does not change position, the spatial and

material coordinates coincide and displacements u are equal to zero. When the solid deforms

each material particle maintains its material coordinate X, which represents a coordinate

vector, while the spatial coordinate x can change with time and applied force, as expressed by:

x = x(X,t) = X + u(X,t) (92)

where u is the particle displacement vector that has the components u, v and w [129][130]

The stress field is related to the displacement field in the solid by Hooke’s Law

[130][131] as expressed by:

ij - o = Cijkl (kl - o - inel) (93)
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where ij is the stress tensor in Pa, o is the initial stress tensor in Pa, Cijkl is the forth order

elasticity or elastic stiffness tensor in Pa, kl is the strain tensor, o is the initial stress tensor.

The inelastic strain tensor inel in Eq. (93) due to thermal expansion is provided by:

  klrefeinel TTαε  (94)

where e is the isotropic thermal expansion coefficient, T is the temperature in K, Tref is the

strain reference temperature, typically set to room temperature and kl is the Kronecker delta,

applied to the solid particle at spatial coordinates x, y and z. The Kronecker delta takes the

value of:
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The gradient of the displacement vector u, which is used repeatedly, is always computed with

respect to the material coordinates X. In 2D, the displacement gradient vector in m can be

written as Eq. (96). Note that the gradient of the displacement vector field notation can be

written in two equivalent ways [130].
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For small deformations, the infinitesimal strain tensor in Eq. (93) can be written in

terms of the displacement gradient as expressed by:

  T
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 (97)

Eq. (97) is also known as the infinitesimal rotation tensor [130], which can also be written in

component form:
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For modeling large deformations, a deformation gradient Fdg can be defined when an

infinitesimal line element dX is mapped to the corresponding deformed line element dx, as

expressed in Eq. (99) [129][130]. The deformation gradient Fdg contains the complete

information about the local straining and rotation of the material.

XX
X

x
x dFdd dg




 (99)

In terms of the displacement gradient, the deformation gradient Fdg can be written as Eq.

(100), where I is the identity matrix.

Iu dgF (100)

The right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor [130] for elastic deformation is defined by

applying Eq. (100) and is written as Eq. (101), where T
dgF is the transpose of matrix Fdg.

    Iuuuu 
TT

dg
T

dgCG FFC (101)

The Green-Lagrange strain tensor is then given by Eq. (102) [131], which can be used for

applications of large deformations.
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The elasticity tensor Cijkl in Eq. (93), which is also referred to as the stiffness tensor Ds, can be

written in 2-dimensions as Eq. (103) [132]:
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where E is the isotropic Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. The elasticity tensor

Cijkl in 3-dimensions or 2-dimensions for a plane strain case is a 6-by-6 matrix. The Hooke

law, Eq. (93), can now be expressed for a plane strain case:
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where z = yz = xz = 0 and with Eq. (105):
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If the stresses are defined, the strains can be solved for by taking the inverse relationship of

Eq. (104) providing Eq. (106) [130], where 1
sD can also be called Sijkl, the elastic compliance

tensor.
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(106)

The criteria for either plane strain or plane stress solid mechanics case is defined in

Section 3.4.2. The computation of Eq. (106) provides the solution to the solid mechanics

displacements of the model.

3.4.2 Crack Geometry and Crack Propagation Conditions Theory

In order to investigate the phenomena of thermally (non-isothermal) expanded fuel

cracks and the conditions for fuel pellet crack propagation, the following section provides the

theory for the solid mechanics treatment. The model considers thermal expansion in all

modeled materials: the Ir bar heater, the fuel pellet, and the Zircaloy sheathing. It also

includes the mechanical contact between the fuel pellet surface and internal Zircaloy

sheathing surface due to pellet expansion and external coolant pressure on the sheath outer

surface. Heat transfer between the fuel pellet and the Zircaloy sheath through the steam filled

gap considers only the thermal conductivity of the steam (see Section 3.3.2). Conditions for

crack propagation are assessed by computing the J integral (discussed in this section) solved

with a steady state solver, applied in a geometric parameterization problem (i.e., a parametric
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stationary analysis). Dynamic and time dependent fractures, which consider inertia effects,

rate-dependent material behavior, and reflected stress waves, were not considered in this

analysis since it was found that the current version of COMSOL software is not sufficiently

advanced to handle this task. Zircaloy sheath plasticity leading to stress relaxation is

considered when the Zircaloy yield stress is reached. However, Zircaloy creep is not

considered in this model.

The theoretical normal stress that is required to fracture a solid can initially be given by

Eq. (107) [15][79]. If this equation is applied to a UO2 ceramic, where Young’s modulus E is

about 21011 Pa, the surface energy s is 1 J m-2 and the atomic lattice distance or spacing alat

is about 3x10-10 m, then the predicted fracture stress is about 2.3104 MPa (or about 0.1EUO2).

lat

s
f

a

E
  (107)

In reality though, brittle fracture occurs in the UO2 ceramic at much lower stress values at

around 140 MPa (Figure 14). This discrepancy is due to the presence of surface and bulk

defects in the fuel. Griffith first showed [15][79] that the stress around the tip of a surface or

internal crack can be very much higher than the applied remote tensile stress that acts on the

unflawed solid. For a penny-shaped crack embedded in a solid under a remote stress , as

depicted in Figure 29, which represents a ‘plane strain’ problem where z =  (x+y), the

fracture stress can be expressed by Eq. (108) [79].

Figure 29: A penny-shaped crack embedded is a solid subjected to a remote tensile stress,

adapted from [79]

a
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where here a is a half crack length.

 a
E s

f 212 





 (108)

If the penny-shaped crack (pore) is equal to about 40 m across, the crack radius a is 20 m.

The Poisson’s ratio  in UO2 fuel is given by Eq. (109) [15]:

  126.0132.1UO2  orP (109)

where Por is the fuel porosity (equal to 0.0328). Thus the Poisson’s ratio is equal to 0.3087.

Calculating f using Eq. (108), one obtains a value of 137.9 MPa, which agrees very well

with experimental values as indicated in Figure 14 (where for example in the figure

1400 kg cm-2 is equivalent to 140 MPa).

A more commonly used expression for the actual fracture stress in the UO2 ceramic as a

function of temperature is given by [110]:
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where Df is the fraction of theoretical density of the fuel, Qf is the heat of fracture equal to

1590 J mol-1, R is the universal gas constant equal to 8.314 J mol-1 K-1 and T is the

temperature of the fuel in K. Eq. (110) gives fracture stress values approaching experimental

measurements as shown in Figure 14. For temperatures above 1000 K, a constant value is

used for the in-pile fracture strength of plastic UO2. For example, typical values are:

f (Df=0.97,T=298 K)=84.9 MPa, f (Df=0.97,T=600 K)=118.64 MPa, and

f (Df=0.97,T=1000 K)=134.77 MPa.

To assess whether a fracture occurs in a material in a traditional structural design

approach, the applied stress is compared to the material’s strength (yield/tensile strength). If

the former is smaller than the latter the material will remain intact. One typically includes a

safety factor on stress combined with minimum tensile elongation requirements on the
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material. Yet, as seen in Eq. (107), this approach does not consider that the stress intensity

increases near material flaws. The fracture mechanics approach, on the other hand, considers

three variables rather than just two. It considers the applied stress, the material flaw size and

the material fracture toughness, which replaces the material strength as the relevant material

property [79].

In the energy approach used by Irwin [133], a crack occurs when the energy available

for crack growth is sufficient to overcome the material resistance. Irwin defined the energy

release rate Gr as indicated by Eq. (111), where  is the potential energy and A is the crack

area, for a linear elastic material.

Ad

d
Gr


 (111)

The term ‘rate’ does not refer to a derivative with respect to time but to the rate of change in

potential energy with respect to a crack area. For an infinite plate under a tensile load with an

internal 2a crack length, the strain energy release rate is given by:

E

a
Gr

2
 (112)

When catastrophic fracture occurs, Gr  Gc, the latter being the critical strain energy release

rate, which is a measure of the material fracture toughness given by [79]:

E

a
G cc

c

2
 (113)

where c is the critical or failure stress that varies as the reciprocal squre root of the critial

half-crack length ac.

The critical energy release rate expressed in Eq. (113) still does not provide a practical

means to assess conditions for fracture propagation. Hence using elastic theory principles, the

tensile and shear stresses near the crack tip, which are functions of both radial distance r and

angle θ from the crack tip in polar coordinates, can be expressed. For example, the tensile
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stress in the x principle direction can be evaluated from Eq. (114). Similar expressions can be

written for y and xy.
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The parameter K is termed the stress intensity factor and it is a central and important concept

in fracture mechanics [79][133]. There are three modes by which a load can operate on a

crack. Mode I is an opening or tensile stress, Mode II is a sliding (or in-plane) shear stress and

Mode III is a tearing (or out-of-plane) shear stress, as seen in Figure 30. Mode I is the most

typical and it is the mode of cracking treated in this thesis, which is written with the Mode I

notation as KI.

Figure 30: The three modes of loading that can be applied to a crack, adapted from [133]

When θ=0, the trigonometric function in Eq. (114) disappears, which means that the crack

plane is a principle plane for a pure Mode I loading and it provides a useful specification of

the stress around a flaw. Using the Westergaard Stress Function, the stress intensity factor is

related to the applied stress  and the crack length a by [79][133]:

aYK I  (115)

where Y is a dimensionless correction factor that depends on the geometry and the mode of

loading (refer to Figure 29 as an example). Y is also sometimes called the configuration

correction factor. The typical unit of K is MPa m0.5.

Mode I Mode II Mode III
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Since the stress in the vicinity of the crack tip can be defined in terms of the stress

intensity factor, a critical value of K exits, which can be used to specify conditions for brittle

fracture. This critical value is termed the fracture toughness of the material, Kc [133]:

aYK cc  (116)

where c is the critical remote stress to cause fracture specific to the crack length. In other

words Kc is a value of K at which a crack begins to grow.

The fracture toughness of material becomes constant when the body thickness reaches a

minimal value at which point plane strain conditions are said to exist. For determining if plane

strain conditions preside, the following condition must be true [133]:
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where Bth is the body thickness in m. In our case Bth is taken as the length of a CANDU fuel

pellet, which is about 16 mm long, and ys is the yield stress of uranium dioxide. The yield

stress of UO2 at temperatures less than 1173 K is around 275 MPa [134]. This yield stress

value is more than the fracture stress calculated using Eq. (110) at the same temperatures.

This is typical of brittle materials [15]. One can use an experimental value measured for the

UO2 fracture toughness at room temperature as provided by Kutty et al. [135], who used the

Vikers Indentation Crack Length Method [136], for a fuel porosity of 0.053 and a critical

crack length of 856 m, KIc = 0.88 MPa m0.5. In other work compiled by Ganguly and Jayaraj

[137] a fracture toughness of 0.83 MPa m0.5 was reported using a similar measurement

technique. Using Eq. (117) with the former KIc value, yields a B value of 2.5x10-5 m, which is

less than 0.016 m (the pellet length). As such the applicable fracture study case is plane strain.

Thus for mode I (Figure 30) plane strain fracture toughness, Eq. (116) can be written as:

aYK Ic  (118)
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Eq. (118) indicates that for a specific applied remote stress  there exists a specific crack

length a that yields a plane strain fracture toughness that causes fracture.

KI is the driving force for fracture and KIc is the measure of the material resistance and

is essentially a material property. Thus, if the following is true, fracture can occur:

propagatescrackIcI KK  (119)

There are various loading and crack geometries for which the configuration correction

factor Y as well as the stress intensity factor in Eq. (115) has been pre-calculated based on

applied forces, moments, stresses, pressures and geometry. Depending on the type of crack

and its geometry, Y can have varying values. For example for an infinite plate with a through-

thickness crack, see Figure 31(a), Y will be close to unity. For a semi-infinite plate width that

has an edge crack, see Figure 31(b), Y is given as 1.12-0.23(a/wi)+10.6(a/wi)
2-

21.7(a/wi)
3+30.4(a/wi)

4 [138] and when wi>>a then Y1.122. Generally, in this case, Y is a

function of a and wi [139].

Figure 31: Schematic representation of (a) an interior crack in a plate and (b) and an edge crack

in a plate, adapted from [139]

The basic crack loading examples shown in Figure 31 are not directly comparable to

out-or-in reactor thermally expanded (and stressed) fuel pellets with a surface crack or flaw.

The logical next question was were there analytically derived expressions for the stress

intensity factors for bodies similar to the out-reactor fuel pellet so that Eq. (115) and Eq. (118)

could simply be used to predict conditions for fuel crack propagation/extension.

(b)(a)

wi wi
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A slightly more representative configuration to an out-reactor fuel pellet is provided in

Figure 32, for which K has been calculated [140]. Here a cylinder body has an external radial

edge crack, which is subjected to a uniform internal pressure. The stress intensity factor is a

function of the pressure, the cylinder internal and external radii and the crack length. E.g., for

a crack length of a=0.5 mm and R1=1.5 mm and R2=6.075 mm (similar to the out-reactor

pellet) the configuration correction factor Y is equal to 1.12 [140].

Figure 32: An external radial edge crack in a cylinder subjected to a uniform internal pressure,

taken from [140]

This though is not equivalent to the thermally stressed out-reactor fuel pellet. According to

Kam and Lu [141] who analytically studied an internally-heated cylinder (similar to the out-

reactor fuel pellet) stresses are generally compressive (negative) at the cylinder inner surface

and tensile (positive) at the outer surface. Conversly, in the cylinder subjected to a uniform

internal pressure in Figure 32 the azimuthal (hoop) stress is always tensile.

Existing stress intensity factors that consider thermal loading are very limited in the

literature as compared to mechanical load cases, the latter as shown in Figure 31 and

Figure 32. This lack of information is mostly the result of the added complexity of the thermal

crack problem. Wu [142] provides some illumination on this topic. For a steady state thermal

gradient across the wall thickness of a hollow cylinder with an external radial crack, where

the temperature of the internal surface is held at T and the external surface is held at T+T

(where T may be positive or negative), the analytical solution to the azimuthal stress in the

out-reactor fuel pellet geometry as a function of radial position can be given by [142]:
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where E is the Young’s modulus, e is the thermal expansion coefficient,  is the Poisson’s

ratio, and r is the ratio of the internal-to-external pellet radii or Ri/Ro. Eq. (120) is given here

only as a reference. The 2D r-θ model numerically computes the stress distribution in the

pellet with the added ability to input mechanical properties that are dependent on temperature.

Configuration correction factors, Y, are provided by Wu [142] in Figure 33 for various

relative crack lengths A, equal to a/wi, where a is the actual crack length and wi is the

thickness of the cylinder, or Ro-Ri.

Figure 33: Stress intensity factors for an external radial crack in a hollow cylinder with a steady

state thermal stress, taken from [142]

For the out-reactor pellet geometry, the curve of interest in this figure is indicated by red

arrows in Figure 33 and Eq. (121) gives the polynomial trendline for the Ro/Ri=4 curve.

125.1149.0359.0836.0 23  AAAY (121)

As can be observed the configuration correction factor decreases gradually as the external

radial crack length a increases for the indicated curve. The Y values in Figure 33 were derived

using a closed-form weight function method [143].

Y

A

a

Ro/Ri=4
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The stress in the out-reactor thermally expanded fuel pellet is not homogeneous in

direction or in magnitude nor is the Young’s modulus, given that it is a function of

temperature. Also, since the analytically calculated correction factor shown in Figure 33

considers only one surface crack and not more than one, it is hard and essentially impossible

to analytically assess the stress intensity factor KI in Eq. (115) for a thermally expanded fuel

pellet.

To resolve his problem, a relationship between the stress intensity factor KI and the

energy release rate Gr can be derived by substituting Eq. (115) into Eq. (112), which shows

that the stress intensity factor and the energy release rate are directly related for linear elastic

materials:

'

2

E

K
G I

r  (122)

where E’ is the Young’s modulus given by:
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where the Poisson’s ratio  for UO2 for plane strain conditions is provided by Eq. (109).

A more general version of the strain energy release rate (Eq. (112)) is the J contour

integral formulated by Rice [144]. For the special case of linear elastic materials, J =Gr.

Substituting this value into Eq. (122) and solving for KI the following result is obtained:

'JEK I  (124)

The J integral is a path independent line integral around the tip of a crack and it is the

measure for the intensity of stresses and strains at the tip of cracks and notches. The J integral

can be viewed as both an energy parameter equivalent to an energy release rate Gr and a stress

intensity parameter comparable to K. Also, the J integral is useful for calculating the energy

release rate in nonlinear elastic bodies (where the load is not linear with displacement) that
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contain a crack. It can be used to idealize elastic-plastic deformation for non-linear elastic

materials. The J integral effectively extends the limits of the linear elastic fracture mechanics

[79][139].

The J integral [139] is provided by the following:
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where ws is the strain energy density, Ti are components of the traction vector, ui is the

displacement vector components, and ds is the length increment along the contour c. The

right hand side of Eq. (125) is an alternative description of the J integral that is a little more

intuitive to use. This alternative description can be explained by showing that if the increment

ds = (dx,dy) is a vector coinciding with part of the contour c, then dx = -nyds and dy = nxds,

where n = (nx,ny) is the outward directed unit vector normal to the contour [139].

Figure 34: An arbitrary contour c around a crack tip [79]

Thus, substituting dy = nxds into the first expression on the left in Eq. (125) yields the second

expression on the right in Eq. (125). The strain energy density ws is provided by Eq. (126) in

2D where ij and ij are the stress and strain tensors.

 xyxyyyxxijijs

ij

dw 


  2
2

1
0

(126)

The traction vector is a stress vector acting on the contour c and has the unit N m-2. In other

words, if a free body diagram is drawn of the immediate crack domain in the contour, Ti

would be the stresses acting on the body in the outward direction. The components of the



c
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traction vector Ti are provided by Eq. (127), where nj are the components of the unit vector

normal to the contour c.

jiji nT  (127)

If we expand Eq. (127) in the x and y coordinates one obtains:

    yyxxyyxyxx nnnnT   , (128)

Thus, expanding the 2nd term on the RHS of Eq. (125), and using Eq. (128):
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The resulting J integral has the units of work or energy per fracture surface area, in J m-2 (or

N m-1). Thus, assessing Eq. (124) for the stress intensity factor K around a propagating crack

tip (by computing the J integral Eq. (125)) and comparing this result to a measured fracture

toughness KIc [135][137] the condition for crack propagation in a UO2 ceramic can be

determined.

The above described J integral computation assumes a path independent line integral

(i.e., arbitrary line integration paths around the crack tip yield the same J value, refer to

Figure 34) and is applicable for bodies for isothermal, steady state temperature distributions.

Yet when a temperature gradient exists (parallel to the crack growth direction), inducing

thermal stresses in the body (due to thermal expansion), the computed J integral can become

path dependent, which is undesirable. To overcome this problem Wilson and Yu [145]

modified the conventional J integral to include an area integral that compensates for the

temperature gradient in thermal stress problems. The modified equation is referred to here as

the J* integral and it describes the energy release rate to crack extension, which is given by

Aoki et al. [146] and also by [147][148]:
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where we is the elastic strain energy density, ij is the stress tensor, t
ij is the thermal strain

tensor, and p
ij is the plastic strain tensor. Also, the elastic strain energy density we is similar

to ws in Eq. (126) but considers only the mechanical elastic strain, as follows.

 e
ijxy

e
yy

e
xx

e
ijije

e
ij

dw 


  2
2

1
0

(131)

It is noted that the total strain tensor ij is a composition of the elastic e
ij strains and the

thermal and plastic strains, as written:

p
ij

t
ij

e
ijij   (132)

The thermal strain t
ij is also refered to as the inelastic strain inel earlier in the text. Recalling

Eq. (94) and rewriting this equation with the present terms:

ije
t
ij T  (133)

where e is the thermal expansion coefficient, T is the temperature increment from the

reference temperature and ij is the Kroneker Delta. If the thermal strain in Eq. (133) is

substituted into Eq. (130) in the area integral and the plastic strain is ignored then Eq. (130),

for a homogeneous material, becomes [146][148]:
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where e is outside the integral if constant and inside if temperature dependent, and kk is the

principle stress tensor. If the material properties are temperature dependent (i.e., E(T), e(T),

and Y(T), the latter if plasticity is investigated) and the temperature distribution in the

material is not uniform then the material can be considered as not homogeneous. For this case

the J* integral can be written as [146]:
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where the area integral on the RHS of Eq. (135) can be expressed as a combination of thermal

and elastic area integrals, and plasticity is ignored, as follows:
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Lastly, as the integration contour radius decreases (Figure 34) in length, the area

integrals of equations (134) and (135) (the third and second terms, respectively, which include

thermal strains) vanish, since the thermal strains ( t
ij ) in these small contours is small. Hence,

at small contour radii (or size) the J* integral (Eq. (134) and Eq. (135)) and the regular J

integral (Eq. (125)) are equivalent [146]:

JJ
0

* lim





(137)

It remains to provide the mechanical properties, specifically, the thermal expansion

coefficient e, Young’s modulus E, and the Poisson’s ratio  of the relevant materials for the

out-reactor fuel element.

The thermal expansion coefficient of solid UO2 is provided by Eq. (138) from the work

of Martin [99] and has the units of K-1.

K3120923K10125.610756.310013.5101833.1

K923273K10757.110330.110390.610828.9
31721295

UO2

317212106
UO2








TTT

TTTTx



 (138a)
(138b)

The Young's modulus of elasticity for stoichiometric UO2 is given by [110] with units of Pa:

     K3113K300for101.0915-1-12.752-1102.334 -411
UO2  TTDE f (139)
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where Df is the fraction from theoretical density, which is equal to UO2/TD. Here the fuel

density UO2 is a function of temperature and TD is the maximum theoretical density of UO2.

The Poisson’s ratio for UO2 is provided by Eq. (109) as shown previously.

The linear thermal circumferential expansion of Zircaloy-2 or -4 for the alpha phase

used in the plane strain model is given by Eq. (140), where 11 has the units of m m-1 [110].

K1083K300for10485.11095.4 36
11   TT (140)

The thermal expansion coefficient of Zircaloy-2 or -4, in the circumferential direction, is:

 
K1083K300for

ref

11
Zircaloy 


 T

TT
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where T is in K and Tref is the relative temperature from which the material is heated from

(which was set to 300 K). The Young’s modulus of elasticity in Pa of Zircaloy-2 or -4 in the

alpha phase is provided by [110]:

  K1083K300for/10475.510088.1 Zirc_3Zirc_2Zirc_1
711

Zirc_  TKKKTE (142)

where K1_Zirc accounts for the effect of oxidation given by [110]:

  Zirc
811

Zirc_1 10912.51061.6  TK (143)

where Zirc is a unitless value of the average oxygen concentration minus the oxygen

concentration of the as-received cladding given in (kg oxygen/kilogram Zircaloy). Its value

can be set to an as-received value of 0.0012 (kg oxygen/kilogram Zircaloy). K2_Zirc accounts

for the effect of cold work given by Eq. (144), where C was set to 0.001 and is a unitless ratio

of areas.

CK 10
Zirc_2 106.2  (144)
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K3_Zirc is a unitless value to account for the effect of a fast neutron fluence and is given by Eq.

(145). When the fast neutron fluence , which is in n m-2, is zero, K3_Zirc takes on a value of

unity.











25Zirc_3
10

exp12.088.0


K (145)

In the model,  was set to zero. Computing Equations (142) through (145) for the expected

temperatures in the out-reactor test yields a Zircaloy Young’s modulus of about 77 GPa. The

Poisson’s ratio for Zircaloy-2 or -4 was taken as _Zirc=0.37 [149]. A similar Poisson’s ratio

value is provided by [150]. The Zircaloy density is given as Zirc=6.44 g cm-3.

In the model when the fuel pellets thermally expand outward to the sheath and contact is

made, the sheath will be pushed outward until the yield stress of the sheath is reached. The

initial yield stress of Zircaloy in the transverse direction at the coolant temperature before

work hardening ranges from 130-170 MPa. In this work, an approximate value is given by

[118][151][152]:

1500 ys MPa (146)

The isotropic tangent modulus of Zircaloy (after yielding) is given by Eq. (147) [153] and is

used for isotropic hardening during plastic deformation.

10

_

__

Zirc

Tiso

E
E 
  (147)

Figure 35 shows the elastic modulus (dark blue line, from Eq. (142)) and isotropic tangent

modulus graphically (red line, from Eq. (147)) for Zircaloy at out-reactor instrumented fuel

oxidation experiment temperatures.
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Figure 35: The stress-strain curve that shows the elastic and hardening regions in Zircaloy

The last material properties needed in the solid mechanics model is the iridium bar

heater element. In the 2D r-θ model there is no gap between the iridium bar and the inside

surface of the UO2 fuel pellet. The thermal expansion coefficient of the iridium and the UO2

are similar but not identical (the UO2 being a little higher than _Ir at the same temperature ).

Hence, the gap between the iridium bar heater and the UO2 pellets may increase or decrease

when heated in the experiment. This would depend on the temperature of each material and

the original gap distance between these two materials.

The thermal expansion coefficient of iridium depends on temperature. According to the

PGM database [108], _Ir varies between 6.510-6 K-1 and 910-6 K-1 for temperatures

between ambient and 1750 C, respectively. A value of 6.4x10-6 K-1 [109] was selected in the

current analysis (there is no difference in model result between using the selected value or

6.510-6 K-1). Choosing the lower value for _Ir will show that the thermal expansion of the

pellets alone provides suitable conditions for fuel cracking.

The Young’s modulus of iridium was set to EIr=528x109 Pa and the Poisson’s ratio was

_Ir=0.26 [108].
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3.5 Numerical Implementation of the Models

COMSOL Multiphysics® platforms versions 3.5a up to 4.3b were selected for

computing the fuel oxidation model for the reasons explained in Section 1.5. It was also used

for its flexibility and robustness in modeling the fuel stress and strains and fuel and sheath

contact using COMSOL’s solid mechanics physics to predict fuel crack geometry and

number. Six models are included in this thesis, which are numerically implemented in this

section. The first three have 2D r- fuel cross section geometries that model fuel oxidation

and fuel cracking separately. A third 2D r- model demonstrates coupling the fuel oxidation

model with fuel thermally expanded fuel cracks. The forth and fifth models are full length 3D

fuel oxidation models: one that models an in-reactor defective fuel element and one that

models the out-reactor instrumented fuel oxidation experiment. The last model is a 2D model

of a final stage in a fuel pellets sintering process.

The reason that multiple versions of COMSOL were used in this thesis to generate the

mentioned models was because COMSOL Inc. releases an updated version of their software

twice a year. Working with the most up-to-date version of software allowed access to the

latest COMSOL tools sets and improved functionality, as well as software fixes. Each model

numerical implementation sub-section mentions what specific version of COMSOL was

used.

3.5.1 COMSOL and the Finite Element Analysis Method

COMSOL uses what is called the finite-element analysis method to solve a partial

differential equation (PDE) or a number of equations, sequentially or simultaneously. In this

method the solution domain is divided into simply shaped regions called elements. An

approximate solution for the PDE can be developed for each of these elements. The total

solution is then generated by linking together the individual solutions [154][155].

Discretization involves dividing up the solution domain into finite elements. Figure 36 depicts

model solution domains with examples of a line element in 1D and triangular and

quadrilateral elements in 2D.
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Figure 36: (a) A line element employed in one dimension and (b) quadrilateral and triangular

elements employed in two dimensions. Adapted from [154]

Equations are developed to approximate the solution of each element. This involves two

steps: (i) An appropriate function is selected with unknown coefficients that are used to

approximate the solution and (ii) the coefficients are evaluated so that the function

approximates the solution in an optimal fashion. Polynomials are often involved for this

purpose, since they are easy to manipulate.

The finite-element analysis method using the direct approach is demonstrated when

applied in the simple 1D element with two nodes (Figure 36 (a)). For the 1D case the simplest

approximation function is the first-order polynomial or straight line, provided by:

  xaaxu o 1 (148)

Where u(x) is the dependent variable, ao and a1 are constants, and x is the independent

variable. This function must pass the values of u(x) at the end points of the element at x1 and

x2 in Figure 36 (a), therefore:
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These equations can be solved using Cramer’s rule [154].
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Substituting these terms into Eq. (148), one gets [154]:
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 (151)

The equation for u in Eq. (151) is called an approximation or shape function, and equations N1

and N2 are called interpolation functions [155][155]. Eq. (151) provides a means to predict (or

interpolate) intermediate values between given values u1 and u2 at the nodes. For example the

general shape function u in Eq. (151) could be used to represent a concentration distribution

in the finite element:

2211 cNcNc  (152)

where c in the concentration shape function and c1 and c2 are the concentration values at

nodes 1 and 2 . This equation amounts to a linear interpolation between two nodal points as

shown in the following figure.

Figure 37: A linear approximation or shape function for a line element

The definition of the diffusion flux is the diffusion coefficient times the concentration

gradient, which is Fick’s first law. It can be expressed in one dimension by:

c1

node 1

c2

x1 x2

node 2
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dx

dc
DJd  (153)

If a linear approximation function is used to characterize the element’s concentration c, the

diffusion flux into the element through node 1 and 2 can be represented by:
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These two equations express the relationship of the element’s internal concentration

distribution (nodal concentrations) to the diffusion flux at the finite element ends. These

equations can be simplified further to express concentration gradients at the element

boundaries [154]:
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The diffusion flux terms in Eq. (155) can be substituted into the element equations to give:
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Eq. (156) is a matrix equation that describes the behavior of the finite element and has the

general form of [154][155]:

    cvcvs FuK  (157)

where Ks is the element property or stiffness matrix, ucv is the column vector of unknowns at

the nodes (in this case c1 and c2), and Fcv is the column vector of external influences or

boundary conditions (in this case the concentration gradients). The solution of Eq. (157) can

be obtained with linear algebra techniques such as Gauss elimination or LU decomposition. In

LU decomposition the idea is to replace the stiffness matrix in a system of linear equations by

the product of two matrices LU, to form a diagonal matrix, and by doing so solving the

unknowns [154][156]. If the stiffness matrix in square and is not ill-conditioned, a matrix
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inverse can be derived so that a formal solution of the column vector of unknowns, ucv, in Eq.

(157) can be solved [154]:

     cvscv FKu
1

 (158)

Solving Eq. (158) is often referred to as the direct method. For the solution of the models

discussed in this work direct COMSOL solvers such as PARDISO and MUMPS were used.

PARDISO is a fast multi-core solver. Also, since the stiffness matrix and its inverse matrix

can be large, the memory requirements using the PARDISO solver can be significant.

The solution time and memory requirements of a model simulation are strongly related

to the degrees of freedom of the model. For most physics interfaces in COMSOL 4.0 and up

(application modes in COMSOL 3.5a and previous) each dependent variable is present in all

nodes of a mesh. First order shape functions in one dimensional elements will have two nodes

and second order shape functions in one dimensional elements will have three nodes (one mid

point node), etc. Hence, the shape function order contributes to the number of degrees of

freedom of the model. In general the total number of degrees of freedom of a model is equal

to the number of nodes multiplied by the number of dependent variables, where the number of

nodes is dependent on the order of the shape function and model dimension (1D, 2D or 3D)

[71][155].

3.5.2 The 2D r- Fuel Oxidation Model Numerical Implementation

Two variations of this model were considered in this simulation. (i) The first model

assumed sheath contact with the UO2 pellets, i.e., a closed fuel-to-sheath gap case. This

modeled case was built on COMSOL version 3.5a platform. (ii) The second model assumed

that the Zircaloy sheath had not totally crept down onto the fuel pellets, i.e., an open fuel-to-

sheath gap case. The reason why the sheath may not have fully crept down on the pellets in

the out-reactor instrumented fuel oxidation experiment (as normally occurs in in-reactor

CANDU fuel) is because of the short conditioning period in the test (only a few hours).

Additionally, to defect the Zircaloy sheath, an internal differential pressure (2.7-6.2 MPa) in

the out-reactor fuel element was applied until the sheath failed at the pre-machined sheath
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defect surface. During this time the sheath may have expanded and sheath ‘lift-off’ may have

occurred due to the internal pressure, so that there ceased to be direct contact between the

sheath and the pellets. Thus, for this second case various fuel-to-sheath gaps (as well as crack

widths) were modeled, which was modeled with the later and more advanced COMSOL

version 4.2a platform.

(i) 2D r- Fuel Oxidation Model with a Closed Fuel-to-Sheath Gap

The governing equations for fuel oxidation and electrical heating as applied to the out-

reactor instrumented fuel oxidation experiment are outlined in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.

This 2D r-θ geometric representation assumes axial symmetry and allows for the investigation

of radial cracks and a fuel-to-sheath gap geometry on the effect of fuel oxidation, the

assessment of the expected electrical power for given temperature distribution, and the

influence of the thermocouples on the local fuel temperature.

As can be seen in Figure 38, the model geometry contains several domains. In this

model, twelve explicit radial cracks were defined based on the reasoning given by Oguma

[73] for centrally and electrically heated fuel pellets at an applied power. Specifically, if the

central linear heating power target is 24 kW m-1 then 12 radial fuel cracks may form in the

out-reactor fuel pellets.
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Figure 38: Geometry of the 2D r-θ model showing the different materials of the fuel element

simulator and the 12 pre-defined radial fuel cracks.

The radial fuel cracks extend to the fuel-to-sheath gap as can be seen in a close-up view in

Figure 39, of an area indicated by a green circle in Figure 38. The width of the radial cracks in

this model was set to 15 m based on the analysis of Williford [76].

The fuel-to-sheath gap was set to 1 m that assumes the sheath has crept down with a

‘closed’ fuel-to-sheath gap, i.e., the sheath is considered to be in contact with the fuel pellet

using the treatment discussed in Section 3.3.2. The effective crack dimension (specifically the

crack root position) was determined by first applying an achievable electrical power to the

out-reactor fuel element, which was set as high as possible without failing the out-reactor Ir

bar heater (determined by experimentation). Then the crack tip (or crack root) radial

dimension was set in the model so that the crack tip was positioned at the approximate

temperature of 1250°C on the first simulated day. The discrete temperature of 1250°C was

selected so that it fell within the 1200°C - 1400°C transition temperature for elastic to plastic

fuel (refer to Sections 1.5 and 3.2, and Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 23). Also, this

modeled transition temperature can justify the selection of a higher transition temperature,

such as 1300 C or 1350 °C, if higher fuel oxidation was measured in the test. Thus, the crack

radial cracks
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tip (or root of the crack) was set to 0.00229 m (2.29 mm) from the centre of the fuel element

(to coincide with 1250 C in the fuel) using a specific electric heating power.

Figure 39: Close-up view of the fuel-to-sheath gap domain, a fuel radial crack domain, and UO2

domains with boundaries

In this fuel oxidation model with a closed fuel-to-sheath gap a ‘heat transfer by

conduction’ physics application mode was used for modeling the heat conduction, which in

COMSOL 3.5a format is given by the equation:

     44
TTCTThQTk

t

T
C ambtranstransexttranspts 




 (159)

The coefficients of Eq. (159) are provided in Table 6 by comparing to Eq. (32) and Eq. (68).

Table 6: Parameters used in heat conduction application mode in COMSOL 3.5a

Parameter or coefficient Description Value or expression as used in model

ts Time scaling coefficient 1

k Thermal conductivity

keff_UO2

k_Zirc

k_Ir

Cp_steam

k_Rtype

k_TC_sheath

k_Magnesia

 Density

cu_UO2

rho_Zircaloy

rho_Ir

radial fuel crack

UO2

fuel-to-sheath gap15 m 1 m

Zircaloy sheath

steam

B2

B3

B4
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Table 6: Parameters used in heat conduction application mode in COMSOL 3.5a

Parameter or coefficient Description Value or expression as used in model

rho_steam

rho_Rtype

rho_Magnesia

Cp Specific Heat Capacity

Cp_UO2

Cp_Zirc

Cp_Ir

Cp_steam

Cp_Rtype

Cp_Magnesia

Q Heat source

Q_vol_UO2

Q_vol_Ir

Q_vol_Zirc

htrans Heat transfer coefficient 0

Text External temperature 0

Ctrans User defined constant 0

Tambtrans Ambient temperature 0

Note: All units are in SI units except for Cp_UO2 which is given in kJ mol-1 K-1 and cu_UO2 which is given in

mol m-3. All powers and energies are in kW and kJ.

For the closed fuel-to-sheath gap 2D r- model, only one temperature boundary condition was

used. A Dirichlet boundary condition for Eq. (159) was applied to the model’s outer surface

(or the sheath), identified as boundary B1 in Figure 38, and is given in Table 7.

Table 7: Boundary condition for the heat transfer equation used in a closed fuel-to-sheath gap

model

Boundary Parameter Value or expression as used in model

B1 Temperature T = T_s_outer

The oxygen solid state diffusion equation was solved using COMSOL 3.5a’s ‘PDE

general form equation’ application mode. This form was used (as it was also used in [24]),

since it was possible to define regular diffusion (concentration driven) as well as thermo-

diffusion (the Soret effect). With the dependent variable defined as Xdev for the oxygen
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stoichiometric deviation value x (in UO2+x), the general form of the equation in COMSOL

3.5a format is given by:

F
t

Xdev
d

t

Xdev
e aa 









2

2

(160)

The coefficients of Eq. (160) are provided in Table 8 by comparing to Eq. (18) and Eq. (66).

The interstitial oxygen flux vector term, , in Eq. (160) is given by:









 T

RT

Q
XdevXdevD

2 (161)

The flux vector term  is written in Table 8 as it is entered in COMSOL. Specifically, the

oxygen diffusion coefficient D is called D_O2, Xdev is the deviation from stoichiometry,

Xdevx is the gradient of Xdev in the x coordinate direction, Xdevy is the gradient of Xdev in

the y coordinate direction, Tstar is the molar effective heat transport Q, divided by the ideal

gas constant R, where Q is given by Eq. (20), and Tx and Ty are the temperature gradients in

the x and y coordinate directions, respectively.

Table 8: Coefficients used in COMSOL 3.5a PDE general form equation application mode (the

interstitial oxygen diffusion equation)

Parameter or coefficient Description Value or expression used in model

ea Mass coefficient 0

da Damping/mass coefficient 1

 Flux vector
-D_O2*(Xdevx+Xdev*Tstar/T^2*Tx)

-D_O2*(Xdevy+Xdev*Tstar/T^2*Ty)

F Source term 0

The boundary conditions for Eq. (160) are described by Eq. (162):

Gs = -n   on  (162)

where n is the unit vector normal to the  geometric boundary (or surface in 3D),  is the

flux vector at the applicable geometric boundary (or surface), and Gs is a scalar.
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Figure 40 shows an inner region of the fuel element simulator cross section that includes the

iridium bar heater to UO2 boundary, the UO2 to radial crack boundary and the boundary

between the UO2 cracked surfaces and steam fill gas.

Figure 40: Inner region of a fuel element simulator with applicable boundaries

Table 9 provides the boundary conditions used in the oxygen diffusion equation. Refer to

Figure 39 and Figure 40 for the identification of the relevant boundaries applicable to Eq.

(160). In Table 9 the values of Gs is zero at all boundaries except for boundary B2, which is

equal to the kinetic reaction rate react
fR (see Eq. (25) and Section 3.3.1) divided by the molar

density of UO2, defined as Rreact_fuel and cu_UO2 in COMSOL format, respectively.

Table 9: Boundary conditions for interstitial oxygen diffusion equation (Eq. (162))

Boundary Boundary condition type Gs value as used in model

B2 Neumann Rreact_fuel/cu_UO2

B4 Neumann 0

B5 Neumann 0

B6 Neumann 0

With the solution of the oxygen diffusion equation, it is possible to create 2D

distribution plots and radial plots of the oxygen stoichiometric deviation x. In this manner, the

extent of fuel oxidation can be estimated and compared. Since x is the deviation from the O/U

ratio of 2, it is possible to calculate the oxygen excess number density in the oxidized fuel

pellet matrix by multiplying the average stoichiometry deviation value by the number density

of UO2, as shown in by:

radial crack

iridium

UO2

B5

B2

B6

thermocouple
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averagexNN 
2UOO (163)

where
2UON is equal to 2.4441028 UO2 particles m-3, assuming a maximum theoretical fuel

density and xaverage is calculated by integrating x over the fuel domain (in this case in 2D) as

given by Eq. (164).

2UO

average
A

xdA
x  (164)

With the average oxygen stoichiometric value calculated over the fuel element cross section

2UOA , the total molar uptake of oxygen in the fuel can be calculated:

A

O
O

N

FN
n vol

 (165)

where nO is the excess (hyperstoichiometric) oxygen in moles, Fvol is the fuel element, fuel

pellet, or other volume in m3, and NA is Avogadro’s number. In a similar manner in a 3D

model the xaverage is calculated over the volume of the fuel element model:

2UO

average
V

xdV
x  (166)

and the excess oxygen in moles nO (Eq. (165)) is similarly calculated.

The last PDE to be solved simultaneously in this model is the hydrogen diffusion

equation in the radial fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap. The ‘diffusion application

mode’ in COMSOL 3.5a was used for this purpose, where the dependent variable is the

hydrogen mole fraction q as shown in the following equation:

  sts RqD
t

q





 (167)
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Again, the coefficients of Eq. (167) can be determined on comparison to Eq. (27) and

Eq. (67). Table 10 provides the coefficient parameters, where cg (or cg used in the model) is

the total molar concentration of the gas in the fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap.

Table 10: Coefficients for the hydrogen mole fraction diffusion equation

Parameter or coefficient Description Value or expression used in model

ts Time scaling coefficient cg

D Diffusion coefficient cDg/tau^2

Rs Reaction rate 0

The boundary conditions for Eq. (167) are provided in Eq. (168), which includes the

flux, insulation and concentration boundary conditions. Here n is the unit normal vector, N is

the flux vector, No is the inward flux, kc is the mass transfer coefficient, cb is the bulk

concentration, q is the hydrogen mole fraction, and qc is the hydrogen mole fraction of the

coolant.

Flux boundary condition: -n  N = No + kc(cb – q) where N = -Dq

Insulation/symmetry boundary condition (Neumann): n  q = 0

Concentration boundary condition (Dirichlet): qc

(168)

In CANDU heavy water coolant qc (defined as qdef in the COMSOL model) is equal to

4.110-6 [29]. It can be added here that the qc value is a factor of 3 less than the solubility of

hydrogen gas in regular light water, which is 1.410-5 molar fraction at room temperature

[109]. Thus, the hydrogen mole fraction in the out-reactor coolant should be close to or less

than the hydrogen mole fraction in heavy water coolant. Referring again to Figure 38,

Figure 39 and Figure 40, Table 11 provides the boundary conditions as entered in the model

for the hydrogen mole fraction equation, where Rreact_fuel is the oxidation source term

provided by Eq. (21) and Rox_sheath is the hydrogen source term due to a metal-water

reaction provided by Eq. (31).
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Table 11: Boundary conditions for the hydrogen mole fraction equation

Boundary
Boundary

condition type
No kc cb n  q q = qc

B2 Flux Rreact_fuel 0 0 NA NA

B3 Flux Rox_sheath 0 0 NA NA

B4 Neumann NA NA NA 0 NA

B7 Dirichlet NA NA NA NA qdef

For numerical stability in the diffusion application mode, the dependent variable q must

be constrained between the values of 0 for pure steam and 1 for pure hydrogen. This

constraint is provided by introducing the variable qfix as a condition statement outlined in Eq.

(169) [24]. qfix is the variable used for the valiable q in Eq. (21) and (23),
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fix (169)

as written in the COMSOL:

qfix = (q<qdef)*(qdef)+(q>=qdef&&q<=0.95)*q+(q>0.95)*0.95 (170)

For a numerical solution of the fuel oxidation model with electrical heating, the model

geometry illustrated in Figure 38 is subdivided into finite elements (see Figure 41). The

easiest way to mesh a FEA model geometry is to select ‘Free Mesh’ parameters in the mesh

generator. This approach however would create an excessive number of triangle or

quadrilateral mesh elements in slender geometries like in the radial cracks. In other words,

this would create models with large degrees of freedom that would typically increase the

computation time and can lower the probability for solution convergence, which should

therefore be avoided. Instead, in COMSOL 3.5a, two types of meshing techniques were

used: 1) ‘Mapped Mesh Parameters’ for meshing the slender radial crack and the fuel-to-

sheath gap domains. This meshing technique was also used to set a distribution of mesh nodes

along boundaries such as the iridium bar heater and UO2 interface, in the thermocouple

boundaries, along the Zircaloy sheath external surfaces, and in the sheath defect. Once this
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method was completed, the 2) ‘Free Mesh’ technique was used to mesh the remaining

domains such as the fuel and iridium bar heater. In this model, there were 10,178 elements

and 38,580 degrees of freedom.

Figure 41: Finite element mesh distribution for the 2D r-θ model in COMSOL 3.5a

This numerical model was run on a duo quad core (8 CPUs) 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon HP work

station operating on a Windows XP 64 bit Professional® platform. The solution time was 1-2

hours. The results of the simulation are detailed in Section 4.2. The constant values used for

the model parameters are listed in the following table.

Table 12: List of constants used in the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

ρTD theoretical_density
the theoretical fuel pellet

density
10.96 [g cm-3]

ρs_new density_manf Manufactured fuel density 10.63 [g cm-3]

NA porosity_manf
Manufactured fuel

porosity l_densitytheoretica

nfdensity_ma
1

x[m]

y[
m

] 0

mapped mesh

0

free mesh

mapped mesh
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Table 12: List of constants used in the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

pt PT Coolant pressure 100 [atm]

R R Universal gas constant
8.20510-5

[atm m3 gmol-1 K-1]

H2 sigmaH2 H2 collision diameter 2.827 [Å]

H2O sigmaH2O H2O collision diameter 2.641 [Å]

MH2 MH2 H2 molecular weight 2.0159 [g mol-1]

MH2O MH2O H2O molecular weight 18.0153 [g mol-1]

qc qdef
Hydrogen mole fraction in

CANDU coolant
4.110-6

xfs Xsurf
Stoichiometry deviation at

pellet crack surfaces
110-4

/AB koverepsilon
Inverse of Lenard-Jones

force constant
0.00454959 K-1

 tau Tortuosity factor 1

aא

bא

cא

dא

eא

fא

gא 

kא

mא

nא

pא

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
k
m
n
p

Constant in polynomial fit
for xe

0.033107007
0.268984735
0.008679485
-0.000622197
-5.18804E-05
0.020038397
0.000450165
-7.83442E-06
1.84196E-08
-7.45197E-05
1.39057E-07

β Beta Burnup in atom % 0.00001

I I_current
Total electrical current

running through the fuel
element

1085 [A]

NA A_Ir
cross sectional area of

Iridium wire
pi*0.0015^2 [m2]

NA A_Zirc
cross sectional area of

Zircaloy sheath
1.5386e-5 [m2]

2UOA A_UO2
cross sectional area of

Zircaloy sheath

pi*(0.006075^2-
0.0015^2-

3*0.000355^2) [m2]

 l Fuel element length 0.482 [m]

Ts_outer T_s_outer Outer sheath temperature 548 [K]

ris r_s_inner Inner sheath radius 0.006076 [m]

NA r_s_outer Outer sheath radius 0.006476 [m]

ts ts Sheath thickness r_s_outer-r_s_inner [m]

R1 R1 Fuel surface roughness 0.510-6 [m]
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Table 12: List of constants used in the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

R2 R2
Zircaloy sheath surface

roughness
110-6 [m]

g g0
Temperature jump

distance for steam at STP
3.2710-6 [m]

tg g12 fuel-to-sheath gap distance 110-6 [m]

Rrms Rough
Root-mean-squared

roughness
sqrt((R_1^2+R_2^2)/2)

[m]

f f_pickup
hydrogen pickup by the

sheath
0.05

Fc F_crrs
enhancement factor for in-
reactor corrosion (of the

Zircaloy sheath)
3

N N
refraction parameter for

krad
2.25

NA N_Avogadro
Particles/molecules per

mol
6.0221023

2UON N_UO2 number density of UO2
2.4441028

[particles m-3]

Fvol fuel_vol Fuel element volume
pi*(0.006075^2-

0.0015^2-

3*0.000355^2)* [m3]

ρIr rho_Ir Density of iridium 22.5 [g cm-3]

ρB_type rho_Btype
Density of Type B
thermocouple wire

19.53 [g cm-3]

ρR_type rho_Rtype
Density of Type R
thermocouple wire

20.53 [g cm-3]

ρZirc rho_Zircaloy Density of Zircaloy 6.49 [g cm-3]

ρMagnesia rho_Magnesia Density of magnesia 3.58 [g cm-3]

NA Cp_Btype
Specific heat capacity of

Type B thermocouple wire
0.153 [kJ kg-1 K-1]

NA Cp_Rtype
Specific heat capacity of

Type R thermocouple wire
0.140 [kJ kg-1 K-1]

For further details on the 2D r- fuel oxidation model see the COMSOL model report

in Appendix A.
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(ii) 2D r- Fuel Oxidation Model with an Open Fuel-to-Sheath Gap

The 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model with an open fuel-to-sheath gap was very similar to the

closed one but with the following differences:

1. Only six radial cracks were modeled (compared to the twelve in the closed fuel-to-

sheath gap model); three in the vicinity of the sheath defect and another three in the

pellet circumference.

2. A manual heat source in the iridium wire/bar was input (excluding Zircaloy sheath

heating) rather than applying a total electrical current input

3. No thermocouples were included

4. A general extrusion coupling variable is used to define thermal continuity between the

fuel pellet, fuel-to-sheath gap domains, and the Zircaloy sheath.

The objective of this model was to investigate the effect of the size of the fuel-to-sheath gap

dimension and the size of the fuel crack width dimension on fuel oxidation. Both types of

dimension changes can affect the hydrogen mole fraction diffusion rate, which in turn can

affect fuel oxidation. The former case is pertinent to the scenario when the sheath has not

completely crept down onto the fuel.

The reason only six radial cracks were included in the following 2D r- fuel oxidation

model (rather than twelve cracks in the Closed Fuel-to-Sheath Gap case) was for the

following reason. The preferred electrical current set to flow through the fuel element (1085

A in Table 12), producing a linear power in the iridium bar heater of about 24 kW m-1, may

have been hard to achieve in reality. This is partly due to the iridium and zirconium eutectic

point, which pose temperature operation limits (refer again to Section 3.1). Hence, it was

predicted that lower heating powers (<24 kW m-1) may need to be used. Since the

approximate number of radial cracks in the fuel pellets is equal to Plinear[kW m-1]/2 [29][73]

(see again Section 1.6), it was expected that less than 12 radial cracks would develop in the

experiment. From a fuel oxidation point of view this does not change the modeled oxidation
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result substantially, since, as will become apparent in the result section, the radial cracks

closest to the sheath defect contribute the most to fuel oxidation.

Figure 42 shows the basic geometry of the open fuel-to-sheath gap fuel oxidation

model. This geometry is also used in the solid mechanical model discussed in Section 3.5.3 to

investigate the conditions for crack propagation. The internal boundaries seen in the UO2

domain, (as shown in Figure 42) are present for meshing purposes.

Figure 42: Geometry of the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model showing the different materials of the

out-reactor fuel element with six pre-defined radial fuel cracks

The green circle in Figure 42 gives a close-up view of the sheath defect location in Figure 43.

The two domains (the Zircaloy sheath and the fuel pellet with the fuel-to-sheath gap) are

separated by a ‘geometry assembly’ gap. These two geometries are linked together using an

extrusion coupling variable that provides continuity for heat conduction between the two

domains in the ‘geometry assembly’. The use of a geometry assembly vs. a typical ‘geometry

union’ in COMSOL was performed to investigate sheath and fuel contact, which is discussed

later in Sections 3.5.3 and 4.3. Hence for practical purposes, an almost identical geometry

assembly is used here to study fuel oxidation. Inspection of Figure 43 shows that the sheath

defect is not defined as an axial slit in the Zircaloy sheathing (as shown in Figure 38), since

radial crack

x[m]

y[
m

]

0

0

Iridium bar/wire

Zircaloy sheath

internal UO2 domain
boundaries

sheath defect location

B1

B5 UO2 domain

UO2 domain
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this extra detail was unnecessary. Instead, an appropriate Dirichlet boundary condition qc is

defined on the fuel-to-sheath gap boundary above the vertical radial crack indicated by a

purple line B7, since the modeled hydrogen mole fraction gradient in the sheath slot in the

previous model was very small and contributed little to the fuel oxidation.

Figure 43: Close up view of the location of the sheath defect showing the various domains and

boundaries as well as the fuel-to-sheath gap and the geometry assembly gap

The heat conduction equation is very similar to the general form time dependent

equation, Eq. (159), used in the closed fuel-to-sheath gap fuel oxidation model and is

specifically expressed as Eq. (171). Here Utrans is the velocity field for convection and it is set

to zero. Qv is the volumetric heat source term in kW m-3.

  vtranspp QTkTC
t

T
C 




U (171)

In this study, two simulations were computed: (i) where the radial cracks are varied in

thickness and the fuel-to-sheath gap is held constant and (ii) where the fuel-to-sheath gap is

varied while the radial crack widths are held constant. For case study (i) a constant Qv power

density term is used for the iridium bar heater defined in the COMSOL model as Q_vol_Ir

equal to 3.2106 kW m-3, as derived from the closed fuel-to-sheath gap 2D r-θ fuel oxidation

model. This model achieves a fuel temperature at the radial crack tips of 1250°C during the

Zircaloy sheath

radial crack

fuel-to-sheath gap

UO2 pellet

Dirichlet boundary

condition for sheath

defect

B2

B7

B4

B3 geometry assembly gap

sheath inner surface

B8
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first simulated day. For case study (ii) varying values of Qv were used to achieve a fuel

temperature at the radial crack tips of 1250°C during the first simulated day. In both cases

the crack depth was the same, equal to 0.00229 m (2.29 mm) from the fuel element centre.

The boundary conditions for the heat conduction equation, Eq. (171), in the open gap

model are similar to those stated in Table 7 except that here an integration coupling variable

(i.e., a general extrusion in COMSOL) is used to define thermal continuity between the outer

surface of the fuel-to-sheath gap (gas domain) and the Zircaloy sheath inner surface. These

boundary conditions are given in Table 13. Specifically, the temperature at boundary B3 is

equal to the temperature at boundary B8 (Figure 43). Implementation of the general extrusion

variable is discussed in Section 3.5.3.

Table 13: Boundary conditions for the heat transfer equation used in the open gap

Boundary Parameter Value or expression used in model

B1 Temperature T=T_s_outer

B3 to B8 Continuity T(B3) =T(B5)

The boundary conditions for the oxygen interstitial diffusion equation, Eq. (160), in the

open fuel-to-sheath gap model are identical to boundary conditions stated in Table 9 for the

closed fuel-to-sheath gap model except that here boundary B6 is not applicable.

The equation used for the hydrogen model fraction in the fuel cracks and fuel-to-sheath

gap in COMSOL® 4.2a format has the form of the following equation:

  st RqqD
t

q





u (172)

where q is the hydrogen mole fraction, D is the diffusion coefficient (in this case it is the

diffusivity quantity cgDg provided by Eq. (29)), ut is the velocity field applicable to

convection (which is set to zero), and Rs is the source term. To ensure that Eq. (172) has the

same form as the general hydrogen mole fraction equation, Eq. (27) (and Eq. (167) used for

the closed fuel-to-sheath gap model), i.e., so that the time scaling parameter ts (equal to cg) is
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in front of the time derivative, the source term Rs is substituted by Eq. (173). This also sets Rs

to be zero in the gas domain.

 
t

q
cR gs




 1 (173)

The boundary conditions for the hydrogen mole fraction equation, Eq. (172), are

provided by Table 14. The boundary conditions for the open fuel-to-sheath gap model are

similar to those of the closed gap model stated in Table 11, but no hydrogen flux term from

sheath oxidation is considered. At boundary B2 (the crack surfaces) the flux term is the

reaction rate react
fR as provided by Eq. (25) (and defined as Rreact_fuel in the COMSOL

model format) and at boundary B7 (the sheath defect) the Dirichlet boundary condition is

defined as qc (where qc is defined as qdef in the COMSOL model format).

Table 14: Boundary conditions for the hydrogen mole fraction diffusion equation for the open

fuel-to-sheath gap fuel oxidation model

Boundary
Boundary

condition type
No n  q q = qc

B2 Flux Rreact_fuel NA NA

B3 Flux 0 NA NA

B4 Neumann NA 0 NA

B7 Dirichlet NA NA qdef

The mesh used in the open fuel-to-sheath gap fuel oxidation model, Figure 44, is very

similar to that used in the 2D model described later in Section 3.5.3. In this model there is use

of both a mapped mesh (quadrilateral mesh) and a free triangular mesh, similar to the mesh

used in the closed fuel-to-sheath gap model. In this model’s mesh though, the sheath and the

outer fuel domain use quadrilateral mesh. The mesh is also made more dense near the crack

tips where there is increased oxidation. This was made possible by including 0.6 mm diameter

domains around each crack tip.
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Figure 44: Finite element mesh distribution of the open fuel-to-sheath gap 2D r-θ fuel oxidation

model generated on COMSOL 4.2a

Note that for this open fuel-to-sheath gap fuel oxidation model an all-triangular mesh was

used as well, which yielded the same result.

In this model, there were 7,430 mesh elements and 33,705 degrees of freedom. This

numerical model was run on a 4 core, 2.80 GHz Intel i7 VAIO laptop with Turbo Boost

Technology to 3.1 GHz operating with a Windows 7, 64 bit Professional® operating platform.

The solution time was <1 hours. The results of the simulation are detailed in Section 4.2.2.

The mapped mesh prepared for the fuel-to-sheath gap and the radial cracks can be

considered a ‘high aspect ratio’ mesh, where one edge is longer than the normal edge.

Actually, one of the reasons for using mapped or swept mesh is to create mesh elements that

are elongated in slender geometry domains in order to save computer resources but at the

same time to adequately capture the applied physics. In COMSOL, the ‘mesh quality’ ranges

in values between 0 to 1. Generally a high mesh quality is closer 1. If the gradient is gradual

enough, such as for that case of the hydrogen mole fraction concentration q, the aspect ratio of

the mesh can be increased in the direction of the concentration gradient to reduce the degrees

free mesh

mapped mesh

x[m]

y[
m

]

0

0
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of freedom of the model. COMSOL may identify such mesh as a low quality mesh even

though it is quite adequate to use in the model.

In order to be sure the 2D models were meshed properly, a model with a higher mesh

density and a higher mesh quality was prepared, as shown in Figure 45. This mesh is

especially dense along the radial fuel cracks and along the fuel-to-sheath gap when compared

to the low density mesh in Figure 44. Also, the mesh of the fuel domain in Figure 45 was

changed to an all triangular mesh rather than partly quadrilateral, to ensure the model result

was independent of mesh type.

Figure 45: Higher density finite element mesh distribution used in the open fuel-to-sheath gap

2D r-θ fuel oxidation model to demonstrate mesh independence

Thus, in this higher mesh-density model the number of mesh elements was increased to

31,736, which in turn increased the number of degrees of freedom to 142,797. The results of

this model simulation are detailed in Section 4.2.2.

x[m]

y[
m

]

0

0

high density
mapped mesh

radial fuel
crack

fuel-to-sheath
gap

fuel
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3.5.3 The Fuel Solid Mechanics and Crack Propagation Model Numerical

Implementation

To study the shape of the radial fuel cracks, considering only thermal expansion with

linear elastic material properties, and to study the conditions for crack propagation also due to

thermal expansion, a plane strain solid mechanics model was developed for two cases: (i) a

model with five pre-set initially 3 m wide radial fuel cracks and one ‘quasi-dynamic’ radial

crack that starts as a surface flaw, and (ii) a model with one pre-set initially 3 m wide radial

fuel crack and one surface flaw. The quasi-dynamic model employed a steady state solver

with a geometric parametric sweep (i.e., a parametric stationary analysis) where after each

solution the geometry (i.e., the surface flaw crack length) was modified followed by a

generation of a new mesh. This was done, since implementing a time-dependent moving mesh

was not feasible with the applied version of software. The static radial fuel crack tips were

located at the position of 1250°C, which is within the transition domain for plastic and elastic

fuel behavior as shown in Figure 14.

As suggested earlier, the clad (or sheath) may contain to some degree the thermally

expanded fuel pellet together (see again Figure 16), which may affect the crack widths and

crack growth. Hence, in addition to the two modeling objectives stated above, the 2D model

consisted of two independent geometries in a COMSOL ‘assembly’: The first geometry

consisted of the expanding fuel pellet and iridium bar heater, and the second geometry was for

the Zircaloy sheath under coolant pressure. This representation allowed modeling the physical

contact between the fuel pellet and Zircaloy sheath.

For this model, the ‘Thermal Stress’ interface (or module) was used in COMSOL

version 4.3a (the term ‘interface’ or ‘module’ is equivalent to the term ‘application mode’ as

used in the earlier COMSOL 3.5a version). The thermal stress interface combines a solid

mechanics interface (or module) with the heat transfer interface. This application mode or

interface has the equations for stress analysis for a solution displacement and equations for

heat transfer. The coupling between these two physics takes place on the domain level where

the temperature from the heat transfer interface acts as a thermal load for the solid mechanics

interface causing thermal expansion.
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Finally, as mentioned at the end of Section 3.4.2 the displacement of the UO2 pellets

due to thermal expansion at the inner pellet annulus (where the Ir bar heater is located), at the

expected heating temperature, may or may not cause the gap between UO2 and the Ir to close.

Contact between the two (or a reduced gap) would reduce the operating temperature of the Ir

bar, which would extend its life during the experiment. On the other hand, physical contact

may affect the fuel cracking behavior (crack number and geometry). Since modeling contact

(or a changing gap) between the Ir bar and the UO2 pellet (as was done between the UO2 and

the sheath) was not attempted in the model due to the need for added model complexity.

Instead, two model configurations were considered: (i) where the Ir bar and UO2 pellets were

modeled as a solid continuity (no Ir-UO2 gap), and (ii) where the iridium bar was removed

from solid mechanics modeling (no mechanical contact exists between the Ir and UO2). It is

mentioned that the second case neglects modeling the temperature jump across the Ir-UO2

gap.

The geometry of the 2D r-θ plane strain solid mechanics model, depicted in Figure 46,

is very similar to that shown in Figure 42 that was used for the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model.

Figure 46: Geometry of the 2D r-θ solid mechanics model showing the different materials of the

out-reactor fuel element and the five pre-set radial fuel cracks and one surface flaw

predefined radial crack
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Included in this model is a separate rectangular domain for investigating conditions for pellet

cracking, where the green circle indicates the location of a fuel pellet surface flaw.

The small blue, yellow, and black circles indicate locations where the model was constrained

(discussed later in the section). Lastly, five pre-set radial cracks were included.

The steady state heat conduction equation in the COMSOL 4.2a Thermal Stress

interface has the general form given by:

  vtransp QTkTC U (174)

where ρ is the density, Cp is the specific heat capacity, Utrans is the velocity field for

convection, k is the thermal conductivity, and Qv is the heat source. Since heat transfer via

convection is not relevant in this model the left hand side of Eq. (174) was set to zero. The

temperature boundary conditions for the heat conduction equation are the same as indicated in

Table 13. Heat generated in the iridium bar heater was provided by a constant QIr power term

(called Q_vol_Ir in the model) equal to 3.5106 kW m-3. This power value was provided by

the fuel oxidation model discussed in Section 3.5.1.

For the gas domains where no solid mechanics physics was solved, specifically in the

steam filled fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap, only a heat conduction equation was

applied. For this special case, a heat transfer sub-node (that is solid mechanics physics free,

called ‘Heat Transfer in Solids 1’) was defined in the Thermal Stress interface node as shown

in the following figure.

Figure 47: In the COMSOL model builder, under the Thermal Stress node, the ‘Heat Transfer

in Solids 1’ is defined
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A ‘Heat Transfer in Fluids’ sub node could have also been selected (not shown here) if the

accompanying velocity field terms were set to zero. Lastly, in order for these gas domain

boundaries to be geometrically coupled with the changing thermally expanding solid pellet

boundaries, an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) moving mesh was used. ALE is

explained in more detail in Section 3.5.4.

In order to solve a solid mechanics model, it is necessary to provide boundary load

conditions as well as kinematic constraints and symmetry constraints (if any). Applied loads

can be point loads, moments, distributed loads or pressures. The applied boundary loads are

provided by Table 15, with parameters or variables as used in the model. The

contact_pressure value is computed in COMSOL with a custom penalty method, which is

explained later.

Table 15: Boundary loads applied to solid mechanics 2D r-θ plane strain model

Boundary Surface name Parameter/variable Value

B1 Sheath outside surface coolant_p 1107 Pa

B4 Pellet surface contact_pressure
Varies with azimuthal
position

B8 Sheath inside surface contact_pressure
Varies with azimuthal
position

Kinematic constraints are equations that control the motion of solids, faces, edges, or

points. A special constraint to keep an edge of a body straight or to make a boundary rotate,

requires constraint equations. In COMSOL 4.2a, a ‘prescribed displacement’ is used to

define a constraint by entering a constraint expression. A ‘fixed’ constraint is used when

translational motion in all three x, y and z directions is prevented.

The locations of ‘fixed’ and ‘prescribed displacement’ constraints are shown in

Figure 46, indicated by the small circles at numbered locations. The black central circle

indicates the location of a fixed constraint and the other small circles (yellow and blue)

indicate the locations of prescribed displacement constraints. Table 16 defines the applied

constraints and their locations. The vector displacement field is given by u = (u, v) where u is

the displacement in the x direction and v is the displacement in the y direction.
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Table 16: Fixed and prescribed displacement constraints used in the 2D r-θ plane strain model

Constraint type Part of model Location in model
(Figure 46)

Expression

Fixed constraint Iridium bar and pellet 1 u = 0

Prescribed displacement Iridium bar and pellet 2, 4 v = vo = 0

Prescribed displacement Iridium bar and pellet 3, 5 u = uo = 0

Prescribed displacement Sheath 7, 9 v = vo = 0

Prescribed displacement Sheath 6, 8 u = uo = 0

For example, for the ‘iridium bar and pellet’, of locations 3 and 5 in Figure 46, the prescribed

displacement constraint is set to zero in the x direction but movement is allowed in the y

direction.

Included in this model is contact modeling between the expanding fuel pellet and the

contracting Zircaloy sheath. A customized penalty method was prepared and used in the

model to simulate solid contact rather than using COMSOL’s built-in solid contact

algorithms. The premises of the penalty method is that when two or more rigid bodies overlap

and penetrate each other due to movement caused by external forces or thermal expansion, a

force proportional to the penetration depth is applied to resist, and ultimately eliminate, the

penetration. On the one hand, very low penalty values can improve convergence but can allow

the boundaries to penetrate each other to some degree. Very large penalty values on the other

hand allows for very little boundary penetration, which increases the displacement field

accuracy. The disadvantage of a large penalty value is that convergence difficulties may arise.

The penalty method equations that are used in the COMSOL 2D r- plane strain model

are detailed in Table 17 and the method is explained with the aid of Figure 48. A ‘geometry

assembly’ gap initially exists between the sheath inner surface (B8) and the fuel-to-sheath gap

domain (blue area) outer surface (B3). When the model simulation is initiated, heat is

generated in the iridium bar domain causing the fuel pellet to thermally expand as explained

in Section 3.4.1. With an applied coolant force on the external sheath surface and the thermal

expansion on the pellet, contact between the sheath and pellet is achieved within only a few

minutes of heating. Hence, the initial geometry assembly gap is closed leaving only the fuel-

to-sheath gap (slender blue domain) between the fuel and the sheath.
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Figure 48: Close-up view of the fuel and sheath region before simulation initiation to explain

contact modeling using the penalty method

At every time step the ‘relative_distance’ variable in Table 17, which is the distance between

the sheath and the pellet surface, is computed over 2 radians of the sheath and pellet. This is

achieved by using two ‘extrusion coupling variables’ in COMSOL called the

‘sheath_inner_surface()’ and ‘pellet_surface()’, which are geometrically defined as the sheath

inner surface and pellet surface, respectively. The difference between these two variables is

the ‘relative_distance’.

Table 17: Variables used for general extrusion model coupling to apply the penalty method

Variable name Expression used in COMSOL model Purpose

calangle atan2(y,x)
Provides the angle at every
specified coordinate.

sectorangle
((sin(calangle)>=0)*calangle +
(sin(calangle)<0)*(2*pi+calangle))

Provides positive angles from 0 to
2 for coordinates x and y.

R1 sqrt(x^2+y^2)
Conversion from Cartesian x and y
coordinate to radial coordinate

relative_distance
sheath_inner_surface(R1)-pellet_surface(R1)-
ftsg_thickness

Calculates the relative distance
between the sheath inner surface
and the pellet surface over 2.

contact_pressure -(relative_distance<0)*relative_distance*2e14
If the pellet surface overlaps the
sheath inner surface a proportional
contact pressure is applied.

sheath inner surface
general extrusion

pellet surface general
extrusion

Rpellet_surface

Rsheath_surface

fuel-to-sheath gap
domain (blue)

sheath domain

UO2 domain

initial geometry
assembly gap
before contact

fuel crack

B8

B4

B3
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The ‘ftsg_thickness’ is the fuel-to-sheath gap thickness, which is set in this case to 3 m. The

‘sectorangle’ equation ensures the angle is always positive on the sheath x and y coordinates

and runs from 0 to 2. When the pellet outer boundary with the fuel-to-sheath gap thickness

(B3) passes the Zircaloy sheath inner boundary (B8), the relative_distance variable becomes

negative. At this point, the ‘contact_pressure’ variable takes on a positive value in Pa, which

is applied to the sheath inner surface (B8) and the fuel pellet outer surface. In this manner

every azimuthal point on the sheath internal surface receives a specific value of pressure,

which in this case, is linearly proportional to the penalty distance, i.e., the relative_distance.

To numerically assess whether conditions for linear elastic fracture occur as expressed

in Eq. (119) in the out-reactor fuel pellet due to thermal expansion, the stress intensity factor

KI was computed. Figure 49 illustrates the circular J integral contour located around a pellet

surface flaw tip. Also in the figure is a blue line that separates the 3 m thick fuel-to-sheath

gap domain (which is hard to discern in this figure) and the surface pellet flaw domain that is

initially 0.175 mm deep into the pellet. It can be noted that the J integral contour could also

have been rectangular or diamond shaped. The wedge shape of the surface flaw was selected

for its simplicity.

The stress intensity factor equations used in the model in COMSOL format are

presented in Table 18. The numerical formulation for the J integral was taken from an

example of an edge crack in a body under tensile stress [71], as illustrated

in Figure 31 (b).The first term in Eq. (125) is the integrated value of wsnx over ds, called W_1

in the model. It is calculated by taking the strain energy density ws, defined by Eq. (126),

called ts.Ws in the model, and multiplying it by the unit normal vector nx, called Nx1 in the

model, and integrating this variable over the circular contour c by applying the intop1

integration operator.
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Figure 49: The pellet surface flaw and the J integral boundary used in the plane strain model

In a similar manner, the second term in Eq. (125) is the integrated value of Ti(ui/x)

over ds, called Tdudx_1 in the model, where Ti is the traction vector and ui is the

displacement vector. The first component of the traction vector is xnx, called ts.sx*Nx1 in

the model, where again nx (or Nx1) is the unit normal vector of the circular contour around the

crack tip. The derivatives of the displacement vector in the x direction, ui/x, are called uX

and vX in the model.

With the two terms of Eq. (125) computed their sum is equal to the J integral quantity,

called J_1 in the model. The UO2 modulus of elasticity at the crack tip, called ES_UO2_crack

in the model, is estimated by calculating EUO2 given by Eq. (139) and the UO2 Poisson’s ratio

2UO given by Eq. (109). The division by  2
21 UO is due to the plane strain condition, Eq.

(123).

Table 18: J integral numerical equations in COMSOL format

Symbolic
name

Variable name
used in model

Expression in COMSOL format Description/purpose

 
c

dsnw xs W_1 intop1(ts.Ws*Nx1)
The integral of ts.Ws, the
first term in Eq. (125)

sw ts.Ws

0.5*(ts.Sl11*ts.eel11+2*ts.Sl12*ts.ee
l12+
2*ts.Sl13*ts.eel13+ts.Sl22*ts.eel22+
2*ts.Sl23*ts.eel23+ts.Sl33*ts.eel33)

The elastic strain energy
density (without initial strain
terms) as defined in
COMSOL 4.3b. Similar to
Eq. (126).

Zircaloy domain fuel domain

contour for J integral
computation

surface flaw
n
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Table 18: J integral numerical equations in COMSOL format

Symbolic
name

Variable name
used in model

Expression in COMSOL format Description/purpose

















c

ds
x

u
T i

i Tdudx_1
intop1(-((ts.sx*Nx1+ts.sxy*Ny1)*uX
+ (ts.sxy*Nx1+ts.sy*Ny1)*vX))

The second term in Eq.
(125). The quantity in the
inner parenthesis is the
traction vector and ts.sx is
the stress in the x direction.

J J_1 W_1+Tdudx_1 The J integral quantity

EUO2 ES_UO2_crack aveop2(ES_UO2/(1-nu_UO2^2))
Young's modulus at the
crack tip, [N/m^2]. Eq.
(123) and Eq. (139)

KI KI_1 sqrt(ES_UO2_crack*abs(J_1))
Stress intensity factor
[Pa*m^0.5], Eq. (124)

The stress intensity factor KI, given by Eq. (124), can then be calculated around the crack tip.

The absolute crack length, a, called crack_length_a in the model (Table 19), is

calculated at each parametric crack length value increase, using two integration operators in

COMSOL called intop2() and intop3(); one at the pellet surface next to the crack opening

and one at the crack tip, respectively.

Table 19: Absolute crack length

Symbolic name Variable name Expression Description/purpose

a crack_length_a abs(intop3(x)-intop2(x)) length of crack

Using the parametric range defined in COMSOL as range (0,8.75e-8,1.4e-6), where

8.75e-8 s in the time increment. The time values are converted to distance using the Raleigh

wave speed in UO2 equal to a velocity of 2580 m s-1 for a propagating crack [79][157]. It is

noted here that including the velocity of a propagating crack was not necessary in this case,

since the model is solved as a steady-state problem. Nevertheless, it is added for reference

purposes only. If a time dependent solution were required in a different model then terms such

as the dynamic stress intensity factor, the Raleigh surface wave speed, and the Freund crack

speed could be considered [79].

As previously mentioned in Section 3.4.2, Kutty [135] used the Vickers indentation

technique, commonly used for determination of fracture parameters of brittle and ceramic

materials, to determine the fracture toughness and fracture surface energy of sintered UO2 at
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room temperature. Extrapolating from experimental values [135] a fracture toughness

applicable to CANDU fuel is provided in the following table:

Table 20: Experimental UO2 fracture toughness KIc [135]

Volume fraction porosity Por crack length a [m] Fracture toughness KIc [MPa m0.5]

0.03 879 0.822

For the specific case of the UO2 pellet, the fracture stress f provided by Eq. (110) and

the correction factor Y provided by Eq. (121), can be used to calculate the fracture toughness

near the pellet surface. The fracture stress at this location, which is temperature dependent, is

about 120 MPa. The correction factor Y at the pellets surface is estimated to be 1.119. If a

pore size in a fuel pellet is selected to be as high as 2a =40 m [15] then the plane strain

fracture toughness calculated using Eq. (118) is presented in Table 21.

Table 21: Calculated UO2 fuel fracture toughness KIc

crack length a [m] Fracture toughness KIc [MPa m0.5]

20 1.064

One reason that the measured fracture toughness of UO2 [135][137] mentioned earlier is

lower than the calculated value could be because the fracture stress of UO2 (Eq. (110))

decreases with temperature and the measured results were taken at room temperature. Another

reason could be due to the selected pore size (crack length a) given by Olander [15], which

may be excessive in length. Song et al. [158] reports an upper pore size of only 10 m in

sintered and reduced UO2 fuel, which may be more appropriate. Lastly, only a single

calculated KIc point is presented, since only the fracture stress f (Eq. (110)) for typical crack

lengths in UO2 (fuel pore sizes) is known (i.e., there is little information f of UO2 with

varying crack lengths).

The fracture toughness values reported in Table 20 and Table 21 are the values that are

compared in this work to the stress intensity factor (Eq. (124)) computed around the crack tip

to determine if crack propagation is favored.
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For computing the J* integral (Eq. (134) and Eq. (135)), which ensures integration path

independence in a material that is in the presence of thermal gradients, the implementation of

the applicable equations in COMSOL format is provided in Table 22.

Table 22: J* integral numerical equation formulation

Symbolic name
Variable name

in model
Expression in COMSOL format Description/purpose

 



A

kke dA
x

T
 area_integral

intop4(alpha_exp_UO2*(ts.Sl11+ts.Sl22
+ts.Sl33)*ts.gradTX)

Third term in Eq. (134) used
in homogeneous materials

J* J_star J_1+area_integral The J* integral, Eq. (134)

 



A

ij

ij dA
x


 area_integral_2

intop4((ts.Sl11+2*ts.Sl12+2*ts.Sl13+ts.
Sl22+2*ts.Sl23+ts.Sl33)*
d((ts.eel11+2*ts.eel12+2*ts.eel13+ts.eel
22+2*ts.eel23+ts.eel33),X))

Second term in Eq. (135)
used in non homogeneous

materials

J* J_star_2 Tdudx_1+area_integral+area_integral_2 The J* integral, Eq. (135)

KI_1_star sqrt(ES_UO2_crack*abs(J_star))
Stress intensity factor, Eq.

(124)
KI

KI_1_star_2 sqrt(ES_UO2_crack*abs(J_star_2))
Stress intensity factor, Eq.

(124)

Note: The ‘ts.Slij’ in ‘area_integral’ and ‘area_integral_2’ integrals is the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
in the local coordinate system. ‘ts.slij’ stress tensor could have been used instead of ‘ts.Slij’ with only minor
differences in results. The latter was used, since it is also used by COMSOL ts.Ws in Table 18.

J* is computed for an isotropic material with temperature gradients (or J_star) and computed

for a non homogeneous material (J_star_2), as discussed in Section 3.4.2. In the current work

both values of J* are computed to see if they are both path independent.

The constants used in the 2D r- plane strain solid mechanics model are summarized in

the following table:

Table 23: List of constants used in the 2D plane strain model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

ρTD theoretical_density
the theoretical fuel pellet

density
10.96 [g cm-3]

ρs_new density_manf Manufactured fuel density 10.63 [g cm-3]

NA UO2_frac_theo_dens
UO2 fractional theoretical

density l_densitytheoretica

nfdensity_ma

NA porosity_manf
Manufactured fuel

porosity l_densitytheoretica

nfdensity_ma
1
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Table 23: List of constants used in the 2D plane strain model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

Zirc delta_zirc
average oxygen
concentration

1e-4

C cold_work_zirc unitless ratio of areas 0.001

 phi_fluence fast neutron fluence 0 [n m-2]

x Xdev
Stoichiometric deviation

value
0.000001

Tref T_ref
Strain reference

temperature
300 [K]

NA T_surf
Outside sheath surface

temperature
573 [K]

β Beta Burnup in atom % 0.00001

R R_gas Gas constant 8.3144 [J mole-1 K-1]

Qf Q_frack Effective heat of cracking 1590 [J mole-1]

NA sheath_wall Sheath wall thickness 0.0004 [m]

NA sheath_R_inner Sheath inside radius 0.006116 [m]

NA sheath_R_outer Sheath inside radius
sheath_R_inner +

sheath_wall

Ro pellet_radius Pellet radius 0.006075 [m]

NA ftsg_thickness Fuel-to-sheath gap 3e-6 [m]

NA Ir_radius Iridium bar radius 0.00145[m]

ρZirc rho_zircaloy Density of Zircaloy 6.44 [g cm-3]

ρIr rho_Ir Density of iridium 22.5 [g cm-3]

νUO2 nu_UO2 UO2 Poisson's ratio
1.32*(1-

0.26*porosity_manf)-1

ν_Ir nu_Ir Iridium Poisson's radio 0.27

ν_Zirc nu_zirc Zircaloy Poisson's radio 0.37

α_Ir alpha_Ir
Iridium coefficient of

linear expansion
6.4e-6

σys0 s_yield_zirc_initial
Initial yield stress of

Zircaloy at 573 K
150e6 [Pa]

EIr E_Ir Young's modulus of Ir 528e9 [Pa]

QIr Q_vol_Ir
Volumetric electric heat

source in iridium bar
3.5e6 [kW m-3]

NA coolant_p Coolant pressure 10e6 [Pa]

NA crack_depth Crack tip radial position 0.00229 [m]
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For further details on the 2D r- solid mechanics and crack propagation model see

COMSOL model report in Appendix B.

Mesh elements and contour shapes for regular J integral computation

Two types of mesh schemes were used to compute the solid mechanics crack

investigation model: (i) A mesh consisting of a combination of quadrilateral and triangular

mesh elements and (ii) a mesh consisting of mostly quadrilateral elements. For both cases the

regular J integral Eq. (125) was computed (i.e., no thermal gradient consideration). In

Figure 50, the first mesh scheme (generated on COMSOL 4.2a) is used where the

rectangular mesh is applied to the model peripheral regions, which is ideally suited for the

solid-solid contact modeling between the sheath and fuel pellet where increased stability and

accuracy is required. The Zircaloy lower stiffness (due to its Young’s modulus and shape)

was assigned a denser mesh (for most of the sheath circumference) than the stiffer UO2

material with the larger Young’s modulus and thicker dimensions. This afforded improved

stability during solution convergence.

Figure 50: Finite element mesh of 2D r-θ plane strain solid mechanics model, where (a) is the

general mesh at simulation start and (b) is the closeup region of the surface flaw

(a) (b)

Zircaloy domian fuel domain

y[
m

]

0

x[m]

0

horizontal crack domain

trinangular mesh

quadrilateral mesh trinangular mesh

0.2 mm
diameter
domain
circles

J integral
contour

0.1 mm
radius
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For the first mesh scheme, Figure 50, in the area where conditions for crack propagation

were computed the mesh consisted of triangular elements due to the ease of generating a new

mesh for every new geometric parametric sweep value. For this a separate horizontal

rectangular crack domain was defined in the fuel domain so that a denser mesh could be

defined in the vicinity of the ‘propagating’ crack tip (see Figure 50 (a) and (b)). The mesh was

made especially dense in and around the circular J intergral contour. For the remainder of the

crack tips that did not change position with the parametric sweep, a 0.4 mm diameter circle

domain was included to increase the local mesh density.

To ensure the stress intensity factor computation, around the parametrically grown crack

tip, was independent of the selected mesh type and the shape of the J integral contour, a

second mesh configuration scheme was used. Here the ‘horizontal crack domain’ was

widened. The domains of the J integral contour, the horizontal crack domain, and the

remaining fuel domain (largest area) were filled with quadrilateral mesh elements, see

Figure 51 (generated on COMSOL 4.3a). Unlike when using the ‘free triangular’ mesher,

which can mesh any domain, errors can occur when using the ‘free quadrilateral’ mesher.

Figure 51: Finite element mesh of 2D r-θ plane strain solid mechanics model with quadrilateral

mesh, where (a) is the general mesh at simulation start and (b) is the closeup region of the

surface flaw

(a) (b)

Zircaloy domian fuel domain

y[
m

]

0

x[m]

0

horizontal crack domain

quadrilateral mesh

quadrilateral mesh J integral contour

0.2 mm
diameter
domain
circles

fuel crack
triangular
mesh

0.25 mm

gas domain
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Errors such as: “failed to create an even number of edge elements” can occur. For this reason

all meshes in the parametric sweep (17 in all) were first checked for proper generation, so that

errors could be corrected before running the model. The only domains that were filled with

triangular mesh elements were the small 0.4 mm diameter circles around the five unchanging

crack tips, the iridium bar heater, and the developing fuel crack domain, where only the heat

transfer equation was solved for. The last difference between the mesh shown in Figure 50 to

the mesh shown in Figure 51 is the J integral contour, which is circular in the former and

square in the latter. This was to show that the shape of the J integral contour does not affect

the outcome of the computation.

Meshes and contour shapes of varying sizes for J and J* integral computation

In Figure 50 and Figure 51 the J integral contour was approximately the same size;

0.1 mm radius for the circular contour and 0.25 mm side length for the square contour. To

show contour shape independence as well as contour path independence, larger circular and

square contours were also modeled. But first for computing the J integral, Eq. (125), and the

J* integral, Eq. (135) for a non homogeneous material (which also considers thermal

gradients), it was noticed that the solution was sensitive to the type of mesh used (triangular

elements vs. quadrilateral elements), especially when computing Eq. (135). Since it is usually

the practice to use quadrilateral mesh in 2D (or hexahedron mesh in 3D) in solid mechanics

problems, the following mesh configuration (Figure 52) included mostly quadrilateral mesh.
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Figure 52: Smaller J integral contours, specifically: (a) 0.1 mm radius round contour and (b)

0.25 mm square contour, both with quadrilateral mesh

In these models the meshed fuel domains were similar to the previous meshed models (in

Figure 50 and Figure 51) except that the ‘horizontal crack domain’ was made slightly wider in

the vertical direction to accommodate the J integral contour and the mesh, the mesh was made

denser, and all mesh elements were made quadrilateral.

For models with increased J integral contour sizes, Figure 53 (a) shows a 0.25 mm

radius contour and Figure 53 (b) shows a 0.5 mm sided square contour, both having a

quadrilateral mesh. As shown previously, the crack domains used a triangular mesh, since this

domain was outside the solid mechanics physics domain and so did not require quadrilateral

mesh.

(a) (b)

sheath
domain

horizontal crack domain

quadrilateral meshquadrilateral mesh

J integral contour

fuel
domain
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fuel
crack

fuel
crack
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Figure 53: Larger J integral contours, specifically: (a) 0.25 mm radius round contour and

(b) 0.5 mm square contour, both with quadrilateral mesh

For the model shown in Figure 53 (b) the model number of elements was 11,445 and the

geometric discritization used in solving the heat conduction equation were 1st order

polynomials, or linear shape functions. Setting the heat conduction equation polynomial

shape function to linear was sufficient, since increasing it to quadratic shape function had a

barely discernable improvement on the solution. For solving the solid mechanics physics the

geometric discritization was set to 2nd order polynomial, or quadratic shape function. The

resulting model degrees of freedom solved for was 205,959. A direct method solver, called

MUMPS in COMSOL was used to compute the model, also known as a Gaussian

Elimination or LU decomposition solver (also called LU factorization). MUMPS is a fast

multi-core capable solver, introduced in COMSOL version 4.x and later. The remaining of

the models in this section were solved with similar solver settings.

3.5.4 The Coupled 2D r-θ Out-Reactor Fuel Oxidation and Plane Strain Solid

Mechanics Model Numerical Implementation

In the current out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment the power applied on

the fuel element will not change substantially during the test. This means that the radial crack

(a) (b)

sheath
domain

horizontal crack domain

quadrilateral meshtriangular mesh

J integral contour

fuel
domain

0.25 mm radius 0.5 mm side

fuel
crack

fuel
crack
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lengths and widths will not greatly change. Additionally, the amount of fuel oxidation

achieved will be modest, but measurable, given the relatively short heating time (1-2 weeks)

and the relatively low linear powers (17-23 kW total or 10-12 kW when only the central Ir

heater is considered). It is expected this oxidation level will not substantially change the UO2

fuel thermal conductivity. Hence coupling the fuel oxidation model with the solid mechanics

model with thermally expanded fuel cracks, would seem to have limited benefits. However a

similar model simulating an in-reactor high powered defective fuel element in normal and

accident conditions may be quite useful, where crack number and crack geometry may change

substantially during its time in the reactor core. This in turn could affect the fuel oxidation

rate leading in certain cases to fuel melting. The following model numerical implementation

describes how the fuel crack domains and solid fuel boundaries can be coupled together.

Cracks lengths (or depths), which are dependent on fuel temperature, are fixed in this model,

but could be made to vary as well.

For the gas domains, where no solid mechanics physics is solved, specifically in the

steam filled fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap, only the the heat conduction equation is

solved for. But in this configuration the hydrogen mole fraction equation, Eq. (27), would be

independent of the pellet radial crack dimensions, since the boundaries of the gas filled

domains would not follow the pellet boundaries. Model results in Section 4.2.2 will show that

there is an effect of the radial fuel crack width on the amount of fuel oxidation. Hence, in this

section, the gas domain boundaries (of the steam filled fuel cracks and fuel-to-sheath gap) are

geometrically coupled with the changing thermally-expanded solid pellet boundaries using an

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) moving mesh (or a deformed mesh method) in

COMSOL.

Within the ALE moving mesh interface, the ‘Prescribed Mesh Displacement’ node is

activated. For the ‘Prescribed x and y displacement’, or dx and dy inputs, the values in Eq.

(175) are applied. The dependent dispalcement variables u and v are computed by solving the

solid mechanics part of the model.

dx = u

dy = v
(175)
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The pellet boundaries highlighted in blue in Figure 54 indicate where the ‘prescribed mesh

displacement’ values u (x coordinate displacement) and v (y coordinate displacement) are

applied. In this manner the boundaries of the non-solid mechanics part of the model - the

hydrogen mole fraction diffusion equation, active in the steam-filled cracks and fuel-to-sheath

gap domains - follow the thermally expanding or contracting crack boundaries of the solid

fuel.

Figure 54: Boundaries used for ALE moving mesh fuel oxidation and plane strain solid

mechanics model

Thus the fuel oxidation model becomes coupled with the plane strain solid mechanics model.

COMSOL Multiphysics® Version 4.3b FEA software package was used for this purpose.

The six fuel cracks in Figure 54 are full length in the radial direction and are initially

3 m wide. Sheath plasticity was not considered in this model to improve solution

convergence. Quadratic shape functions were applied in all physics in this model. Triangular

mesh elements (5,204 elements for internal fuel domains) and quadrilateral mesh elements

(1,530 for external fuel domains and sheath domains for contact modeling) were used. Fuel

oxidation, due to a sheath breach located at 12 o’clock position in the model, was allowed to

occur at common interfaces between the fuel and gas domains in all six fuel cracks. The time

dependent fully coupled model was solved for two weeks of simulated heating. The remaining

model numerical implementation follows similar steps outlined in Section 3.5.1 for the fuel

oxidation model and Section 3.5.3 for the plane strain solid mechanics model. In this model

there were a total of 6,734 mesh elements and 90,889 degrees of freedom. The model was
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solved on an Intel Xeon duo quad core (8 CPUs) HP work station operating at 2.66 GHz on

a Windows XP 64 bit Professional® platform. 5-6 days of computer operation was required to

solve this model. The results of the simulation are detailed in Section 4.4.

3.5.5 The In-Reactor 3D Fuel Oxidation Model Numerical Implementation

A 3D fuel oxidation model was constructed that simulates an in-reactor defective fuel

element with similar operating parameters recorded for fuel element X5 (XC9179Z-5) from

Darlington Nuclear Generating Station [29]. COMSOL version 3.5a was used in this case.

The purpose of this model was to compare model oxidation results to actual oxygen

stoichiometric deviation measurements of an in-reactor defective fuel element (post

irradiation examinations (PIE) that includes coulometric titration measurements [24]). The in-

reactor defective fuel oxidation model includes fission heating and burn-up. This model

contains discrete radial fuel cracks similar to the 2D r- fuel oxidation model discussed in

Section 3.5.1 and generally discussed in Section 3.3.1, but only cracks immediately in the

vicinity of the sheath defect are considered. Furthermore, the radial cracks only run a partial

length of the fuel element. The reasoning for these two points will become clear in the results

section. The sheath defect size in this model is specified to be similar in surface area to the

sheath defect actually observed (see the yellow patch in Figure 27 (a)). Also included in this

model is a single pellet-pellet gap beneath the sheath defect where steam ingress and

additional surface oxidation is believed to occur [80].

The peak fuel element linear power, the approximated largest sheath defect size, the fuel

burnup, and the estimated post defect residence time were provided by [24]. The largest

sheath defect was estimated to be 8 mm2 but more than one sheath defect was observed.

Specifically, at one end of the fuel element an open blister was observed. At the fuel element

mid section several blisters near bearing pads as well as a sheath crack were observed. Lastly,

at the other end of the fuel element an incomplete endcap to sheath weld was observed [24].

Hence the actual total sheath defect surface area was larger than 8 mm2. A single sheath

defect may not be representative of multiple sheath defects, but for simplicity purposes a

single 12 mm2 sheath defect was selected and was positioned at the fuel element axial centre.

The actual average bundle burnup was 45-139 MWh kgU-1 at the time the bundle (and the
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defective fuel element) was removed from the reactor, which is equivalent to a relative burnup

of 0.200 to 0.617 atom%. For simplicity purposes a constant relative burnup value was used

in the model equal to 0.5 atom%. Lastly, a post sheath defect residence time of 126 days was

used, as determined by 131I measurements [24]. Table 24 at the end of this section provides

the remaining parameters used in the fuel oxidation model of the in-reactor defective fuel

element XC9179Z-5.

A ¼ model was sufficient to represent a full length fuel element due to symmetry (i.e.,

the model is reflected about the z~ axis in the axial direction, and reflected again about the

z~ axis but in the y~ axis direction. Model reflection about the x~ axis could not be done due to

non symmetry of the defect surface in this direction, see Figure 55 (a). The sheath surface

defect was defined by the silhouette of a circle equal to approximately 12 mm2 in area (or a

dashed circle with a radius of 2 mm), see Figure 55 (b).

Figure 55: Sheath defect location and geometry in 3D in-reactor fuel oxidation model

The green thin surface areas Figure 55 (b) are the crack and pellet-pellet gap opening surface

areas under the 2 mm radius sheath defect circle.

The fuel crack and pellet-pellet gap geometry location and identification in the model is

provided in Figure 56. In this ¼ model only two radial cracks were created: one vertical crack

(a) at the model z~ axis of reflection and one crack (b) rotated 16.2° degrees from vertical

closeup view
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crack (a). Again, since the model is reflected about the z~ axis the number of radial cracks is

this model is actually three. The width of crack (a) was set to 15 m, but since the model is

reflected this width is equivalent to 30 m. The width of crack (b) was set to 30 m. The

pellet-pellet gap near the sheath defect, where in deuterium gas diffusion also occurs, was set

to 25 m and due to model reflection this gap is equivalent to 50 m in width. The depth of

the fuel cracks was set to 4.575 mm from the surface (or 1.5 mm from the centre of the fuel

element). This dimension was chosen so that the root of the crack was positioned at a

temperature of 1250°C (based on the applied fuel element power) for the reason explained in

Section 1.5.

Figure 56: In-reactor fuel crack geometric locations and width identifications

The fuel element model consisted of two partial or sub geometry models - forming an

‘assembly model’. This was done so different meshes (that do not share common nodes at a

common interface) could be used in each partial or sub-geometry. This allowed the modeling

of the slender fuel cracks using swept mesh in the first sub-geometry and regular free

tetrahedral mesh in the second sub-geometry. The reason why the entire length of the model

was not meshed with swept mesh was because the generated prism and hexahedron cells in

the swept mesh increases the model’s degrees of freedom from 1.4-8.5 times as compared to

all tetrahedrons [159]. Hence, using this modeling approach conserved available computer
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resources (especially computer memory). To allow for physics continuity between the two sub

model geometries an ‘identity pair’ was defined between model boundaries that occupied the

same interfaces. This is shown in Figure 57. Sub geometry 1 contained the slender fuel cracks

and pellet-pellet gap and sub geometry 2 contained only solid fuel with no cracks. In

COMSOL version 3.5a the identity pair was activated from the Options/Identity

Conditions/Identity Boundary Conditions pull-down in the software toolbar. The dependent

variables used in the identity pair are the temperature variable T and the solid state oxygen

stoichiometry deviation variable Xdev (or x). The deuterium-to-steam ratio (deuterium and

not hydrogen, since it’s an in-reactor case) diffusion dependent variable q was not used in the

identity pair, since its equation was not used in sub geometry 2. In the identity pair the

dependent variables T and Xdev are applied as the ‘source’ expressions in sub geometry 2 and

as ‘destination’ expressions in sub geometry 1.

Figure 57: Identity pair boundaries used for physics continuity

Transport and generation of deuterium gas within the fuel cracks and pellet-pellet gap

near the sheath defect is governed by the hydrogen (or in this case - deuterium) diffusion

equation, Eq. (27), or in COMSOL form in Eq. (167) and in expanded form in Eq. (67).

Deuterium generation due to sheath oxidation by the steam is neglected. The initial deuterium

mole fraction q in the fuel cracks and pellet-pellet gap is equal to constant qc where is the

model length (see Table 24):

q = qc, - 0.013 [m] < z~ < , at t = 0 (176)
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The boundary conditions for the deuterium diffusion equation are similar to Eq. (168), with

the difference that in this model fewer radial cracks are defined. The boundaries that

participate in fuel oxidation and hydrogen generation are highlighted in red in Figure 58.

These boundaries lie between the steam and fuel domains.

Figure 58: Flux surfaces active at fuel crack surfaces and at a pellet-pellet gap surface in an

in-reactor fuel oxidation model

The inward fluxes No for the deuterium diffusion equation at the indicated surfaces is given

by Eq. (177), where internal volume fluxes N are expressed as well.

at the surface: No = -n  N = "" fluxRreact
f 

and within the gas domain: N q
Dc gg 
2

(177)

For the surfaces that were very slender, such as crack edges or tips, or that did not share

common interfaces between the steam and the solid domains, such as the crack surfaces at

reflection boundaries, the inward flux was set to zero. The boundary condition for the sheath

defect, see the green slender areas in Figure 55 (b), was set to value qc.

For interstitial oxygen diffusion Eq. (18), expanded as Eq. (66), was applied. Before the

onset of fuel oxidation (i.e., intact fuel and zero burnup) the fuel pellets were assumed to be

essentially stoichiometric, where apellet (or a_pellet in model) is the pellet radius:
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x  0 (x = 110-4) , at t = 0, for

0 < x~ < 

- apellet < y~ < apellet

- apellet < z~ < apellet

(178)

Boundary conditions for the solid state oxygen diffusion equation (Eq. (66)) is zero at all

external boundaries of the model (i.e., zero flux) except for fuel crack and pellet-pellet gap

boundaries where the fuel domains share gas domain boundaries (Figure 58). The inward

fluxes Gs for the solid state interstitial oxygen diffusion equation, at these surfaces, are given

by Eq. (179), where internal fluxes are expressed as well:

at the surface: Gs = -n   = ""
U

flux
c

Rreact
f 

and within the solid domain:  = 







 T

RT

Q
xxD

2

(179)

The heat conduction equation, Eq. (32) (and in an expanded form in cylindrical

coordinates as Eq. (68)), with a volumetric fission heating source term Qv provided by Eq.

(33) (which employs first order modified Bessel functions) was used in this model. The linear

power Plinear was set to 44 kW m-1. The boundary conditions for this equation are illustrated in

the following figure:

Figure 59: Heat conduction equation boundary conditions for in-reactor model
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The fuel outer surface temperature is provided by the Dirichlet boundary condition:

at the fuel surface: surfTT  (=645 K and 706 K) (180)

The former temperature boundary condition is an estimated value. See Table 24 at end of

section for additional information on the latter value. The temperature gradient at the fuel

element model ends as well as across the model reflected about the z~ axis is given by the

Neumann boundary conditions:

0









y

T

x

T
(181)

As explained earlier, an identity pair (Figure 57) was used in order to conserve

computer memory during the computation. Specifically, the fuel element end, half-circle,

outer surface (see Figure 60 (a)) was meshed in 2D using ‘free’ mesh triangles in the fuel

domains and rectangles (also called quadrilaterals) in the slender fuel cracks domains using

‘mapped’ mesh.

Figure 60: (a) 2D meshed surface used to sweep 3D sub-geometry 1 and (b) two meshed 3D sub-

geometries where sub-geometry 1 consisted of prism and hexahedron cells and sub-geometry 2

consisted of tetrahedrons.

2D meshed outer face,
used for swept mesh

fuel cracks
(a) sub-geometry 1

swept mesh
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x~

z~

y~

free tetrahedrons mesh

0.03 m
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Once this was done this outer meshed surface was swept along the fuel element axis

(Figure 60 (b)) producing prism mesh elements with triangular bases in the fuel domains and

hexahedrons in the crack domains, which constituted sub-geometry 1. In sub-geometry 2 free

tetrahedral mesh elements were used exclusively. In both sub-geometries the mesh at the

centre of the fuel element was made denser than the mesh at the fuel element periphery (in the

radial direction). This was done so that sufficient mesh was available to compute the solution

at steep radial temperature gradients where accelerated reaction rates occur (near the fuel

centre) but to conserve computer memory where gradients and reaction rates were relatively

small (in the fuel periphery). In the axial direction a sufficient distribution of swept mesh and

free tetrahedron mesh elements was generated to model concentration gradients and to

achieve improved convergence.

The mesh used in the out-reactor model depicted in Figure 60 was designed to conserve

computer resources. However, it was necessary to check if using an assembly model with an

identity pair (combining the two fuel element domains) as well as a partial length crack

domain in the axial direction (a 0.013 m long domain in Figure 58 rather than a full length

crack domain), still achieved a reasonable prediction of oxidation in a defective fuel element.

To do this the following single solid model and mesh was designed (i.e., not an assembly

model as shown previously in Figure 60 (a)). In this model the same number of radial cracks

was modeled (two actual, which is equivalent to three in total considering model reflection),

except that in this case the cracks ran the full length of the model (i.e., 0.240 m long instead of

only 0.013 m long). Figure 61 shows the full length meshed model consisting of prism and

hexahedron mesh elements. As for axial mesh density, the mesh was made denser near the

sheath defect and pellet-pellet gap location and less dense near the other end of the model.
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Figure 61: A 3D swept mesh geometry consisting of prisms with triangular bases and

hexahedrons mesh elements

The geometric discritization (i.e., order of shape functions) used in solving the heat

conduction equation, the solid state oxygen diffusion equation, and the hydrogen mole

fraction diffusion equation, for both models shown in Figure 60 and Figure 61, was set to

quadratic (i.e., 2nd order shape functions). For the model with mesh illustrated in Figure 60 a

direct method solver called PARDISO was used, also known as a Gaussian Elimination or LU

factorization solver. PARDISO is a fast multi-core capable solver, which also requires

increased computer memory. A Spark-9000 mainframe computer at HPCVL (High

Performance Computing Virtual Laboratory) at Queens University operating on a Linux

platform was used to perform this computation with COMSOL 3.5a finite element analysis

software. The same direct solver (PARDISO) was used to compute the model with the mesh

illustrated in Figure 61, except that here the model was solved on COMSOL 4.3b software

using a duo hex core (12 processors) Xeon, 96 GB RAM HP Z800 workstation computer

operating on a Windows 7 platform.

The computer resource requirements to solve each model were markedly different. The

degrees of freedom of the model shown in Figure 60 (using the identity pair) was 1.24106

and the computer memory required was about 32 GB. The degrees of freedom of the model
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shown in Figure 61 was 3.11106 and the computer memory required was about 95 GB.

Hence the fully swept meshed model required more computer resources to solve.

Lastly, for the purpose of comparison a numerical implementation description for a

model based on the Higg’s modeling approach [24][29], as explained in Section 1.6 and

Section 4.5.2, is briefly illustrated in Figure 62.

Figure 62: Using the previous modeling approach [24][29] in 3D where the red domain

represents cracked fuel where radial gas diffusion occurs

The red domain in the figure represents cracked fuel where both solid state

hyperstoichiometric oxygen diffusion (Eq. (18)) and hydrogen gas diffusion (Eq. (27)) occur.

The blue domain in the figure is identical to the red domain - in the Higgs axisymmetric

2D r-z model for a sheath defect that is 2 in circumference – with the exception that the

sheath is intact and only solid state oxygen diffusion is considered. To be consistent with the

2D r-z Higgs model [24][29] the gas diffusion in the figure was set to be anisotropic in the

z~ direction (i.e., approximately equivalent to the radial direction in cylindrical coordinates). It

can be noted that allowing the gas diffusion in all principal directions in the red domain

inceases the maximum Xdev result by 10%, which is not significant. The sheath defect area

was set to be 12 mm2 to be consistent with the current 3D in-reactor fuel oxidation model

(representing fuel element XC9179Z-5) described in Figure 55 at the beginning of this

section. Finally, the previous 2D r-z model approach [24][29] used what is called the weak
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y~

cracked fuel
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and dweak form terms to simulate gas diffusion in the fuel-to-sheath gap but these terms were

not used in this model. See explanations given in Section 1.6 and Section 3.3.1.

Table 24: List of constants used in the 3D In-Reactor Fuel Oxidation Model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

ρTD theoretical_density
the theoretical fuel pellet

density
10.96 [g cm-3]

ρs_new density_manf Manufactured fuel density 10.63 [g cm-3]

NA porosity_manf Manufactured fuel porosity
l_densitytheoretica

nfdensity_ma
1

pt PT Coolant pressure 100 [atm]

R Rgas Universal gas constant
8.20510-5

[atm m3 gmol-1 K-1]

 kappa
inverse neutron diffusion

length
110 [1/m]

 Beta Fractional burnup (atom %) 0.5

H2 sigmaH2 H2 collision diameter 2.827 [Å]

H2O sigmaH2O H2O collision diameter 2.641 [Å]

MH2 MH2 D2 molecular weight 4.028204 [g mol-1]

MH2O MH2O D2O molecular weight 20.020004 [g mol-1]

 tau Tortuosity factor 1

qc qdef
Hydrogen mole fraction in

CANDU coolant
4.110-6

xfs Xsurf
Stoichiometry deviation at

pellet crack surfaces
110-4

/AB koverepsilon
Inverse of Lenard-Jones

force constant
0.00454959 K-1

aא

bא

cא

dא

eא

fא

gא

kא 

mא

nא

pא

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
k
m
n
p

Constant in polynomial fit
for xe

0.033107007
0.268984735
0.008679485
-0.000622197
-5.18804E-05
0.020038397
0.000450165
-7.83442E-06
1.84196E-08
-7.45197E-05
1.39057E-07

Tsurf Tsurf Fuel surface temperature 645 [K] and 706* [K]

Plinear P_density Linear power 44** [kW m-1]

 l Fuel element length half 0.241 [m]

NA a_pellet Fuel pellet radius 0.006075 [m]
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Table 24: List of constants used in the 3D In-Reactor Fuel Oxidation Model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

NA N_Avogadro Particles/molecules per mol 6.0221023

2UON N_UO2 number density of UO2
2.4441028

[particles m-3]

Fvol fuel_element_vol_quart
Quarter fuel element

volume
pi*(a_pellet^2)/2* [m3]

Note: The fuel surface temperature* and linear power** of fuel element XC9179Z-5 was taken from [29].

3.5.6 The Out-Reactor 3D Fuel Oxidation Model Numerical Implementation

A 3D geometry for computing fuel oxidation is computationally more expensive than a

2D model (described in Section 3.5.1) but represents more accurately the extent of fuel

oxidation for the actual size of sheath defect and the actual fuel element length. Incorporating

all the 2D r- model features into the 3D model was not feasible with the available computer

power and not really necessary. These extra features included: Fully cracked fuel pellets, solid

mechanics thermal stress computations (described in Section 3.5.3), fuel and sheath contact

force computations using the penalty method, and electrical (or Joule) heating computations.

It will be seen in results Section 4.2.1, using the 2D r- fuel oxidation model, that modeling

only a few of the radial cracks near the sheath defect yields a similar result when all the radial

cracks are modeled. Thus, the 3D out-reactor fuel oxidation model included only some of the

pre-defined radial fuel cracks near the site of the sheath defect (similar to the in-reactor model

described in Section 3.5.5). Also included in the model was a fuel-to-sheath gap, covering

only part of the fuel element near the sheath defect site. Electric-Joule heating was not

included in the model, instead boundary temperature conditions were used at the fuel central

annulus and the fuel outer surface, which are based on the 2D r- model results (refer to

Sections 3.5.1 and 4.2.1). Two power cases were selected for simulating the out-reactor fuel

oxidation experiment, a high powered case (23 kW total) and a low powered case (17 kW

total). The high powered case was the ideal setting in order to accelerate fuel oxidation but in

case this power was not feasible to achieve in the experiment a lower powered case was also

modeled. Table 25 at the end of this section provides the model parameters used in the out-

reactor fuel oxidation model. The two power cases are determined by the selection of

parameters in Table 25: the fuel inner annulus surface temperature Theater and the crack tip

position dimension crack_tip_radius.
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As in the in-reactor model described in Section 3.5.5, a ¼ model was sufficient to

represent a full length fuel element due to symmetry. The sheath surface defect was defined

by a slim surface strip 0.5 mm wide and 7.5 mm long, seen in blue in Figure 63. Due to the

model’s double reflections the actual sheath defect surface area is 115 mm2.

Figure 63: Sheath defect location and geometry in 3D out-reactor fuel oxidation model

The fuel crack and pellet-pellet gap geometry position and identification in the model is

provided in Figure 64. In this ¼ model three radial fuel cracks were included: one vertical

crack (a) at the model z~ axis of reflection and two cracks (b) rotated 30° and 60° degrees

from vertical crack (a). Again, since the model is reflected about the z~ axis the number of

radial cracks in this model is actually five. The width of crack (a) was set to 12.5 m, but

since the model is reflected, this width is equivalent to 25 m (crack_width in Table 25). The

width of cracks (b) was set to 25 m. The pellet-pellet gap near the sheath defect, where

hydrogen gas diffusion also occurs, was set to 25 m (ppg in Table 25) and due to model

reflection this gap is equivalent to 50 m in width. The depth of the fuel cracks was set to

3.785 mm and 4.201 mm from the pellet surface (or 2.290 mm and 1.874 mm from the centre

of the fuel element), for the two modeled power cases. These dimensions were chosen so that

the tip (or root) of the crack was positioned at a temperature of 1250°C (based on the applied

fuel element power) for the reason explained in Section 1.5.
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Figure 64: Out-reactor fuel crack geometric locations and width identifications

As in the in-reactor defective fuel element model in Section 3.5.5, the out-reactor

model consisted of two partial or sub geometry models - forming an assembly model for the

reasons explained earlier. To allow for physics continuity between the two sub models an

identity pair was defined between the boundaries that occupied the same interface. This is

shown in Figure 65. Sub geometry 1 contained the slender cracks and pellet-pellet gap and

sub geometry 2 contained only solid fuel with no cracks. In COMSOL Multiphysics version

4.2a the identity pair is activated by inserting in the ‘definitions’ an ‘identity boundary pair’.

The dependent variables used in the identity pair are the temperature variable T and the solid

state oxygen stoichiometry deviation variable Xdev (or x). The hydrogen-to-steam ratio

diffusion dependent variable q is not used in the identity pair, since its equation is not used in

sub geometry 2. In the identity pair the dependent variables T and Xdev are applied as the

‘source’ expressions in sub geometry 2 and as ‘destination’ expressions in sub geometry 1.
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Figure 65: Identity pair boundaries used for physics continuity

Transport and generation of hydrogen gas within the fuel cracks and the pellet-pellet

gap near the sheath defect is governed by the hydrogen diffusion equation, Eq. (27), or in

expanded form in Eq. (67), or in COMSOL form in Eq. (167). Hydrogen generation due to

sheath oxidation by steam is neglected. The initial deuterium mole fraction q in the fuel

cracks and pellet-pellet gap is equal to constant qc where is the model length (see Table 25):

q = qc, - 0.025 [m] < z~ < , at t = 0 (182)

The boundary conditions for the hydrogen diffusion equation in the fuel cracks are similar to

Eq. (168), with the difference, when compared to the 2D r- model, that in the 3D model

there are fewer defined radial cracks. The boundaries that participate in fuel oxidation (and

hence hydrogen generation) are highlighted in blue in Figure 66.
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Figure 66: Out-reactor model flux surfaces active at fuel crack surfaces and at a pellet-pellet gap

surface

The indicated boundaries in Figure 66 lie between the steam and fuel domains. The inward

fluxes No for the hydrogen diffusion equation at these surfaces is given by Eq. (177). The

inward fluxes were set to zero for those surfaces that were very small, such as crack edges or

tips, or that did not share common interfaces between the steam and the solid domains, such

as the crack surfaces at reflection boundaries. The boundary condition for the sheath defect

itself, see the blue strip surface area in Figure 63 (b), was set to the value qc, see Table 25.

For interstitial oxygen diffusion Eq. (18), expanded as Eq. (66), is applied. Before the

onset of fuel oxidation (i.e., intact fuel and zero burnup) the fuel pellets are assumed to be

essentially stoichiometric, specifically Eq. (178) is applied. Boundary conditions for the solid

state oxygen diffusion equation (Eq. (66)) are zero at all external boundaries of the model

(i.e., zero flux) except for fuel crack and pellet-pellet gap boundaries where the fuel domains

share gas domain boundaries (Figure 66). The inward fluxes Gs for the solid state interstitial

oxygen diffusion equation, at these surfaces, is given by Eq. (179).

In the out-reactor fuel element the UO2 fuel is headed by a central electrical heater

element. The power and expected temperature distribution in the fuel are computed with the

2D r- model, as explained in Chapter 2. Hence, in the heat conduction equation, Eq. (32) (or

Eq. (68) expanded in cylindrical coordinates), the volumetric heating source term Qv is

neglected (is set to zero). Instead surface boundary conditions are utilized, which are derived

pellet-pellet gap
surfaces

crack surfaces

x~

z~

y~

0.025 m
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from the results of the 2D r- model. The heat conduction equation boundary conditions are

illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 67: Heat conduction equation boundary conditions for the out-reactor model

The Dirichlet boundary conditions for the surface temperature at the iridium bar to inner UO2

interface was set to Theater (red) and the UO2 to fuel-to-sheath gap interface was set to Tsurf

(blue), see Table 25 for the values used. The remaining of the model’s exterior and interior

surfaces were set to thermal insulation, or Eq. (181). However, it should be mentioned that

ignoring the fuel element edge-effects at the fuel element ends (by setting there thermal

insulation boundary conditions) is not quite representative. This is because the fuel element

ends will be relatively cooler due to heat conductance through connected electrodes. Hence in

reality the fuel stack end pellets are expected to oxidize less.

The applied mesh used in the out-reactor fuel oxidation model is shown in Figure 68.

Since applying the swept mesh is more computationally expensive than using a free

tetrahedral mesh the crack domain in the current model extends to only part of the axial length

of the model. Like in the in-reactor fuel oxidation model, a fuel element end, half-circle, outer

surface (see Figure 68 (b)) was initially meshed in 2D using ‘free’ triangle mesh elements in

the fuel domains and quadrilaterals in the slender fuel cracks domains using ‘mapped’ mesh.

Also meshed was a partial section of the fuel-to-sheath gap, between the fuel radial cracks,

with quadrilaterals. To mesh sub-geometry 1 this outer 2D meshed surface was swept 3.3 cm

along the fuel element axis (or a distance of 6.6 cm for the model with a reflected boundary

0.24 m

Tsurf

thermal insulation

thermal insulation
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z~

y~
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sub-geometry 1Theater
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condition) producing prisms with triangular bases in the fuel domains and hexahedrons in the

crack and fuel-to-sheath gap domains.

For sub-geometry 2 (the remaining 20.7 cm length of the model) the mesh consisted

entirely of tetrahedron mesh elements. Three concentric domains were created in sub-

geometry 2 so that varying tetrahedral mesh densities could be defined: highest mesh density

near the inner UO2 annulus (or near the iridium bar heater) and lowest mesh density at the

UO2 outer regions. This was done in order to conserve computer resources, while at the same

time providing enough mesh density to capture the steep radial temperature gradients, which

in turn affects oxidation and diffusion rates, especially near the fuel centre. This configuration

also provided sufficient distribution of swept and free tetrahedrons mesh elements in the axial

direction so that oxidation gradients could be observed and stable convergence could be

achieved.

Figure 68: (a) Swept mesh in the 3D out-reactor model and (b) the original meshed 2D plane

used for the 3D sweep in sub-geometry 1

A final feature to discuss in the applied mesh shown in Figure 68 is the transition mesh

sections: one section being a swept mesh in sub-geometry 1 (that is 0.8 cm long) and one

section being a free tetrahedral mesh in sub-geometry 2 (that is 1 cm long). Since the sub-
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geometries are not actually connected as single solid, as mentioned earlier, an identity pair

was used to communicate the dependent variables across this common interface. Thus to

reduce numerical errors the density of the two separate meshed surfaces at this common

interface was increased. Also the hydrogen diffusion equation domain (of the fuel cracks) was

not extended right up to the identity pair (at 3.3 cm from the model end) but only up to the

beginning of the swept transition mesh (up to 2.5 cm from the model end). This was done in

order to eliminate the additional physics (the hydrogen diffusion equation) at the identity pair

to reduce numerical difficulties for the solver.

For the physics solved in this model the geometric discritization (or polynomial shape

functions) were set to quadratic. This full length fuel element model was solved with

COMSOL® 4.2a using a 12 core Xeon, 96 GB RAM HP Z800 workstation computer

operating on a Windows 7 platform. The degrees of freedom of the model with the mesh

shown in Figure 68 was 1.545106 and the computer memory required was about 52 GB. The

following table provides the model parameters used in the out-reactor fuel oxidation model.

Table 25: List of parameters used in the 3D out-reactor fuel oxidation model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

ρTD theoretical_density
the theoretical fuel pellet

density
10.96 [g cm-3]

ρs_new density_manf Manufactured fuel density 10.6 [g cm-3]

NA porosity_manf
Manufactured fuel

porosity l_densitytheoretica

nfdensity_ma
1

pt PT Coolant pressure 100 [atm]

R Rgas Universal gas constant
8.20510-5

[atm m3 gmol-1 K-1]

 Beta
Fractional burnup

(atom %)
0.00001

H2 sigmaH2 H2 collision diameter 2.827 [Å]

H2O sigmaH2O H2O collision diameter 2.641 [Å]

MH2 MH2 H2 molecular weight 2.01594 [g mol-1]

MH2O MH2O H2O molecular weight 18.01594 [g mol-1]

 tau Tortuosity factor 1

qc qdef
Hydrogen mole fraction in

CANDU coolant
4.110-6*

xfs Xsurf
Stoichiometry deviation at

pellet crack surfaces
110-4
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Table 25: List of parameters used in the 3D out-reactor fuel oxidation model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

/AB koverepsilon
Inverse of Lenard-Jones

force constant
0.00454959 K-1

aא

bא

cא

dא

eא

fא

gא

kא

mא

nא

pא

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
p
m
n
k

Constant in polynomial fit
for xe

0.033107007
0.268984735
0.008679485
-0.000622197
-5.18804E-05
0.020038397
0.000450165
-7.83442E-06
1.84196E-08
-7.45197E-05
1.39057E-07

Tsurf T_surf
Fuel outer surface

temperature
583 [K]

Theater T_heater
Fuel inner surface

temperature
1816† [K] and 2176‡ [K]

 l Fuel element length half 0.241 [m]

NA a_pellet Fuel pellet radius 0.006075 [m]

NA Ir_bar_radius Iridium bar radius 0.00145 [m]

NA N_Avogadro
Particles/molecules per

mol
6.0221023

2UON N_UO2 number density of UO2
2.4441028

[particles m-3]

Fvol fuel_element_vol_quart Fuel element volume
2pi(a_pellet^2-

Ir_bar_radius^2)*[m3]

NA crack_tip_radius
Crack tip distance from

centre
0.001874† [m] and

0.00229‡ [m]

NA crack_width fuel crack width 2510-6 [m]

NA ppg pellet-pellet gap 2510-6 [m]

Note: The hydrogen mole fraction* of the coolant was set to the hydrogen mole fraction that occurs in CANDU

heavy water coolant. In reality the hydrogen mole fraction in the test loop at Stern Labs is that of high purity

light water, which is lower than CANDU heavy water coolant. A lower qc value does not change the oxidation

results as discussed in Section 4.6. The Theater temperature and the crack_tip_radius for the low† power case and

for the high‡ power case.

For further details on the 3D out-reactor fuel oxidation model see COMSOL model

report in Appendix C.
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3.5.7 The Fuel Oxidation Model Applied to a Modified UO2 Fuel Pellet Sintering

Process Numerical Implementation

It is shown in Section 5.5 how hyperstoichiometric oxygen in UO2 fuel in powder form

(mixed with graphite) can have a protective effect on Zircaloy-4 loaded slotted rings exposed

to iodine corrodant. This section shows how the fuel oxidation model is modified in order to

compute specific superficial oxygen uptake into fully reduced UO2 fuel pellets as a mitigation

approach to I-SCC in CANDU fuel. The reason that ‘superficial’ oxygen is desired, i.e., the

hyperstoichiometric oxygen is deposited on the pellet outer surface rather than distributed

evenly in the fuel pellet volume, is two fold: 1.) It is desired to have the hyperstoichiometric

oxygen positioned as near as possible to the graphite layer on the sheath inner surface to

utilize the carbon’s chemical reducing properties as explained in Sections 1.4 and 5.2, and 2.)

It is desired to keep O/U stoichiometry of the inner regions of the fuel close to 2.00 in order to

maintain optimal fuel thermal and mechanical properties. It will be shown though in model

results (Section 4.5.2) that the stoichiometry deviation needs to be significant in order to

degrade the thermal conductivity properties of the fuel in order to substantially raise its

temperature. The following superficial pellet oxidation process adds only a minor amount of

hyperstoichiometric oxygen to the fuel, which does not degrade the fuel thermal properties.

Hence this pellet sintering process modification should not impact fuel safety.

In the experimental part of this work in Chapter 5 the amount of oxygen added to UO2

powdered/granule batches, which was shown to have a mitigative effect on the I-SCC of

Zircaloy-4 specimens (Figure 141 and Figure 144), ranged from 0.4-8.710-6 moles O2 per

cm2 of Zircaloy specimen surface area. If the quantity 210-6 mol cm-2 is selected as a starting

point quantity for superficial molecular oxygen (O2) to be added to CANDU fuel pellets to

mitigate I-SCC, the total amount of hyperstoichiometric oxygen per pellet can be calculated.

The total internal surface area of Zircaloy in a fuel element is:

AZircaloy=2rl=20.6115[cm]48.2[cm]=185.19 [cm2], so the total atomic mole amount of

oxygen added to a fuel pellet is:
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The following model description uses the same techniques used to model the in-reactor

and out-reactor fuel oxidation described in Sections 3.5.5 and 3.5.6. In this case the fuel

oxidation model applied in Figure 69 describes a reflected fuel pellet cross section (red

Figure 69: Schematic of the modified UO2 sintering process model

domain) exposed to steam flow from left to right (grey domain). Eq. (18) in Section 3.2

describes the solid state diffusion of oxygen in the fuel pellet domain. The pellet O/U

stoichiometry initial condition is that it is fully reduced and is equal to 2 (or x or Xdev  0).

Eq. (27) describes the hydrogen mole fraction diffusion in the steam gas domain, where the

Zircaloy oxidation source term ox
sheathzircR _ in the equation equals zero (i.e., not applicable in

this model). A Dirichlet boundary condition for the hydrogen mole fraction, qdef, is applied on

boundary 1, which was determined using Gibbs energy minimization FactSage 6.4 software

knowing Theating and p of the water vapour. Eq. (32) describes the temperature distribution in

the steam gas domain as well as in the solid pellet domain, where the heat source term Qv

equals zero. A Dirichlet temperature boundary conditions, equal to Theating, is applied on

boundary 1 while Neumann temperature boundary conditions equating to zero are applied on

boundaries 2, 3 and 4. The inward flux terms acting in Equations (18) and (27) (for the

production of hyperstoichiometric oxygen in the fuel domain and the production of hydrogen

in the superheated steam domain), active on the fuel-to-steam boundary in the Figure 69, is

given by Table 2.
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In the typical pellet sintering process a flow of reducing gas passes over the pellets. In

the presented model this is simulated by including laminar flow physics. Laminar flow was

selected (rather than turbulent flow) based on the dimensionless Reynolds number calculation

for water vapour flow over a flat plate, knowing the water vapour density, the viscosity, the

velocity and the flow length [160].

The momentum transport of the flow is described by the weakly compressible Navier-

Stokes equation, applicable for flow velocities less than Mach 0.3 (or 0.3 times the speed of

sound at sea level - approximately 100 m s-1 in atmospheric air). Below this speed pressure

expansion work done by the gas is negligible [160]. The Navier-Stokes equation (also the

momentum balance equation) is given by the following:

    fupuu
t

u
gg 




 (184)

where u is the velocity vector field, g is the density of the fluid, p is the pressure,  is the

viscosity, and f is a body force (typically gravity). The first term on the LHS of Eq. (184) is

the unsteady acceleration term, the second term on the LHS is the convective acceleration

term, the first term on the RHS is the pressure gradient, and the second term on the RHS is the

viscosity term [161]. In COMSOL Multiphysics [71] this equation is expanded somewhat

and is given as:

       fuuupuu
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u T
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where I is the identity tensor. If the flow was considered incompressible the second viscosity

term with the 2/3 factor would disappear. Lastly the flow mass balance is expressed as:

  0



u

t
g

g 


(186)

Neumann velocity boundary conditions equating to zero are applied on boundaries 2

and 4. A Dirichlet velocity boundary condition, equal to ux, is applied at the inlet of the model

on boundary 1, and an ambient pressure boundary condition, p0, is applied at the outlet of the

model on boundary 3.
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The oxygen mole upatake into the fuel pellet is calculated using Eq. (163), (164), and

(165).

The applied mesh used in the modified UO2 pellet sintering process model, which is

composed of triangular mesh elements, is presented in Figure 70

Figure 70: Applied mesh in modified UO2 pellet sintering process model

where the number of triangular elements is 1,202. The simulated time in this model was

1000 s. The direct solver in COMSOL called PARDISO was used.

The geometric discritization (or polynomial shape functions) applied to all computed

physics in this model were set to quadratic. COMSOL® 4.3b finite element analysis software

operating on a Windows 7 platform on a Sony VIAO laptop with an Intel i7-2640M CPU at

2.8 GHz with 8 GB RAM was used for this simulation. The model degrees of freedom with

the mesh shown in Figure 70 was 9,873 and the computer memory required was about

882 MB.
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The following table provides key model parameters used in the modified UO2 fuel pellet

sintering process:

Table 26: Parameters used in the modified UO2 fuel pellet sintering process

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

ρTD theoretical_density
the theoretical fuel pellet

density
10.96 [g cm-3]

ρs_new density_manf Manufactured fuel density 10.6 [g cm-3]

NA porosity_manf
Manufactured fuel

porosity l_densitytheoretica

nfdensity_ma
1

pt PT Gas pressure 1 [atm]

p0 p0 Ambient pressure 101325 [Pa]

R Rgas Universal gas constant
8.20510-5

[atm m3 gmol-1 K-1]

NA Rsteam Steam gas constant 461.52 [J kg-1 K-1]

 Beta
Fractional burnup

(atom %)
0.00001

H2 sigmaH2 H2 collision diameter 2.827 [Å]

H2O sigmaH2O H2O collision diameter 2.641 [Å]

MH2 MH2 H2 molecular weight 2.01594 [g mol-1]

MH2O MH2O H2O molecular weight 18.01594 [g mol-1]

qc qdef
Hydrogen mole fraction in

the oxidizing steam
2.410-4*

xfs Xsurf
Stoichiometry deviation at

pellet surface
110-4

/AB koverepsilon
Inverse of Lenard-Jones

force constant
0.00454959 K-1

aא

bא

cא

dא

eא

fא

gא

kא

mא

nא

pא

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
k
m
n
p

Constant in polynomial fit
for xe

0.033107007
0.268984735
0.008679485
-0.000622197
-5.18804E-05
0.020038397
0.000450165
-7.83442E-06
1.84196E-08
-7.45197E-05
1.39057E-07

Theating T_heating Steam inlet temperature 1523 [K]

 ratio_steam Specific heat ratio 1.327

NA N_Avogadro
Particles/molecules per

mol
6.0221023

2UON N_UO2 number density of UO2
2.4441028

[particles m-3]
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Table 26: Parameters used in the modified UO2 fuel pellet sintering process

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

ux u_flow Fluid velocity 0.4 [m s-1]

NA pellet_radius Fuel pellet radius 0.006075 [m]

NA pellet_length Fuel pellet length 0.016 [m]

Fvol pellet_vol Fuel pellet volume 1.85510-6 [m3]

Note: The hydrogen* mole fraction of the oxidizing steam was determined by using Gibbs energy minimization

software FactSage 6.4 with parameters Theating and pt.

Summary of Chapter 3:

 The out-reactor experimental set-up at Stern Laboratories and the design of the out-

reactor defected fuel element were described and discussed (Section 3.1).

 The fuel oxidation model, adapted to the out-reactor defected fuel experiment, was

then discussed (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The thermal properties of the out-reactor fuel

element were defined and details of the 2D r- and 3D model geometries were

provided. Information on modeling the discrete fuel cracks and fuel-to-sheath gap

was given. Also, the ohmic heating theory applied in one of the 2D r- models was

explained.

 Next, a solid mechanics model with discrete fuel cracks was discussed (Section 3.4).

The theory of the J integral was explained, and was used as a way to assess the

stress intensity factor around a fuel crack tip. By comparing to the fracture

toughness of the fuel material (a material property), conditions suitable for crack

propagation could be determined.

 Lastly, the finite element analysis theory was briefly introduced and explained

(Section 3.5). Each model (six models in all) was numerically implemented using

COMSOL Multiphysics.
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CHAPTER 4 MODEL RESULTS

4.1 Modeled and Measured UO2 Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity of the fuel is an important parameter to accurately model the

temperature distribution in the fuel. The amount of fuel oxidation is to a great extent

temperature dependent and so temperature distribution in the fuel is important. As such, for

reference purposes and as a ‘sanity check’ the model used for the uranium dioxide thermal

conductivity is compared to the experimental data shown in a review by Carbajo et al. [100]

in Figure 71. A similar plot is provided in a review by Fink [162].

Figure 71: Comparison of UO2 thermal conductivity in the fuel oxidation model with no burnup

to experimental data as a function of temperature, at 95% theoretical density and with no

burnup, taken from [100]

It can be seen from the plot that the modeled thermal conductivity (blue curve), as taken from

the work of Higgs et al. [29] and Lucuta et al. [97], is 8-10% above the thermal conductivity

modeled UO2 thermal
conductivity
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provided by other workers. The modeled blue curve was generated from the fuel oxidation

model when the UO2 fuel theoretical density was set at 95% with zero fuel burnup.

A comparison was made between the Higgs formulation for UO2 thermal conductivity

[29] (that considers temperature, oxygen stoichiometric deviation, fuel burnup, and fuel

porosity) and the MATPRO formulation [110] (that considers only temperature and fuel

porosity). Generally, MATPRO is a report that describes the material properties, correlations,

and computer sub codes developed for use with various light water reactor accident analysis

computer programs. MATPRO is often referred to as an ‘industry standard’ though it was not

formally developed as such. In using the Higgs approach (which is based on the work by

Lucuta et al. [97] and Ellis et al. [98]) the UO2 fraction from theoretical density was set to

0.97 and the fractional burnup was set to 110-8 (0). The linear power of the fuel element

was set to 75 kW m-1 and the fuel surface temperature was set to 580 K. The latter two values

are not necessarily realistic in CANDU fuel but were used in a model similar to that in [29],

or that described in Section 3.5.5, to plot UO2 thermal conductivity as a function of

temperature with an extended temperature range.

As can be seen in Figure 72 the thermal conductivity of unirradiated UO2 is slightly

higher at the cooler end of the graph (near 580 K) using the Higgs formulation (blue curve)

compared to using the MATPRO formulation (yellow curve); a difference of about 10%. At

the warmer end of the graph both formulations for UO2 thermal conductivity agree quite well

in the temperature range of 1500-1800 K. At a higher temperatures range between 1800 K and

2300 K the Higgs and MATPRO formulations start to diverge from one another. Furthermore,

when the UO2 thermal conductivity (Eq. (35)) includes krad (Eq. (39)), which is the radiative

contribution to the fuel thermal conductivity, there is an increase in the fuel thermal

conductivity between 1200-2300 K, as shown by the red curve. Thus, the fuel thermal

conductivity, which considers the Higgs formulation and krad (the latter previously neglected

by Higgs [29]), is slightly higher than the MATPRO formulation and the experimental

measurements (Figure 71), through the whole temperature range (580-2300 K). Although this

thermal conductivity curve (used in the fuel oxidation models presented in this work) may be
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higher than in reality, this difference is not substantial and is not expected to substantially

affect the outcome of the fuel oxidation computation.

Figure 72: Thermal conductivity of UO2 using Higgs [29] formulation (blue curve) and

MATPRO [110] formulation (red curve) for fuel at 97% theoretical density

Nevertheless, the following correction quantity corr in kW m-1 K-1 can be subtracted from k

for UO2 (Eq. (35)) so that the red curve matches the MATPRO formulation more closely in

Figure 72 for the temperature range of 535-2300 K. This correction quantity is added for

reference purposes only and was not used in this work.

82.110963.210637.110784.2 326310
corr   TTT (187)

4.2 Fuel Oxidation Model Results

The following simulation solves for the fuel oxidation in a 2D r- geometry. This

geometry was less computationally expensive than a 3D one, however it tends to over-predict

the extent of fuel oxidation as the defect length is not specified in the axial direction (where in

the 2D representation, it is a slit as long as the simulated element length).
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4.2.1 Closed Fuel-to-Sheath Gap 2D r-θ Fuel Oxidation Model Results

The temperature distribution and oxygen stoichiometric deviation (x or Xdev)

predictions using the 2D r-θ model, after 2 weeks of heating, are shown in Figure 73 (a) and

(b), respectively. The radial gradient in the temperature and Xdev plots can be observed in

these 2D plots as well as small azimuthal variations. As can be seen the maximum oxygen

stoichiometry deviation occurs in the fuel that is nearest the iridium bar heater (red area),

while near stoichiometric fuel results in the coolest regions away from the fuel centre (dark

blue area).

Figure 73: Temperature distribution plot (a) and oxygen stoichiometry deviation distribution

plot (b) at 2 weeks of simulated heating time in the 2D r-θ closed fuel-to-sheath gap fuel

oxidation model

Two temperature radial plots, after two weeks of heating, are provided in Figure 74. The

purple dashed line runs through the ungrounded Type-R thermocouple nearest the iridium bar

heater (TC1 in Figure 18) and the solid blue line runs through the fuel element without the

presence of a thermocouple. The plot demonstrates a nearly homogenous temperature

distribution in the iridium bar heater, a steep temperature gradient in the UO2 fuel and a small

temperature drop in the sheath. Observing the sheath location more carefully one notices the

slight concave facing down temperature profile, which is due to the modeled sheath electrical

power generation.

T [K] Xdev
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Figure 74: Radial temperature profile running though the fuel element with a thermocouple

(dashed purple line) and without a thermocouple (solid blue line) in the 2D r-θ closed fuel-to-

sheath gap fuel oxidation model

The small but steep temperature drop in the fuel-to-sheath gap is depicted more closely in

Figure 75 (a). The temperature drop is small, less than 15 degrees, due to the fuel-to-sheath

gap being considered closed, or set to 1 m wide, and filled with 100 bar steam. In this

situation the heat conductivity of the gap is a combination of both solid and fluid heat transfer,

as explained in Section 3.3.2. The temperature through the thermocouple is presented in a

close-up plot in Figure 75 (b), where there is a stepwise drop through the thermocouple. The

thermocouple sheath is a combination of platinum and rhodium, which conduct heat relatively

well so there is only a slight drop in temperature. MgO is used to electrically isolate the

thermocouple from the UO2 material, which is a requirement of the experiment. This creates

the steeper temperature drop in this material than in the metallic regions of the thermocouple.

The temperature difference of the two thermocouple wires is over 20 degrees in this

configuration. This may be important to consider when analyzing the experimental

temperature measurements because the temperature increase due to fuel oxidation can be less

than this temperature difference for the given duration of the experiment.

TC edge

TC edge

concave facing
down temperature
profile in sheath.

fuel inner annulus
location
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Figure 75: Closeup view of (a) fuel-to-sheath gap temperature profile and (b) thermocouple

temperature profile nearest the iridium bar heater in the 2D r-θ closed fuel-to-sheath gap fuel

oxidation model

Before completing the description on the fuel element radial temperature profile model

results, the effect of the gap between the fuel pellets and the iridium bar heater is briefly

discussed. The temperature distribution and profile model results shown in Figure 73 (a) and

Figure 74, respectively, assume there is no gap between the iridium bar heater and the fuel

pellets. In reality though, a gap does exist. Based on the engineering dimensions and

tolerances between these two manufactured parts, a maximum possible gap was estimated to

be 60 m, without considering thermal expansion effects (i.e., in its room temperature state

with a change in the component dimensions). Figure 76 shows the radial temperature profile

in the fuel element when this gap is included in a model that considers heat transfer by

conduction only. In the plot it can be observed that there is a >400 degree increase from the

fuel inner annulus surface to the iridium bar heater surface. This though does not have a

substantial impact on the 2D r- fuel oxidation model described in Section 3.5.1 that does not

include this gap. This is because the temperature of the fuel inner annulus in the model that

does include this gap (Figure 76) is similar to the temperature of the fuel inner annulus in the

model that does not consider this gap (Figure 74). Since it is the fuel temperature (and not the

iridium bar heater temperature) that determines the extent of oxidation in the fuel, the fuel-to-

(a) (b)

MgO

sheath

fuel

platinum and rhodium

fuel-to-sheath gap
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iridium gap was neglected in the numerical implementation of the 2D r- fuel oxidation

model (Section 3.5.1) as well as in the fuel solid mechanics and crack propagation model

(Section 3.5.3).

Figure 76: Radial temperature profile in the 2D r-θ closed fuel-to-sheath gap that considers a

60 m fuel-to-iridium heater bar gap

Nevertheless modeling the iridium bar heater and the fuel-to-iridium gap may be very

important from an engineering standpoint of the experiment. Allowing the Ir central heater to

reach such high temperatures can shorten its lifespan, which is undesirable. The computation

of this temperature jump in the gap was achieved using COMSOL 4.3b heat transfer with

surface-to-surface radiation physics, since at high temperatures a greater fraction of the heat is

transported via radiation (without which the modeled temperature of the iridium bar heater

would be higher than that shown in Figure 76).

Recall that Figure 73, Figure 74 and Figure 75 show the radial temperature profiles in

the out-reactor fuel. The radial temperature is plotted at three different times in Figure 77:

6 hours, 1 day, 4.6 days, and 2 weeks of heating. In Figure 77 (a), the temperature varies

slightly with time, especially in the fuel element interior, while the temperature in the

peripheral region is steady due to a constant coolant boundary condition. Figure 77 (b) is a

fuel-to-iridium bar
heater gap

sheath

UO2

iridium
fuel inner annulus
location
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closeup plot near the location of the thermocouple (TC1 in Figure 18 and Figure 20)

nearest the iridium bar heater indicated by the vertical dotted line.

Figure 77: Radial temperature plots at different times

During the first 6 hours to one day of heating, the temperature at the first thermocouple

position reaches 1310 K (blue and yellow curves) but then drops to just above 1300 K (green

curve) after four days. As the simulation continues to two weeks, the temperature rises again

to just above 1320 K (red curve). The initial drop in temperature is not expected when

considering that the fuel is being oxidized throughout the simulation. However, this behavior

can be explained where Figure 78 shows the UO2+x thermal conductivity and oxygen

stoichiometric deviation at a radial location (where the innermost thermocouple is positioned

at a 2.75 mm radius) versus a 2-week heating simulation. As can been seen, the thermal

conductivity in the UO2 pellet at this location (solid blue curve) initially rises to 3.1610-3

kW m-1 K-1 for 3.5 heating days but then starts to decay after this time. The oxygen

stoichiometric deviation is also plotted (dashed purple curve), which shows that the oxygen

deviation content in this location continuously increases, faster in the beginning but then

slower at the end of 14 days of simulation. The reason the thermal conductivity initially rises

and then falls is due to the nature of the phonon contribution (lattice vibration) equation (see

Eq. (36)).

(b)(a)

TC1 radial
position
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Figure 78: The thermal conductivity and stoichiometric deviation at the inner most

thermocouple location in the fuel for a heating time up to 2 weeks

In Figure 73 (b) it appears that the stoichiometric oxygen deviation is symmetric in the

azimuthal direction but a closer look shows some variation. This small azimuthal non-

symmetry is shown Figure 79, where the solid blue line represents the radial oxygen

stoichiometry deviation in the fuel and the dashed purple line represents the radial oxygen

stoichiometry deviation in the fuel while passing through a thermocouple nearest the iridium

bar heater. Interestingly, the results show higher oxygen deviation values in the vicinity of the

thermocouple, away from the pellet centre, due to the higher thermal conductivity of the

thermocouple causing higher local fuel temperatures.
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Figure 79: Oxygen stoichiometry deviation radial plot, through fuel only and through the

thermocouple and fuel

The amount of fuel oxidation after two weeks of heating is summarized in Table 27.

Here the maximum stoichiometric deviation is provided as well as the molar number of

oxygen atoms that have been taken up by the fuel in Eq. (165). The maximum temperature at

the iridium bar heater is also indicated at 1 day, 4.6 days, and 2 weeks of heating.

Table 27: Closed fuel-to-sheath gap 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model result at 2 weeks of heating

providing maximum Xdev and T values

Xdevmax at 2
weeks

nO [mol] at 2 weeks
Tmax at 1
day [K]

TUO2-Ir at 1
day [K]

Tmax at 4.6
days [K]

Tmax at 2
weeks [K]

0.095
005.0
003.0 0.068

010.0
009.0 2170

10
300 2150

10
300 2150

10
300 2180

10
300

As can be seen there is a 20 degree drop in the max temperature at the iridium bar centre

between 1 day and 4.6 days of heating. The temperature then rises by 30 degrees at 2 weeks.

This change in temperature, due to fuel oxidation, was also seen in the vicinity of the

innermost thermocouple as plotted in Figure 77 (b). The computed mole uptake of oxygen

atoms into the fuel matrix of the full length out-reactor fuel element is also indicated in the

table (which is equivalent in mass to 1 g).
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The computed electrical powers generated in all three conductors (where UO2 is

considered as an electrical semi-conductor at the planned operating temperatures of the test) is

provided in Table 28. The electrical power is indicated as the total power in kW and power

density in kW m-3 (for a 0.482 m fuel element length) after 2 weeks of electrical heating.

Table 28: Computed electrical power used to heat the modeled fuel element simulator

PIridium [kW] PUO2 [kW] PZircaloy [kW] PIridium [kW m-3] PUO2 [kW m-3] PZircaloy [kW m-3]

12.0
0

7.1 < 0.1 10.5
1.1

0 (3.5
0

5.0 )106 < 0.1106 (1.4
2.0

0 )106

For comparison to in-reactor fuel element linear powers, the electrical power is

indicated for each conductor separately and as a total linear power in Table 29. Generally the

heating power levels were stable throughout the simulation though there was a slight increase

in the Zircaloy sheath electrical power as the model simulation progressed.

Table 29: Electrical power in fuel-element expressed as linear power

Plinear_total [kW m-1] Plinear_iridium [kW m-1] Plinear _UO2 [kW m-1] Plinear_Zircaloy [kW m-1]

47
2
4 25

0
4 < 0.1 22

2
0

From the above tables, the expected heat generation in the UO2 fuel is negligible and the

main heating power occurs in the iridium bar and Zircaloy sheath. Since the power generated

in the Zircaloy sheath is mostly released to the coolant, the main heating of the UO2 fuel is

provided by the iridium bar heater. The actual linear power of the out-reactor fuel element is

thus expected to be 25 kW m-1 and not the total linear power of 47 kW m-1. It should be

noted here that the model assumed a constant electrical current input of 1085 A. In reality this

may vary somewhat.

Before continuing on with the model results a few words are given on model result

uncertainties. There can be many sources of uncertainties in the out-reactor fuel oxidation

model, such as the uncertainties in the thermal properties of the modelled materials (such as

the fuel thermal conductivity) or the uncertainties in the fuel oxidation equations, some of
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which are not known or not published. As a result best estimate model results are

presented. Nevertheless, two sources of error were quantified to provide the uncertainties in

the 2D r- fuel oxidation model results shown in Table 27, Table 28, and Table 29. (i) The

first source of error considered was the Zircaloy electrical conductivity. In Section 3.3.3 three

equations were presented for this quantity (Eqs. (83), (85), and (86)). Eq. (86) provided the

lowest electrical conductivities for the Zircaloy sheath, which promoted increased electrical

current flow through the iridium bar heater and thus increased the inner fuel temperature and

hence fuel oxidation. To derive a lower-bound for fuel oxidation Eq. (83) (for zirconium) was

selected instead, which provided the highest electrical conductivities for the sheath. (ii) The

second source of error considered was the crack depth, which was used to derive an upper-

bound uncertainty for fuel oxidation. In the regular model the crack depth was set so that

crack tips were located in the fuel at a temperature equal to 1250 C. To increase fuel

oxidation the crack depth was modified so that the crack tips were located at the increased

temperature of 1300 C. This can be justified, since the transition between elastic fuel (where

there are fuel cracks) to plastic fuel (where no cracks are believed to exist) occurs between

1200-1400 C (refer to Sections 1.5, 3.2, and 3.5.1).

For the results presented in Table 27, all of the radial fuel cracks in the model provide a

pathway for fuel oxidation; specifically, the flux terms, specified in Table 2 in the solid state

oxygen diffusion equation Eq. (18) and in the gas diffusion equation Eq. (27), are active at all

of the fuel-to-gas interfaces in the twelve radial cracks. But to define all the radial cracks in

the model is labor intensive and can be complicated to mesh and to compute in a 2D model,

and even more so in a 3D model. The question then arose what would be the extent of fuel

oxidation in the 2D r-θ model if only some of the radial cracks near the sheath defect

participated in fuel oxidation. Figure 80 provides the oxygen stoichiometry deviation

distribution result using the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model when only five of the 12 radial

cracks were included.
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Figure 80: The oxygen stoichiometry deviation distribution plot after 2 weeks of simulated

heating in a closed fuel-to-sheath gap fuel oxidation model with only five active radial fuel

cracks in the fuel oxidation

Table 30 provides the oxidation and maximum temperature results for this 2D r-θ model. As

can be seen, when compared to the results in Table 27, the maximum stoichiometry deviation

was 7.4% higher and the average oxygen molar uptake was 22.1% higher than the case where

all radial fuel cracks were included in the model (i.e., that included flux terms).

Table 30: Closed fuel-to-sheath gap 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model results when only five radial

cracks near the sheath defect include oxidation flux terms

Xdevmax at 2
weeks

nO [mol] at 2
weeks

Tmax at 1
day [K]

Tmax at 4.6
days [K]

Tmax at 2
weeks [K]

0.102
005.0
003.0 0.083

010.0
009.0 2160

10
300 2140

10
300 2200

10
300

Also observed was that the maximum temperature after 2 weeks of heating was 20 degrees

higher than the case where all 12 radial cracks were included in the model (Table 27), due to

the increased fuel oxidation. Initially this result may seem counter intuitive. But when

consideration is made that the UO2 fuel is being reduced as well as being oxidized, it can be

shown that more oxidation is occurring in this case, since there are no active cracks in the

hydrogen rich domain away from the sheath defect. The following elaborates on this

observation.

Xdev

0.05

110-5

0.102

0.01

0.07

five active radial cracks
in fuel oxidation

0.03

0.09
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The kinetic reaction rate for either fuel oxidation or reduction is computed by

solving Eq. (25), which can be compared graphically at different azimuthal locations and at

different times. Figure 81 (a) shows the computed reaction rate in the radial fuel crack right

under the sheath defect at the 12 o’clock location (refer to Figure 38) at two different times.

At 6 hours of heating (blue solid line), the maximum reaction rate was as high as 1.1210-3

moles O or H2 m-2 s-1 at the pre-set crack tip.

Figure 81: Reaction rate comparison in the fuel element at two different times in the radial

crack positioned at (a) 12 o’clock near the sheath defect and at (b) 6 o’clock

The reaction rate decays quickly to values approaching zero as the distance increases along

the radial crack away from the fuel element centre. The reason for this drop off is due to the

steep radial temperature gradient in the out-reactor fuel element and due to the nature of the

reaction rate, which is an Arrhenius exponential decay function in Eq. (22). At two weeks of

heating at the 12 o’clock radial crack over a radial distance of only 0.36 mm away from the

crack tip, there was >200° degree drop, which reduces the oxygen surface exchange rate

coefficient  by about 90%.

Referring again to Figure 81 (a), as the simulation heating time increases to 2 weeks

(purple dashed line), the maximum reaction rate drops to only 6.2410-4 moles O or H2 m-2 s-1

crack tip location crack tip location

(a) (b)
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and the radial distance in the crack over which oxidation is occurring (positive values)

becomes more limited to the immediate crack tip location. This can be compared with the

reaction rate at the 6 o’clock location in Figure 81 (b) (refer again to Figure 38). It can be

noticed at this remote crack location (the most distant radial crack from the sheath defect) the

reaction rate is almost an order of magnitude lower than at the 12 o’clock location (Figure 81

(a)), for both 6 hours and 2 weeks of heating.

To illustrate the reducing reaction rates, which were not as clear as the oxidation rates

plotted in Figure 81, the reaction rates in the radial cracks at the 12 and 6 o’clock positions for

2 weeks of heating are plotted in Figure 82. The y axis range was reduced in order to

emphasize reducing reaction rates, which are negative in value. As expected, the reaction

taking place in the 12 o’clock position (solid blue curve) is a combination of two reaction

zones: a thin but relatively sharp oxidation rate zone very close the crack tip and a broader

reducing rate zone further away from the crack tip indicated by a local minimum.

Figure 82: Comparison of reaction rates at two different locations in the radial cracks positioned

at 12 o’clock near the sheath defect (blue curve) and at 6 o’clock away from the sheath defect

(purple dashed curve)

The 6 o’clock crack (dashed purple curve) shows similar behavior to the 12 o’clock but the 6

o’clock crack shows a broader and deeper reducing reaction zone. In other words more fuel
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reduction is occurring in the more distant 6 o’clock position radial crack. Thus the 2D r-

model shows that the fuel oxidation reaction rates are azimuthal and radial crack position

dependent in relation to the defect location.

The reason for the reduced oxidation / increased reduction reactions away from the

sheath defect is due, in part, to the high hydrogen mole fraction. When the q value (or the

hydrogen mole fraction in the cracks) is high the reaction rate for fuel oxidation in Eq. (21) is

low and for fuel reduction in Eq. (23) is higher. In Figure 83 q is plotted along the 12 o’clock

and 6 o’clock positioned radial cracks at 6 hours and 2 weeks of heating times. In Figure 83

(a) the hydrogen mole fraction in the 12 o’clock position, at the crack tip, is generally 2-4

orders of magnitude greater than the boundary condition qc (see Table 12) at the sheath defect

location. In the 6 o’clock position in Figure 83 (b) the hydrogen mole fraction is relatively

high and is constant along the crack length. In both figures the hydrogen mole fraction is also

higher at the start of the simulation (at 6 hours) than at the end of the simulation (at 2 weeks).

Figure 83: The hydrogen mole fraction plotted along the radial cracks at positions (a) 12 o’clock

and (b) 6 o’clock in the 2D r-θ (closed fuel-to-sheath gap) fuel oxidation model

crack tip location crack tip location

sheath defect location

(a) (b)
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This is because the oxidation process is faster in the beginning of the simulation and so the

hydrogen production is also increased. Although the model does not reach steady-state

equilibrium in two weeks of heating, the oxidation rates do slow down as was observed in

Figure 81 (a).

The effect of the non-azimuthal symmetric reaction rate can be demonstrated by plotting

the oxygen deviation distribution during the first few minutes of the heating/oxidation

simulation. Figure 84 provides the oxygen stoichiometric deviation after 135 seconds into the

simulation. As can be seen the oxygen deviation is at a maximum near the sheath defect (at

the 12 o’clock position) where Xdev=4.310-4.

Figure 84: Oxygen stoichiometry deviation distribution result after 135 seconds of heating time

in the 2D r-θ (closed fuel-to-sheath gap) fuel oxidation model

The model simulation provides the temperature distribution in the out-reactor fuel

element while predicting the required electrical power distribution in the element that will

ensure a measureable fuel oxidation in the test. With the fuel-to-sheath gap closed, the

thermal resistance between the fuel and the sheath will be at its lowest level requiring an

optimal electrical heating power (25 0
4 kW m-1, see Table 29). The amount of fuel oxidation

radial fuel crack at 12 o’clock
area of increased fuel oxidation

radial fuel crack at 6 o’clock

2

4

3

1

7.9210-6

4.3210-4Xdev
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is over-predicted, since the sheath defect in the 2D r-θ model extends over the element

length (as an artifact of the 2D r-θ representation). Nevertheless, this model provides an

upper-bound assessment and it is useful in showing the azimuthal effects in relation to the

sheath defect location. The effect of fuel oxidation on the thermal conductivity of the fuel is

demonstrated in the radial-temperature plots. As the fuel oxidizes, the thermal conductivity is

reduced, resulting in an increase in the fuel temperature. Lastly, it is shown that if only part of

the radial cracks near the sheath defect participate in the fuel oxidation, the overall outcome is

a slight increase in the amount of fuel oxidation.

4.2.2 Open Fuel-to-Sheath Gap 2D r-θ Fuel Oxidation Model Results

For the open gap model, two parametric case studies were performed:

(i) A study case including four different fuel-to-sheath gap (ftsg) dimensions with a

common crack width dimension was modeled.

(ii) A study case including four different crack width dimensions and a common fuel-to-

sheath gap dimension was modeled.

Both study cases change the geometry of the steam domains, and hence the hydrogen

diffusion rates are changed. This in turn can affect fuel oxidation. The radial temperature

distribution and resulting oxidation are presented for these two cases.

The purpose of case study (i) is to compare the effect of different gap sizes on the

amount of fuel oxidation, since the gap size affects hydrogen gas diffusion. In this case, the

radial crack dimension was pre-set to 20 m wide (as compared to the 15 m wide fuel cracks

in the closed gap model in Section 4.2.1). The ftsg was set to 1, 3, 10, and 20 m, the crack

depth was set to 2.29 mm (the distance from the pellet centre and the crack tip), and the

iridium bar heater power was set to various powers. Figure 85 (a) shows the temperature and

(b) the oxygen stoichiometric deviation results after two weeks of heating for the case where

the ftsg was set to 3 m and the Ir heater power was set to 3.26106 kW m-3.
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Figure 85: (a) Temperature distribution plot and (b) oxygen stoichiometry deviation distribution

plot at 2 weeks of simulated heating time in a 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model with a 3 m open ftsg

The radial temperature plot of the above mentioned model with a 3 m ftsg is given by

the purple curve in Figure 86. The vertical dotted line in the plot shows the location of the

common radial crack tips and the horizontal dotted line indicates the common crack tip

temperature. The remaining 1, 10, and 20 m ftsg modeled radial temperatures for this case

study are also plotted in Figure 86. Oxidation and reduction reactions occur to the right side of

the vertical dotted line where the radial cracks exist, where the temperature is approximately

the same in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip (1523 K). However, further away from

the crack tip (nearer the fuel pellet surface) the fuel temperature changes. In the 20 m ftsg

model (yellow curve) the temperature is higher in the pellet outer regions compared to the

1 m ftsg model (blue curve). But this change in temperature in the fuel outer regions is not

significant as far as fuel oxidation is concerned, which is discussed in Section 6.1. On the left

side of the vertical dotted line in Figure 86, no reactions occur (due to a lack of fuel cracks),

except for solid state oxygen diffusion in the fuel.

T [K] Xdev

2142
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1400

0.0966

0.04
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Figure 86: Radial temperature plots for four fuel-to-sheath gaps, all considered open gaps except

for the 1 m gap

The results of case study (i) are summed up by Table 31, which provides the maximum

fuel oxidation value and the average oxygen molar uptake after two weeks of heating.

Table 31: Results of a 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model when varying the open ftsg dimension while

maintaining a similar crack tip depth and temperature

ftsg [m] PIridium [kW m-3] Xdevmax
005.0
003.0 at 2 weeks nO

010.0
009.0 [mol] at 2 weeks

1 3.355106 0.094 0.0684

3 3.260106 0.097 0.0772

10 2.990106 0.103 0.1041

20 2.686106 0.107 0.1294

Note: The crack width was maintained at 20 m for the four models. In these models the iridium bar heater
radius was set at 1.5 mm.

As seen in Table 31 when the fuel-to-sheath gap is at its minimum value (i.e., 1 m), the

oxygen stoichiometric deviation is also at its lowest value. On the other hand the oxygen

molar uptake doubles when the fuel-to-sheath gap is at its maximum value (i.e., 20 m).

crack tip point

cracked fueluncracked fuel
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For case study (ii), the ftsg dimension was pre-set to 3 m and the radial crack width

was varied. The purpose in this case was to compare the effect of fuel crack widths on the

amount of fuel oxidation, since this dimension also affects the hydrogen gas diffusion mass

transport. Since the ftsg was maintained at the same value for the four crack width models, the

applied power density was the same in each crack width simulation. The crack tip was

positioned at 2.29 mm from the element radial centre so that the crack tip temperature was

1523 K. Table 32 provides the maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation and the average

oxygen molar uptake results after two weeks of fuel heating and oxidation. A plot of Table 32

data is also given in Figure 87, which shows that as the radial fuel crack width was increased

from 1 m to 20 m, so did the maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation (blue diamonds).

This was more clearly demonstrated when the average oxygen molar uptake into the fuel

element was plotted against the radial fuel crack widths (magenta squares).

Table 32: Results of a 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model when varying the crack width dimension

while maintaining a common fuel-to-sheath gap dimension

Crack width [m] PIridium [kW m-3] Xdevmax
005.0
003.0 at 2 weeks nO

010.0
009.0 [mol] at 2 weeks

1 3.2106 0.072 0.030

3 3.2106 0.077 0.037

10 3.2106 0.086 0.053

20 3.2106 0.094 0.070

Note: The fuel-to-sheath gap dimension was maintained at 3 m in the four modeled cases.
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Figure 87: Maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation Xdev and oxygen mole uptake versus

radial fuel crack width

For the testing of the mesh and mesh-type independence, the second simulation case in

Table 32 was repeated with a difference mesh; changed from the from a ‘hybrid’ mesh

(quadrilateral and triangular mesh) shown in Figure 44, to an all-triangular one shown in

Figure 45 in Section 3.5.1 (except for the radial fuel cracks and the fuel-to-sheath gap

domains that used a quadrilateral mesh). Additionally, the mesh density was increased on

average by a factor of >4, with an emphasis of mesh density increases in the radial fuel cracks

and the fuel-to-sheath gap. Table 33 provides the fuel oxidation result for the increased mesh-

density model.

Table 33: Results of a 2D r-θ fuel oxidation model with increased mesh density

Crack width [m] PIridium [kW m-3]
Xdevmax

005.0
003.0 at 2

weeks

nO
010.0
009.0 [mol] at 2

weeks

3 3.2106 0.076 0.037

Note: The fuel-to-sheath gap dimension was maintained at 3 m.

As observed, the fuel oxidation results between these two meshed models were very similar

(the second row results in Table 32 and the result in Table 33). Specifically, there was a 1.3%

decrease between the maximum oxygen stoichiometry deviation and a 0.0% decrease in the

average oxygen molar uptake into the fuel, between the all-triangular (high density) model
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and the hybrid (lower density) one. The results varied only within a small percentage so

that the results are independent of the mesh structure.

These model results show that the fuel-to-sheath gap dimension and radial crack width

dimension can have an effect on the extent of fuel oxidation, which is elaborated on further in

discussion Section 6.1. With this point made the following results section assesses the

expected radial crack geometry (crack width dimensions) due to thermal expansion of the fuel

and the assessment of conditions for radial crack propagation.

4.3 The 2D r-θ Plane Strain Solid Mechanics Model Results

The radial fuel crack geometries used in the 2D r- fuel oxidation model, described in

the Section 3.5.1, with the results discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, were simple pre-

defined slender rectangles that did not change shape throughout the simulation (i.e., did not

expand due to thermal stresses). The following 2D r- plane strain models considers these

geometries while investigating thermal stress (providing the crack geometry) and conditions

for fuel crack propagation.

In order to study a few possible scenarios, the following results section is divided into

two parts:

i.) In the first scenario, a model with five (5) pre-set radial cracks that were initially 3 m

in width and with one surface pellet flaw that was initially 0.175 mm deep was

considered. Also, the model assumed the iridium bar heater and the UO2 pellet inner

annulus were in contact. Thus, these two materials were modeled as a solid continuity

in the solid mechanics physics module.

ii.) In the second scenario, two models were considered:

a) A model that had five (5) pre-set radial cracks that were initially 3 m in width

with one surface flaw that was initially 0.175 mm deep.
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b) A model that had one (1) pre-set radial crack that was initially 3 m in

thickness with one surface flaw that was initially 0.175 mm deep.

In both models a) and b) of scenario ii.) the iridium bar heater domain was not included

in the model solid mechanics physics computation, i.e., in this case it was assumed there is no

physical contact between the iridium bar heater and UO2 pellet annulus (i.e., the iridium bar

heater expansion and contraction forces are neglected). This scenario was considered in order

to investigate the case of no physical contact between the iridium bar heater and the UO2

pellet and how this effects fuel crack growth conditions. The effect on the number of pre-

existing fuel cracks on fuel crack growth conditions was also investigated.

Simulation Results

Part i.)

The following figure provides the calculated von Mises stress distribution based on the

2D r-θ plane strain model using COMSOL’s steady state numerical solver. In this plot, the

surface flaw is 0.175 mm deep. As observed, all five radial fuel cracks have thermally

expanded.

Figure 88: von Mises stress distribution in a thermally expanded out-reactor fuel pellet
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expanded radial
crack
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The von Mises stress, also known as the equivalent tensile stress, is an expression that

includes all principle stresses. Generally it is used to predict the yielding of materials under

multiaxial loading conditions. In this case though it is used to visualize the stresses present in

the pellet. The von Mises stress is provided by Eq. (188) for plane strain conditions [79].

      222

von_Mises
2

1
zyzxyx   (188)

It can be observed in Figure 88 that the regions of highest von Mises stress are at the fuel

element centre (red areas) and this stress gradually subsides as the pellet surface and sheath

(blue areas) are approached. Also observed is that the five expanded radial cracks are wedge

shaped and at their crack tips higher von Mises stresses are present. A closeup view of the

radial crack opening and crack tip of the 11 o’clock crack is provided in Figure 89 (a). The

crack opening after thermal expansion is shown to be 100 m wide, which is 5 times wider

than the widest radial crack modeled in the 2D r- fuel oxidation model in Section 4.2. This

would suggest that the 1-20 m radial crack widths used previously (Section 4.2) may have

been conservative values. Figure 89 (b) shows the von Mises stress concentration at the

11 o’clock crack tip, which is observed to be non symmetrical about the crack tip, due to the

non symmetry of the local stresses.

Figure 89: von Mises stress distribution in closeup view of (a) crack opening and (b) crack tip of

the 11 o’clock radial crack before the 9 o’clock radial crack has opened
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The horizontal ‘figure eight’ area in Figure 89 (b), which is red colored indicating areas of

high stress at the crack tip, is characteristic of crack tip stress fields as discussed by Anderson

[79].

There was a substantial difference in the von Mises stress between the inner and outer

fuel element regions as seen in Figure 89 (a) and (b). This was partly because the outer fuel

regions were at a lower temperature and because the sheath was allowed to plastically deform

upon contact with the fuel pellet after the sheath transverse stress reached 150 MPa. The

contact pressure that acted as a boundary condition on the internal sheath surface and fuel

pellet outer surface was computed with the penalty method as explained in Section 3.5.3.

Figure 90 shows the contact pressure plotted as a function of azimuthal position on the pellet-

sheath interface, and it ranges between 1105 to 2108 Pa. Hence, every point on the

circumference of the sheath received a different pressure based on how much the sheath and

pellet surfaces/boundaries penetrated each other. The average contact pressure was computed

as 7.78107 Pa and is indicated in the figure by the red dashed line.

Figure 90: The simulated contact pressure between the sheath and the fuel pellet vs. the

azimuthal position of the contact surface

average
value
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Since the current model has a 2D r-θ geometry, it is more intuitive to express the

stresses acting in the plane strain model in cylindrical coordinates. Furthermore, the von

Mises stress only gives the absolute combined stress field, and not the principle stresses.

Thus, Eq. (189) provides the conversion of stresses from Cartesian to cylindrical coordinates

[138], where x and y are the stresses in the x and y directions and xy is the shear stress

perpendicular to the x direction and parallel to the y direction.
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In a classic crack analysis problem, one can consider a remote stress acting on a surface crack

of length a (i.e., see the Mode I loading in Figure 30). Compressive stresses can also create

conditions for crack propagation, called ‘wing cracks’ [163], but a specific treatment is

needed for this analysis, which is not included in this work. Using Eq. (189), the radial and

azimuthal stresses are plotted in Figure 91. The vertical dashed orange line in the figure

represents the inner UO2 annulus. Due to thermal expansion, the radial stress (blue curve)

starts at zero and is then compressive (negative) throughout until it arrives at the pellet surface

flaw.

Figure 91: Radial and azimuthal stresses vs. radial position through the fuel pellet, fuel pellet

surface flaw, and sheath

location of pellet
surface flaw

pellet inner
annulus location

sheath location
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The azimuthal stress (purple curve) on the other hand is initially compressive at the pellet

inner annulus with a calculated stress as high as 3.5 GPa. The azimuthal stress then becomes

tensile (positive) when at the radial position of 2.65 mm from the fuel element centre and

rises to a maximum value of 260 MPa. The stress then decreases but remains in the tensile

state all the way to the surface flaw, which is 0.175 mm from the pellet surface. The gap in

the stress plot (green circle) is due to the presence of the pellet surface flaw. The stress in the

sheath is basically a hoop stress, which reaches a maximum value of 200 MPa after strain

hardening from an initial pre-defined Zircaloy yield stress ys0 of 150 MPa.

For the case when the developing radial crack is at full length (i.e., it is as long as the

remaining radial cracks) the radial and azimuthal stresses are plotted in Figure 92. At this

point the crack has grown to a length in the fuel pellet where the crack tip temperature reaches

1473-1673 K (i.e., at a temperature range where fuel cracks self heal), at which point the

parametric solver stops. The final crack tip is set to a distance of 2.29 mm from the fuel

element centre (where the fuel element temperature reaches 1523 K, see Section 3.5.1). Here

the azimuthal stress (purple curve) is compressive at the pellet inner annulus as before but

quickly changes to tensile stress as the crack tip is approached. The change from compressive

to tensile stress occurs at 2.2 mm from the fuel element centre rather than at 2.7 mm when the

crack is only a surface flaw, as shown in Figure 91. At the region near the crack tip the

azimuthal stress jumps substantially to 10 GPa, which is about three times above the

theoretical fracture stress of UO2.
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Figure 92: Radial and azimuthal stresses vs. radial position through the fuel pellet, fuel pellet

radial crack, and sheath when the crack is fully extended

For analyzing the conditions for crack propagation in the sixth crack that starts as a

pellet surface flaw, the stress intensity factor KI is computed and compared to the calculated

fracture toughness KIc of the UO2 ceramic (Eq. (118)), as provided from Table 21. It is also

compared to an experimental measured fracture toughness by Kutty [135], as provided from

Table 20. Figure 93 plots KI as a function of the crack length a. The crack length increases

from a surface flaw length of 0.175 mm to 3.36 mm in length, the computed stress intensity

factor KI around the crack tip increases from 3.00106 Pa m0.5 to 4.46107 Pa m0.5. After this

point, KI decreases somewhat to 3.82107 Pa m0.5, at which point the parametric solver is pre-

set to stop where fuel plasticity is believed to occur (i.e., at about 2.29 mm from the pellet

centre where the temperature is 1250°C).

Comparing the computed KI curve to the fracture toughness KIc values in Figure 93 for a

surface flaw similar in size to a pellet pore (yellow triangle provided by Table 21 in Section

3.5.3), or to a measured value (green square [135]), the stress intensity factor KI is always

greater than the fracture toughness of the material. This result would indicate that crack

propagation conditions are favored throughout the length of the crack.

pellet inner
annulus location

sheath
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Figure 93: The stress intensity factors around crack tip vs. crack length in a model with six

cracks total with iridium bar and UO2 domain mechanical continuity, and UO2 fracture

toughness

In Figure 94 (a), the width of the 11 o’clock crack is shown to be 44.7 m (at the crack

opening), which is less than half as wide as it was in Figure 89 (b) when the 9 o’clock crack

was still a surface flaw (i.e., a short crack). It is observed that the 11 o’clock crack tip in

Figure 94 (b) has similar maximum von Mises stress of 4000 MPa as in Figure 89 (b) but has

greatly reduced its surface area. Thus, the growth of an extra radial crack, specifically a 6th

radial crack at the 9 o’clock location, is accompanied by a reduction in the local stresses in

neighboring fuel crack tips and a reduction in crack width openings.
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Figure 94: von Mises stress distribution in closeup view of (a) crack opening and (b) crack tip of

the 11 o’clock radial crack after the 9 o’clock radial crack has fully opened

The radial stress in Figure 92 was not zero or compressive (negative in sign) at the inner

UO2 pellet annulus surface as would otherwise be expected. This result is because in this

2D r-θ plane strain model, the iridium bar and the UO2 fuel pellet surrounding it were

modeled as solid continuity between these two domains. In reality, the UO2 pellet central

annulus and the iridium bar surfaces, when heated in the experiment, can slip and slide and

possibly separate from each other (i.e., the initial gap between these two materials may

increase), thereby reducing any stress build up in the pellet. In other words, modeling these

two materials with solid continuity may over simplify the problem. This in turn can affect

conditions for fuel cracking. Hence, the following Results Part ii.) sub-section addresses this

issue.

Part ii. a.)

In this section the iridium bar was excluded from the solid mechanics computation.

Instead, only heat transfer physics was solved-for in the iridium bar domain. In this manner,

the UO2 pellet was free to expand without being ‘tethered’ or ‘pushed’ by the iridium bar.

Figure 95 provides the von Mises stress distribution for the 2D r-θ plane strain model where

five pre-set radial cracks are allowed to open due to thermal expansion. A sixth radial crack

opens up parametrically at the 9 o’clock position from a surface flaw that is 0.175 mm deep.
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As one observes, the areas of highest von Mises stress in the pellet are near the UO2-to-

iridium interface and at the pre-set crack tips.

Figure 95: von Mises stress distribution in a thermally expanded out-reactor fuel pellet where

the iridium bar is excluded from the solid mechanics computation

If these results are compared with those in Figure 88, it is possible to discern slight

differences in the von Mises stress distribution, however clearer differences can be

distinguished when plotting the radial and azimuthal stresses in two different azimuthal

locations (or clock positions). The azimuthal stress is plotted as light blue and blue curves in

Figure 96. The light blue curve is the azimuthal stress in the pellet plotted at the 9 o’clock

position from the centre of the pellet, through the pellet, pellet surface flaw, and the sheath.

The blue curve is the azimuthal stress plotted at the 7:30 o’clock position (i.e., a 45° angle

away from the developing radial crack as indicated in Figure 95). Similarly, the red and

orange curves are the radial stresses plotted at the 7:30 and 9 o’clock positions, respectively.

The green dashed vertical line indicates the pellet inner annulus location. Generally, the stress

plots at the two different clock positions were similar, except at the crack tip where there was

a stress riser.

The radial stress at the inner pellet annulus is zero as expected (as compared to the

previous model result in Figure 92 that considered solid continuity between the Ir and UO2).
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The red curve is less smooth due to the coarser mesh at this location. These stress profiles

can be compared with those of Figure 91, where the iridium bar heater was included in the

stress computation. It is also noticed that the light blue and orange curves for the azimutahl

and radial stresses, respectively, rise sharply in magnitude and were highly compressive (i.e.,

negative in sign) near the surface flaw crack tip region (in the green ellipse). This stress

concentration behavior, as was seen earlier in Figure 92, is typical when discontinuities such

as a void or crack are present in a loaded material.

Figure 96: Radial and azimuthal stresses vs. radial position through the fuel pellet, fuel pellet

surface flaw and sheath, in a model with five preset radial cracks and one surface flaw

As discussed in Section 3.4.2 the type of cracking investigated in this thesis was Mode I

cracking (Figure 30) where a material is forced apart by applying a tensile stress normal to the

plane of a crack. However, the plot in Figure 96 shows that when the surface crack or flaw is

only 0.175 mm in length the azimuthal stress (light blue curve) is compressive (negative in

value) down to a depth of 1 mm below the pellet surface. Hence, Mode I cracking acting on

a surface flaw is not represented in this case. In other words, the surface flaw may not develop

into a full length fuel crack with five pre-set radial cracks already present. The azimuthal

stress though becomes tensile at a depth greater than 1 mm into the pellet, which can promote

Mode I internal cracks. However, this was not considered in this work.
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Part ii. b.)

The following results consider the case when there is only one pre-set radial crack and

one surface flaw in the out-reactor fuel pellet. The other pre-set radial cracks, at 11, 12, 1, and

6 o’clock positions, as indicated Figure 97, were disabled and not allowed to open.

Figure 97: von Mises stress distribution in a thermally expanded out-reactor fuel pellet where

the iridium bar is excluded from the solid mechanics computation. Only one pre-set radial crack

(right) and one surface flaw (left) are allowed to open

As before, the radial and azimuthal stresses are plotted in Figure 98. The dashed green vertical

line in the figure represents the inner UO2 annulus surface. The blue and light blue curves

represent the azimuthal stress in the pellet plotted at the 7:30 and 9 o’clock positions,

respectively, were generally similar except at the crack tip where there is a stress riser.

Furthermore, the radial and azimuthal stresses in Figure 98 are similar to the previous radial

and azimuthal stress results in Figure 96 (from a model with five pre-set radial cracks and one

surface flaw) except that in this case the azimuthal stress near the pellet surface is tensile,

including the stress riser at the surface flaw crack tip.
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Figure 98: Radial and azimuthal stresses vs. radial position through the fuel pellet, fuel pellet

surface flaw, and sheath, in a model with one pre-set radial crack and one surface flaw, when the

iridium bar is excluded from solid mechanics computation

The stress intensity factor KI was computed for the second scenario case where the

iridium bar heater was neglected from the solid mechanics computation. Figure 99 presents KI

values for the two cracked fuel configurations: (a) a model with five pre-set radial cracks and

one surface flaw (six cracks in all) represented by the purple curve and (b) a model with one

pre-set radial crack and one surface flaw (two cracks in all) represented by the blue curve. As

can be seen the stress intensity factor around the crack tip of the developing fuel crack is

higher when fewer pre-existing radial cracks are present. Additionally, the stress intensity

factor KI is well above the fracture toughness KIc of the UO2 ceramic (the calculated value

indicated by the orange triangle provided by Table 21 in Section 3.5.3 and the green square

value provided by Kutty et al. [135]). Since the stress at the pellet surface was shown to be

tensile (Figure 98) in a model with one pre-set radial crack and one surface flaw, it can be

deduced that conditions for crack propagation are favored.

pellet inner
annulus location
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Figure 99: The stress intensity factor around crack tip vs. crack length for two crack number

cases, when the iridium bar is mechanically neglected in the model. The analytical and measured

fracture toughness of UO2 ceramic is given for specific crack lengths.

A comparison can be made between the computed KI curves from models with six radial

cracks in total (five pre-set radial cracks with one growing crack from a surface flaw), when

including and excluding the iridium bar as solid continuity with the fuel. Specifically the KI

curve in Figure 93 with solid continuity and KI curve in Figure 99 without solid continuity

(purple curve), show that former stress intensity factor curve is generally lower at the pellet

surface and higher in the pellet interior where the crack is 2.2 mm in length. Since there is an

initial gap between the iridium bar and the UO2 pellet (refer to Section 4.2.1) the purple curve

in Figure 99 may be more representative of the out-reactor fuel oxidation test conditions (i.e.,

no intimate contact between the iridium bar and the UO2 pellet). Assuming cracking is

initiated only from the pellet surface the purple KI curve in Figure 99 shows more favorable

conditions for crack initiation if the azimuthal stress in this location is also tensile.

From these results it seems that between one and <five radial cracks will develop from

pellet surface flaws. Cracks can also grow from internal pellet pores/flaws, which could lead

to a higher number of cracks. This though was not modeled in this work.
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Before continuing further, a comparison is made between the stress intensity factors

computed with two mesh types: A mesh consisting of 77% triangular elements and 23%

quadrilateral elements (Figure 50) and a mesh consisting of 24% triangular elements and 76%

quadrilateral elements (Figure 51). From Figure 100 there does not seem to be a difference in

the stress intensity factor values computed using the regular J integral (Eq. (125)) with these

two different mesh configurations.

Figure 100: The KI computed values for a model with mostly triangular mesh (blue curve) and a

model with mostly quadrilateral mesh (red squares)

Furthermore, the J integral contour for the triangular meshed model was circular and for the

quadrilateral meshed model it was rectangular, of approximately the same size. These results

indicate contour shape independence, as expected.

Analysis of the J and J* integrals considering two contour shapes of two sizes

Previously the J integral was computed and the stress intensity factor KI was determined

by solving Eq. (124). This was then compared to the fracture toughness values KIc of the UO2

ceramic for the purpose of determining fracture propagation conditions. But for situations

where there is a temperature gradient in the material parallel to the crack growth direction J*

is also computed, as explained in Section 3.4.2.
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A comparison is made between the J and J* integral (for J* using Eq. (134) for a

homogeneous material and Eq. (135) for a non-homogeneous material) using two contour

shapes and sizes. The reason this is done is to see if the computation of J is sufficient in

assessing conditions for fuel cracking or if J* provides additional information that needs to be

taken into consideration. Testing different contour shapes and sizes verifies computation path

independence.

As was seen earlier in Figure 100 the stress intensity factors using the conventional J

integral, seemed to be independent of contour shape and size as well as mesh type. Yet the J*

computation was a little sensitive to mesh type, as explained at the end of Section 3.5.3.

Hence, the mesh type used for the following plots was all quadrilateral mesh elements. For the

case that the integration contour was a 0.1 mm radius contour and a small 0.25 mm sided

square contour, i.e., essentially the same contour size but different shapes (see applied mesh

and contours in Figure 52 (a) and (b)), Figure 101 shows the stress intensity factors as a

function of crack length a. KI assessed by computing the J integral is identified as KI in the

plot legend and the purple squares. KI assessed by computing the J* for homogeneous

materials (Eq. (134)) is identified as KI_1_star in the plot legend and the blue diamonds. And

lastly KI assessed by computing the J* for non-homogeneous materials (Eq. (135)) is

identified as KI_1_star_2 in the plot legend and the yellow triangles. As can be observed in

the figure KI_1 and KI_1_star are essentially the same, with a maximum value of 1.1108

Pa m0.5 occurring at a crack length of 3.5 mm. KI_1_star_2 though (yellow triangles) was

higher and had a maximum value of 1.6108 Pa m0.5. In Figure 101 (a) it is observed that the

KI_1_star_2 curve is a little less smooth when the small round contour was used as compared

to Figure 101 (b) where a square contour was used. It was not concluded what led to this

result difference.
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Figure 101: Stress intensity factors KI computed using (a) a 0.1 mm radius contour and (b) a

0.25 mm sided square contour

For the larger integration contours shown in Figure 53 (a) and (b) the stress intensity

factors KI (KI_1, KI_1_star and KI_1_star_2) are plotted in a similar fashion as a function of

the crack length a in Figure 102. In this case the integration contours were increased in size:

from 0.1 mm to 0.25 mm radius contour and from 0.25 mm to 0.5 mm sided square contour. It

can be observed that the KI plots using the larger round contour, Figure 102 (a), or the larger

square contour, Figure 102 (b), yielded similar values, specifically, the maximum KI_1 and

KI_1_star values were 1.2108 Pa m0.5 and the maximum KI_1_star_2 values were

1.5108 Pa m0.5. I.e., the J or J* computations are independent of contour shape, as they

should be.
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Figure 102: Stress intensity factors KI computed using (a) a 0.25 mm radius contour and (b) a

0.5 mm sided square contour

If the KI plots (KI_1, KI_1_star and KI_1_star_2) in Figure 101 using the small

integration contours, are compared to KI plots in Figure 102 using the larger integration

contours, it is noticed that the curves are generally very similar as well. This would indicate

that the J and J* computations, in a centrally heated (electrical heating) UO2 fuel pellet with

thermal expansion, with one fully developed radial crack and one surface flaw that develops

into a full length radial crack, are independent of integration contour shape and size.

Thus the computed stress intensity factors KI presented in figures Figure 101 and

Figure 102 (KI_1, KI_1_star) show the J and J* integrals (the latter for homogeneous

materials) produce similar result and are independent of integration contour shape and size.

The assessment of the stress intensity factor KI (KI_1_star_2) by computing J* for non-

homogeneous materials yielded somewhat greater stress intensity factors compared to the

previous two cases. Although the assessment of KI using J* for non-homogeneous materials is

more applicable in the out-reactor fuel pellets, the use of the J integral gave KI values over an

order of magnitude greater than the fracture toughness KIc of UO2. In other words the J

integral (Eq. (125)) should be sufficient for assessing KI for predicting conditions suitable for

crack propagation from a surface flaw of a thermally expanded UO2 fuel pellet. Also, the J

(a) (b)

larger round
contour

larger square
contour
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integral is easier to numerically implement than J*. However, if a more conservative

estimate is required for the onset of crack propagation conditions in a non homogeneous

material, the J* integral (Eq. (135)) should be used, since it yields a higher KI value.

4.4 The 2D r- Fuel Oxidation Model Coupled with the Solid Mechanics Plane Strain

Model Results

In this model results section the 2D r- fuel oxidation model was coupled to the solid

mechanics plane strain model using the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) moving mesh

method (or a deformed mesh method). Since the solid mechanics part of the model included

fuel-to-sheath contact modeling (as explained in Section 3.5.3) the solid mechanics model

was configured to the first model scenario described in Section 4.3. Specifically the iridium

bar heater and the fuel pellet were modeled as a solid continuity (with no gap). This approach

ensured better convergence. Figure 103 provides the model results for: (a) the temperature

distribution, (b) the oxygen stoichiometric deviation distribution and (c) the von Mises stress

distribution, after two weeks of heating. The hydrogen mole fraction distribution (q in Eq.

(27)), in the fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap, is not shown here, since the solution

distribution it is too slender to present as a 2D plot but it would show a minimal value at the

sheath breach area and an increasing value (in hydrogen fraction) in the fuel cracks and fuel-

to-sheath gap as the distance from the sheath breach is increased. The maximum crack

opening expansion was about 100 m (bottom 6 o’clock crack in Figure 103) due to its more

remote azimuthal location with respect to the other radial cracks. The oxygen deviation from

stoichiometry in Figure 103 (b) is highest near the centre of the fuel, x = 0.088, where it is

hottest and lowest at the fuel periphery where it is coolest, keeping in mind that crack widths

can affect the extent of fuel oxidation (as was shown in Section 4.2.2). This maximum x result

is similar to the maximum oxidation result (x = 0.095) in the solely 2D r- fuel oxidation

model shown in Figure 73 (b) though here it is a little lower. This result is possibly due to the

smaller number of modeled radial cracks and their azimuthal distribution in the fully coupled

model (6 versus 12 radial cracks), and because in the fully coupled model the iridium bar
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heater volumetric power was 3.19106 kW m-3 whereas in the solely 2D r- fuel oxidation

model in Section 4.2.1 the volumetric power was higher at 3.52106 kW m-3.

Figure 103: Coupled fuel oxidation and solid mechanics model results that includes:

(a) temperature distribution, (b) oxygen stoichiometric deviation distribution and (c) von Mises

stress distribution

The contact pressure between the sheath and the thermally expanded fuel pellet (using

the penalty method explained in Section 3.5.3) can be compared between this model and the

solely solid mechanics model computed in Section 4.3. Figure 104 shows the contact pressure

versus the azimuthal position on the pellet-sheath interface in this fully coupled fuel oxidation

model and the solid mechanics model after two weeks of simulated heating. The pressure

acting on the sheath and pellet is not numerically smooth but varies from nearly zero to as

high as 3108 Pa. The contact pressure on the other hand computed for the solely solid

mechanics model, shown in Figure 90 in Section 4.3, is smoother and ranges between 1105

to 2108 Pa. The average contact pressure here was 1.25108 Pa, which is slightly more than

the solely solid mechanics model’s 7.78107 Pa average contact pressure. This was because in
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this model the sheath was not allowed to mechanically yield as was done in Section 4.3,

causing the contact pressure to increase and vary more using the penalty method.

Figure 104: The simulated contact pressure between the sheath and the fuel pellet versus the

azimuthal position of the contact surface in the coupled fuel oxidation and solid mechanics

model after 2 weeks of heating

In this time dependent model the fuel is heated from coolant temperature, set in this case

to 573 K, which rises in the interior to 2200 K as shown in Figure 103 (a). Since the radial

cracks thermally expand and Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) moving mesh ensures the

crack boundaries follow the fuel boundaries it was possible to compute the total radial cracks

cross sectional surface area as a function of time. Figure 105 shows that after 40 seconds of

simulated heating the total radial cross section surface area of the fuel cracks stabilizes at just

under 1 mm2. This is an important observation because this value is about 25 times greater

than the fuel-to-sheath gap cross section surface area (assuming a closed 1 m fuel-to-sheath

gap). Hence, this model result supports the idea that gas diffusion in the expanded fuel cracks

is a more dominant pathway than in the fuel-to-sheath gap in CANDU fuel element (the latter

as suggested by Higgs [24][29]). This gas diffusion passageway is utilized in the 3D fuel

oxidation models dicussed later.

average
value
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Figure 105: Total radial fuel cracks cross section surface area vs. time in the coupled fuel

oxidation and solid mechanics plane strain model

The model results show that the time dependent solid mechanics model with the

thermally expanded fuel cracks can be coupled with the time dependent fuel oxidation model

in a 2D r- model configuration. The computation time though was relatively long.

Specifically, for solving this model having a 90,889 degrees of freedom model it took about

5-6 days to converge to a solution. Considering that the time it took for the 2D r- fuel

oxidation model (on its own) to converge was only 1-2 hours (Sections 3.5.1 and 4.2) and the

time it took for converging a similar but steady state 2D r- solid mechanics model (on its

own) was about 30 minutes, the convergence time for the fully coupled model is considerably

longer. This is partly due to the nature of solid mechanics contact modeling in the current

model where the solver continuously computes the contact pressure that ensures minimal

sheath and fuel domain penetration. The model never actually converges to a final contact

pressure in the simulated time. Instead the contact pressure varies with time. In other words

the contact pressure, plotted in Figure 104 after two weeks of heating, would be different if

plotted after one hour, one day or one week of simulated heating. Changes in fuel and sheath

displacement on the other hand would be hardly discernable.
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4.5 Fuel Oxidation Model Validation

The following section provides a benchmark of the fuel oxidation model against two

experimental results. Section 4.5.1 compares the model to the first out-reactor commissioning

test where modeled and measured temperatures and heating powers are compared.

Section 4.5.2 makes a comparison between fuel oxidation model results to an in-reactor

defective fuel element measurements.

4.5.1 Comparison of Model to the Stern Laboratories Commissioning Test

A 1st FES (fuel element simulator, from here on refered to as FES1) commissioning test

was performed on May 7, 2012 at Stern Labroratories in Hamilton Ontario. In this test a full

length out-reactor fuel element (UO2 pellet filled, thermocouple instrumented, and heated

with a central iridium bar heater), as detailed in Figure 20, was used. The purpose of the FES1

commissioning test, was to learn how the iridium bar heater and the Type-R thermocouples

would behave in the planned out-reactor fuel oxidation experiment and if the intended test

parameters (such as the applied electrical power) would be suitable for a successful test.

Since this fuel element was instrumented with thermocouples the temperature

measurements of this test were used to validate part of the fuel oxidation model. Specifically,

the model’s thermal properties such as the thermal conductivity of the UO2 pellets and the

Zircaloy sheathing, as well as the thermal resistance across the fuel-to-sheath gap were

modeled. This was done so that modeled temperatures could be compared to thermocouple

temperature measurements.

Experimental Measurements

During the FES1 test the electrical power was increased to a maximum of 17 kW (total)

and held at steady state. Temperature readings were then taken over a180 s duration. The

power was then reduced and turned off. The logged temperature and power readings are

presented in Figure 106. Plane A represents the thermocouples plane at SECTION C-C in

Figure 20 (i.e., at the 8th pellet from FES1 outlet side) and plane B represents the
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thermocouples plane at SECTION B-B in Figure 20 (at the 4th pellet from FES1 outlet

side) [164]. One can observe that the temperature measurements at these two axial planes

were not identical. For example TC1 (the inner most thermocouple) at plane A and B differed

on average by 41.85 degrees Kelvin. Nevertheless the reading of each thermocouple was quite

stable with time. For example the mean temperature and error due to noise, at three standard

deviations (99.7% confidence of the mean) of TC1, plane A, was 1154.50±0.45 degrees

Kelvin. Thermocouple reading uncertainty is discussed further later in this section.

Figure 106: Thermocouple temperature measurements in FES1 at two axial planes A and B.

Data provided by Stern Labs.

There are a few reasons the thermocouple temperature reading at the same radial

position but at different axial planes read noticeably different temperatures. The first reason

could be because the radial positions were not exactly identical and differed slightly in

dimensions. This could be expected given that the thermocouple drill holes were made prior

to the pellet sintering process. Since the pellets shrink in the sintering process (Figure 19) it is

possible that uneven shrinking occurred, which could potentially shift the final radial position

of the thermocouple holes. A second possible reason could be that the fitted thermocouple in
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the pellet drill hole itself (even though very small) may have been positioned closer to a

specific side of the hole. Based on the dimensions of the thermocouples and drill holes a shift

of 20-30 m of the thermocouple either towards or away from the pellet centre of the pellet or

away from the pellet centre was possible, which in turn could cause a change in the

temperature reading.

Model Comparison

The model used to validate the heat transfer properties of the fuel oxidation model

included the heat transfer equation, Eq. (174) (used previously in Section 3.5.3), and the solid

mechanics equation, Eq. (93) (also used previously in Section 3.5.3), using COMSOL’s

Thermal Stress interface (or module), were solved with a steady state solver. The level of fuel

oxidation was pre-set to a near zero constant. Included in the model are the thermal properties

of the thermocouples as discussed in Section 3.2.4 and electrical heating of the fuel element

model using the electrical power computations discussed in Section 3.3.3. In this model

though only the electrical current flowing through the iridium bar heater and the Zircaloy

sheath were considered. The fuel pellet electrical conduction was neglected, since its

contribution to ohmic heating is negligible at the designed heating temperatures. Solid

mechanics physics was implemented in this model, since it was already set up in the crack

propagation model in Section 3.5.3 and also because it computed the small changes in the

thermocouples’ positions (for TC1 and TC2) due to pellet thermal expansion (for reference

purposes).

The constants (COMSOL parameters) used in this Thermal Stress steady state model

that represents the FES1 test are provided in Table 34. Two important constants (or

parameters) in the table need to be mentioned. The first constant was the total electrical

current set to flow through the fuel element, Ie, which was set to 990 A (near the 930 A actual

measurement). The second constant was the fuel-to-sheath gap distance (ftsg_thickness in

COMSOL model), which was set to 5.1 m. The higher the electrical current Ie (or the

voltage applied on the FES) the more power will be generated and the hotter the fuel will get.
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Conversely the fuel-to-sheath gap dimension is also very important. The greater this

dimension the higher the thermal resistance across this gap, and the higher the fuel

temperature will become. In CANDU fuel the coolant pressure and the ability of the sheath to

creep down eventually causes the fuel-to-sheath gap to close. Since the FES1 test ran for a

relatively short period of time (2-3 hours for heating up the system and another 0.5 hours for

steady state heating operation) and since the outside coolant pressure (loop pressure) was 5.9

MPa and inside element pressure was 5.3 MPa (i.e., only 0.6 MPa differential pressure was

applied onto the sheath) [164], the fuel-to-sheath gap was expected to have remained open.

This would mean a gap greater than 1 m. The electrical current and the fuel-to-sheath gap

parameters used in the model were determined by trial and error to simulate as close as

possible the FES1 temperature readings shown in Figure 106. This was done by running

several model cases of increasing fuel-to-sheath gap dimensions. As this dimension was

increased the fuel element temperature increased for the same applied electrical current

(electrical power). This was followed by lowering the electrical current in the model, which

caused a drop in the fuel element temperature, especially near the fuel centre. The temperature

of the fuel periphery however was higher compared to the previous model result. In this

manner the model temperature profile was made to fit the three thermocouple readings and

the total FES1 power reading as close as possible.

Table 34: List of selected constants used in the validation of the Thermal Stress model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

ρTD theoretical_density
The theoretical fuel pellet

density
10.96 [g cm-3]

ρs_new density_manf Manufactured fuel density 10.63 [g cm-3]

NA UO2_frac_theo_dens
UO2 fractional theoretical

density l_densitytheoretica

nfdensity_ma

NA porosity_manf
Manufactured fuel

porosity l_densitytheoretica

nfdensity_ma
1

Zirc delta_zirc
Average oxygen

concentration
1e-4

C cold_work_zirc Unitless ratio of areas 0.001

 phi_fluence Fast neutron fluence 1 [n m-2]
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Table 34: List of selected constants used in the validation of the Thermal Stress model

Symbol COMSOL constant name Description Value

x Xdev
Stoichiometric deviation

value
0.000001

Tref T_ref
Strain reference

temperature
300 [K]

NA T_surf
Outside sheath surface

temperature
523 [K]

β Beta Burnup in atom % 0.00001

NA sheath_wall Sheath wall thickness 0.0004 [m]

NA sheath_R_inner Sheath inside radius 0.006116 [m]

NA sheath_R_outer Sheath inside radius
sheath_R_inner +

sheath_wall

Ro pellet_radius Pellet radius 0.006075 [m]

NA ftsg_thickness Fuel-to-sheath gap 5.1e-6 [m]

Ri Ir_radius Iridium bar radius 0.00145[m]

ρZirc rho_zircaloy Density of Zircaloy 6.44 [g cm-3]

ρIr rho_Ir Density of iridium 22.5 [g cm-3]

νUO2 nu_UO2 UO2 Poisson's ratio
1.32*(1-

0.26*porosity_manf)-1

ν_Ir nu_Ir Iridium Poisson's radio 0.27

ν_Zirc nu_zirc Zircaloy Poisson's radio 0.37

α_Ir alpha_Ir
Iridium coefficient of

linear expansion
6.4e-6

EIr E_Ir Young's modulus of Ir 528e9 [Pa]

NA coolant_p Coolant pressure 10e6 [Pa]

Ie I_current
Total fuel element
electrical current

990 [Amp]

A value for stoichiometric deviation (x) and fractional burnup () is also given in Table 34,

since they are called for in Eq. (42a) for porosity and in Eq. (36) for kph (heat transfer via

lattice vibration). These values were set close to zero, since in FES1 no fuel oxidation or fuel

burnup occurred. Note: The x and  values could also have been set to zero achieving the

same result.
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The fuel element back-fill gas used in the FES1 test was not helium (or steam) but

argon. The thermal conductivity of argon at 10 MPa pressure was derived from tabulated data

[165] and is given as a function of temperature and has the units of kW m-1 K-1:

5988.07
argon 10078.7 Tk  (190)

It is noted that although the FES1 experiment coolant and fuel element pressure were at

5 MPa, the difference in argon thermal conductivity at 10 MPa at fuel-to-sheath gap

temperatures is very small. So Eq. (190) remains applicable.

Expressions for density and specific heat at constant pressure for argon are not needed

for models solved in steady state, unless momentum terms are included in the heat transfer

treatment (which is not the case here). Nevertheless they are added here for completeness.

Using the ideal gas law the density of argon in kg m-3 at 10 MPa as a function of temperature

is given by Eq. (191) where T is in K.

T

48680
argon  (191)

The specific heat of argon in kJ kg-1 K-1 at constant pressure at 10 MPa in the temperatures

range 280T500 K is given by [166]:

196.210063.110356.210775.1 22538
argon_   TTTCp (192)

and in the temperature range 500<T1000 K is given by:

6364.01024.210154.1 427
argon_   TTCp (193)

The 2D r- heat transfer and solid mechanics steady-state FES1 commissioning test

model that considered applied electrical power, coolant temperature, fuel-to-sheath gap, and

thermocouples TC1 and TC2, was prepared on COMSOL 4.3a platform. The following plot,

Figure 107, provides a temperature solution distribution plot.
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Figure 107: Out-reactor fuel element radial cross section temperature distribution plot of 1st fuel

element simulator commissioning test model

The thermocouple temperature measurements of FES1, provided in Figure 106, are

compared to the modeled temperatures, which are provided by the radial temperature plots in

Figure 108. The measured temperature values in Figure 108 are provided with uncertainty

bars, which were estimated using the temperature readings of the the two FES1 thermocouple

axial planes. Specifically, the error bars are equal to the difference in the two TC readings

from similar radial positions that are at two different axial planes, divided by two, plus the

uncertainty of an individual type-R thermocouple, which is 1.5 K [167], rounded up to the

nearest decade, gives a total uncertainty of 30 K. A similar result is obtained by taking one

standard deviation of these two TC readings. The blue and purple curves in Figure 108 in the

2 and 10 o’clock positions, respectively (Figure 107), are the modeled radial temperatures

originating from the centre of the model, passing through the inner-most thermocouple (TC1)

and the intermediate thermocouple (TC2) in Figure 107. The outer thermocouple (TC3) was

not modeled, since this required additional mesh design, which was not conducted. Also,

although the modeled temperatures at the edges of a thermocouple in the radial direction are

different in the pellet at similar radial locations when there is no thermocouple, the modeled

temperature at the centre of the thermocouple is generally similar in a pellet without a

thermocouple (at the same radial position). From Figure 108 the measured pellet temperatures

and modeled temperatures agree within uncertainty.
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Figure 108: Model radial temperature curves through TCs at 2 and 10 o’clock positions with

corresponding FES1 measured temperature values TC1, TC2 and TC3

The measured and modeled temperatures are compared in Table 35. The uncertainty of

the modeled temperature was estimated by shifting the thermocouple position in the model by

30 m in the radial direction (to represent thermocouple location uncertainty). Note that

modeling the effect of shifting the thermocouple within the thermocouple drill hole itself was

not assessed in this work. This though could be another source of uncertainty.

Table 35: Measured FES1 temperature values compared to modeled values

measured temperatures [K]

thermocouple plane A and plane B
1.5 C

Average value and
uncertainty

modeled temperatures and
uncertainty [K]

TC1 1154.5 and 1196.5 118030 115710

TC2 851.0 and 873.0 86030 8866

TC3 692.0 and 737.0 71030 7184

As can be seen in the table above, the measured and modeled temperatures agree within

uncertainty. The estimated total uncertainty in the thermocouple measurement of 30 K could

pelletiridium

sheath
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be reduced by manufacturing the out-reactor fuel pellets, the thermocouple drill holes, and

the iridium bar heater to tighter tolerances. This is mentioned in the recommendations section.

4.5.2 Comparison of Fuel Oxidation Model Results to In-Reactor Measurements

The following results section provides model simulation results using the fuel oxidation

model to represent an in-reactor defective fuel element and makes a comparison to

coulometric titration measurements of the oxygen stoichiometric deviation levels in the

defective fuel element. A model with fuel cracks running down the full length of the fuel

element with fully swept mesh (where no continuity identity pair is used) is then presented

and is compared to a model with the swept and free mesh with shorter cracks (in the axial

direction) that includes an identity pair. This comparison is presented to show that full length

axial cracks do not necessarily need to be modeled to achieve a realistic result, which saves

computer resources. Finally a comparison is made between the fuel oxidation model that uses

discrete fuel cracks presented in this thesis and the modeling approach used by Higgs [29].

The latter approach combines the fuel (solid) domain with steam vapour (gas) domain (fuel

cracks) into a single domain using scaling parameters (or coefficients) in the diffusion PDEs,

as explained in Section 1.6. Another difference between the two models is that the sheath

defect surface area used in the 3D model presented in this thesis was defined as sheath defects

approaching those seen in reality. I.e., not a ‘ring defect’ that is about 10-100 times larger in

surface area than the actual fuel element sheath defect using Higgs [24] 2D r-z axisymmetric

modeling approach (refer to Figure 13 (b)). In other words the 3D models presented in this

thesis attempt to match the extent of fuel oxidation to realistically sized sheath defect surface

areas.

Figure 109 (a) provides the modeled temperature distribution result and Figure 109 (b)

the modeled oxygen stoichiometric deviation Xdev (or x) distribution result for the in-reactor

defective fuel element XC9179Z-5 [29][88] with burnup, power and temperature boundary

conditions defined in Table 24, after 126 days of heating (or 126 days post defect residence

time).
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Figure 109: (a) Temperature distribution and (b) oxygen stoichiometry deviation after 126 days

of simulated heating using a partial axial length cracks model

From Figure 109 (b) the highest concentration of hyperstoichiometric oxygen occurs at the

fuel element radial and axial mid sections, the latter being a result of model reflection and the

position of the modeled sheath breach. As the position moves away from this point in the

axial direction the Xdev concentration decreases.

The effect of the hyperstoichiometric oxygen (Figure 109 (b)) introduced into the fuel

on the fuel thermal conductivity (and hence the fuel temperature distribution) can be

demonstrated in the following figure. In this figure the fuel element centre-line temperature at

the sheath defect location (at the model axial mid section) is plotted versus time. The

temperature starts at 645 K (the model’s initial temperature condition, not shown), then rises

to 1605 K. The temperature then drops to 1590 K over the next 50 simulated days. At this

point the temperature starts to increase due to fuel oxidation and reaches 1595 K at the end of

the 126 simulated days. This initial temperature decrease and then increase in the modeled

defective fuel temperature occurs for the reasons already explained in Section 4.2.1 in

Figure 78.
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Figure 110: Modeled in-reactor XC9179Z-5 fuel element centre-line temperature at sheath

defect location versus time

Hence it can be noted that the maximum oxygen deviation result of 0.076 (Figure 109 (b)) in

the 3D fuel oxidation model does not substantially change the fuel thermal conductivity and

thus the temperature distribution in the fuel. Only when the maximum oxygen stoichiometry

deviation reaches 0.085-0.090 and above does the degraded fuel thermal conductivity start to

noticeably increase the fuel temperature. This is not shown in the presented 3D model, but it

was shown in Higgs axisymmetric 2D r-z fuel oxidation model, where increased fuel

oxidation was computed due to the oversized modeled sheath defect surface areas [24].

The above model results are compared to coulometric titration (CT) measurements of an

in-reactor defective fuel element (element number XC9179Z-5 [29]). These measurements

[88] were taken by extracting powder samples from the defective fuel element, which were

prepared from 2 mm diameter drilled holes (indicated by the ‘drill diameter’ in Figure 111)

that were about 5 mm in depth. In CT the sample hyperstoichiometric oxygen content was

determined by heating the samples in a reducing atmosphere (2% H2+Ar), where a carefully

controlled and monitored flow of oxygen introduced in the downstream part of the CT

apparatus is used to burn off the remaining hydrogen not consumed by the sample [22][80].

As can be seen in the CT measurements, in Figure 111 (a) and (b), the highest and lowest

concentrations of hyperstoichiometric oxygen in the samples occurred in the radial centre and
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peripheral regions of the fuel, respectively. Note that Figure 111 is not a typical histogram

rather the ‘bars’ in the plots represent the CT measurement as well as the drilled hole diameter

from which the CT sample was prepared.

Figure 111: Modeled oxygen stoichiometric deviation radial distribution compared to actual in-

reactor defective fuel element XC9179Z-5 coulometric titration measurements at (a) the fuel

element mid section and (b) at 12 cm from the fuel element Non-Reference End [24][29].

Modeled Xdev (or x) distribution of fuel element XC9179Z-5 are given as radial

profiles in Figure 111, shown as solid blue curves at (a) the fuel element midsection and (b)

12 cm from the ‘Non-Reference End’ of the fuel element [29][88] after 126 days of simulated

oxidation (see Figure 112 further down for these locations). In this case the surface fuel

temperature was set to 645 K. Generally the modeled oxygen stoichiometric deviation results

approached the CT measurements though the experimental results were higher. Specifically it

is observed that there was no agreement, within error, between the CT Xdev experimental

measurements and model predictions, except at the pellet peripheral CT measurement (5 mm

from pellet centre) in Figure 111 (a) where there was agreement. This discrepancy may be

partly explained if the actual and modeled sheath breaches (or defects) are compared. In the

actual fuel element several sheath defects were observed (see Figure 112). From the ‘Non-

Reference End’ of the fuel element there was a leaking end-cap, at the fuel element mid

section there was an axial sheath crack and two open blisters and at the ‘Reference End’ of the

(a) (b)drill diameter
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fuel element there was an open blister [29][88]. Furthermore, fuel element XC9179Z-5

[88] broke in two when it was transported from DNGS to CRL for PIE analysis, indicating

that the fuel element sheath was quite brittle and probably had additional sheath breach sites.

In the model on the other hand only one axial mid section sheath breach was considered. It is

reasonable to suggest then that the presence of additional sheath breaches that are distributed

over the fuel element have a greater oxidizing effect than a single point sheath breach. This is

so even if the sum of the multiple breaches surface area is similar or less than a single

modeled sheath breach surface area, which is the case for this model and defective fuel

element.

Figure 112: Sheath defect types and their locations recorded on fuel element XC9179Z-5 [29][88]

Other possible reasons for the lower modeled oxygen stoichiometry deviation results

compared to the experimental measurements include: (1) the temperature selection of 1250 C

(1523 K) for the elastic-to-plastic boundary is too low and should have been set to a higher

value in the current model, and (2) the CT uncertainty is not conservative enough.

Selecting a suitable fuel surface temperature in the model can also have an effect on the

extent of fuel oxidation. In Figure 111 (a) and (b) the purple dashed curves represent the

oxygen stoichiometric deviation radial distribution model results for when the fuel surface

temperature was changed from 645 K set to 706 K, the latter temperature taken from [29] for

this defective fuel element. This had the effect of raising the fuel centre line temperature from

1600 K to 1700 K. Since by doing this the fuel temperature radial profile was higher, the

position of the fuel elastic-to-plastic boundary (i.e., the cracks tips or crack root) needed to

moved from 1.5 mm to 2.25 mm from the pellet centre so that this boundary remained at

fuel element mid section12 cm from Non Reference End
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1523 K at the same power of 44 kW m-1. In both Figure 111 (a) and (b), for the two axial

locations in the modeled fuel element, there was a marked increase in fuel oxidation (as high

as a 13% increase in certain radial locations). Thus, increasing the fuel surface temperature

(which is dependent in part on the fuel-to-sheath gap distance and on the composition of the

gas in the gap) directly influences fuel oxidation.

In the previous model results shown in Figure 109 and Figure 111 the radial cracks

extended only 3 cm (or 6 cm actual) in the axial direction as discussed in Section 3.5.5. This

was done in order conserve computer resources. Conversely in model results presented in

Figure 113 (a) and (b) the radial fuel cracks were extended to the full 0.241 m axial length of

the model (or 0.482 m in a full length fuel element).

Figure 113: (a) Temperature distribution and (b) oxygen stoichiometric deviation after 126 days

of simulated heating using a model with full length axial cracks with fully swept mesh

When the maximum modeled temperature and the oxygen stoichiometric deviation results in

Figure 113 for defective fuel element XC9179Z-5 using the full length cracks model are

compared to the partial length cracks model results in Figure 109, it can be observed that there

are only slight differences between these two results. This is illustrated more clearly in

Figure 114, where Xdev results are compared as radial profiles between these two models,

specifically at (a) the sheath defect location (at the fuel element mid section) and at (b) 12 cm

from the fuel element sheath defect.
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Figure 114: Modeled oxygen stoichiometric deviation radial distribution comparison between a

model with partial crack lengths that are 6 cm in the axial direction and a model with full length

cracks in the axial direction at (a) the fuel element mid section at the sheath defect and (b) the

fuel element model middle (or 12 cm from the sheath defect)

As can be observed in Figure 114 (a) there is essentially no difference between the two Xdev

profile results right at the sheath defect location, in these two models. In Figure 114 (b) there

is a slightly higher concentration of hyperstoichiometric oxygen using the model with full

crack lengths in the axial direction (purple dashed line) compared to the model with partial

crack lengths in the axial direction (blue solid line). The difference though is small. The

coulometric titration measurement results of defective fuel element XC9179Z-5 [88] seen in

Figure 111 are re-plotted in Figure 114 for reference purposes.

A comparison is made between the 3D fuel oxidation model that uses discrete radial

cracks running down the length of the fuel element in the axial direction (the current model in

this thesis) to a model that uses the previous Higgs modeling approach [24][29]. The reader is

reminded that the Higgs model does not use discrete fuel cracks but scaling parameters to

represent fuel cracks (refer to Section 1.6 and to Section 3.5.5 and Figure 62 for details of the

Higgs modeling approach). As can be seen in Figure 115 (a) there is a marked difference in

the Xdev radial profiles (at the sheath defect location) between the two models. Specifically

after 126 days of simulated oxidation the current fuel oxidation model (blue solid curve)

(a) (b)
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produced Xdev values more than twice that of the model using the Higgs approach (red

dashed curve). The coulometric titration measurement results of defective fuel element

XC9179Z-5 [88] seen in Figure 111 are re-plotted in Figure 115 (a) for reference purposes.

The reason for these different results is that the current model allows hydrogen diffusion

through the discrete fuel cracks along the length of the fuel element where the Higgs model

allows hydrogen diffusion only in the radial direction from the site of the sheath defect (refer

to the red domain in Figure 62). In other words the fuel domains that contribute to the source

term in Eq. (18) and (27) are smaller using the Higgs modeling approach.

Figure 115: (a) Xdev profiles model comparison at the fuel element mid section using the current

and previous modeling approaches and (b) the total computed moles of hyperstoichiometric

oxygen introduced into the fuel and hydrogen gas liberated at the fuel cracks and gaps in the in-

reactor fuel element

A comparison between the computed oxygen mole uptake (Eq. (165)) into the fuel element

can also be made using the three different in-reactor fuel oxidation models, see Figure 115

(b). As is clearly seen from the figure the oxygen mole uptake in the two cracked fuel

oxidation models (the blue and purple curves for the models with partial and full length cracks

in the fuel element axial direction, respectively) after 126 simulated oxidation days are very

similar and reached a value 0.05 moles. On the other hand using the Higgs modeling

approach yielded only 0.012 moles of oxygen uptake in the defective fuel element after the

(a) (b)
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same amount of time. It is worth noting from Figure 115 (b) that after 126 simulated

oxidation days, in all three models, oxidation/reduction equilibrium has not yet been reached

and that the defective fuel element models showed continued oxygen uptake.

Hence, considering the CT measured valued shown in Figure 115 (a), the fuel oxidation

model using discrete fuel cracks and a sheath defect approaching realistic surface areas

provides a more accurate prediction of fuel oxidation in defective fuel.

4.6 3D Out-Reactor Fuel Oxidation Simulation

High Power Case (optimal power case for experiment)

As explained earlier in the numerical implementation section for this model (Section

3.5.6) temperature boundary conditions were used on the fuel inner surface (instead of

modeling the iridium bar heater) and on the fuel outer surface (instead of modeling the fuel-

to-sheath gap and sheathing) of the out-reactor modeled fuel. Similar temperature values, to

those computed in 2D r- model in Section 4.2.1 (see Table 27), were used for the boundary

conditions in the current 3D model. These applied temperature boundary conditions on the

modeled fuel was equivalent to approximately 23 kW of total power in the fuel element or

approximately 47.7 kW m-1 of linear power (see Table 28) generated in both the iridium bar

heater and in the fuel sheathing.

Figure 116 (a) and (b) show an isometric view of the temperature distribution and the

oxygen stoichiometric deviation distribution modeled result, respectively, both after two

weeks of heating. As can be seen in Figure 116 (b) the oxygen stoichiometric deviation was

highest near the UO2 heated annulus, at the axial location beneath the sheath defect, where it

reached a maximum value of x = 0.062.
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Figure 116: (a) Temperature distribution and (b) oxygen stoichiometric deviation after 2 weeks

of heating in the out-reactor fuel element at 47.7 kW m-1
(23 kW total power)

As one moves away from the sheath defect area in the axial direction the local maximum

oxygen stoichiometric deviation value drops and an axial x (or Xdev) gradient can be

observed.

To view this axial gradient in x more carefully, the following figure provides radial

plots of the oxygen stoichiometry deviation at three axial locations along the model: at the

sheath defect location, at the centre of the model (or 12 cm away from the sheath defect

location), and at the end of the model (or 24 cm away from the sheath defect location). As can

be seen in Figure 117, the solid yellow curve, which gives the radial x (Xdev) values at the

sheath defect axial location, shows the highest x axial and radial values in the model. The

dashed purple curve provides the radial x values at the end of the model (near the fuel element

end-caps, 24 cm away from the modeled sheath defect). The dashed red vertical line provides

the location of the UO2 pellet inner annulus surface.
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Figure 117: Radial plots of the oxygen stoichiometric deviation in modeled out-reactor fuel

element at 23 kW at three axial locations after 2 weeks of simulated heating time

As can been seen there is a drop in the radial x values as one moves away axially from the

sheath defect area at the fuel element centre to the edge 24 cm away, where the highest x

value was 0.041.

In the current fuel oxidation model representing a defected fuel element in the out-

reactor experiment the thermal conductivity of the fuel is expected to be affected by the

oxidation process, which in turn can affect the temperature distribution in the fuel. Figure 118

(a) shows radial temperature plots from the pellet annulus to the pellet outer surface at three

different times: at 5.5 hours, at 1 day, and at 2 weeks of simulated time. In this figure the three

curves are very similar and almost coincide with one another. Figure 118 (b) is a close-up

view of Figure 118 (a) near the radial position of 2.6 mm from the fuel centre, which reveals

slight differences in the temperature curves. After 5.5 hours of simulated heating time the blue

dashed line shows the lowest temperature value. After 1 day of simulated heating time there is

a slight increase in temperature (<10 degrees K), as shown by the purple dotted curve. As the

model simulation is continued the temperature increases (>21 degrees K), as shown by the

solid yellow line.
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Figure 118: Radial temperature plots near the sheath defect at three different times; (a) for a

complete radial span and (b) in a close-up view near the position of TC1

To demonstrate that fuel oxidation occurs at an accelerated rate at the fuel crack tips

(where the temperature is highest) Figure 119 shows the oxygen stoichiometric deviation

distribution in the vicinity of the fuel cracks after only 10 seconds of simulated heating.

Figure 119: Oxygen stoichiometric deviation after 10 seconds of simulated heating
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As can be clearly seen the highest fuel oxidation (red color) occurs at the junction between

the bottom of the radial fuel crack domains and the pellet-pellet gap domains immediately

under the sheath defect. The reason for the accelerated oxidation at this location in the fuel is

for two reasons: (i) the steam at the crack tips is at the highest temperature and (ii) the

hydrogen mole fraction is at a relatively low value due to proximity to the sheath defect. This

latter point is shown in Figure 120 (a) and (b) where the blue areas indicates the lowest

hydrogen mole fraction occurring in the fuel cracks, the pellet-pellet gap, and part of the fuel-

to-sheath gap.

Figure 120: (a) Hydrogen mole fraction distribution seen facing the model with sheath defect

(blue area) and (b) facing away from the model

In a similar model the boundary condition of the hydrogen mole fraction equation (i.e.,

the hydrogen diffusion equation, Eq. (27)) at the sheath defect location was set to 1.6710-14.

See again Figure 63 for the sheath defect location and Table 24 for the original qc value. This

value was calculated using FactSage 6.1 Gibbs energy minimization software for pure light

water at 573 K. This smaller value for qc (essentially zero) did not change the fuel oxidation

result shown earlier in Figure 116 (b). This is mentioned since the coolant of the out-reactor

loop is light water, while the in-reactor coolant is heavy water with a higher qc value.
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Figure 121 shows the total hyperstoichiometric oxygen mole uptake into the fuel

element after two weeks of heating by computing Eq. (165) in Section 3.5.1.

Figure 121: Total moles of hyperstoichiometric oxygen introduced into the fuel and hydrogen

gas liberated at the fuel cracks and gaps for the 23 kW case

Computing the mole amount of hyperstoichiometric oxygen uptake into the fuel gives

another quantity to describe the extent of fuel oxidation. For example, in the 2D r- closed

fuel-to-sheath gap fuel oxidation model the maximum Xdev value was 0.095 (Figure 73 (b))

and the oxygen uptake nO was 0.068 moles (Table 27). On the other hand in the 3D fuel

oxidation model the maximum Xdev value was 0.062 (Figure 116 (b)) and the oxygen uptake

nO was only slightly above 0.010 moles. Thus the nO computed result varies to a greater extent

than the maximum Xdev value for the same amount of oxidation.

It is evident from Figure 121 that after introducing >0.010 moles (160 mg) of

hyperstoichiometric oxygen, or when the maximum Xdev value in 0.062, that the oxidation

process after two weeks of heating hasn’t reached equilibrium in this out-reactor defected fuel

element model.
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Lower Power Case

In the lower power case only 17 kW of total power, or 35.3 kW m-1 of linear power, was

applied in the model to see the effect of the lower fuel temperature on the extent and

distribution of fuel oxidation. The temperature and oxygen stoichiometric deviation

distribution model result, after two weeks of heating, is shown in Figure 122. This heating

power, computed from the supporting 2D r- model, provided a temperature boundary

condition of 1816 K for the inner annular surface of the 3D fuel oxidation model. Since the

fuel temperature was lower in this model the crack depth was made deeper in the pellet.

Specifically, the crack depth was set to 1.874 mm from the pellet centre (or 4.201 mm from

the pellet surface) to achieve a crack root temperature of 1523 K (1250 C). It can be noted

that the supporting 2D r- model yielded 1135 K (862 C) at the inner most thermocouple

(TC-1) location. In this 3D model the resulting maximum stoichiometric deviation was a little

higher, Figure 122 (b), than in the higher powered fuel element in Figure 116 (b) after two

weeks of heating, reaching a value of x (or Xdev) = 0.068. This result was initially

unexpected. But if x radial plots are compared at three different axial locations in the fuel

element, a steeper x gradient in the model axial direction can be observed in Figure 123, as

compared to the optimal power case in Figure 117.

Figure 122: (a) Temperature distribution and (b) oxygen stoichiometric deviation after 2 weeks

of heating, in the out-reactor fuel element at 35.3 kW m-1
(17 kW total power)
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Specifically, for the lower power case the maximum x at the sheath defect (and near the

heater in the radial direction) was 0.068 but drops to 0.03 when only 12 cm away from the

sheath defect, unlike in the higher power case where x drops to just under 0.05 the same

distance away from the sheath defect location. I.e., less oxygen diffusion (slower interstitial

oxygen atom diffusion) occurs due to the lower internal temperature of the fuel element. This

may be important to consider when interpreting the post test coulometric titration

measurements.

Figure 123: Radial plots of the oxygen stoichiometric deviation in the modeled out-reactor fuel

element at 17 kW power at three axial locations after 2 weeks of simulated heating

The total hyperstoichiometric oxygen mole uptake into the fuel element for the lower

power case after two weeks of heating is provided by Figure 124. Here, only 0.006 moles

(96 mg) of hyperstoichiometric oxygen were introduced into the fuel element. Keeping in

mind that the maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation values in both the high and low

power models were similar, this is 40% drop in the oxygen uptake compared to the high

powered case (Figure 121).
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Figure 124: Total moles of hyerstoichiometric oxygen introduced into the fuel and hydrogen gas

liberated at the fuel cracks and gaps for the 17 kW case

Thus, both the high powered (23 kW) and the low powered (17 kW) out-reactor fuel

element modeled cases, with crack tip positions set at 1523 K (1250 C), can generate the

same maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation in the oxidized fuel. But the higher powered

fuel element model showed that more of the fuel was oxidized, and oxidized more evenly,

away from the sheath defect, since interstitial oxygen diffusion is accelerated at increased

temperatures. For validating the fuel oxidation model both the high and low powered cases

applied in the experiment will generate enough oxygen stoichiometry deviation in the fuel to

be measured in post test coulometric titration measurements. The temperature increase though

in the fuel due to the fuel oxidation, for the planned experiment duration, may be too small to

distinguish due to measurement uncertainty.
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Summary of Chapter 4:

 A comparison was made between measured and modeled UO2 thermal conductivity

(Section 4.1). The modeled thermal conductivity comprised of a MATPRO

formulation and the fuel oxidation model formulation (the latter where x = 0). Both

model formulations were similar, however the fuel oxidation model thermal

conductivity was a little higher; no more than 10% higher than the MATPRO

formulation. Since the MATPRO formulation agreed more closely with

experimental measurements of various investigators, a correction quantity was

estimated for normal operating temperatures of the fuel and was provided for the

reader. It was not used in this thesis.

 In a 2D r- fuel oxidation model (Section 4.2.1) with a closed fuel-to-sheath gap, it

was shown that the fuel oxygen stoichiometric deviation of x = 0.095 resulted after

two weeks of heating the defected FES. This was an overestimate of oxidation since

the modeled sheath defect area was many times larger than the expected FES sheath

defect.

 In a similar 2D r- fuel oxidation model (Section 4.2.2) the fuel-to-sheath gap

dimension and then the discrete fuel crack width dimension were varied

independently to demonstrate their effect on the extent of fuel oxidation. This

indicated the hydrogen gas transport was sensitive to these dimensions and that it

was important to select suitable values for these two dimensions in the 3D model.

 Using the J integral (Section 4.3) conditions for fuel crack propagation developing

from a pellet surface flaw was computed. By analyzing the azimuthal stress in the

pellet (i.e., if mode I loading occurs) the number of radial cracks was assessed.

 In a more sophisticated 2D r- model (Section 4.4) the fuel oxidation physics was

coupled with solid mechanics physics and Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) to

simulate fuel oxidation and both the thermal expansion of the six preset radial fuel
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cracks and fuel and sheath contact using the penalty method. The model results

provided the dimensions of the expanded radial fuel cracks (width and length) and

also showed that the amount of fuel oxidation achieved in two weeks of heating

would not affect the fuel crack dimensions.

 Initial validation of the fuel oxidation model (Section 4.5) was accomplished with

two models: (i) A 2D r- model simulated the first prototype test (FES1) conducted

at the Stern Laboratories. The modeled fuel temperatures agreed within uncertainty

with measured temperatures, confirming the validity of the thermal properties of the

fuel oxidation model (without oxidation). (ii) The fuel oxidation model was initially

validated with a model of in-reactor defected fuel element. It was found that the

oxidation model results and measurements were approaching agreement.

 With the guidance provided by the previous model results (temperature boundary

conditions and fuel crack dimensions and number) a 3D out-reactor defected fuel

element was modeled (Section 4.6), where a maximum oxygen stoichiometric

deviation of x = 0.062 was achieved after two weeks of heating and oxidation.
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CHAPTER 5 THE ROLE OF OXYGEN IN FUEL SHEATHING

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

5.1 Background

Pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) failures in nuclear fuel were first observed in the 1960s

in Boiling Water Reactors and in CANDU type reactors. PCI occurs when the expanding and

cracked fuel pellets make contact with the cladding in BWR fuel and collapsed sheathing in

CANDU fuel. To reduce the effects of PCI, BWR fuel adopted a pure zirconium barrier, also

called ‘liner’, in the 1980’s on the inside surfaces of the Zircaloy cladding [168]. This extra

layer of pure zirconium acted as a stress reliever but it also increased susceptibility of the

cladding to corrosion. Canadian reactors solved their PCI issues in the 1970’s using a thin

layer of graphite, called “CANLUB”. Since then PCI has received little attention with the

incorporation of strict reactor operation limits, except during times of power transient

conditions and potential accident scenarios [169].

Iodine induced stress corrosion cracking (I-SCC) is usually the cause of PCI failures of

unlined Zircaloy cladding containing UO2 reactor fuel pellets. PCI failures usually occur in

fuel rods with over 10 GWd tUO2
-1 burn-up and rapid reactor power ramps. Fission products

must also be present above a local threshold concentration to cause I-SCC [61].

The following minimum conditions are required for I-SCC:

a) Critical stress (critical strain) in sheathing

b) Critical iodine concentration

c) Minimum of time and temperature

Fission product iodine in nuclear fuel is not the only corrodant that can cause SCC in

Zircaloy cladding/sheathing. Cesium/cadmium vapours have also been shown to cause

corrosion in the form of a liquid metal embrittlement process [30][47]. Fractographic

evidence though has shown that PCI cracks in CANDU fuel is usually a mix of both
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integranular and transgranular cracking, whereas the cracking in cesium/cadmium vapours

is always transgranular (examples of such cracking is given later in Section 5.5). Thus,

evidence suggests that iodine is the main cause of SCC in Zircaloy cladding/sheathing [47].

In light water reactors as the fuel burn-up proceeds, the diameter of the fuel pellet is

increased so that the pellet and the cladding contact each other typically in the third fuel cycle.

In CANDU fuel, this contact occurs even sooner, since the sheathing is thinner than in BWR

and PWR fuel and since sheath creep down occurs. During this time, the concentration of

iodine inside the fuel rod increases. With a power ramp, the ceramic fuel additionally expands

and cracks due to thermal gradients. The cladding or sheathing in contact with the fuel is put

under hoop stress and the cracks allow access of corrosive fission products to the Zircaloy

internal surface. With the chemical and mechanical interaction present, I-SCC failures

typically occur in the cladding near fuel pellet radial cracks [55][168]. This is because the

radial cracks act as conduits for gas transport that allows volatile iodine fission products to

reach the fuel-to-sheath gap and make direct contact with the exposed sheathing.

The total production of cesium is about tens times that of iodine in the fuel rod

[61][170]. Iodine reacts with cesium to form stable CsI. Cox et al. [171] and Hofmann et al.

[172] showed that CsI on its own does not necessarily cause I-SCC in Zircaloy, but in the

presence of radiation [171] or oxygen [172], CsI can be dissociated to release iodine. Thus

many previous studies have focused on iodine as the main corroding agent in the SCC of

Zircaloy yet new approaches to reduce or prevent I-SCC have been lacking.

Today, most new reactor builds are adopting a high burn-up operation to increase fuel

economy. Future CANDU type fuel may include slightly enriched uranium for increased

burn-up (up to 20,000 MWd/tUO2). With higher burn-up and longer in-core residence times,

higher fission product gas pressures are expected, which can lead to increased susceptibility to

I-SCC defects. For current CANDU reactors with natural uranium fuel elements that have

lower burn-ups, I-SCC of the fuel sheathing is less of a concern but increasing the fuel safety

margins, especially during power ramps, would be highly beneficial to the industry. The

Zircaloy sheathing corrosion problem needs to be better understood so that more effective
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solutions can be designed to prevent I-SCC and to find possible alternatives to CANLUB

DAG154N that is currently used, especially considering current concerns for its replacement.

It is believed that a slightly oxidized fuel pellet surface could provide a possible remedy or

reduction of the I-SCC phenomenon in CANDU fuel.

5.2 Goal and Premise for I-SCC Experiments

The goal of the experiments conducted in this thesis is to investigate the affect of

oxidized UO2 fuel material in contact with graphite on the iodine induced stress corrosion

cracking (I-SCC) process in Zircaloy sheathing (if any) and to see if it possesses any

mitigation properties to this corrosion mechanism as suggested by Bruni [173] with a test

apparatus briefly described by Kleczek [174], based on early I-SCC work by Wood [175]. It

has been demonstrated that zirconium oxide plays a role in protecting the zirconium sheathing

from I-SCC attack [61][62]. The reaction of zirconium and oxygen is highly product favoured

as expressed:

Zr(s) + O2(g)  ZrO2(s) (194)

with ΔG =-977 kJ per mole Zr for this reaction at 350°C . The brittle monoclinic oxide layer

may crack though, at strains below 0.5% during fuel element power transients, thereby

exposing the underlying zirconium to the iodine corrodants [176]. One suggested remedy to

this problem is to use a surface layer of slightly oxidized fuel to repair the protective oxide on

the Zircaloy sheathing [177].

Une [60] and Yang et al. [62] showed that a zirconium oxide layer in the sub

micrometer range in thickness had protective properties to iodine corrodants. The thickness of

the oxide layer can vary greatly depending on atmosphere temperature and oxygen content. At

room temperature a typical Zircaloy-4 machined component exposed to air will have an oxide

layer of about 4 nanometers [178], or about 15 monolayers. At elevated temperatures in air

or in other oxygen containing atmospheres the oxide layer thickness can be increased. The

zirconium oxide surface, when 5 to 250 nanometers thick, can have various colors.
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Figure 125 (a) gives a coloring spectrum key for the oxide layer thicknesses, which is

reinforced by submerging specimens in an anodizing 1% KOH solution [179]. The anodizing

process is an electrolytic passivation process used to increase the oxide layer thickness, in this

case to emphasize the colors. It is assumed that the oxide thickness in Figure 125 (a) was

measured before applying the anodizing process. Figure 125 (b) gives a similar oxide

thickness spectrum key (possibly without the anodizing process) [179], which shows that

when the oxide is 380 nanometers in thickness and higher it is grey in color.

Figure 125: (a) Anodic oxide film on Zircaloy-4 spectrum key (anodized in 1% KOH) and (b) a

Zircaloy oxide layer thickness spectrum key without anodizing [179]

The premise for this remedial technique considers that carbon from CANLUB graphite,

when put in direct contact with UO2+x, may produce carbon dioxide in a reduction reaction as

shown in Eq. (195).

2UO2+x(s) + xC(s)  2UO2(s) + xCO2(g) (195)

Hyperstoichiometric UO2 can be thought of as a solid solution of UO2 and a hypothetical form

of UO3 in the fluorite structure as expressed [24]:

(1-x)UO2(s) + xUO3(s)  UO2+x(s) (196)

(a) (b)
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For example, if the stoichiometric deviation in the fuel is x=0.05, one can rewrite Eq.

(195) using Eq. (196) to give Eq. (197). The top right hand side of Eq. (197) can now be

explored with FactSage 6.1 Gibbs energy minimization software [21] computation. The

temperature at equilibrium was set to 623 K at 1 atm. The temperature 623 K was chosen,

since it is just under the calculated average fuel-to-sheath gap temperature of selected

modeled fuel elements in [24]. The resulting Gibbs free energy change is computed to be

ΔG = -2.31227x103 kJ.

2UO2.05(s) + 0.05C(s) = 1.9UO2(s) + 0.1UO3(s) + 0.05C(s)



2UO2(s) + 0.05CO2(g)

(197)

Thus, the the reaction is thermodynamically favorable and the products are basically

stoichiometric UO2 and carbon dioxide. The FactSage 6.1 computation for Eq. (197) is

provided in Appendix D-1.

Another possible outcome is the reaction between hyperstoichiometric uranium dioxide

and carbon, given by Eq. (198):

UO2+x(s) + xC(s)  UO2(s) + xCO(g) (198)

This reaction gives the production of carbon monoxide if carbon dioxide does not fully form

in the given time. From work by Lawrence et al. [69] it would seem that CO2 is favoured over

CO as a product at and below 923 K (700°C), though data at 623 K (350°C) was not provided.

The reduction of U4O9, the second possible phase in hyperstoichiometric uranium

dioxide, at low temperatures up to x = 2.25 (see Figure 9) with carbon, can be written as:

U4O9(s) + C(s)  4UO2(s) + 0.49938C(s) + 0.5CO2(g) + 0.0012CO(g) (199)

The Gibbs free energy change for this reaction was computed to be ΔG = -71.9 kJ at 623 K

(350°C) and 1 atm.
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Since the produced carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide is a gas, it is free to move

around in the fuel element via the fuel cracks, the pellet-pellet gaps, and the fuel-to-sheath

gap. When it makes contact with the Zircaloy, it can oxidize any exposed/bare zirconium

metal where the zirconium oxide layer has been damaged previously by cracking. Eq. (200)

provides the reaction of zirconium and carbon dioxide where the Gibbs free energy change for

this reaction is ΔG = -582 kJ at 623 K (350°C) and 1 atm, indicating it is a favorable reaction.

Zr(s) + CO2(g)  ZrO2(s, monoclinic) + C(s, graphite) (200)

The following reaction with carbon monoxide shows a similar product favored tendency:

Zr(s) + CO(g)  1/2 ZrO2(s, monoclinic) + 1/2 C(s, graphite) + 1/2 ZrC(s) (201)

where the Gibbs free energy change for this latter reaction is ΔG = -417.5 kJ at 623 K and 1

atm. The reaction between zirconium and carbon dioxide though is expected to be slower than

the reaction between zirconium and oxygen (Eq. (194)). But the oxidation rate of the

zirconium in Eq. (200) is probably accelerated when radiolysis of CO2 to CO + O in a gamma

field and in the vicinity of metals is considered (i.e., in a reactor irradiated fuel environment)

as discussed by Yoshida et al. [180] and Watanabe et al. [181].

Some important notes on the zirconium oxide should be mentioned here beyond the

chemistry discussed above. The texture of the underlying Zircloy sheathing is very important

in determining the crystal structure, growth rate and thickness of the protective zirconium

oxide [182]. Peehs [183] showed that SCC of Zircaly sheathing (or clad) is sesnsitive to its

texture. It has also been shown that the crystal structure and thickness of the zirconium oxide

can be affected by fission fragment recoils while in reactor as demonstrated by Yee et al.

[184]. This in turn may also affect the oxide’s corrosion resistance to fission products. It is

also possible that the CANLUB layer may offer some protection from fission fragment

recoils.

Increased fuel oxygen potential has been shown to have an effect of PCI frequency in

in-reactor fuel. For example, in in-reactor ramp experiments using BWR fuel with Zircaloy-2
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cladding [185], that used prepared fuel pellets with average O/U ratios of 2.05 (x=0.05)

resulted in no PCI failures. Although only two sectioned fuel rods with increased oxygen

potential were used in these tests, regular fuel subjected to similar test conditions would fail

with high probability [185]. The relatively high amounts of hyperstoichiometric oxygen in the

pellets is believed to interact with the fuel cladding without pre-existing reducing agents (such

as graphite in CANDU fuel) in the fuel rods. Since these fuel rods were irradiated to over

20,000 MWd tU-1 prior to the ramp testing it is reasonable to believe that sufficient amount of

reducing agents (hydrogen, carbon or other) could have been provided as fission products.

The repair process of the zirconia layer in CANDU fuel sheathing may account in part

for the effectiveness of the CANLUB layer in hindering the I-SCC phenomena. The oxygen

excess in the UO2 fuel may be occurring due to inadvertent oxidation of the fuel pellets in the

current sintering process during pellet production. Superficial pellet oxidation is not currently

well controlled and if the current exploratory experiments in this work show positive results,

i.e., a reduction in the Zircaloy sheathing failure rate and/or corrosion extent, then this

approach for mitigating I-SCC should be investigated more closely.

Thus, the fuel oxidation model can be easily modified to compute the ideal heating and

oxidizing parameters needed to sufficiently oxidize the external surface of the UO2 fuel

pellets. Another benefit of slightly superficial hyperstoichiometric fuel is the possible

prevention of another type of Zircaloy sheath corrosion process. During fuel oxidation at the

hotter regions of the defective fuel, hydrogen is liberated from the water coolant in an

oxidation reaction. If this hydrogen builds-up at the fuel-to-sheath gap to high enough levels,

delayed hydride cracking of the Zircaloy sheathing may occur [186][187]. This hydrogen

though could be consumed in a reduction reaction at the UO2+x fuel surface producing water

vapour thereby preventing a critical hydrogen-to-steam ratio from being reached (see Eq.

(17)).
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5.3 Experimental Setup

In the following study Zircaloy-4 slotted ring specimens were used in I-SCC

experiments using a similar test setup uitilized by Wood [175], with some new experimental

techniques, to investigate the effect of oxygen and oxidized UO2 on the corrosion behavior of

this material with iodine.

Zircaloy slotted ring specimens were cut out of CANDU fuel sheathing, which were

then cut longitudinally so that the resulting slot could be wedged open to impart stresses in the

specimens. Two types of Zircaloy wedges were used: Static wedges and impact tightened

in-situ wedges. Material composition of the Zircaloy-4 impact tightened wedges [188] is

provided in Appendix E. Figure 126 shows a picture of slotted ring specimens and a static

wedge before they are used in an experiment.

Figure 126: Zircaloy slotted rings and a static wedge prepared for I-SCC testing

Figure 127 (a) shows the sliding wedges before mounting the specimen and Figure 127 (b)

shows two slotted ring specimens mounted on assembled sliding wedges.

Figure 127: (a) sliding wedges before specimen mounting and (b) two slotted ring specimens

mounted on sliding wedges ready for installation in a glass ampoule

specimens on sliding
wedges before
impact tightening

sliding
track for
stability

impact edge
(a) (b)

slotted ring
Zircaloy-4
specimens

static
Zircaloy-4
wedge
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The natural zirconium oxide layer that forms on Zircaloy surfaces has protective

abilities against corrosion as mentioned earlier [60][61]. Thus, the purpose of the sliding

wedges was to increase the susceptibility of the specimens to corrosion by disturbing the

zirconium oxide layer in an oxygen free environment, so that a new oxide layer would not be

formed.

5.3.1 Identification, Dimensions, and Hardness Measurements of the Zircaloy Specimens

Two types of Zircaloy specimens were available for performing the I-SCC tests: Type-1

Pickering 28-element sheath slotted ring specimens and type-2 Cameco 37-element sheath

slotted rings specimens. Type-1 specimens were provided by the Chalk River Laboratories as

ready made slotted rings. The type-2 specimens were prepared from current 480 mm long,

37-element CANDU-6 fuel sheathing, manufactured by Cameco Fuel Manufacturing.

Zircaloy slotted rings were first cut from tube sheathing and were then slotted with an

additional cut or two. The preparation procedure used to make the Cameco 37-element sheath

slotted ring specimens (of type-2) is described in more detail in Appendix F. Table 36

provides designation and dimensional information of the two types of specimens.

Table 36: Identification and basic dimensions of Zircaloy specimens

Specimen type # Identification number
Outside diameter

[mm]
Wall thickness

[mm]
Axial width

[mm]

1.) Pickering 28-element
type sheath (early batch)

MLI-790, 7A3-393-4A 15.500.25 0.40±0.01 5.00.1

2.) Cameco 37-element
type sheath

248389-5 DAC 18787 12.50*0.05 0.40±0.01 5.00.1

Note: Specimens of type-1 were provided in finished form and dimensions were taken using a Mastercraft

electronic caliper. The dimensions* of the type-2 Cameco specimens were taken after the cutting procedure.

An additional specimen type was provided by Chalk River Laboratories as finished

slotted rings from CANFLEX sheathing material (type-3). Since the type-3 specimens were

similar in texture to the type-2 specimens it was not included in this work. However, the

dimensions, hardness, and texture characterization of the type-3 specimens can be found in

the appendices for reference purposes.
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Hardness measurements were taken of the Zircaloy sheathing using a Rockwell

Hardness indentation tester. This tester is essentially an instrument that measures hardness by

determining the depth of a penetrator into a specimen. The penetrator is either a steel ball or

diamond. The hardness of Zircaloy-4 sheathing falls under the Rockwell Hardness B scale

where the B scales are suitable for materials of medium hardness, like low to medium carbon

steels in the annealed condition [189]. Indentation tests are commonly used as an inexpensive

material characterization test, since the tests are quick to perform and the hardness

measurements typically correlate linearly with the tensile strength of the material. A Clark

Instrument Inc. model CR-8, dial operated Rockwell Hardness indentation tester with a 1/16”

diameter steel ball indenter and a 100 kg load, was used for this purpose. Slotted ring

specimens for hardness measurements were cut into two pieces, one short and the other long

in length. The long piece was partially flattened into a strip, which could then be loaded onto

the indentation tester. Table 37 provides the hardness measurement of both types of

specimens with no preliminary heat treatment in the lab (as received).

Table 37: Hardness Rockwell measurements of as received type-1 and type-2 Zircaloy sheathing

specimens

hardnes scale specimen type mean SD SDOM (error)

type-1 (Pickering) 88.1 1.0043 0.3
HRB

type-2 (Cameco) 86.3 1.1543 0.4

The average hardness of the as-received type-1 Pickering specimen was measured to be

88.1±0.3 HRB and the average hardness of the as received type-2 Cameco specimens was

measured to be 86.3±0.4 HRB. From these measurements it is observed that the hardness of

the two specimen types was quite similar, though the Pickering type specimens were slightly

harder. The quoted hardness of Zircaloy-4 by the manufacturer ATI Wah Chang is 89 HRB

averaged [190], which is slightly higher than the measured hardness of both as-received type

specimens.
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When both types of specimens were heat treated and stressed in the transverse

direction, after which they were hardness measured, there was a slight increase in specimen

hardness (about 2% on average). In other words there was a slight increase in the specimen

tensile strength (and possibly a slight decrease in specimen ductility). See Appendix G for

more details on specimen hardness measurements.

5.3.2 Characterization of Zircaloy Specimens - Crystallography

Zircaloy is an alloy of zirconium. The nominal Zircaloy-4 composition (as previously

mentioned in Section 3.2.3) is Zr and 1.5% Sn, 0.2% Fe and 0.1% Cr with some impurities,

such as 270 ppm C, 200 ppm Hf, 120 ppm Si, 100 ppm W, and 75 ppm Al [111][188]. In pure

zirconium, a -phase crystal structure exists between the temperatures 1855°C and 863°C,

which is body centred cubic (bcc). Below 823°C to room temperature, the crystal structure

changes to -phase that is hexagonal close-packed (hcp). The tin additive is an -phase

stabilizer and helps increase the upper  +  to  transition temperature. The iron and the

chromium additives are -phase stabilizers, which help suppress the lower  +  to  +

intermetallic compound transition temperature [191][192]. The optimal concentration of these

additives achieves the desired phase concentration in the alloy, among other physical

properties. Zircaloy exhibits anisotropy as a result of the hcp crystal structure.
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The hcp crystal structure is depicted in Figure 128 (a) and (b).

Figure 128: Schematic of the Miller-Bravais coordinate system of the hexagonal close-packed

unit cell (a) and two lattice planes in the hcp unit cell; the basal plane (b1) and a prism plane

(b2), adapted from [182]

It shows the four-axis in the Miller-Bravais coordinate system (a1,a2,a3,c) used to describe the

hcp crystal structure and two lattice planes in the hcp structure: the basal plane (0,0,0,2) in

Figure 128 (b1) and a prism plane (1,1, 2 ,0) in Figure 128 (b2). There are other types of prism

planes in the hcp crystal structure, such as (1, 1 ,0,0), (1,0, 1 ,0), and (1, 2 ,1,0). Generally all

prism planes intercept the basal plane at 90°. Besides these two crystal planes in Figure 128,

which are also slip planes (a plane in which a dislocation motion produces plastic

deformation), there are also various pyramidal planes in the hcp structure. One such

pyramidal plane is shown for example in Figure 129, which is also an important slip plane.

Figure 129: An example of a pyramidal crystal plane in a hcp crystal structure, taken from [193]

(b)(a)

(b1)

(b2)

(0,0,0,2)

(1,1, 2 ,0)
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Slip on crystal planes other than the primary planes (i.e., (0,0,0,2), (1,0, 1 ,0), and

(1,0, 1 ,1) [194]) are substantially harder to activate, making the zirconium material plastically

anisotropic [195].

The hexagonal crystal deforms by both slip and twinning to produce a strong preferred

orientation of the crystals (texture) during cold working. Typically, a cold rolled Zircaloy strip

will have a strong normal texture where most of the basal poles of the hexagonal crystals are

orientated about 35 degrees to the transverse plane of the strip. Figure 130 provides a

description of the three principle crystal texture directions in fuel sheathing or the cladding.

Figure 130: Schematic illustrating the principle directions used to describe the Zircaloy texture

in CANDU fuel element sheathing: T for transverse, R for radial, and A for axial, taken from

[192]

The anisotropic properties of a Zircaloy strip results in a significantly higher yield strength in

the transverse direction. The control of crystallographic orientation allows designers to

optimize material properties. Crystallographic orientation can be controlled by different

manufacturing parameters. It is not possible though to manufacture a component with a

completely well defined texture or of a single crystal orientation. Instead a manufactured

component can have a distribution of grains with different orientations with a preference to

certain orientations or texture [183].

hcp crystal in
different
orientations
relative to
cylinder

hcp material
(Zircaloy
cylinder)
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Studies have been conducted by Knorr et al. [196], Peehs [183] and Wilson et al.

[197] and discussed further by Cox [55] and Edsinger [168] that show that the majority of

cracking in I-SCC experimentation were seen at positions where the basal pole of the hcp

zirconium crystal structure are positioned mainly along the transverse or the hoop direction in

the Zircaloy sheathing/cladding. Maximum crack density occurred at basal poles between 50

and 70 from the basal normal. It was also observed that a predominant radial texture resists I-

SCC and has been observed in tubing fabricated using a high precision tube reduction process

versus the normal Pilger milling [168]. Figure 131 shows the dependence of the crack

intensity on the basal pole orientation. According to Peehs [183], when the basal poles are

normal to the tube surface no crack initiation occurs. Furthermore, when cracks did appear

they progressed slower when texture was in the radial (normal) direction and faster when

texture was in tangential (transverse) direction, relative to the sheath/cladding principle

directions, Knorr et al. [196].

Figure 131: The influence of hcp basal pole orientation on I-SCC crack density, taken from [183]

The manufacturing processes used (such as Cold Pilge Milling processes [198][199] and

other mechanical processes as well as heat treatments) to reduce the diameter and wall

thickness of Zircaloy tubes into nuclear fuel clad/sheathings have been fine-tuned over the

years. This resulted in optimal tube reduction procedures that minimized susceptibility of the

clad/sheathings to stress corrosion cracking (as explained by Figure 131). The type-1
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specimens were made using earlier tube reduction practices leading to less favorable

texture, where type-2 (and type-3 Appendix H) specimens were made with more recent sheath

manufacturing practices.

For the slotted ring specimens tested in this work, texture characterization was

performed using the X-ray diffraction method (XRD) at the Royal Military College of Canada

(RMC). For a description of the X-ray diffraction method see Appendix H.

Diffraction Pattern Measurements

The following are the diffraction pattern scans for the two types of specimens used in

the I-SCC tests. Both specimens were previously-prepared slotted rings that were modified

slightly by being bent into flat strips so that they could be mounted on the XRD specimen

holder as shown in Figure 163 in Appendix H.

For the Pickering 28-element slotted ring material (type-1 specimen) a 29-mm long and

5-mm wide straightened strip was cut from a slotted ring and was placed face down on the

specimen mount so that the outside surface of the sheath would deflect the X-rays.

Furthermore, the long edge of the strip was positioned perpendicular to the path of the X-rays.

This positioning ensured the greatest reflected X-ray intensity pick-up at the instrument

detector. In this manner a maximum coverage of X-rays on the specimen was maintained. The

XRD scan for the type-1 specimen is given in Figure 132 (a).
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Figure 132: Diffraction pattern scan of a Pickering 28-element sheath material (type-1

specimen), inner sheath surface exposed to X-rays, perpendicular to the sheath transverse

direction

The high intensity peaks are manifested when the Bragg law is satisfied. Dominant crystal

planes can then be identified.

Figure 132 (b) provides the exact location and intensity of the peaks in the raw data

using curve fitting and averaging software. Figure 132 (c) shows the relative intensities in a

XRD scan of a zirconium crystalline powdered sample taken from the PDF (Powder

Diffraction File). In essence, this scan is a database ‘finger print’ file that the scanned sample

can be compared to. As can be seen all the peaks that are in the PDF file show up in the XRD

scan. The difference lies in the relative intensities of the peaks. Table 38 (from the Scintag

Diffractometer software package) provides a sample of the dominant existing crystal planes

measured in powdered zirconium. Here the relative X-ray intensities of each peak and the

Miller-Bravais coordinates of appropriate crystal planes are given. Figure 132 (c) holds some

of the information in Table 38. Referring to this table, the observed peaks in Figure 132 (a)

can be identified with basal and prism planes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

basal plane
(0,0,0,2)

prism plane

(1,1, 2 ,0)

pyramidal
plane

(2, 1 , 1 ,3)

prism plane

(2, 1 , 1 ,0)
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Table 38: Reflection angles in increasing order with corresponding X-ray signal intensity and

hcp crystal plane coordinates for α zirconium

2 Intensity Crystal planes: a1, a2, a3, z or (u,v,t,w)

31.9594 33 (2, 1 , 1 ,0)

34.8396 32 (0,0,0,2)

36.5103 100 (2, 1 , 1 ,3)

47.9948 17 (2, 1 , 1 ,6)

56.9348 17 (1,1, 2 ,0)

63.5395 18 (2, 1 , 1 ,9)

66.8154 3 (2, 1 , 1 ,0)

68.5368 18 (1,1, 2 ,6)

69.5810 12 (2, 1 , 1 ,3/2)

73.5263 4 (0,0,0,4)

Note: Angle 2 represents the summation of both the X-ray angle of incidence and the angle of reflection on the

sample. Hence the angle of incidence for the first plane (2, 1 , 1 ,0) in the table is really 31.95°/2=15.97°.

Out of the eight observed peaks in Figure 132 (a), four peaks should be noted. The first

is the peak at 34.83°, which is the basal plane (0,0,0,2) of the hcp crystal structure as depicted

in Figure 128 (b1). The second and most dominant peak is at 36.51°, which represents a

slanted plane (2, 1 , 1 ,3), or a pyramidal plane [200]. The third peak worth noting is the peak

at 56.93°, which represents the prism plane (1,1, 2 ,0) as depicted in Figure 128 (b2). The

fourth peak is another prism (2, 1 , 1 ,0) plane occurring at 31.95°.

A similar scan of the Pickering 28-element sheath material (type-1 specimen) is given in

Appendix H where the specimen is positioned parallel to the impinging X-rays, which yields

similar results.

For the Cameco 37-element sheath material (type-2 specimen, see Figure 133) a sample

was taken from a slotted ring, which was 29-mm in length and 5-mm in width. The specimen
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was placed face up on the specimen mount so that the inside surface of the sheath was

exposed to the X-rays.

Figure 133: Diffraction pattern scan of a Cameco 37-element type material (type-2 specimen)

inner sheath surface exposed to X-rays, perpendicular to the sheath transverse direction

The transverse direction of the sheath was positioned perpendicular to the X-ray direction. In

this scan fewer peaks are observed compared with the scan in Figure 132 (and Figure 164 in

Appendix H) discussed previously. A dominant basal plane peak is noticed at 34.83°, which is

also greater than the pyramidal plane peak at 36.51° that was previously the dominant peak in

the Pickering type sheathing (type-1 specimen) in Figure 132 (and Figure 164). Also noticed

is the complete absence of the prism plane at 56.93° that was observed in the Pickering type

sheathing. Since the XRD signal for every crystal plane in the zirconium powder PDF is not

observed to be equal in intensity (refer to Figure 132 (c) and Table 38), the strong basal plane

peak seen in Figure 133 relative to the other peaks indicates a strong preference for this

texture, where the grain crystals have their hcp basal plane normals oriented close to the

sheath radial direction.

basal plane
(0,0,0,2)

absent
prism plane

(1,1, 2 ,0)

reduced
pyramidal plane

(2, 1 , 1 ,3)

absent
prism plane

(2, 1 , 1 ,0)
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An XRD scan of the 43-element CANFLEX sheathing was very similar to that of the

37-element Cameco type-2 specimen XRD scan in Figure 133. Hence, as explained earlier,

this specimen type was not selected for in-depth I-SCC testing. An XRD scan of the

CANFLEX sheathing is presented in Figure 165 in Appendix H for reference purposes. The

importance of the Zircaloy crystal texture and the oxidized surfaces of the specimens on the

I-SCC phenomena will become clear in the test results section.

5.3.3 Slotted Ring Analysis

Section 5.3.3.1 provides the complete form for the expression used by Wood [175]

based on the work by Oding et al. [201] for calculating the maximum induced stress on the

inside surface of the loaded ring. This equation was derived using the ‘unit load method’

[138] in Appendix I. In Section 5.3.3.2, this derivation is used to give an expression for the

slotted ring deflection under a given force in order to assess the effective thickness of the

specimen.

5.3.3.1 Analytical Formulation for Stress

The slotted ring is stressed by inserting a wedge in the specimen’s cut-out slot. This is a

simple and effective way to impart a tensile stress near or above the yield point of the

material. Figure 134 (a) shows the cross section of an unstressed slotted ring of thickness tsr.

The dimension b is the initial unstressed slotted ring gap equal to the width of the diamond

blade that cut out the slot, or wider due to an additional cut. The dimension wf in Figure 134

(b) is the stressed slotted ring gap.
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Figure 134: Slotted Zircaloy ring specimens, when (a) unstressed with slot dimension b and

when (b) stressed with a Zircaloy wedge of width wf

The stressed ring can be drawn as a free body diagram in Figure 135 (a).

Figure 135: (a) Free body diagram of the stressed ring and (b) an exaggerated half ring

thickness schematic showing the line of neutral axis

Here the ring of radius Rsr is cut into two and only the top half is shown. The forces Pf and Fy

as well as the moment Mb are added to the free body diagram. Figure 135 (b) shows the same

half ring but with an exaggerated thickness tsr. This figure shows the neutral stress line in the

ring that occurs at tsr/2, where the location a’ indicates the internal surface of the ring

opposite the slot and location b’ indicates the external surface of the ring opposite the slot.

At static equilibrium F =Fy-Pf =0 and M =Mb-2RsrPf =0. The stress distribution in the

loaded ring at the location of maximum stress (point a’ in Figure 135 (b)) is obtained by

wfb

tsr(a) (b)

centre locationedge location

wedge

Rsr
a’ b’

Pf
Fy

tsr

tsr/2

Mb+

y

x

Rsr

(a) (b)

c’

neutral axis
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superposing the uniform stress distribution corresponding to the centric load Pf, or o, and

the linear distribution corresponding to the bending moment Mb, or y. The stress distribution

is provided by:

I

xM

A

P
b

area

f

yo   (202)

where Aarea is the rectangular cross section of the ring slot, x is the distance from the neutral

axis in the ring to the surface of the ring (at either point a’ or b’) and I is the centroidal

moment of inertia [117].

At point a’ in Figure 135 (b), both the centric load stress and the bending moment stress

are tensile in Eq. (202), so that this equation can be rewritten as:
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If the point of interest is the maximum tensile stress in the ring (at point a’) and Eq. (203) is

written in terms of the force Pf, Eq. (204) is obtained where R is the radius of the ring and tsr

is the ring thickness.
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An expression for the force Fy acting on the ring slot surfaces as a function of the

displacement in the y direction at point c’ in Figure 135 (a) is given by:
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where Dy is the displacement in the y direction, E is the Young’s modulus of Zircaloy-4, Aarea

is the rectangular cross section of the ring body, ky is the transverse shear factor, Iz is the
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centroidal moment of inertia about the z axis (i.e., into the page in Figure 135 (a)), Rsr is

the radius of the ring, and Gsh is the shear modulus. For derivation of Eq. (205) using a ‘unit

load method’ see Appendix I.

If Eq. (205) is substituted into Eq. (204), where Fy=Pf, one obtains:
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If o in Eq. (202) is neglected as well as the axial force (1/(EAarea)) and the transverse shear

(ky/(GshAarea)) terms in the denominator of Eq. (206), since their contribution is small, and

consider only the bending moment, one obtains:

2_
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Here y_axis is the stress in the y direction for the ring depicted in Figure 135. If the cut that is

made in the ring is larger than half a millimeter, its dimension should be considered. If the

initial unstressed slot dimension is designated as b and the final stressed width is designated

as wf as shown in Figure 134, then the deflection with the wedge in the slot is Dy=(wf -b) so

that Eq. (207) can be written as [175]:
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An approximate equal sign is given, since the ‘unit load method’ used to derive Eq. (205)

assumes an integration over 2 radians of the ring circumference. If however a slot is cut into

the ring, the actual ring circumference is less than 2 radians. Also, the derivation in

Appendix I assumes a circular geometry. Hence, stress in an excessively deformed ring will

deviate from this solution.
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If for example the Young’s modulus of Zircaloy is E=100 GPa, tsr=(0.400.01)10-3

m, b=(2.300.02)10-3 m, wf =(6.000.02)10-3 m, and R=(6.250.03)10-3 m then the max

stress is y_axis=40020 MPa. For an induced stress in the loaded slotted ring at room

temperature. At 623 K, E70-80 GPa [202] and the Zircaloy yield stress can drop from

30015 MPa to 15010 MPa (see Eq. (72)). Hence, the induced stress in the specimen at

623 K (350°C) may be as low as 15010 MPa.

Finally it is worth noting a significant difference between the induced stresses in the

slotted Zircaloy rings using a wedge and in the fuel element sheathing by thermally expanded

UO2 fuel pellets (and by sheath creep down) while in the reactor. The stress distribution in the

slotted Zircaloy ring cross sections can be described by Figure 136 [117]. Tensile stress is

considered positive, while compressive stress is considered negative. As can be seen in

Figure 136 (a), the stress is maximum at the top and bottom regions of the beam cross section.

These two extremes are also opposite in direction. Once the stress field is equal to or exceeds

the material yield stress, the material plastically deforms, starting at the cross section top and

bottom regions and working its way to the neutral axis in the middle of the beam.

Figure 136: The stress distribution in a rectangular cross section of a beam under a load

displaying (a) elastic and (b) plastic deformation, adapted from [117]

Figure 136 (b) illustrates what the stress distribution may be in a beam cross section that is

completely plastically deformed, or where all the stress is at the material’s yield stress. In

reality though Figure 136 (b) is idealized for an elastoplastic material (a non realistic material

(a) (b)
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with an infinite strain after yield), so the actual stress profile would look more like a thin S

curve. In comparison, the stress distribution for the in-reactor sheathing would be essentially a

single direction uniform stress field (like Figure 136 (b) but stress only in a single direction).

Thus, the slotted Zircaloy ring initial stress field is not representative of an in-reactor

stressed sheathing. It is possible that the nature of the slotted Zircaloy ring stress field is less

favorable to I-SCC attack, i.e., half of the stress is compressive and the stress diminishes as

one approaches the neutral axis. A completely plastically deformed slotted Zircaloy ring

though may be prone more to I-SCC attack, since the stress at the crack tips may be greater

than in an only-elastically deformed ring. Lastly, for in-reactor fuel sheathing, the stress field

is homogeneous and is all tensile (i.e., Mode I loading on cracks throughout sheath cross

section, see Figure 30), which probably makes it more susceptible to I-SCC than the slotted

rings used for these tests. Nevertheless, if iodine induced corrosion/failures are observed in

the slotted ring specimens it can be expected that similar effects would also be observed in

specimens that were stressed in a similar way as the fuel sheath in the reactor.

5.3.3.2 Post-Experiment Corrosion Assessment

In previous work conducted by Wood [175] and Wilson et al. [197], who used slotted

Zircaloy rings in early I-SCC tests, there were essentially only two recorded quantitative

outcomes at the end of there tests: fail or not failed. In other words, a specimen was visibly

cracked usually in two sections, or not. In the current tests though it was planned that if the

failure rate was very low it was thought that it might be overly simplistic to simply declare

that the specimens were not affected in any manner by the iodine vapour if they were not

visibly cracked. Thus, a new technique was required that could provide some quantitative

assessment of the extent of corrosion in specimens that did not visibly crack.

For this purpose, a Zircaloy slotted ring deflection tester was designed and built at RMC

by the author with the assistance of C. McEwen who was the departmental

technologist/machinist. The slotted ring deflection tester worked on the simple premise that

for a given applied force to the slotted ring in the transverse direction, an appropriate
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deflection can be measured. The resulting deflection distance can then be used to calculate

the effective thickness of the specimen after it has been exposed to the corrosive iodine

vapour (i.e., it considered both potential invisible cracks if present and the amount of eroded

surface due to chemical pitting and etching).

If in Eq. (205) the axial force term (1/(EAarea)) and the transverse shear term

(ky/(GshAarea)) are neglected then the expression for Dy deflection becomes:
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where Fy is the force opening the slotted ring and the centroidal moment of inertia Iz for the

ring body cross section is given by Eq. (210), where lrw is the width of the ring and tsr is its

thickness.
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Substituting Eq. (210) into Eq. (209) yields Eq. (211), which provides a relationship between

the measured deflection of the slotted ring and the dimensions of the cross section of the ring

body at maximum stress.
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From this equation, the deflection measurement is proportional to the inverse cube of the

specimen cross section thickness and linearly proportional to its width. In other words, any

surface erosion and small invisible cracks should be possible to detect. Specifically if the

approximate measurement resolution is 0.025 mm then the measureable change in the

specimen wall thickness, is 7.3 m (or about 1.8% the specimen wall thickness).

If Dy is the measured quantity then the calculated value of tsr can be compared to the

measured value. Solving Eq. (211) for tsr gives:
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which is the effective thickness of the specimen.

The slotted ring deflection tester is depicted in Figure 137. A slotted ring specimen is

placed on the lever and static jaws. The test force acting on the slotted ring is provided by a

50 g weight attached on the right hand side of the leaver.

Figure 137: Zircaloy slotted ring deflection tester

By measuring the displacement of the ring under the applied weight a direct comparison can

be made between various tests. For the complete details of the slotted ring deflection tester

see Appendix J.

Zircaloy slotted ring 50 g weight

linear displacement
transducer

central Ni/Fe
core with
graphite
extension pin
with rounded
contact head

leaver and static
jaws

transducer jig

leaver bearing
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5.4 Experimental Procedure

Glass ampoule and baking procedure:

Zircaloy slotted rings described in Table 36 were pre-loaded using a Zircaloy wedge as

shown in Figure 127 (b) and Figure 134 (b). The maximum applied stress in the type-1 (28-

element sheath material) and in the type-2 (37 element sheath material) slotted rings

specimens, using Eq. (208), was 480±10 MPa, when at room temperature. The loaded

specimens of type-1 were inserted in a 2.05 cm ID Pyrex medium-walled tube that was 22-24

cm long (plus excess length) and type-2 specimens were inserted in 2.47 cm ID Pyrex thin-

walled tubing that was 14-18 cm long (plus excess length), which were glass blown shut at

one end. Also inserted into the glass tube was a glass vial containing iodine crystals, as shown

in Figure 138. Since in the tests different specimens and different number of specimens were

used and since two types of wedges were utilized, the amount of iodine used is specified in

mg iodine crystals per cm2 of Zircaloy surface area. Once these test items were inserted in the

glass tube it was necked-down (ideally to a 2-3 mm internal diameter) at the indicated lengths.

This made it possible to vacuum pump the tube contents to low pressures and at the same time

allowed for a durable glass blown seal (that would not crack while in furnace). After necking

down the glass tube, moisture would typically form inside the tube due to the cooling off of

the glass. To remove this moisture an initial vacuum pump of several hours was performed on

the necked-down glass tube with the intact iodine glass vial and wedged specimens using a

custom built vacuum system (decribed further down and in Appendix K).
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Figure 138: Glass tube with intalled 37-element type slotted ring specimens on sliding wedge

with iodine glass vial before vacuum pumping.

In certain tests a mixture of UO2+x and vacuum baked graphite was also introduced. The

UO2+x was prepared in a Setaram Instrumentation SETSYS Evolution thermogravimetric

analyzer (TGA) by first reducing a non stoichiometric amount of uranium dioxide material

until a stoichiometric UO2 batch was made. Using the same instrument, but also a Zirox

SGM5EL electrolysis device, this batch was then oxidized until a desired level of

hyperstoichiometric uranium dioxide was produced. See Appendix D-2 for FactSage 6.1

thermodynamic equilibrium computations for UO2 oxidation parameters applied in the TGA

and see Appendix L for explanation of the TGA and the used operation procedure.

Appendix L also gives the temperature and weight-loss and gain plots of the reduction and

oxidation stages. In this manner the exact amount of added oxygen to the UO2 was known.

For example in test 29 the amount of stoichiometric UO2 material prepared was

141.523±0.001 mg. After the oxidation process, the weight of the UO2+x batch increased to

142.734±0.001 mg. The difference between these two weights (1.211±0.002 mg) was the

amount of hyperstoichiometric oxygen added to the UO2 batch. To figure out the average

stoichiometric deviation for this batch the moles equivalent of the oxygen atoms is calculated:
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Taking the mass of the UO2 batch after the reduction stage and calculating its mole

equivalent one gets:
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Thus, the average stoichiometric deviation of this UO2+x batch is then:
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This simple computation can be expressed more concisely as [203]:
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where MUO2 and MO are the molecular weights of UO2 and O, respectively, and W and

Wreduced are the sample change in weight after oxidation and the weight of the sample after

reduction (before oxidation), respectively. See sample calculation with error analysis in

Appendix L.

The stoichiometric deviation achieved for these tests ranged from x = 0.06 to 0.16.

The dried graphite was prepared from CANLUB DAG-154N. To reproduce the baking

procedure used in industry when CANLUB is applied to the internal surfaces of the fuel

element sheathing, about 5 ml of CANLUB was poured into an aluminum foil boat. The boat

was then baked in atmostphere at 140°C for two hours in a quartz process tube in a furnace.

This drove off most of the iso-Propyl alcohol (and some water) solvent. A 510-3 torr

vacuum was then allied to the process tube with the CANLUB using an Alcatel mechnical

rotary vane pump and the furnace temperature was increased to 350°C. Baking at this

temperature took place for a duration of 2-3 hours. The dried graphite was then removed as

flakes from the boats and crushed in a ceramic mortar with a pestle.
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The dried graphite (255-278 mg used in these tests) was inserted into the bottom part

of necked-down glass tube with the loaded specimens and iodine vial. After crushing the

oxidized UO2 (87-141 mg used in these tests), as much as possible with a long aluminum rod,

the UO2+x was positioned at the narrow opening of the necked-down tube (see Figure 139).

The tube was then positioned in the vertical orientation to allow the oxidized fuel to slide into

the tube. These two stages were done only after the glass neck-down procedure followed by

an initial vacuum pumping of the tube to avoid exposure of the additives to condensed

moisture and heat. The two crushed powders were then gently mixed by slowly rotating the

tube.

Figure 139: Prepared UO2+x is positioned for insertion into tube before vacuum pumping. Here

28-element type slotted ring specimens are loaded on a static wedge.

Since oxygen in air reacts with zirconium to form a thin oxide layer [60][62] (see Eq.

(194)), a custom made vacuum system was used to remove all air and moisture from inside

the tube (same system as used previously to remove condensed moisture). The vacuum

system consisted of a turbomolecular pump (upstream) and a roughing vacuum pump

(downstream) connected in series to the vacuum chamber. The pumping time typically took

between 18-24 hours to achieve a vacuum pressure of 710-6 to 310-5 torr. The glass tube

was then glass blown shut with the vacuum maintained, effectively sealing in the components

of the experiment in the prepared glass ampoule. Figure 140 shows a sealed glass ampoule

loaded
specimens,
iodine vial and
dried graphite

UO2+x is inserted through
necked-down tube
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with type-1 stress loaded Zircaloy specimens (see Table 36), iodine vial, and UO2+x with

dried graphite mixture.

Figure 140: Sealed glass ampoule with loaded specimens, iodine crystal vial and UO2+x with

dried graphite mixture

Additional details on the glass ampoule vacuum pumping station and sealing procedure is

given in Appendix K. In certain tests the impact tightening sliding wedges were used (see

Figure 127 (b)). As mentioned earlier the purpose of the sliding wedges was to increase the

susceptibility of the specimens to iodine attack (by disturbing the oxide in-situ).

At this point the iodine glass vial was broken by gentle agitation (this entailed breaking

a specially prepared ‘goose neck’ on the glass vial). The purpose of the glass vial was to avoid

the loss of iodine by sublimation during the vacuum pumping and glass blowing (heating)

stages, which also avoided potential damage to the pumping equipment. Once the glass vial

was broken the glass ampoule was inserted into a MTI OTF-1200X 2.5kW tube furnace pre-

set to 350±1°C to duplicate the approximate temperature in the fuel element fuel-to-sheath

gap. During the first 15 minutes to several hours the iodine crystals in the glass vial

completely sublimated into a dark purple vapour. After this initial period the purple iodine

vapour quickly dissipated leaving behind orange/brown ZrIx deposits (salts). The deposits are

ZrI, ZrI2, ZrI3 and ZrI4, as summarized by Sidky [61]. The dominant deposit species, at room

temperature and pressure, was later determined using Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

and Nuclear Activation Analysis at RMC to determine chemical element composition. The

heating of the glass ampoule was continued for a five-day duration, during which the

specimens were visibly inspected from time to time through the glass ampoule for signs of

obvious failure.

Pyrex glass
ampoule
evacuated of air

pre-stressed Zircaloy
slotted ring specimen

argon back-filled iodine
crystals glass vial

UO2+x and
graphite additive

sealed glass neck
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Once the heating period was completed specimens were removed from the glass

ampoule by breaking the glass ampoule at one end. Specimens were carefully removed from

wedges and dropped in an ethanol filled beaker and gently stirred to remove deposits and

eroded zirconium iodide materials.

For cases where the slotted ring specimens did not classically crack in-two but remained

intact, a slotted ring deflection tester was designed and built to measure the extent of surface

corrosion/internal cracking (Figure 137). Specifically, a slotted ring specimen was attached to

the static and lever jaws, while at the other end a 50 g weight was attached to cause the

specimen to deflect. A transducer placed above the lever read the vertical displacement of the

leaver. A Labview program was desiged to read the linear transducer voltage readout signal,

which was conveted to a displacement in mm. Each specimen deflection was measured 5-6

times. The total error in the measurement was estimated by considering the standard deviation

of the mean (of the multiple deflection measurements of each specimen), the error of the

transducer and the error in the specimen cut width (the l dimension in Eq. (211)). For further

technical details on the deflection tester see Appendix J.

5.5 I-SCC Experimental Results

Specimens of type-1 and type-2 (see Table 36) were deflection tested and compared

after they were exposed to one of three different test conditions:

A. The specimens were exposed to heat only

B. The specimens were exposed to heat and an iodine vapour, and

C. The specimens were exposed to heat, iodine vapour with a UO2+x and graphite or

oxygen gas additive.

Specimens of type-1 were stressed with a static wedge (ST) and specimens of type-2 were

stressed with static or sliding wedges (SW), where indicated in the result figures further

down.
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Specimen deflection measurements

The slotted ring deflection measurement of each test between these three test conditions

of type-1 specimens is provided by Figure 141. The amount of iodine used in each test is

given as per surface area of Zircaloy material in the glass ampoule (i.e., specimens +

wedge/s). Generally for these experiments, three specimens were placed in each glass

ampoule, except for in tests 4 and 7, which contained six specimens per ampoule. In test 15 (a

blank test, test condition A) where only heat was applied, the average deflection of the

specimens was 0.76±0.04 mm (green bar in Figure 141). Assessing the analytical deflection

using Eq. (211), where R=7.55±0.13 mm, Fy=0.441±0.001 N, E=97±2 GPa [202],

l=5.0±0.1 mm, and t =0.40±0.01 mm then Dy= 0.69±0.12 mm, which agrees with test 15

measured value within error and differed only by 10%. In the second test condition (B), in

tests 4 and 7 (orange bars in Figure 141), where heat and 4.5±0.2 mg cm-2 iodine were

introduced, a slight increase in specimen deflection to 0.80±0.04 mm was recorded. Also,

one out of six specimens, in test 4, failed (cracked in-two). When the iodine content was

increased in test 13 to 28±1 mg cm-2 the deflection increased to 0.87±0.04 mm and one out of

three specimens failed. Hence, 13% of test condition (B) specimens failed.

Figure 141: Deflection measurements of type-1 sheath slotted rings

test number: 15 4 7 13 21 24 29
iodine used mg cm-2: 0 4.5 4.5 28.2 6.4 28.2 6.4 ± error in text
failed specimens / total specimens: 0/3 1/6 0/6 1/3 3/3 0/3 3/3

equivalent O2 mol cm-2 added 10-6: 0 0 0 0.40 1.70 1.61 ± error in text

(A) (B) (C)
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In the third test condition (C) (blue and empty bars in Figure 141), heat, iodine and a

UO2+x with vacuum baked graphite mixture were introduced in tests 21, 24 and 29. The

amount of hyperstoichiometric oxygen in the UO2+x is expressed here as available moles O2

per Zircaloy surface area. In tests 21 and 29, that had similar iodine content equal to 6.4±0.3

mg cm-2 and dissimilar oxygen source content equal to (0.40±0.01)10-6 and (1.61±0.05)10-6

mol cm-2, respectively, all specimens failed (as indicated in red figures in Figure 141). When

the iodine content in test 24 was increased to 28±1 mg cm-2 (blue bar), none of the specimens

failed, but the specimen deflection on average was the highest, at 0.99±0.05 mm in

Figure 141.

An electron microscope image of the iodine induced cracked surface of the failed type-1

specimen was taken from test 13, which is shown in Figure 142. This image is taken at the

axial midway point of the 5 mm wide slotted ring specimen, looking down at the fully cracked

thickness of the specimen. The Zircaloy slotted ring cracking commenced from the right side

of image and ended on the left side.

Figure 142: Electron microscope image of surface of fully cracked type-1 specimen thickness in

test 13, 650 magnification

specimen
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From this image and from a closer look, shown in Figure 143 (a) at 2000 and (b) at

5000 magnification, it seems that the cracking is a fully transgranular cleavage and there is

very little intergranular crack initiation in the vicinity of the interior specimen surface (right

side of Figure 142). For a description of intergranular and transgranular cracking see

[171][204].

Figure 143: (a) Centre area of cracked surface at 2000 magnification and (b) 5000

magnification revealing transgranular cleavage fracture surface

The deflection measurement comparison results with type-2 slotted ring specimens

between the three test conditions is provided by Figure 144. In these tests none of the

specimens failed (cracked) but specimen deflection differences were observed. For the first

test condition (A) (blank tests), the average deflections of tests 8 and 18, which were exposed

to a temperature of 350°C, was 0.48±0.02 mm (green bars 14 Figure 144).

(a) (b)
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Figure 144: Deflection measurements of type-2 sheath slotted rings

When the temperature was 300°C in test 17 the average deflection was 0.46±0.02 mm.

Calculating Eq. (211), where R=6.35±0.03 mm, F=0.441±0.001 N, E=97±2 GPa [202],

l=5.0±0.1 mm and t=0.40±0.01 mm the analytical deflection was Dy= 0.41±0.05 mm, which

agrees within error to tests 8, 17 and 18. For the second test condition (B) (orange bars,

Figure 144) 30.0±0.4 mg cm-2 of iodine was used in tests 19 and 20b, and the average

deflections of these two tests was 0.96±0.05 mm. When only 4.2±0.2 and 16.0±0.2 mg cm-2

of iodine was used (tests 3 and 16 not shown in figure) the average deflections were

0.49±0.02 and 0.69±0.03 mm, respectively. The former result is similar to the blank test (tests

8, 17 and 18) results indicating a threshold iodine quantity (in this type of test). The latter

result suggests a linear relationship between specimen deflection and iodine quantity. For the

third test condition (C) (blue bars, Figure 144) two types of tests were run: Tests 20 and 30

used oxygen gas additive and test 25 used UO2+x and vacuum baked graphite mixture

additive. In test 30 when 35.5±0.7 mg cm-2 of iodine was used (the highest amount in these

tests) with (8.74±1.20)10-6 mol cm-2 of oxygen the specimen deflection was 0.70±0.4 mm,

noting that here a static wedge was used. In test 20, although 22.1±0.3 mg cm-2 of iodine was

used (which is lower than in the other tests in Figure 144), with a sliding wedge, the addition

of (0.69±0.09)10-6 mol cm-2 of oxygen gas may have also contributed to a lower average

test number: 8 17 18 19 20b 20 25 30
iodine used mg cm-2: 0 0 0 30.0 30.0 22.030.035.5 ± error in text
failed specimens / total specimens: 0/6 0/3 0/3 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/3

equivalent O2 mol cm-2 added 10-6: 0 0 0 0 0 0.691.118.74 ± error in text

type of wedge used: ST or SW ST ST ST SW SW SW SW ST

(A) (B) (C)
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specimen deflection of 0.82±0.04 mm. Lastly, test 25 that used the UO2+x and graphite

additive, equivalent to (1.10±0.01)10-6 mol cm-2 of oxygen, with a sliding wedge, showed a

marked average reduction in specimen deflection at 0.89±0.04 mm compared to the tests that

did not include an oxygen source. From these reduced specimen deflections it seemed that the

addition of oxygen gas had a mitigating effect on iodine corrosion. The addition of UO2+x and

graphite additive seemed also to have a protective quality on type-2 specimens in an iodine

environment.

To see if there were any signs of surface cracking in the type-2 specimen, which could

not be seen with the naked eye, electron microscope images were taken of a test 20b

specimen. Figure 145 (a) shows a 65 magnification of the inside surface of the slotted ring at

the location of maximum stress (i.e., a view in the radial direction).

Figure 145: Electron microscope image of surface of fully cracked specimen thickness in test 13,

(a) 65 and (b) 500 magnification

No deep cracks are observed but shallow grooves running vertically at the top and middle of

the image can be noted. Furthermore the sharp edge of the specimen (top of image where

specimen was cut with a diamond cutter) has been chemically etched/corroded away.

Figure 145 (b) shows a 500 magnification of a similar area, where here the white curvy lines

represent local high points on the surface and the black zones are local low points where

surface pitting has occurred.

(b)(a)
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Iodine residence time

Once the iodine sufficiently reacted with the zirconium to form the ZrIx the partial

pressure of I2 decreased to a level where the purple iodine vapour color disappeared. The time

it took for this transition to be reached gives some insight on the integrity and/or the thickness

of the oxide surface. This iodine residence time is plotted in the following bar charts:

Figure 146: The visible iodine vapour residence time in glass ampoule for (a) type-1 sheath

specimens and (b) type-2 sheath specimens

For the type-1 specimens, Figure 146 (a), when iodine only was used in tests 7 and 13 the

iodine vapour residence time was only about an hour. When the UO2+x and graphite mixture

was added the iodine vapour residence time in tests 21 and 29 increased to 10±4 and 4.5±0.3

hours, respectively. In both cases only 6.4±0.3 mg cm-2 of iodine was used and all specimens

failed. In test 24 when the iodine was increased to 28±1 mg cm-2 the iodine vapour residence

time dropped substantially to only 0.8±0.2 hours and none of the specimens failed. These

results suggests (and Figure 141) that a sufficient partial pressure of iodine is needed for a

minimum amount of time to cause cracking (increased iodine residence time). When all the

iodine had been visually converted to ZrIx species cracking did not seem to occur.

For type-2 slotted ring specimens, the iodine vapour residence times were different

(Figure 146 (b)) than type-1 slotted ring specimens. In test 20 when oxygen gas was added

and sliding wedges were used the iodine residence time was similar to when no oxygen was

(b)(a)
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present in tests 19 and 20b (0.4-0.6 hours). In test 30 the iodine residence time increased to

8.5±1.5 hours when oxygen gas was used. In test 25, which used a UO2+x and graphite

mixture and sliding wedges, there was a slight increase in the iodine residence time compared

to tests with no oxygen source (1.1±0.4 h vs. 0.5±0.1 h). Tests 25 and 30 seem to support the

deflection measurements seen earlier, indicating the presence of a protective oxide layer

between the iodine corrodant and bare zirconium in the basal dominated Zircaloy texture

sheath specimens. See Figure 144 for quantity of oxygen used in these tests.

A color change in the Zircaloy specimens was noticed when they were heated in the

glass ampoules and exposed to an oxygen source (UO2+x and graphite mixture or oxygen gas).

Before the baking stage commenced with the oxygen source the Zircaloy specimens had the

typical shinny silvery metallic color. But after baking was initiated a color change was

observed. This observation was mode when the glass ampoules were momentarily removed

from the furnace for visual inspection, after the iodine vapour subsided, but especially in

cases where the iodine vial remained intact after it was intentionally agitated - when it didn’t

fail on the first agitation attempt but did fail on the second. For example in test 31 (a test not

included in this work due divergence from test procedure) there was a 20 hour period delay

between the glass ampoule baking initiation and the iodine vial breakage (iodine exposure),

while in the other oxygen additive tests (20, 21, 24, 25, 29 and 30) the iodine vial was broken

at the time the baking stage commenced. The color change was observed as a change to a

yellow-gold color, see Figure 147, which is indicative of a fine oxide buildup on the Zircaloy

specimens. It should be noted that this color change was not noticed in tests with no oxygen

source. The oxide thickness buildup can be estimated by comparing the color of the

specimens in Figure 147 to a Zircaloy oxide color scale. According to Figure 125 (a) and (b),

the in-situ formed oxide thickness lies between 0.3 and 0.1 m, respectively. Interestingly, the

iodine residence time in the type-2 specimens (Figure 146) was longer in the test when a pre-

build up of oxide occurred without iodine vapour present but was also longer in type-1

specimens where there was no delay in baking initiation and exposure to iodine.
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Figure 147: Zircaloy slotted ring specimens after baking for 20 hours before iodine exposure

showing a change in surface color indicating oxide buildup

Surface etching/corrosion

The slotted ring specimen wall thickness, t, was measured with a digital Mastercraft

(150 mm span) caliper after performing the experiment for the three test cases. Measurements

were taken (and repeated) at the centre and at the edges of the specimens, see Figure 134 (a),

while ensuring a minimal value was recorded. Figure 148 (a) and (b) show the wall thickness

of type-1 and type-2 slotted ring specimens, respectively.

Figure 148: The slotted ring specimen wall thickness t vs. test number for (a) type-1 specimen

and (b) type-2 specimens at specimen centres, where yellow and light blue bars indicate wall

thicknesses at specimen edges.

(a) (b)

ring centre

ring edge
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For the type-1 specimens the thicknesses did not vary much in Figure 148 (a), equal to

0.40 mm, in either the iodine only tests (orange bars) or the iodine and UO2+x with graphite

mixture tests (blue bars). Only in test 24 there was a marked chemical erosion of the surface

when more iodine was used (where the dark and light color bars represent the specimen

thicknesses at the centre and at the edge of the specimen, respectively). For the type-2

specimens in Figure 148 (b) there was a marked erosion of surfaces for the iodine only

experiments. Specifically, in tests 19 and 20b, where 30.0±0.4 mg cm-2 of iodine was used,

most of the iodine induced corrosion occurred at the centre of the specimen where the stress

was highest (orange bars) and less where stress was lowest (yellow bars). The chemically

eroded and removed material from the specimen surfaces showed up as orange-red deposits in

the glass ampoule away from the specimen and wedges. Figure 149 (a) shows some of these

deposits extracted from the glass ampoule of one of the Zircaloy-iodine stress corrosion tests.

Figure 149: Collected ZrIx deposits from a Zircaloy I-SCC test

The brown-green surfaces of the deposits seen in the same figure are surfaces that were

exposed to air for twenty minutes and above. Figure 149 (b) shows a bottle that was used to

store this deposit, which when opened released a visible vapour, which is possibly sublimated

ZrIx (perhaps ZrI4(g)) or some other compound mixture of ZrIx with oxygen from the air.

These deposits were later identified (using Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) and

Nuclear Activation Analysis (NAA)) composed of Zr and I with a Zr:I atomic ratio of about

(a) (b)

10 mm
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1:2, indicating that the deposits were mostly ZrI2(s) (or possibly ZrI+ZrI3). It can be

noted that the quantity of each compound could also be analytically verified using Zr-I phase

diagrams [177]. See Appendix M for the EDX and NAA scans of these deposits taken from

tests 16 and 19. If the deflection of test 19 is calculated using Eq. (211) with the minimum

average measured t value of 0.34±0.01 mm (from Figure 148 (b)) and where R=6.35±0.03

mm, F=0.441±0.001 N, E=97±2 GPa [202], l =5.0±0.2 mm then Dy=0.70±0.12 mm. The

actual average deflection of test 19 was 0.96±0.05 mm in Figure 144, which does not agree

with the theoretical value. Hence, it is possible that the specimen degradation is a combination

of both external and internal corrosion (the latter possibly being cracks). In test 30, where

oxygen was added, the specimen average wall thickness was 0.39±0.01 mm, and there was no

increased surface chemical erosion/corrosion at specimens centre. Since the deflection in test

30 (Figure 144) was also the lowest measured, this result supports the idea that the ZrO2 layer

is protective in type-2 specimens.

Besides the specimen wall thickness comparison in certain experiments some surface

peeling was observed while in the glass ampoule (tests 20 and 24) and when removing

specimens from glass ampoule (test 29). This though seemed to occur when the iodine

quantity was equal to or greater than 16 mg cm-2 and not necessarily at locations of highest

tensile stress.

Specimen stress corrosion cracking in methanol solution

As shown previously, the type-2 specimens (typical of current CANDU fuel sheathing)

did not classically crack and fail as the type-1 specimens did in the current experiments,

although chemical etching/corrosion and thinning of the type-2 specimens at locations of

maximum stress was clearly shown in Figure 145 and Figure 148 (b). To confirm that type-2

specimens can classically crack due to I-SCC, a side experiment was conducted. In this case

the SCC experimental conditions were different than that provided by the evacuated and

baked glass ampoules. Specifically two Zircaloy-4 type-2 slotted rings were stressed with a

static Zircaloy-4 wedge and submerged in beaker containing a methanol solution of 1 wt%

iodine at room temperature. Immediately after the specimens were inserted into the solution
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faint pinging/cracking sounds could be heard from the beaker. After 2 hours the first

specimen cracked into two pieces (Figure 150 right) and after 5 hours the second specimen

cracked almost right through the specimen thickness (Figure 150 left). During and after the

experiment the specimens and wedge maintained their metallic sheen (i.e., besides the

obvious cracking, no pitting or chemical etching could be observed with the naked eye).

Figure 150: Failed type-2 slotted rings that were stressed and submerged in an iodine methanol

solution

The cracked surfaces were scanned with an electron microscope for fractographic

analysis. Figure 151 (a) shows transgranular cleavage cracking in the specimen thickness

midsection in the sheath radial direction with the characteristic fluting occurring on internal

grain surfaces.

SCC crack

Zircaloy
wedge

specimen
external
surfacespecimen internal

surface

SCC carck
to failure
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Figure 151: (a) Transgranular cleavage cracking at specimen thickness midpoint and (b)

intergranular cracking at specimen internal surface, in test conducted with type-2 specimens in

an iodine methanol solution

Also observed in this figure is cracking occurring in the sheath transverse direction in 4-5

locations (i.e., into the page). Figure 151 (b) shows intergranular cracking from the specimen

internal surface to at least 50 m into the specimen. The different corrosion behaviors

observed between Zircaloy specimens exposed to hot gaseous iodine vapours in the glass

ampoules and specimens exposed to dissolved iodine in methanol may have to do with the

dissolving ability of methanol to the ZrIx compounds that are formed when iodine reacts with

the zirconium. Methanol like water is a polar molecule and is a good solvent. When the ZrIx

compound deposit, seen earlier in Figure 149 (a) (which is essentially a salt), was submerged

in methanol at room temperature for a few minutes (with some agitation) it readily dissolved,

as seen in Figure 152.

(a) (b)

specimen
surface
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Figure 152: (a) ZrIx deposits submerged in methanol and (b) after a few minutes duration and

some agitation deposits were readily dissolved

Remembering that the reaction of zirconium with iodine produces ZrI(s), ZrI2(s), ZrI3(s), and

ZrI4(g) compounds, at fuel-to-sheath temperatures, only ZrI4(g) is able to ferry away Zr from

the crack tip in the sheath. But in the SCC experiment involving an iodine methanol solution

all the iodides can be dissolved by the solvent and removed from the crack tip, allowing for an

accelerated crack growth rate. For further reading on SCC in methanol and aqueous solutions

see [205][206]. Thus, type-2 specimens may indeed crack to failure (and not just chemically

corrode and etch under stress) in a hot iodine vapour environment in the lab by improving the

experiment.

5.6 Use of the Fuel Oxidation Model to Introduce Superficial Oxygen

The fluid dynamics computation result of the laminar flow in the sintering furnace in

shown in Figure 153. The boundary conditions of 0.4 m s-1 entrance velocity set at the inlet

(left side) and an ambient pressure set at the outlet (right side) induces the flow. The black

(a) (b)
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flow lines indicate the flow path, where the color gradient provides the flow velocity

magnitude in m s-1. The point where the flow meets the pellet surface head-on is referred to as

the leading surface (or point) and the point on the other side of the pellet is referred to as the

Figure 153: Laminar flow lines and color gradient for absolute velocities

trailing surface (or point). As can be seen in the figure the flow velocity is at a maximum of

0.588 m s-1 at the model upper mid section shown in red and the flow has stagnant points at

the pellet leading surfaces and trailing surfaces, as would be expected. Figure 154 shows the

resulting pressure gardient, which is quite low for this case, but enough to induce gas flow.

Figure 154: Pressure gradient around the sintered pellet

The hydrogen mole fraction q distribution is shown in Figure 155. Here one sees that

the highest hydrogen mole fraction region (shown in red) is situated in the vicinity of the

sintered pellet, especially at the pellet trailing surface. From comparing the flow plot in

p [Pa]
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Figure 153 to the hydrogen mole fraction plot below it becomes clear they are related,

which justifies the inclusion of the fluid dynamics physics in this model, since the hydrogen

mole fraction distribution affects the oxidation extent in the pellet. The pellet oxygen

stoichiometric

Figure 155: Hydrogen mole fraction in the flowing gas domain

deviation distribution result, x, is provided in Figure 156 after 120 s of heating in the steam

atmosphere, which was at 1250 C. The maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation that

occurs on the pellet surface is about 0.0018, where the interior of the pellet remains at the

oxygen stoichiometry deviation initial boundary condition at 110-5.

Figure 156: The oxygen stoichiometric deviation in the sintered pellet after 120 s of heating in a

1250 C steam atmosphere
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A radial x distribution plot is also provided through the leading and trailing surfaces of the

pellet, but here after only 100 seconds of surface oxidation, in order to better describe the

extent of pellet surface oxidation, as shown in the following figure:

Figure 157: Radial Xdev distribution through the pellet leading and trailing surfaces after 100 s

of oxidation in steam at 1250 C and 1 atm

As can be observed in the Figure 157 the pellet surface oxidation is more or less symmetric in

circumference, though increased surface oxidation in observed on the leading edge of the fuel

pellet, due to the lower hydrogen mole fraction in the steam in this area. After 100 seconds of

surface oxidation the O/M ratio is still close to zero up to 4 mm from the pellet interior (as is

intended) and the maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation occurring at the pellet surface is

1.610-3, which is relatively low and has a negligible effect on the fuel thermal conductivity.

In Section 3.5.7 an initial target quantity for atomic oxygen molar amount uptake per

CANDU fuel pellet using a modified pellet sintering process was calculated to be 2.46910-5

moles (Eq. (183)). This amount of oxygen was based on Figure 144 in Section 5.5 where there

was an effect of oxygen content as low as (0.69±0.09)10-6 mol O2 cm-2 on the specimen

deflection measurement (to assess stress corrosion extent). The oxygen amount of 210-6

mol O2 cm-2 was selected as a starting target amount of oxygen in the model (and possibly

later in fuel experimentation). Figure 158 shows the atomic oxygen mole uptake in a single

fuel pellet as a function of time, computed using the current model by integrating x (in

pellet surface
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Figure 156) over the pellet volume. As can be seen in the figure, to achieve this target

mole quantity only about 100 seconds of exposure time to steam at a temperature of 1250 C

is necessary.

Figure 158: Computed atomic oxygen mole uptake during the oxidation process in an individual

CANDU fuel pellet up to 1000 s during exposure to steam at 1250 C and 1 atm

Having superficially oxidized the pellet surfaces to a maximum target oxygen

stoichiometric deviation the question can then be asked (neglecting the possible chemical

reactions between UO2+x and carbon or with any other possible reactants) how long would the

superficial hyperstoichiometric oxygen distribution last in the pellet once the pellets are

sealed in a fuel element and placed in an operating reactor.

To answer this question a 2D r- fuel oxidation model based on models from Section

3.5.1 (2D r- model) and Section 3.5.5 (3D model) was prepared to represent an in-reactor

intact fuel element, back filled with helium, heated with 44 kW m-1 of volumetric power, a

fractional burnup of 0.5 atom%, with a temperature boundary condition (sheath outer skin) set

to 573 K and with a fuel-to-sheath gap set to 3 m. Here the superficially oxidized pellet

prepared using the modified sintering process discussed earlier in this section was used as an

initial condition in this model. Specifically the outer radial region of the pellet, which was

0.435 mm thick (lying between the radii 6.075 mm and 5.640 mm), was defined to have a

starting oxygen stoichiometric deviation (Xdev) equal to 1.610-3, to be inline with the

2.510-5
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maximum computed superficial Xdev value plotted in Figure 157. The oxygen

stoichiometric deviation versus the radial position in the fuel element is plotted at several

different times in Figure 159 (a). When the simulation time reaches 1 hour (dark blue curve)

the hyperstoichiometric oxygen remains essentially in the 0.435 mm thick outer ring domain.

Yet when the simulation time reaches 14 days (yellow curve) (as also represented by the

2D r- Xdev distribution model result in Figure 159 (b)) there is a marked decrease of Xdev

in the 0.435 mm thick outer ring domain (a decrease to 1.410-3) and an increase in Xdev in

the fuel inner region (an increase to 510-4). Note that the internal 2.9 mm diameter circle in

Figure 159 (b) that previously represented the iridium bar heater is really UO2 fuel in the

current model.

Figure 159: Oxygen stoichiometric deviation versus radial position in a in-reactor intact fuel

prepared with a superficial hyperstoichiometric layer of oxygen

This net diffusion of hyperstoichiometric oxygen from the cooler outer region to the hotter

inner region of the fuel is due to the initial oxygen concentration imbalance but also due to the

Soret effect (Section 3.2). This interstitial oxygen diffusion trend continues as the simulation

time progresses until the simulated time reaches 167 days at which point the Xdev

concentration in the pellet outer region reaches a value 110-4 and the inner fuel Xdev value
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reaches 1.610-3 (which has no effect on the fuel thermal conductivity). Hence, the

position of the hyperstoichiometric oxygen in the fuel pellet changes from the outer region to

the inner region given enough time (a few months) at reactor temperatures due to the Soret

effect. This though may not be an issue, since the mitigative properties of the

hyperstoichiometric oxygen and graphite (CANLUB DAG-154) may be particularly

important during the first few days and weeks of the fuel residence time in the reactor core.

During this early time most of the sheath deformation occurs (sheath creep down, fuel pellet

expansion and cracking, fuel element hour glassing or bambooing, etc.), which can lead to the

damage of protective zirconium oxide and exposure of the Zircaloy to SCC attack. Lastly the

Soret effect may be less dominant than modeled here, which will be verified wth analysis of

FES2 final results. Implementing this SCC mitigation technique may partially repair the

sheath zirconium oxide and slow or stop this corrosion process.

Summary of Chapter 5:

 A brief outline on pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) failures was given and the

solutions found in the past to PCI, in light water BWR reactors and in heavy water

CANDU reactors, was described (Section 5.1).

 The goal of the SCC experiments in this thesis was then explained (Section 5.2).

Specifically it was to investigate the affect of oxidized UO2 fuel material in contact

with graphite on the iodine induced stress corrosion cracking (I-SCC) process in

Zircaloy sheathing, and to see if it possesses any mitigation properties to this

corrosion mechanism.

 The experimental setup was then given (Section 5.3), which included the

identification and characterization of the Zircaloy specimens and the slotted ring

specimen stress analysis. This was followed by the experimental procedure

description (Section 5.4), which detailed the slotted ring experiment performed in

evacuated and sealed glass ampoules.
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 In the experiment results (Section 5.5) two Zircaloy specimens were used: One

dominated with prism and pyramidal plane texture and one dominated with basal

plane texture. Also, two sources of oxygen were used: one from UO2+x and graphite

and one from oxygen gas. Results showed that both specimens were affected by the

presence of an oxygen source, where in the case of specimens with basal dominated

texture the source of oxygen had a protective effect against iodine induced SCC.

 Lastly, a modified pellet sintering process was modeled (Section 5.6), incorporating

the fuel oxidation model. The model computed the suitable time at a specific

furnace temperature to introduce a small amount of hyperstoichiometric oxygen on

the outer surface of a fuel pellet without disturbing the overall O/U ratio of the fuel

comparison was made between measured
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CHAPTER 6 DISCUSION

6.1 General Observations of the Out-Reactor Fuel Oxidation Model

Two fuel oxidation models representing the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel

experiment were discussed in this thesis: A 2D r- model and 3D model. The former required

less computational resources (i.e., less time to compute) and provided a quick estimate of the

radial temperature distribution. The latter required considerably more computer resources but

provided a more realistic estimate of fuel oxidation.

2D r- Fuel Oxidation Model Results Discussion

In the 2D r- fuel oxidation model two scenarios were investigated: In the first scenario

the fuel-to-sheath gap was 1 m (model results in Section 4.2.1) and the second scenario the

fuel-to-sheath gap >1 m (model results in Section 4.2.2). This was done because the

conditioning period of fuel element was planned to be relatively short so total sheath creep

down was not expected occur. Hence, the fuel-to-sheath gap of the out-reactor fuel element

simulator during the test was unknown and could only be estimated when the main

experimental results were available (which were not available at the time this thesis was

written). For the first scenario Figure 73 (b) provides the oxygen stoichiometric deviation

after two weeks of heating where 12 radial cracks were considered. In this model a maximum

value of x = 0.095 occurred near the fuel centre adjacent the iridium bar heater. The selection

of 12 radial cracks was later found to be excessive, since the number of cracks in the fuel

element is approximately equal to the fuel element linear power divided by two (see Section

1.6). This applies to an in-reactor fuel element where in the out-reactor configuration only the

power dissipated by the iridium bar heater needed to be considered for radial crack number

prediction. Thus, this is why the models with the open fuel-to-sheath gap in Section 4.2.2

were corrected to incorporate just six radial cracks.
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The effect of fuel oxidation on fuel thermal conductivity and hence fuel temperature is

simulated in the closed fuel-to-sheath gap model. Figure 77 (a) and (b) gave a radial

temperature plot at 6 hours, 1 day, 4.6 days and 2 weeks of simulated defected fuel heating

(where Figure 77 (b) gave the temperature plots in the vicinity of TC1). Plotting x at the same

location as a function of time (Figure 78) showed an increase in x over the 14 days and a

general decrease in fuel thermal conductivity (a 5% decrease). The maximum x and T results

occurring at the inner most location of the fuel was also presented in Table 27, which showed

a general increase in temperature, specifically a 27 degree increase after 14 days of heating.

This though was not a very large temperature increase in the fuel partly because the oxidation

simulation duration was relatively short, fuel burnup was not considered (since the model

represents an out-reactor test configuration where there is no radiation damage or fission

product generation), and the out-reactor fuel with the concave facing-up temperature profile

yielded a smaller region where fuel oxidation actually occurs (at the bottom of fuel cracks).

The closed fuel-to-sheath gap in the 2D r- fuel oxidation model (Section 4.2.1)

considered 12 radial cracks. Since modeling 12 radial fuel cracks is complicated in 2D and

even more challenging in 3D, the effect of modeling only five radial cracks near the sheath

defect on the extent of fuel oxidation was investigated. For the five crack model (Figure 80),

the maximum oxidation result after two weeks of simulated heating was x=0.102. Referring

back to when all 12 radial cracks were included in the oxidation process (Figure 73 (b)), the

maximum oxidation was a little lower, at x = 0.095 (see Table 27 and Table 30 comparison).

The increase in fuel oxidation for the five-crack case was caused by the reduced number of

fuel cracks at remote locations from the sheath defect that were not present to act as hydrogen

sinks. Hydrogen concentration increase can reduce the oxidation rate, stop, and even reverse

the oxidation process. This behaviour was numerically confirmed in the model by plotting and

comparing the reaction rates (for fuel oxidation and reduction) in a near and remote radial fuel

crack from the sheath defect (Figure 81 and Figure 82). This explains the non-azimuthal

symmetric fuel oxidation in the fuel element when plotting the oxygen deviation distribution

result after the first few minutes of the heating/oxidation simulation, as seen in Figure 84.
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A parametric study was conducted in the 2D r- fuel oxidation model that involved

varying the fuel-to-sheath gap and the radial crack widths to investigate their effect on fuel

oxidation. This was done because the fuel-to-sheath gap was not expected to be completely

closed (i.e., to be <3 m gap), neither were the fuel crack widths expected to remain constant,

in the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment. Hence in Section 4.2.2 an open fuel-

to-sheath gap 2D r- fuel oxidation model was used to examine two scenarios: (i) When the

fuel-to-sheath gap was varied and the fuel crack widths were held constant, and (ii) when the

fuel cracks were varied and the fuel-to-sheath gap was held constant.

For the first scenario the crack tip depth and temperature were held constant while the

fuel-to-sheath gap was varied in a parametric study. This was accomplished by adjusting the

iridium bar heater power for each gap dimension, while maintaining the same crack depth.

Table 31 showed the oxidation results for several fuel-to-sheath gaps, where increased fuel

oxidation occurred when the fuel-to-sheath gap was increased. Specifically, Xdevmax

increased from 0.094 to 0.106 and the total oxygen uptake into the fuel increased from 0.068

to 0.129 moles, as the fuel-to-sheath gap was increased from 1 to 20 m. It should be noted

that this observed Xdev increase cannot be explained solely by the slightly warmer areas of

the fuel (by 130 degrees) near the pellet surface as a result of the increased fuel-to-sheath

gap, as seen in Figure 86. This is because most of the fuel oxidation occured at the crack tips

and rapidly decreased away from the crack tip where the temperature was lower. This was due

to the Arrhenius exponential behavior in the fuel oxidation reaction rate (refer to Eq. (22) and

Figure 81). The increased fuel oxidation may also be due to increased interstitial oxygen

diffusion in the slightly warmer fuel (with the larger gap), but it is suggested that the

increased fuel oxidation in the model was a result of the increased fuel-to-sheath gap

dimension, which can affect the hydrogen mass transport in the gap.

In the second scenario the crack widths were varied while the fuel-to-sheath gap was

held constant in a parametric study. Holding the latter constant also meant that the power

applied to iridium bar heater was held constant because there was no change in the radial

thermal resistance across the fuel-to-sheath gap, which simplified the study. For the selected
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iridium bar heater power all simulations used the same crack tip depth and temperature.

The model results summed in Table 32 showed similar oxidation dependence, but this time on

crack width dimension. Specifically, Xdevmax increased from 0.071 to 0.093 and the total

oxygen uptake into the fuel increased from 0.031 to 0.070 moles, as the fuel crack width was

increased from 1 to 20 m. Hence, the second scenario parametric study showed that the

models with the widest fuel cracks, where flux/source terms were also active (Eq. (25)), there

was increased fuel oxidation. This was because of the greater hydrogen mass transport

afforded by the wider cracks, from the crack tips (where the hydrogen is generated) to the

sheath defect (where the hydrogen escapes to the coolant). This resulted in a lower hydrogen

mole fraction in the cracks, which in turn increased the amount of fuel oxidation.

For the 2D r- fuel oxidation model a mesh sensitivity test was performed between a

high density, all triangular, meshed model and a lower density, quadrilateral and triangular,

meshed model (a mesh density difference greater by a factor of four). This was to show that

lower density meshed case provided an accurate solution and also to show that high aspect-

ratio mesh elements (such as the slender mesh in the fuel cracks and in the fuel-to-sheath gap)

could be used. Results showed (refer to Table 32 and Table 33) that there was only a 0.39%

difference in the maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation between the two models, which

showed model mesh independence.

The thermocouples (TCs) themselves were included in the 2D r- closed fuel-to-sheath

gap model to investigate local heat transfer effects near and in the TCs. These TCs were

considered to be in total physical contact with the fuel. The temperature radial profile through

the fuel only and through the fuel with a thermocouple (inner most TC1), the latter at a

different azimuthal location, were not the same at either sides of the TC hole in the fuel radial

direction (i.e., at the thermocouple edges, Figure 74). However, the modeled temperature was

the same at the centre of the TC. This would also be so if the fuel-to-TC gap was modeled, on

condition that this gap is circumferentially equal. In reality this gap will not be

circumferentially equal, so actual temperature measurements at a similar radial position but at

a different axial position were not expected to be equivalent (a temperature discrepancy of at
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least 30 K is initially expected). If the temperature discrepancy is greater than this value

between TC at two axial positions, possibly due to movement of the TC in its hole, smaller

fuel-to-TC gaps should be considered in future experiment designs.

Discussion of the 2D r- solid mechanics model that deals with fuel crack geometry and

conditions for fuel crack propagation is provided in Section 6.3.

3D Out-Reactor Fuel Oxidation Model Results Discussion

The 3D fuel oxidation model was built, since it is a more accurate representation of the

fuel element because its length and the sheath defect surface area are specifically defined. As

explained in Chapter 2 and in Section 3.5.6 the 3D geometry for computing fuel oxidation is

computationally more expensive, so incorporating all the 2D r- model features such as

modeling fully cracked fuel pellets, solid mechanics thermal stresses, fuel and sheath contact,

and electrical (or Joule) heating was not attempted, since it was not necessary. Instead the 3D

out-reactor fuel oxidation model included only some of the pre-defined radial fuel cracks and

a partial fuel-to-sheath gap, both near the site of the sheath defect. Temperature boundary

conditions were used at the fuel central annulus and at the fuel outer surface, which were

based on the 2D r- model results (refer to Sections 3.5.1 and 4.2.1).

In the model numerical implementation in Section 3.5.6, two power cases were selected

for simulating the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment: a high powered case

(23 kW) and a low powered case (17 kW), both being the total power applied in the FES. This

was done because it wasn’t known at the time how much electrical heating power could be

taken by the FES without failing prematurely. In both cases, the crack tips were positioned so

that they were located at a local fuel temperature of 1523 K (1250 C), as was also set in the

2D r- model. It can be noted that it is possible that this effective crack depth, situated

between the plastic and elastic fuel zones, may have been underestimated. In reality the crack

tips may have been positioned at temperatures >1673 K (1400 C), or higher still, since the

healing time of the fuel cracks in the plastic fuel zone may take considerably more time (i.e.,

not instantaneously as assumed in this work). As was seen in Figure 116 (b) the maximum
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oxygen stoichiometry deviation after two weeks of heating for the high powered case was

x = 0.062, while for the low powered case it was a little higher at x = 0.068 as seen in

Figure 122 (b). As the distance increased from the sheath defect area in the axial direction, the

oxygen stoichiometric deviation dropped off more quickly in the low powered case compared

to the high powered case, as seen in Figure 117 and Figure 123. This was also shown when

the total hyperstoichiometric oxygen atoms mole uptake, nO (or n_O in Appendix C), into the

fuel elements was compared for the two power cases after two weeks of heating: In the high

powered case nO = 0.010 moles and in the lower powered case nO = 0.006 moles, as shown in

Figure 121 and Figure 124. The higher powered fuel element model showed more fuel

oxidation, and the fuel oxidized more evenly in the axial direction, away from the sheath

defect. For validating the fuel oxidation model, both the high and low power model cases

showed enough oxygen stoichiometry deviation in the fuel so that detectable post test

coulometric titration measurements of hyperstoichiometric oxygen could be taken.

The effect of fuel oxidation on the temperature distribution was noted in the 3D model.

In Figure 118 (b) the temperature was plotted along the fuel radius (near the position of TC1)

at three different times during a two week heating period and showed that the fuel temperature

increased by about 20 C. Comparing the 2D r- fuel oxidation and temperature model results

(in Figure 77 (b) and tabulated results in Table 27 and Table 30 in Section 4.2.1) to the 3D

oxidation and temperature model results (Figure 116 (b), Figure 117, and Figure 118 in

Section 4.6) it was observed that more fuel oxidation occurred in the 2D r- model and

yielded a larger fuel temperature increase compared to the 3D model. Specifically, in 2D r-

model there was an increase in the inner radial fuel temperature by about 30-40 degrees C

when Xdevmax reached 0.095 and above. Hence, the 2D r- model predicted a sufficient fuel

temperature increase which should be measurable with the FES thermocouples within the two

week heating period. However, the time required to reach this level of fuel oxidation in the

out-reactor FES test configuration was predicted in the 3D model to be greater than two

weeks of heating at the current modeled heating powers. Thus, the fuel temperature increase

due to fuel oxidation achieved in the planned two week experiment may be too small to
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distinguish, since the thermocouple reading may be within the uncertainty of the

measurement (see Section 4.2.1 for the thermocouple uncertainty estimate).

6.2 Model Validation of the Current Fuel Oxidation Model

Two models were developed to partially validate the fuel oxidation model: In Section

4.5.1 a steady state 2D r- model of the FES1 experiment was used to validate the heat

transfer properties of the fuel oxidation model (where fuel oxidation was not simulated), and

in Section 4.5.2 a time dependent full length 3D model was used to simulate an in-reactor

defective fuel element (where fuel oxidation was simulated).

For validating model heat transfer properties of the fuel oxidation model Figure 106

provided the Stern Laboratories temperature readings during the FES1 commissioning test

and these readings were compared to the 2D r- model simulation in Figure 108. As was

observed, all three temperature readings (TC1, TC2, and TC3), on average, provided by the

two axial thermocouple planes in the FES agreed with the model simulation result within

uncertainty. Also, the temperature readings were stable and demonstrated little noise. It was

also noted that in order for the 2D r- model to match the FES1 temperature readings and the

applied total electrical current reading as close as possible, the fuel-to-sheath gap dimension

was set to 5.1 m (ftsg_thickness parameter in Table 34), indicating that the gap was probably

open given the short conditioning period in the FES1 experiment. It is important to note that

the total electrical current did not match exactly (i.e., experiment measurement of 930 A as

compared to the modeled value of 990 A). This might be because of the slightly higher UO2

thermal conductivity in the fuel oxidation model formulation compared to thermal

conductivity measurements seen in the literature (Figure 71 and Figure 72 in Section 4.1). It

might also be because the equations representing the electrical conductivity of the iridium bar

heater and the Zircaloy sheath are not accurate enough. Lastly, improved modeling may be

achieved if the ohmic heating physics module is utilized in computation of electrical power

(Eq. (91)). Modeling the results of the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment

(FES2) (not conducted in this work) may help explain this discrepancy.
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For a preliminary validation the fuel oxidation model in this work, 3D model

simulation results were compared to an in-reactor defective fuel element (XC9179Z-5) where

the degree of fuel oxidation was confirmed by coulometric titration measurements [29][88].

The maximum oxygen deviation of 0.076 (Figure 109 (b)) in the current model did not

substantially change the fuel thermal conductivity and thus the temperature distribution in the

fuel (Figure 110). It can be noted that only when the maximum oxygen stoichiometric

deviation reaches 0.085-0.090 and above does the degraded fuel thermal conductivity start to

noticeably increase the fuel temperature. The measured oxygen deviations in the defective

fuel element were higher than the modeled values, specifically, the modeled values agreed

only in one out of six measured CT values within uncertainty in Figure 111. As detailed in

Section 4.5.2 this may be explained for following reasons (or other reasons not elaborated

here):

1) In the in-reactor 3D model only one sheath defect location was defined. However, in the

actual defective fuel element the sheath was breached at several locations along the

whole length of the fuel element. It is suggested that the presence of distributed sheath

breaches over the fuel element has a greater oxidizing effect than a single sheath breach,

even if the sum of the multiple breaches’ surface area is similar or less than a single

modeled sheath breach surface area. This is because a local sheath breach has a large

effect on the local hydrogen mole fraction in the fuel cracks (i.e., will be low), which

accelerates fuel oxidation. It is important to note that actual defective fuel elements are

usually detected once hydriding defects have been developed at various locations on the

element sheath, some time after the primary sheath defect occurred (for reasons given in

Section 1.4). In other words, a fuel element that first develops a primary sheath defect,

followed after a certain amount of time by multiple secondary sheath defects was not

considered in this in-reactor 3D fuel oxidation model. Modeling of a defective fuel

element with multiple sheath breaches developed after the primary sheath defect was

not attempted in this work, since it required additional computational resources.
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2) The positioning of fuel crack tips where the fuel temperature is 1250 C (1523 K)

may have been incorrect. The effective crack tips may have needed to be set closer to

1400 C (1673 K) in the current model. This can be justified considering that the fuel

elastic-to-plastic transition zone occurs over a range of temperatures (1200-1400 C)

[15][73]. For implementing this change the radial fuel cracks could be made longer than

4.575 mm from the pellet surface (or for the crack root to be located less than 1.5 mm

from of the pellet centre line, see Section 3.5.5) in this specific defective in-reactor

model. Furthermore, if the fuel healing time is considered (Eq. (48) at the end of Section

3.2), fuel cracks may be present in the inner plastic fuel during its time in the reactor,

especially during fuel shifting or power ramps, at which time new fuel cracks can form.

Hence, accelerated fuel oxidation can occur in these plastic fuel cracks.

3) The selection of the fuel surface temperature in the model can also have an effect on the

extent of fuel oxidation. The applied fuel surface temperature of 645 K in the in-reactor

3D model (Figure 109 (a)) was an estimated value, since heat transfer through the fuel-

to-sheath gap and through the sheath was not included. To investigate the effect of fuel

surface temperature on fuel oxidation a second case was modeled where the fuel surface

temperatures was set to 706 K (a temperature boundary condition taken from [29] for

fuel element XC9179Z-5). Two resulting fuel centre-line temperatures 1600 K to

1700 K were computed for these two fuel surface temperature boundary conditions.

The fuel oxidation extent for these two cases was shown in Figure 111, and it was

observed there was a marked increase in the modeled fuel oxidation with the increased

fuel surface temperature. However, the increase in the oxygen stoichiometric deviation,

as high as 13% in certain radial and axial locations in the model, did not result in

modeled x values that agree with the remaining five CT measurements in Figure 111

within the measurement uncertainty.

4) The radial crack width of 30 m may have been set too narrow. It is possible the crack

width in the in-reactor defective fuel element may have been wider than this value as

was shown possible in the out-reactor fuel solid mechanics expanded crack model result
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(45 m wide) in Figure 94 (a). Another related possibility is that too few cracks

were modeled in the immediate vicinity of the sheath defect. It has been shown in PIEs

of in- and out-reactor fuel that the number of radial cracks is approximately equal to the

fuel linear fuel power divided by two as discussed in Section 1.6 and in [29][73]. The

applied power in the 3D in-reactor fuel oxidation model was 44 kW m-1 so the estimated

number of radial cracks is 22. The model on the other hand included only three radial

cracks (see Figure 56 and Figure 60 (b)). Hence there should probably have been an

additional two to five radial cracks in the immediate vicinity of the sheath defect, which

would have increased the overall fuel oxidation result.

5) The values calculated for the hydrogen mole fraction diffusivity term (Eq. (29)) derived

using Chapman-Enskog gas kinetic theory, which is used in model gaps and cracks, is

possibly too small and may need reexamination.

6) The post defect residence time discussed in [24][29] in defective fuel element

XC9179Z-5 is an estimate based on detected fission products (iodine-131) in the reactor

primary coolant. In reality this fuel element may have been defective for a longer period

of time than the modeled oxidation period (126 days), since it is possible the first

detection occurred only when the secondary sheath defects developed.

The out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment addresses two of these points (1 and

6), since only one sheath defect location is present throughout the experiment and the post

defect residence time is known with certainty.

To perform a sensitivity analysis on the number of participating cracks (point 4), the

2D r- out-reactor fuel oxidation model was used to investigate two cases: case (1) where all

radial cracks participated in fuel oxidation and case (2) where only radial cracks in the

immediate vicinity of the defected sheath location were defined as ‘active’ in the model (see

results Section 4.2.1 and discussion Section 6.1). The results showed similar oxidation results

in both cases, though there was a marked increase in the maximum oxygen stoichiometric

deviation (about 7%) when fewer cracks were active. This was explained due to the absence
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of fuel reduction in the hydrogen rich fuel cracks that were remote from the sheath defect

in case (2).

Also, a sensitivity analysis was performed in the 3D in-reactor fuel oxidation model.

Specifically in the current 3D model the radial cracks extended only 3 cm (6 cm actual) in the

axial direction of the fuel element in order to conserve computer resources. To show that this

modeling approach can be used, an additional in-reactor 3D model was constructed where the

three radial cracks were extended to the full length of the fuel element. Figure 113 (a) and (b)

provided the modeled temperature and the oxygen stoichiometric deviation results,

respectively, for defective fuel element XC9179Z-5, using the full axial crack length model.

When both modeling approaches were compared (Figure 109 and Figure 113) it was observed

that there are only slight differences in the model’s maximum temperature and oxygen

stoichiometric deviation results, which was illustrated more clearly in Xdev radial profiles

comparison (Figure 114). Thus, partial crack lengths in the axial direction can be used.

Also, a comparison was made between the current 3D in-reactor fuel oxidation model

with partial crack lengths in the axial direction to a model that used the previous Higgs

modeling technique [24][29] (refer again to Section 3.5.5 and Figure 62 for a brief description

on the numerical implementation of this model). It was shown that there was a marked

difference in the Xdev radial profile results between the two models (Figure 115 (a)),

specifically the current 3D model showed Xdev values more than twice that of Xdev values

using the previous Higgs’ modeling technique. The Xdev increased in the 3D model was

further illustrated with a comparison made between the total computed oxygen mole uptake

(Figure 115 (b)) in the three different in-reactor fuel oxidation models (the current partial

length discrete fuel cracks in axial direction, the full length discrete fuel cracks in axial

direction, and the previous Higgs’ non-discrete fuel cracks - oxidation models). As was

clearly seen in the Figure 115 (b) the oxygen mole uptake in the two discretely cracked fuel

oxidation models were quite similar. Using the Higgs modeling technique yielded an oxygen

mole uptake that was about four times less than the first two models. This relative increase is
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caused by the use of discrete fuel cracks in the current model and the application of gas

diffusion constraints (anisotropic diffusion) in the Higgs’ model.

From these results it would seem that modeling the fuel oxidation model with discrete

fuel cracks near the sheath defect yields a solution more in-line with PIE coulometric titration

oxygen measurements. Nevertheless some points should be made to explain why this is the

case. The previous Higgs modeling technique [24][29] applied in a 3D fuel oxidation model

(Figure 115 (a)) assumed that the hydrogen gas diffusion occurs in the fuel domain, but only

in the radial direction (not in the azimuthal or axial directions) and only above the fuel elastic-

to-plastic boundary (the red and blue domains in Figure 62). Axial hydrogen gas diffusion

though was allowed in the fuel-to-sheath gap using weak form terms in the Higgs model

[24][29]. However, considering the solid mechanics modeling results of expanded fuel crack

geometry (Figure 88 and Figure 94 in Section 4.3), and the conditions for fuel crack

propagation (both further discussed in Section 6.3), and the computation of radial cross

section area of the fuel cracks (Figure 105 in Section 4.4), it can be said that in the out-reactor

fuel element the total radial cross sectional area for gas diffusion through the fuel cracks is

significantly greater than the cross sectional area of the closed fuel-to-sheath gap (by about

25 time). The same would be expected in in-reactor fuel, though this was not modeled in this

work. This would mean there is more gas diffusion occurring through the cracked fuel than

through the fuel-to-sheath gap. Thus, if the hydrogen gas diffusion was allowed to occur in all

principle fuel directions (radial, azimuthal, and axial) in the Higgs’ 3D non-discrete cracked

fuel oxidation model, increased fuel oxidation would be computed. However, isotropic gas

diffusion in the fuel is hard to justify, since the few cracks in the fuel relative to the fuel

volume, which act as gas conduits, provide specific gas diffusion directions. In other words

using isotropic gas diffusion in the fuel is not quite physical.
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6.3 Modeling Crack Geometry and Conditions for Fuel Crack Propagation in

Support of the Fuel Oxidation Model

The geometry (length and width) and the number of the radial fuel cracks defined in the

current fuel oxidation model were initially based on previous experimental and modeling

work [57][73][76]. However, these sources of information did not fully characterize the out-

reactor experimental configuration. Also, considering that is was shown that the fuel crack

width dimension can have an effect on fuel oxidation (Table 32 in Section 4.2.2) it became

clear that fuel crack number and geometry needed to be modeled in support of the fuel

oxidation model. Section 4.3 elaborated on a number of solid mechanics modeled scenarios in

the out-reactor UO2 fuel. This modeling provided predictions of the fuel crack geometry, and

determined conditions for crack propagation (number of cracks).

In the first 2D r- solid mechanics modeling scenario it was assumed that the iridium

bar heater expanded onto the UO2 inner annulus. This was captured by applying solid

continuity between the iridium bar heater and the UO2 fuel in the model (this was also more

representative of in-reactor fuel). In the same model five pre-set radial cracks 3m wide were

defined, while a sixth crack was initially a surface flaw. This model also included sheath and

fuel contact modeling using a customized penalty method. Figure 89 (a) showed that when the

sixth crack was still a surface flaw one of the remaining five radial cracks (at the 11 o’clock

position) was as wide as 100 m (much wider than the fuel-to-sheath gap in CANDU fuel).

When the six cracks was fully extended this crack width decreased to 45 m, a significant

decrease but still relatively large compared to the fuel-to-sheath gap. Plotting the radial and

azimuthal components of stress in the fuel pellet, at the fuel crack tip as well as in the sheath,

gave a better depiction of internal stresses than could be visualized with a von Mises

distribution plot (the latter giving no information on stress directions). Figure 91 showed that

when the developing crack was still a surface flaw the azimuthal stress was positive in most

of the pellet outer regions, which fulfilled one of the conditions for Mode I cracking. For

determining the second condition for Mode I cracking, stress intensity values KI were

computed using the J integral and compared to analytically calculated and measured fracture
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toughness values KIc in Figure 93. As could be seen in the figure KI values were higher

than KIc values throughout the whole length of the crack, in a model with five pre-set radial

cracks. When the developing crack was fully opened in Figure 92 the azimuthal stress at the

crack tip was zero but then jumped to a very high tensile value beyond the crack tip and

further into the pellet. This large stress increase though is a fictitious value, since in this

region the fuel will behave plastically (which is not considered in this model), effectively

relieving the stress field. Figure 92 also showed that the UO2 radial stress in the model is not

zero near the iridium bar heater but tensile. In other words the UO2 pellet was being ‘pulled’

by the iridium domain, which is not physically possible. This indicated that the UO2 pellet

was thermally expanding more than the iridium bar heater. Hence a second modeling

scenario, where no solid mechanics physics was applied to the iridium bar heater domain, was

investigated.

In the second 2D r- solid mechanics modeling scenario the iridium bar heater was

removed from the solid mechanics physics computation. Like in the first scenario the stress

components in the radial and azimuthal directions were plotted through the fuel pellet but this

time at two azimuthal directions, one through the developing crack and one through

uncracked fuel (Figure 96 and Figure 98). Additionally, two cases were modeled for the

second scenario. One case where there was one surface flaw and five pre-set radial cracks,

and a second case where there was only one surface flaw and only one radial crack. With the

stress component plots the relation between the number of pre-set radial cracks and the

azimuthal stresses in the out-reactor fuel pellet was observed. When there was only one pre-

set radial crack the azimuthal stress was tensile (i.e., positive) from the pellet surface all the

way to a 3 mm depth. But when there were five pre-set radial cracks the azimuthal stress

was shown to be compressive (i.e., negative) at the fuel pellet outer surface. Thus, in this

latter case it could initially be deduced that the surface flaw would not develop into a sixth

full length radial fuel crack, since it is not Mode I cracking.

The computation of the stress intensity factor for the two cases (Figure 99) showed that

KI was greater in the one pre-set crack case (two cracks in all) compared to the five pre-set
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crack case (six cracks in all), since the radial cracks relieve stress in the fuel pellet. In both

cases KI was greater than the calculated or the measured KIc values, indicating that the number

of radial cracks could be five, if the assumption is made that fuel radial cracks only develop

from fuel surface flaws. However, this assumption is probably overly simplistic, since fuel

radial cracks (or fuel cracks in general) can also develop from internal fuel flaws, considering

as well that the internal out-reactor fuel azimuthal stress is tensile from a depth of 1 to

3.9 mm (see blue curve in Figure 96). Thus, if cracks can develop from internal fuel flaws

the number of radial cracks (in the current model with the specific heating power applied)

may be greater than five.

A sensitivity analysis of the J integral line integration contour was conducted to show

contour shape and size independence. Two contour shapes were used - a circular and a

rectangular shaped contour. Model results showed that the J integral values (and hence the

stress intensity factor values) were independent of the contour shape (Figure 101) and size

(Figure 102). It was also shown that the J integral results were independent of the applied

mesh (Figure 100); be it quadrilateral or triangular mesh. However increased model stability

during convergence was noticed when the quadrilateral mesh was used.

In certain situations thermal gradients can have an effect on the computation of the J

integral, i.e., the J integral can become path dependent (Section 3.4.2). Although path

dependence was not noticed in the J integral computation using the two contour shapes and

sizes, this work also included the J* integral computation. For the less relevant case of

homogeneous materials (Eq. (134)) when the temperature is uniform the stress intensity factor

KI_star was computed, and for the more relevant case of non-homogeneous materials (Eq.

(135)) when material properties depend on temperature and when the temperature is not

uniform the stress intensity factor KI_star_2 was computed. Figure 101 showed that the

solution of the regular J integral was essentially the same as J* for the homogenous case. For

the non-homogeneous material case J* was slightly higher than J but not by much (30%

higher). J* values were shown to be contour shape and size independent for the homogeneous

case and almost independent for the non-homogeneous case (Figure 101 and Figure 102).
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Additional modeling involving J* computations for homogeneous and non-homogeneous

cases should be conducted to make more definitive deductions. For the current model both the

J and J* integrals can be computed to determine the conditions for the onset of crack growth

in a developing surface crack. The J integral is simpler to implement in the model as well as

to post process than the J* integral. Hence the J integral should be sufficient for determining

conditions for crack growth in non-isothermal expanded fuel pellets.

Section 4.4 showed that the 2D r- solid mechanics plane strain pre-set cracked fuel

model (with fuel and sheath contact modeling) can be coupled to the fuel oxidation model,

using the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) moving mesh method (or a deformed mesh).

This method allowed the use of the fuel cracks and the fuel-to-sheath gap domains (which

were typically inactive in the solid mechanics only model) for computing the hydrogen gas

diffusion more realistically (since the cracks are wedge like and change dimensions in the

simulation). The dimensional change of the fuel cracks and the fuel-to-sheath gap is important

to consider, since it affects the hydrogen mass transport. In other words had ALE not been

used the cracks would remain only 3 m wide, reducing the extent of fuel oxidation. The

maximum oxygen stoichiometry deviation result in this model (Figure 103 (b)) was x = 0.088

after two weeks of heating, which is consistent with the results of the 2D r- fuel oxidation

static model Section 4.2. The crack depth (which is dependent on the fuel linear power and on

fuel oxidation) was held spatially constant in this time dependent model. It is possible to make

the fuel cracks grow or retract using the deformed mesh method. However, considering that

the current fully coupled 2D r- model required several days to converge to a solution,

modeling crack growth in a time dependent model was not attempted in this work. It can be

noted that this discrete crack modeling method could also be used in simulating some aspects

of fission gas release or stress corrosion cracking in fuel where the effects of fuel crack

dimensions need to be considered.
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6.4 Stress Corrosion Cracking of Fuel Sheathing and its Relation to Oxygen and

Oxidized Fuel

It was shown in experimental results in Section 5.5, in the Zircaloy slotted ring

specimen defection measurements, that the Zircaloy specimens can form an increased

resistance to corrosion when in the presence of an oxygen source, as a result of the growth

and fortification of the protective zirconium oxide layer. These tests involved exposure of

stressed Zircaloy specimens to hot iodine vapour (as low as 4.50.2 mg cm-2) in evacuated

glass ampoules (Figure 141 for type-1 specimens and Figure 144 for type-2 specimens) while

heated in a furnace. In tests with type-1 specimens where no oxygen source was present about

13% of the specimens failed. In tests with type-1 specimens and an oxygen source, from

UO2+x and vacuum baked graphite mixture or oxygen gas, more specimens failed and

increased specimen deflection was measured is specimens that did not fail. This was a result

of the less favorable type-1 specimen texture, which is believed to produce a fast growing

oxide layer over the Zircaloy surface in the presence of an oxygen source, but where this

oxide is believed to be uneven with various growth planes [182] that does not afford good

protection from I-SCC attack. This was supported from the increased iodine residence times

in the glass ampoules (Figure 146) and from the post experiment specimen thickness

measurements after exposure to iodine (Figure 148). The oxide build-up was visually

observed in one experiment with an oxygen source, where the specimens were observed to

have an initial shinny silvery metallic color that changed to a gold-yellow-brown color

(Figure 147), indicating surface oxidation due to the presence the UO2+x and graphite mixture.

The UO2+x and graphite additive, providing an oxygen source as high as

(1.61±0.05)10-6 mol O2 cm-2 of Zircaloy surface (or CO2 equivalent), was more obvious to

have affected the type-1 specimens with prism, pyramidal and basal plane texture, causing all

the specimens to fail when exposured to 6.4±0.3 mg cm-2 iodine vapour at 350°C. When the

iodine vapour was increased (28±1 mg cm-2) the iodine reacted more quickly with the

zirconium to form ZrIx species (<0.8±0.2 hours). In this test specimen, failures did not occur,

but increased surface corrosion at the specimen point of highest stress was measured. Surface
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peeling was also observed in some tests when the iodine content was  16 mg cm-2,

leading to further exposure of the zirconium and accelerated reaction with the iodine.

The oxygen gas additive was obvious with type-2 specimens when exposed to 22.1±0.3

to 35.5±0.7 mg cm-2 iodine (providing more protection to the specimens as shown by less

specimen deflection). The hyperstoichiometric fuel with graphite additive may have also

reduced corrosion in the type-2 specimens but more tests are needed to confirm this result.

The seemingly opposite effect of the oxygen source additive (promoting SCC failures in

type-1 specimens but providing protection in type-2 specimens) may be explained by work by

Kim et al. [182] who showed that when the zirconium texture contains basal and prism planes

in the transverse direction (as was demonstrated with XRD scans in the type-1 specimens in

Section 5.3.2) there are two or more oxide growth planes present, causing rapid but

discontinuous oxide growth. When the texture is basal dominated in the sheath transverse

direction (or the basal normal is in the sheath radial direction, as was similarly demonstrated

in XRD scan of type-2 specimens) there is only one oxide growth plane on which the oxide

layer grows and grows more slowly. The latter texture type provides a thicker and more

continuous ‘columnar’ oxide layer in zirconium oxide, which is more resistant to corrosion.

In Section 5.6 the fuel oxidation model was modified to superficially oxidize sintered

fuel pellets (heated isothermally in a sintering furnace) as a mitigation approach to stress

corrosion cracking in CANDU fuel. It is believed that the increased oxygen potential at the

fuel periphery as hyperstoichiometric oxygen can be reduced by graphite (CANLUB internal

sheath coating), which is in close-intimate contact with the fuel pellet after sheath creep-down

and pellet thermal expansion. To achieve 2.46910-5 moles of atomic hyperstoichiometric

oxygen uptake in a single CANDU fuel pellet (this value was based on an initial target

oxygen amount of 210-6 moles O2 cm-2 of Zircaloy sheathing, given the explanation in

Section 3.5.7 (Eq. (183)) and the experimental measurements in Section 5.5), a pellet was

modeled in a 1250 C and 1 atm steam flow in a 2D model. The resulting modeled oxygen

stoichiometric deviation was shown in Figure 157 in Section 5.6 as a radial cross section of

the sintered pellet after 100 s duration in the steam flow. As was seen the highest oxygen
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stoichiometric deviation achieved was Xdev = 1.610-3 at the fuel periphery. When this

radial distribution of hyperstoichiometric oxygen was integrated over the volume of the pellet

using Eq. (165), the result being plotted in Figure 158, the quantity of 2.510-5 moles of

atomic hyperstoichiometric oxygen uptake in a single CANDU fuel pellet was achieved after

a 100 simulated seconds. This is approximately the target of oxygen amount intended for the

repair of any damaged zirconium oxide on the internal surface of the Zircaloy sheath. A lower

steam temperature could also have been modeled in order to slow the oxidation process, to

suit the process design. It should also be mentioned that Xdev = 1.610-3 oxygen deviation

may be a relatively low initial value to set on the fuel periphery (in future experimentation),

since it is probably within fresh fuel oxygen deviation tolerance specifications such as

O/U = 2.000 010.0
005.0

†. In other words the fuel periphery could be intentionally oxidized (to

Xdev = 0.010) while still being within the O/U specification tolerance requirements for the

fuel. The O/U tolerance specifications in manufactured fuel provides additional support for

the idea that CANLUB graphite acts as a reducing agent (as explained at the end of

Section 1.4) for hyperstoichiometric oxygen, which in turn mitigates SCC in fuel sheathing.

It should be noted that not all the oxygen that oxidized the exposed zirconium of the

type-1 and type-2 slotted ring specimens in experiments, involving hyperstoichiometric

uranium dioxide and vacuum baked CANLUB graphite (which in turn affected SCC behavior

in the experiments), necessarily originated from the hyperstoichiometric uranium dioxide.

This is because the vacuum baked graphite itself has the ability to absorb and adsorb gases

such as oxygen, and carbonaceous molecules as well as organic molecules, from exposure to

the air or from CANLUB dilutants and binders. Graphite with its large surface area can store

some of these gases. Hence, the graphite can potentially act as a modest reservoir for oxygen.

Most of these molecules are thermally desorbed from the graphite at temperatures typical of

fuel-to-sheath gap temperatures (350 C). So in the current glass ampoule I-SCC

experiments it can be expected that some of the oxygen or oxygen containing molecules came

† The exact technical specification of the oxygen deviation tolerances in CANDU fuel is not shown here due to

information proprietary considerations, but is close to these values.
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from the graphite. The same may also be happening in CANDU fuel elements. Absorbed

and adsorbed oxygen and oxygen containing molecules on the graphite coating in CANDU

fuel (introduced before sealing the fuel element) would be liberated once inserted into the

reactor core. These liberated gases would oxidize the uranium dioxide fuel and the Zircaloy

sheathing surface, affording some buildup and repair of the zirconium oxide on the latter. The

suggested use of UO2+x and graphite as mitigation approach for SCC would provide a larger

reservoir of oxygen liberated in the fuel element over a greater amount of time after being put

in the reactor (days and even weeks, even with the slow diffusion of hyperstoichiometric

oxygen from the fuel periphery to the fuel centre as modeled in Figure 159), affording

increased protection to the Zircaloy sheath surface when the corrodant concentration in the

fuel-to-sheath gap becomes significant.

6.5 Limitations and Challenges of the Fuel Oxidation Model with Discrete Fuel

Cracks and its Validation

At the time this thesis was being written the out-reactor instrumented fuel oxidation

experiment and post experiment coulometric titration as well as X-ray diffraction

measurements (that were used to determine the oxidation extent) were in the process of being

conducted. Thus, the initial validation of the fuel oxidation model was not done directly in

this thesis by specifically comparing the out-reactor experimental results with model results.

Instead the validation was conducted indirectly by: (1) Comparing the FES1 commissioning

test temperature measurements, which included heating an intact instrumented fuel element

for a short duration in the loop (see Section 4.5.1) with a 2D r- steady-state out-reactor

model that validated the model’s heat transfer correlations and with no fuel oxidation, and (2)

Comparing PIE of an in-reactor defective fuel element XC9179Z-5 coulometric titration

oxidation measurements with a 3D transient fuel oxidation model results (Section 4.5.2).

Hence, the model validation work presented here is based on available measurements and

experimental analysis that were completed to date and made available to the candidate.

Further validation and benchmarking of the fuel oxidation model (in an out-reactor
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configuration) can be performed once post test measurements and analysis are complete

and documented in a future COG report as a COG deliverable to industry.

The current fuel oxidation model with discrete fuel cracks (be it an in- or out-reactor

reactor model configuration) has essentially the same governing equations as the previous fuel

oxidation model [24] (with the exception of using flux terms rather than source terms in the

solid state oxygen diffusion equation in the fuel and in the gas diffusion equation in the fuel

cracks). Since these equations are based on experimental measurements up to temperatures of

2200 C [24] and since defective fuel operating under normal operating conditions is unlikely

to melt at its centre line [43], it is expected that the fuel oxidation model validated to date is

representative of defective fuel during normal operating conditions. In accident conditions the

fuel temperature can be substantially higher (due to dry out) leading to accelerated fuel

oxidation rates, which may not be accurately captured in the current model. To improve the

model’s accuracy material properties such as fuel thermal conductivities, fuel specific heat,

oxidation rates, and oxygen diffusion rates may need to be measured at tempertures >2200 K

so that the model correlations cover these higher temperature conditions.

Another limitation of the current fuel oxidation model with discrete fuel cracks is that

the root of the cracks was specifically positioned so as to be at a temperature of 1250 C. This

arbitrarily selected temperature was set to be the fuel effective elastic-to-plastic boundary

(refer to Sections 1.5 and 3.2). This though is an over simplification, since this transition does

not occur abruptly but over a range of temperatures (1200-1400 C). With final validation of

the out-reactor fuel oxidation model a more suitable crack root temperature (i.e., an effective

crack root position) could be selected. An additional related limitation of the presented model

is that the radial crack root position does not change with time, where in reality it would,

especially in highly oxidized fuel. Lastly, the current model doe not consider the likely

possibility that the plastic region of the fuel contains fuel cracks that have not yet healed (see

the end of Section 3.2). In other words fuel sites in the defected/defective fuel element with

increased fuel oxidation (in the fuel plastic regions) were not considered in the presented fuel

oxidation models.
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The main challenge of the 3D fuel oxidation model with discrete fuel cracks is the

construction of the model. As shown in the numerical implementations detailed in Sections

3.5.5 and 3.5.6 and discussed at the end of Section 6.2, the construction of the 3D model

involves detailed geometry building and assembly ground work using COMSOL’s CAD

tools, followed by incorporation of applicable physics and boundary conditions. The number

or surfaces and domains in the current model with discrete fuel cracks compared to the

previous model [24][29] that used a ‘smeared crack’ approach was much greater. Furthermore

just as the geometry construction is more complex so is also the mesh construction. Both of

these differences mean that a greater effort was required to set up the fuel oxidation model

with discrete cracks.

6.6 Fuel Oxidation Model Applications

Once the current fuel oxidation model is validated using the results of the out-reactor

instrumented defected fuel experiment the model can then be incorporated into fuel

performance and licensing codes to assess operational safety margins. The current fuel

oxidation model though would not be the sole input into these fuel performance codes, since

this model was validated only for an out-reactor case (i.e., no radiation effects were

considered in the validated out-reactor model as would otherwise be considered in an in-

reactor case by applying the correction or contributing factors 1d 1d and 4r in the fuel

thermal conductivity equation, refer to Eq. (35)). An accompanying in-reactor defected fuel

experiment would provide the remaining validated fuel oxidation model input. Additionally,

COMSOL version 5.0 and above offers Application Builder software that allows the

modeler to make simplified stand-alone model applications that can be provided to a client

(such as the reactor regulator or operator) to run various cases of interest (such as linear

powder, burnup, post defect residence time, and sheath defect size) without in-depth

knowledge of the model.

The fully coupled fuel oxidation and the solid mechanics model, that includes thermally

expanded fuel cracks and fuel and sheath contact (model results discussed in Section 4.4),
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demonstrated that this type of model is possible to build and solve in a 2D r-

configuration. Such a model would be quite useful in simulating in-reactor high powered

defective fuel elements in normal and possibly in accident conditions, where temperature

distribution and hence crack number and geometry can change with time. The 2D r- model

could be used to study this phenomenon while conserving computer resources.

Prior to the onset of a primary sheath defect (i.e., intact fuel), a stress corrosion cracking

model of fuel sheathing (similar to that discussed in [177]), especially near fuel radial crack

openings where sheath defects typically occur, could be coupled to a fission gas release model

using the same model configuration as the 2D r- fuel oxidation model coupled with the solid

mechanics model. In other words the chemistry part of SCC in fuel sheathing could be

coupled with the solid mechanics physics of the sheath (sheath stress and strains induced by

the thermally expanded fuel pellets and sheath creep down), thus providing a more realistic

simulation to SCC. A mesoscale or mesoscopic physics scale model, to simulate SCC crack

propagation at the micron length level, could be implemented as a coupled model (using the

same model geometry) or as a separate coupled model (using separate model geometry).
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions involving the fuel oxidation model validated to an out-reactor instrumented

defected fuel experiment

Generally two fuel oxidation models representing the out-reactor instrumented defected

fuel experiment were analyzed: a 2D r- model and 3D model. The presented models used the

discrete fuel cracks as paths for radial (and axial in the 3D model) gas diffusion transport.

Also, in both models the hydrogen and hyperstoichiometric oxygen generation were provided

by flux terms on common gas and solid domain boundaries in the modeled fuel, i.e., at the

discrete radial fuel crack surfaces. The 2D r- model, which included modeling the fuel

element sheath, provided an estimate of the radial temperature distribution. It also provided an

overestimate for the fuel oxidation extent but required only modest computer resources. The

3D model required considerably more computer resources but provided a more realistic

estimate of fuel oxidation in the out-reactor experiment. Given the possible applied electric

heating powers and the expected duration of the FES2 final test it was predicted with the

models that sufficient fuel oxidation would occur to be detectable in post test CT

measurements. Also, it was predicted that the fuel temperature rise due to fuel oxidation

would be relatively small if the test duration was two weeks or less, considering as well that

the measurement would depend largely on the sensitivity of the thermocouples. Initial

validation of the fuel oxidation was accomplished by comparing a 2D r- model temperature

results to the FES1 commissioning test temperature measurements, and by comparing 3D in-

reactor fuel oxidation model results to an actual defective fuel element oxidation

measurements. Final validation of the fuel oxidation model will be conducted at CNL when

all the post test measurements of the FES2 (the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel

experiment) have been completed and analyzed.

The current fuel oxidation models in this thesis assumed discrete fuel cracks of a

specific number and of specific dimensions. It was shown in the oxidation models that fuel
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geometry can have an effect on fuel oxidation. Hence to compliment the fuel oxidation

model development, conditions for fuel crack propagation using the J integral and predictions

of full length radial fuel crack geometry in thermally expanded UO2 fuel were modeled in a

plane strain 2D r- solid mechanics model.

Since thermally induced fuel cracking is an intrinsic component of fuel oxidation in

defective fuel, a model coupling of the plane strain solid mechanics model (with thermally

expanded fuel cracks) to the fuel oxidation model was included in this work as a 2D r-

model. Solving the model with all physics fully coupled was shown to be possible but was

computationally demanding.

Conclusions involving SCC experiments with sources of oxygen (UO2+x and graphite or O2)

and the use of the fuel oxidation model to mitigate SCC

In this study, results from I-SCC tests with Zircaloy sheathing material showed that

when Zircaloy-4 specimens had prism, pyramidal and basal plane texture in the sheath

transverse direction (type-1 specimens) this led to some specimen failures (13%). However,

when UO2+x and graphite mixture additives were introduced in the tests the iodine residence

time increased substantially and all the specimens failed (cracked in-two). This suggested that

the increased thickness of the formed zirconium oxide layer, due to the UO2+x and graphite

mixture, prevented contact of the iodine corrodant to most of the zirconium below the oxide.

This further suggested that a sufficient partial pressure of iodine for a minimum amount of

time was needed to cause cracking (increased iodine residence time). Since the oxide layer

formed in type-1 specimen texture was believed to have irregularities [182], increased

specimen failures were observed. In tests with specimens that had mostly basal plane texture

in the sheath transverse direction (type-2 specimens), none of the specimens failed but

increased specimen deflections were measured. Specimen reduced thicknesses at points of

highest stress also showed that external and possibly internal corrosion (crack initiation) may

have taken place, since the theoretical specimen deflection was less than the actual

measurement. The introduction of pure oxygen gas additive (leading to oxide layer build-up
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and repair) was shown to be an effective additive in protecting the Zircaloy specimens,

even when the highest amount of iodine was used. When UO2+x and graphite mixture additive

was introduced there was a slight decrease in the average specimen deflection and a slight

increase in iodine residence time, indicating this additive may also have surface oxide

repairing properties on type-2 specimens (very similar to CANDU fuel sheathing) against

iodine induced stress corrosion cracking.

Hyperstoichiometric fuel at low amounts in conjunction with the currently used

CANLUB sheath coating, essentially graphite, may have mitigative properties against SCC in

the CANDU fuel. A modified fuel oxidation model in 2D showed how to compute the time

and temperature needed to add a specific amount of oxygen to the outside surface of a fuel

pellet (in a steam oxidizing environment), without changing the overall fuel pellet oxygen

stoichiometry. These conditions could then be applied to the final stage of fuel pellet

manufacturing process. The change to fuel pellet design is relatively minimal and could be

achieved at a low cost - potentially making CANDU fuel more resistant to SCC failures, and

thus increasing the fuel’s operation safety margins, especially if higher fuel burnups are

desired in the near future.
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CHAPTER 8 RECOMENDATIONS

1) Based on the fuel oxidation model results discussed in Section 6.1, in order to validate

the fuel oxidation model for higher oxidation levels, which would be confirmed by measuring

fuel temperature and hence the changing fuel thermal conductivity due to oxidation, it is

recommended to manufacture the FES fuel pellets and the iridium bar heater to closer radial

dimensions. This is because as the gap between the fuel and the iridium bar heater is reduced

there is a drop in the operating temperatures of the iridium bar heater (as discussed in Section

4.2.1). With a smaller initial gap between these two materials the heater operating lifespan can

be extended, allowing increased fuel oxidation. Manufacturing the pellets to closer and tighter

tolerances includes placing the thermocouple and thermocouple drill holes in the pellet with

increased geometric precision. This will reduce the total thermocouple measurement

uncertainty allowing for better detection of fuel oxidation. Also, better expressions for the

iridium and Zircaloy electrical conductivities (Eq. (82) and Eq. (86)) may be needed, since

these quantities determine the fuel temperature. These expressions should be determined with

in-lab testing. Lastly, consideration should be given to utilizing a shorter fuel element

simulator, such as a 24.1 cm length rather than a full length 48.2 cm fuel element, in order to

maximize fuel oxidation.

2) One of the limitations in the 2D r- and 3D fuel oxidation models with discrete fuel

cracks was that the position of the radial crack roots did not change with time. This could be

corrected by including an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) moving mesh (or a deformed

mesh method). In this manner the root of the crack could be made to shift position (to a

shallower depth) as the temperature of the fuel increases due to fuel oxidation with

deterioration of the fuel thermal conductivity, or by an increase in the fuel linear power.

Another limitation that may need to be considered is that fuel crack healing takes a specific

amount of time. In other words, the model may need to consider the probable situation where

the radial fuel cracks initially penetrate right to the centre of the fuel pellet in the in-reactor

fuel and to the iridium heater element in the out-reactor fuel, and then slowly heal to the
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elastic-to-plastic transition boundary. During this time it is expected that the fuel element

will experience accelerated fuel oxidation below the fuel elastic-to-plastic boundary.

3) The 2D r- plane strain solid mechanics model that was used to predict the fuel crack

geometry and crack number can be improved by also considering fuel internal flaws (rather

than just fuel surface flaws). Like in the current model the stress intensity factor could be

computed using the J integral but this time at crack tips of internal fuel flaws. Fuel plasticity

beneath the fuel elastic-to-plastic boundary could also be included allowing for a more

realistic computation of the fuel stress and strain fields. As with the current model a steady

state solver would be employed for the solution of this quasi-dynamic crack propagation

model.

4) A similar model to the 2D r- plane strain solid mechanics model coupled with

discrete cracks to the fuel oxidation model would be quite useful in simulating in-reactor high

powered defective fuel elements in normal and possibly in accident conditions, where crack

number and geometry can change.

5) In the I-SCC experimental results a strong link was found between sheath surface

oxidation (from an oxygen source such as UO2+x and graphite mixtures or pure oxygen gas

additives) and susceptibility of the sheath specimens to I-SCC phenomenon. The former

additive is applicable to CANDU fuel. Section 5.6 modeled how the fuel oxidation model

could be modified and used to introduce a small and controlled amount of hyperstoichiometric

oxygen to a fuel pellet surface applied in a modified pellet manufacturing process. This I-SCC

mitigation approach should be investigated further with lab experimentation leading to in-

reactor tests.

6) Fuel reduction in a steam environment occurs at a faster rate than fuel oxidation

[94][95]. This is not reflected in the current model. It is recommended to modify the fuel

reduction term (Eq. (23)) as discussed in [94][95] so that is better represents experimental

data.
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APPENDIX A: The 2D r- Fuel Oxidation Model Report

The 2D r-θ fuel oxidation COMSOL 3.5a model

Ox 2D r-theta
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2. Postprocessing
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Ox 2D r-theta
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2D Ox r-theta model

Point mode

Boundary mode

Subdomain mode
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APPENDIX B: The 2D r- Plane Strain Solid Mechanics Model Report

2D Plane Strain Solid Mechanics Model: r Phi,j Integral Thermal,larger Round Contour 4,quad

Mesh,PC.mph

Date: Jan 31, 2014 1:35:56 PM
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1 Global Definitions:

1.1 Parameters:

Name Expression Description

Density_Manf 10.6[g/cm^3] UO2 fuel density

theo_density 10.96[g/cm^3] UO2 theoretical fuel density

UO2_frac_theo_dens Density_Manf/theo_density UO2 fractional theoretical
density

porosity_manf 1 - Density_Manf/theo_density fractional porosity

Xdev 0.000001

delta_zirc 0.0001 average oxygen concentration

cold_work_zirc 0.001 unitless ratio of areas

phi_fluence 1 fast neutron fluence [n/m^2]

rho_zircaloy 6.44[g/cm^3]

Cp_zirc_2 325/1000 specific heat of zircaloy at 300C
in [kJ/(kg*K)]

T_ref 300[K] strain reference temperature

T_surf 573

Beta 0.001 fractional burnup in atom %

rho_Ir 22.5[g/cm^3] CRC Handbook 77th Ed., p12-
172

alpha_Ir 6.4e-6 Iridium coefficient of linear
expansion at 25C in [1/K], CRC
Handbook 77th Ed., p. 12-172

E_Ir 528e9 Young's modulus of Ir in [Pa],
Wikipedia

nu_UO2 1.32*(1 - 0.26*porosity_manf) -
1

UO2 Poisson's ratio using Equ.
16.2 in Olander

nu_Ir 0.27 Ir Poisson's radio, PGM database

nu_zirc 0.37 Poisson's ratio of Zircaloy-4,
Wah Chang information sheet on
Zircaloy-4

Q_vol_Ir 3.5e6 Iridium wire power in [kW/m^3]

coolant_p 10e6[Pa] coolant pressure [Pa]

ftsg_thickness 3e-6 [m]
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Name Expression Description

pellet_radius 0.006075 [m]

Ir_radius 0.00145[m]

w_1 pellet_radius - Ir_radius FES pellet thickness

sheath_wall 0.0004 [m] sheath wall thickness

sheath_R_inner 0.006116 [m]

sheath_R_outer sheath_R_inner + sheath_wall

crack_depth 0.00229 [m]

lower_crk_mesh_den 14

lower_crk_mesh_den_botm 7

crack_time 0[s]

V_Rw 2580 [m/s] Raleigh wave speed in UO2, D.
Laux etal JNM 300(2002)192

crack_speed V_Rw

crack_tip -0.0059[m]

crack_tip_dyna crack_speed*crack_time+crack_t
ip

the crack tip location, material
coordinates

Q_frack 1590[J/mole] MATPRO, p. 2-125

R_gas 8.314 gas constant

Y_factor_2 0.126 stress intensity configuration
correction calculated using
T.R.G. Kutty's work [Journal of
Materials Science Letter
6(1987)260], see also p. 32 in
Lab book #4.

s_yield_zirc_initial 150e6[Pa] yield stress at 300C

angle_degree_1 180

angle_1 angle_degree_1*pi/180 [rad]

crack_length_a_2 20e-6[m] UO2 pore size, Olander

crack_domain_width 15e-4

contour_side 5e-4[m]

contour_offset_centre 0.0002[m]

contour_radius 2.5e-4[m]

outer_crack_disp 10 fuel upper mesh density
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2 Model 1 (mod1)

2.1 Definitions

2.1.1 Variables

Variables 1 (thermal and mechanical)

Selection

Geometric entity level Entire model

Name Expression Description

alpha_exp_1 9.828e-6 - 6.39e-10*T + 1.33e-
12*T^2 - 1.757e-17*T^3

UO2 coefficient for thermal
expansion when 273<=T<923 K,
D.G. Martin JNM 152(1988)94

alpha_exp_2 1.1833e-5 - 5.013e-9*T +
3.756e-12*T^2 - 6.125e-17*T^3

UO2 coefficient for thermal
expansion when 923<=T<=3120
K, D.G. Martin JNM
152(1988)94

alpha_exp_UO2 (T>=273&&T<923)*alpha_exp_
1 +
(T>=923&&T<=3120)*alpha_ex
p_2

UO2 coefficient for thermal
expansion as a function of
temperature

densityf (T<=923)*((0.99734 + 9.9802E-
6*T - 2.705E-10*T^2 + 4.391E-
13*T^3)^(-3.0)) +
(T>923)*((0.99672 + 1.179E-
5*T - 2.429E-9*T^2 + 1.219E-
12*T^3)^(-3.0))

density multiplier that accounts
for temperature, JNM
366(2007)99

porosity porosity_manf*(1 - (0.6 - exp(-
0.506 - 8.67E-10*T^3*(1 - exp(-
0.0287*Beta*225)))))

cu 40588*densityf*(1 - porosity) UO2 molar density [mol/m^3]

rho_UO2 0.27003*cu UO2 density [kg/m^3]

fractional_density rho_UO2/theo_density

ES_UO2 2.334e11*(1 - 2.752*(1 -
fractional_density))*(1 -
1.0915e-4*T)

Young's modulus of elasticity for
stoichiometric UO2, [N/m^2],
MATPRO p. 2-58

Afunc 14 - 10.763*(abs(Xdev))^0.5 -
2381.4*Xdev +
12819.86*(abs(Xdev))^1.5
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Name Expression Description

Bfunc 0.2218 +
0.2562*(abs(Xdev))^0.5 -
0.64*Xdev -
3.6764*(abs(Xdev))^1.5

kphonon 1/(Afunc + Bfunc*T) [kW/(m*K)]

kpolaron (0.871 + 2.9e-5*T)^(-
1)*2.024e8/(T^(5/2))*exp(-
16350/T)

[kW/(m*K)]

BetaT 2.6 - 0.5e-3*T

kappa2p (1 - BetaT*porosity) fuel porosity factor

keff_UO2 kappa2p*(kphonon + kpolaron) UO2 effective thermal
conductivity, [kW/(m*K)]

Cp_UO2 0.001*(52.1743 +
45.8056*abs(Xdev) + (87.951e-3
- 7.3461e-2*abs(Xdev))*T + (1 -
abs(Xdev))*(-84.2411e-6*T^2 +
31.542e-9*T^3 - 2.6334e-
12*T^4) - (713910 +
295090*abs(Xdev))/T^2)

[kJ/(mol*K)]

k_zirc (7.51 + 2.09e-2*T - 1.45e-5*T^2
+ 7.67e-9*T^3)/1000

Zircaloy thermal conductivity
coefficient [kW/(m*K)],
MATPRO p. 4-17

Cp_zirc (-6.492e-5*T^2 + 0.207*T +
226.7)/1000

[kJ/(kg*K)] heat capacity of
Zircaloy-2 for the temperatures
300 to 1090 K

E_alpha_zirc (1.088e11 - 5.475e7*T +
K1_zirc + K2_zirc)/K3_zirc

Zircaloy Young's modulus alpha
phase, [Pa]. MATPRO p. 4-44,
till 1083K, Wah Chang
information sheet on Zircaloy-4

E_beta_zirc 9.21e10 - 4.05e7*T Zircaloy Young's modulus beta
phase, [Pa]. MATPRO p. 4-44,
from 1253K, Wah Chang
information sheet on Zircaloy-4

K1_zirc (6.61e11 +
5.912e8*T)*delta_zirc

K2_zirc -2.6e10*cold_work_zirc

K3_zirc 0.88 + 0.12*exp(-
phi_fluence/1e25)
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Name Expression Description

epsilon_alpha11_zirc 4.95e-6*T - 1.485e-3 linear thermal expansion
coefficient of Zircaloy in the
circumferential direction, for
300K<T<1083K, MATPRO p.
4-26

epsilon_alpha33_zirc 1.26e-5*T - 3.78e-3 linear thermal expansion
coefficient of Zircaloy in the
axial direction, for
300K<T<1083K, MATPRO p.
4-26

G_zirc (4.04e10 - 2.168e7*T + K1_zirc
+ K2_zirc)/K3_zirc

Zircaloy shear modulus for alpha
phase, isotropic, MATPRO p. 4-
45

alpha11_zirc epsilon_alpha11_zirc/(T - T_ref) thermal expansion coefficient of
Zircaloy in the circumferential
direction

alpha33_zirc epsilon_alpha33_zirc/(T - T_ref) thermal expansion coefficient of
Zircaloy in the axial direction

k_Ir (-0.0259*T + 154.76)/1000 thermal conductivity of Iridium
[kW/(m*K)] 300-2000K (from
www.platinummetalsreview.com
)

Cp_Ir (0.027*T + 122.33)/1000 specific heat of iridium
[kJ/(kg*K)]

Tc T - 273.15

Cp_steam_1 (Tc>311.03&&Tc<=367.3)*(
21.612 - 0.5024e-1*Tc) +
(Tc>367.3&&Tc<=375)*3.159 +
(Tc>375&&Tc<=645)*(3.7211 -
0.2274e-2*Tc + 0.1381e-4*(Tc -
500)^2 - 3.8565*10^(-8)*(Tc -
500)^3)

Cp_steam_2 (Tc>645&&Tc<=700)*2.42 +
(Tc>700&&Tc<=1300)*(2.134
+ 0.4e-3*Tc) +
(Tc>1300&&Tc<=1400)*2.66 +
(Tc>1400&&Tc<=2000)*(2.708
9 + 0.2255e-4*Tc -
8.4387*10^(-7)*(Tc - 1700)^2)

Cp_steam Cp_steam_1 + Cp_steam_2 Steam Tables in SI-Units,
Wasserdampftafelm, Ulrich
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Name Expression Description

Grigull, Johannes Straub, Peter
Schiebener, Springer-Verlag,
1990, [kJ/(kg*K)]

k_steam ((Tc<300)*0.1 +
(Tc>=300)*1000*(-9.3878e-6 +
1.5569e-7*Tc - 5.4523e-
10*Tc^2)/(1 - 3.7241e-3*Tc -
2.1893e-8*Tc^2))/1000

CRL equation, [kW/(m*K)]

rho_steam_1 (Tc>=311&&Tc<=400)*(91.38 -
0.1349*Tc + 0.000888*(Tc -
375)^2)

rho_steam_2 (Tc>400&&Tc<450)*(-
0.08842*Tc + 73.343)

rho_steam_3 (Tc>=450&&Tc<=600)*(57.8 -
0.0546*Tc + 0.0001294*(Tc -
500)^2)

rho_steam_4 (Tc>600&&Tc<650)*(-
0.03892*Tc + 49.686)

rho_steam_5 (Tc>=650&&Tc<=800)*(44.674
- 0.03121*Tc + 0.00004304*(Tc
- 650)^2)

rho_steam_6 (Tc>800&&Tc<2000)*(PT*101
325)/(461.52*T)

rho_steam rho_steam_1 + rho_steam_2 +
rho_steam_3 + rho_steam_4 +
rho_steam_5 + rho_steam_6

Steam Tables in SI-Units,
Wasserdampftafelm, Ulrich
Grigull, Johannes Straub, Peter
Schiebener, Springer-Verlag,
1990, p. 41, till 1100C, and the
ideal gass law from 1100C,
[kg/m^3]

calangle atan2(y, x) sector azimuthal position on the
contact surface [rad]

sectorangle ((sin(calangle)>=0)*calangle+(si
n(calangle)<0)*(2*pi +
calangle))

provides an ascending azimuthal
angle of 0-2*pi on the contact
surface [rad]

R1 sqrt(x^2 + y^2) radial distance of surface

relative_distance sheath_inner_surface(R1) -
pellet_surface(R1) -
ftsg_thickness

relative diatance between the
sheath and fuel pellet
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Name Expression Description

relative_distance_d d(relative_distance, TIME) time derivative of relative
distance

contact_damping relative_distance_d*1e15[Pa*s/
m]

for helping time dependent
solver convergence

contact_pressure -
(relative_distance<0)*relative_di
stance*2e14[Pa/m]

pressure [Pa]

ave_relative_distance aveop1(relative_distance_2) average relative diatance
between the sheath and fuel
pellet

ave_pellet_surface_disp aveop1(pellet_surface(R1)) -
pellet_radius

average radial pellet
displacement

average_contact_pressure aveop1(contact_pressure)

relative_distance_2 sheath_inner_surface(R1) -
pellet_surface_2(R1) -
ftsg_thickness

meant for plotting purposes only

E_Tiso E_alpha_zirc/10 isotropic tangent modulus,
Hobson, Oak Ridge

calangle2 atan(y/x)

Variables 2a (fracture mechanics)

Selection

Geometric entity level Entire model

Name Expression Description

W_1 intop1(ts.Ws*Nx1) ts.Ws is the strain energy density

Tdudx_1 intop1(-((ts.sx*Nx1 + ts.sxy*Ny1)*uX +
(ts.sxy*Nx1 + ts.sy*Ny1)*vX))

ts.sx*Nx is the traction vector

J_1 W_1 + Tdudx_1 the J integral quantity

ES_UO2_crack aveop2(ES_UO2/(1 - nu_UO2^2)) Young's modulus at the crack
tip, [N/m^2]

KI_1 sqrt(ES_UO2_crack*abs(J_1)) stress intensity factor
[Pa*m^0.5]

sig_frack 1.7e8*(1 - 2.62*(1 -
UO2_frac_theo_dens))^0.5*exp(-

fracture stress MATPRO, p. 2-
125 [Pa]
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Name Expression Description

Q_frack/R_gas/T)[Pa]

sig_frack_tip intop2(sig_frack) fracture stress at crack tip

crack_length_a abs(intop3(x) - intop2(x)) the crack length, spacial
coordinates distance

A crack_length_a/w_1 relative crack length

Y_factor_1 -0.836*A^3 + 0.359*A^2 - 0.149*A +
1.125

SIF for cylinder external crack at
steady state thermal stress from
work by Wu

KI_c Y_factor_1*sig_frack_tip*sqrt(pi*crack_le
ngth_a_2)

fracture toughness of UO2 using
Y correction factor provided by
Wu

KI_c_deduced Y_factor_2*sig_frack_tip*sqrt(pi*crack_le
ngth_a_2)

fracture toughness of UO2, W.D.
Callister 4th Ed., using deduced
Y correction factor from results
by Kutty

crack_speed_1 V_Rw*(1 - 1.75e-4/crack_length_a) crack speed using Freund's
treatment, T.L. Anderson,
Fracture Mechanics, 3rd Ed.
2005

sigma_r ts.sx*0.5*(1 + cos(2*angle_1)) +
ts.sy*0.5*(1 - cos(2*angle_1)) +
2*ts.sxy*sin(angle_1)*cos(angle_1)

stress in the radial direction

sigma_theta ts.sx*0.5*(1 - cos(2*angle_1)) +
ts.sy*0.5*(1 + cos(2*angle_1)) -
2*ts.sxy*sin(angle_1)*cos(angle_1)

stress in the azimuthal direction

area_integral intop4(alpha_exp_UO2*(ts.Sl11 + ts.Sl22
+ ts.Sl33)*ts.gradTX)

J_star J_1 + area_integral

area_integral_2 intop4((ts.Sl11 + 2*ts.Sl12 + 2*ts.Sl13 +
ts.Sl22 + 2*ts.Sl23 + ts.Sl33)*d((ts.eel11 +
2*ts.eel12 + 2*ts.eel13 + ts.eel22 +
2*ts.eel23 + ts.eel33), X))

J_star_2 Tdudx_1 + area_integral + area_integral_2

KI_1_star sqrt(ES_UO2_crack*abs(J_star))

KI_1_star_2 sqrt(ES_UO2_crack*abs(J_star_2))
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top circ

Selection

Geometric entity level Boundary

Selection Boundaries 85, 87

Name Expression Description

Nx1 nx

Ny1 ny

bottom circ

Selection

Geometric entity level Boundary

Selection Boundaries 84, 86

Name Expression Description

Nx1 nx

Ny1 ny

2.1.2 Model Couplings

Integration 1

Coupling type Integration

Operator name intop1

Integration 2

Coupling type Integration

Operator name intop2

Integration 3

Coupling type Integration

Operator name intop3

Integration 4

Coupling type Integration

Operator name intop4
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Average 1

Coupling type Average

Operator name aveop1

Average 2

Coupling type Average

Operator name aveop2

General Extrusion 1

Coupling type General extrusion

Operator name pellet_surface

General Extrusion 2

Coupling type General extrusion

Operator name sheath_inner_surface

General Extrusion 3

Coupling type General extrusion

Operator name pellet_surface_2

2.1.3 Selections

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

2.1.4 Coordinate Systems

Boundary System 1

Coordinate system type Boundary system

Identifier sys1
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2.2 Geometry 1

Geometry 1

Units

Length unit m

Angular unit deg

2.3 Materials

2.3.1 UO2
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UO2 domain

Selection

Geometric entity level Domain

Selection Domains 8, 12–14, 16–18, 20, 22–25, 27–34, 39–40, 42–45, 48–49

Material parameters

Name Value Unit

Young's modulus ES_UO2 Pa

Poisson's ratio nu_UO2 1

Density rho_UO2 kg/m^3

Coefficient of thermal expansion alpha_exp_UO2 1/K

Thermal conductivity keff_UO2 W/(m*K)

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp_UO2 J/(kg*K)

Basic settings

Description Value

Young's modulus ES_UO2

Poisson's ratio nu_UO2

Density rho_UO2

Coefficient of thermal expansion {{alpha_exp_UO2, 0, 0}, {0, alpha_exp_UO2, 0}, {0,
0, alpha_exp_UO2}}

Thermal conductivity {{keff_UO2, 0, 0}, {0, keff_UO2, 0}, {0, 0,
keff_UO2}}

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp_UO2
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2.3.2 Iridium

Iridium doamin

Selection

Geometric entity level Domain

Selection Domain 54

Material parameters

Name Value Unit

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp_Ir J/(kg*K)

Density rho_Ir kg/m^3

Thermal conductivity k_Ir W/(m*K)

Basic settings

Description Value

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp_Ir

Density rho_Ir

Thermal conductivity {{k_Ir, 0, 0}, {0, k_Ir, 0}, {0, 0, k_Ir}}

Young's modulus E_Ir

Poisson's ratio nu_Ir
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Description Value

Coefficient of thermal expansion {{alpha_Ir, 0, 0}, {0, alpha_Ir, 0}, {0, 0, alpha_Ir}}

2.3.3 Zircaloy

Zircaloy domain

Selection

Geometric entity level Domain

Selection Domains 1–4, 36–37

Material parameters

Name Value Unit

Young's modulus E_alpha_zirc Pa

Coefficient of thermal expansion alpha11_zirc 1/K

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp_zirc J/(kg*K)

Density rho_zircaloy kg/m^3

Thermal conductivity k_zirc W/(m*K)

Poisson's ratio nu_zirc 1

Initial yield stress s_yield_zirc_initial Pa

Isotropic tangent modulus E_Tiso Pa
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Basic settings

Description Value

Young's modulus E_alpha_zirc

Coefficient of thermal expansion {{alpha11_zirc, 0, 0}, {0, alpha11_zirc, 0}, {0, 0,
alpha11_zirc}}

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp_zirc

Density rho_zircaloy

Thermal conductivity {{k_zirc, 0, 0}, {0, k_zirc, 0}, {0, 0, k_zirc}}

Poisson's ratio nu_zirc

Elastoplastic material model Settings

Description Value

Initial yield stress s_yield_zirc_initial

Isotropic tangent modulus E_Tiso

Kinematic tangent modulus

2.3.4 steam

Steam domains
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Selection

Geometric entity level Domain

Selection Domains 5–7, 9–11, 15, 19, 21, 26, 35, 38, 41, 46–47, 50–53

Material parameters

Name Value Unit

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp_steam J/(kg*K)

Thermal conductivity k_steam W/(m*K)

Density rho_steam kg/m^3

Basic settings

Description Value

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp_steam

Thermal conductivity {{k_steam, 0, 0}, {0, k_steam, 0}, {0, 0, k_steam}}

Density rho_steam

Young's modulus

Poisson's ratio

Coefficient of thermal expansion {{, 0, 0}, {0, , 0}, {0, 0, }}

2.4 Thermal Stress (ts)
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Thermal Stress

Features

Thermal Linear Elastic 1

Free 1

Thermal Insulation 1

Initial fuel temperature

Initial shieth temperature

Iridium wire heat source

outside surface temperature of shiething

Fixed Constraint 1

Prescribed Displacement 3 (fuel x only)

Prescribed Displacement 5 (fuel y only)

Prescribed Displacement 1 (sheath x only)

Prescribed Displacement 2 (sheath y only)

Boundary Load 1 (coolant pressure)

Heat Transfer in Solids 1 (steam regions)

inner sheath surface temperature

Boundary Load 2 (on sheath inner surface)

Boundary Load 3 (on pellet surface)

Heat Transfer in Solids 2 (iridium)
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2.5 Moving Mesh (ale)

Moving Mesh

Features

Fixed Mesh 1

Prescribed Mesh Displacement 1

Free Deformation 1

Prescribed Mesh Displacement 2
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2.6 Mesh 1

Mesh 1

inner cracks, bottom
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Distribution 1

3 Study 1

3.1 Parametric Sweep

Parameter name: crack_time

Parameters:

3.2 Stationary

Study settings

Property Value

Include geometric nonlinearity On

Mesh selection

Geometry Mesh

Geometry 1 (geom1) mesh1

Physics selection

Physics Discretization

Thermal Stress (ts) physics

Moving Mesh (ale) physics
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4 Results

4.1 Data Sets

4.1.1 Solution 1

Selection

Geometric entity level Domain

Selection Geometry geom1

Solution

Name Value

Solution Parametric 1

Model Save Point Geometry 1

4.1.2 Cut Line 2D 4 (steady state)

Data

Name Value

Data set Solution 1

Advanced

Name Value

Space variable cln4x

4.2 Derived Values

4.2.1 Global Evaluation 1

Data

Name Value

Data set Solution 1

Expression

Name Value

Expression crack_length_a
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Name Value

Unit m

Description the crack length, spacial coordinates distance

4.2.2 KI_c

Data

Name Value

Data set Solution 1

Expression

Name Value

Expression KI_c

Description fracture toughness of UO2 using Y correction factor provided by Wu
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4.2.3 sig_frack_tip

Data

Name Value

Data set Solution 1

Expression

Name Value

Expression sig_frack_tip

Description fracture stress at crack tip

4.2.4 Y_factor_1

Data

Name Value

Data set Solution 1

Expression

Name Value

Expression Y_factor_1

Unit 1

Description SIF for cylinder external crack at steady state thermal stress from work by Wu

4.3 Tables

4.3.1 Table 1

Point Evaluation 1 (ts.mises)

Table 1

crack_time von Mises stress (MPa), Point: 29

0 686.558923

2e-7 1428.048752

4e-7 2460.111763

6e-7 3831.396382

8e-7 5675.332339
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4.3.2 Table 2

Global Evaluation 1 (crack_tip_dyna)

Table 2

crack_time crack_tip_dyna

0 -0.0059

2e-7 -0.00542

4e-7 -0.00494

6e-7 -0.00446

8e-7 -0.00398

4.3.3 Table 3

Global Evaluation 2 (crack_speed_2)

Table 3 (crack speed calculated for reference)

crack_time crack speed using Freund's treatment, T.L. Anderson, Fracture Mechanics, 3rd
Ed. 2005 (1/s)

0 8.710499

2e-7 1893.371288

4e-7 2183.919143

6e-7 2301.75167

8e-7 2365.59204

4.3.4 Table 4

Point Evaluation, intop2(x) (intop2(x))

Table 4

crack_time intop2(x) (m), Point: 29

0 -0.005972

2e-7 -0.005491

4e-7 -0.005009

6e-7 -0.004527

8e-7 -0.004045
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4.3.5 Table 5

Global Evaluation 1 (crack_length_a)

Table 5

crack_time the crack length, spacial coordinates distance (m)

0 1.756114e-4

1.75e-7 6.289911e-4

3.5e-7 0.001083

5.25e-7 0.001537

7e-7 0.001991

4.3.6 Table 6

KI_c (KI_c)

Table 6

crack_time fracture toughness of UO2 using Y correction factor provided by Wu

0 1.065926e6

4.3.7 Table 7

sig_frack_tip (sig_frack_tip)

Table 7

crack_time fracture stress at crack tip

0 1.20085e8

4.3.8 Table 8

sig_frack_tip (sig_frack_tip)

Table 8

crack_time fracture stress at crack
tip

1.4e-6 1.433987e8
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4.3.9 Table 9

Y_factor_1 (Y_factor_1)

Table 9 (begin)

crack_time SIF for cylinder external crack at steady state thermal stress from work by Wu
(1)

0 1.11982

4.3.10 Table 10

Y_factor_1 (Y_factor_1)

Table 10 (end)

crack_time SIF for cylinder external crack at steady state thermal stress from work by Wu
(1)

1.4e-6 0.77782

4.4 Plot Groups

4.4.1 Stress (ts), steady state, parametric

crack_time(17)=1.4e-6 Surface: von Mises stress (MPa) Mesh
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4.4.2 Temperature (ts), last parametric

crack_time(17)=1.4e-6 Surface: Temperature (K)

4.4.3 radial temperature profile (steady state)

Temperature vs. radial position in out-reactor fuel pellet
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4.4.4 J, J* and components

J and J* integral values and their components for growing crack lengths

4.4.5 KI_1

SIF and fracture stress vs crack length a
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4.4.6 Youngs modulus at crack tip

Young's modulus of stoichiometric UO2 for various crack lengths (or for different radial pellet

positions)

4.4.7 fracture stress at crack tip

Fracture stress at crack tip location at various crack lengths
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4.4.8 crack length a vs time

crack length a vs time [s]

4.4.9 Y_factor_1

SIF Y for cylinder external crack at steady state thermal stress for increasing crack lengths
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4.4.10 Freund crack speed

Freund crack speed (reference calculation only)

4.4.11 von Mises stress radial plot

von Mises stress vs. radial position through radial crack as the crack grows in length
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4.4.13 contact pressure

sheath and fuel surface contact pressure vs. azimuthal position

4.4.14 calangle

calangle vs. azimuthal position for investigating atan2(y,x) and atan(y/x) values
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APPENDIX C: The 3D Fuel Oxidation Model Report

3D Fuel Oxidation Model: Model 6 5 Regular Cracks(3.2)

Date: Jan 31, 2013 3:48:59 PM
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1 Global Definitions

1.1 Parameters 1

Name Expression Description

kappa 110 inverse neutron diffusion length
[1/m]

sigmaH2 2.827 collision diameter [A]

sigmaH2O 2.641 collision diameter [A]

MH2 2.01594 hydrogen gas molecular weight

MH2O 18.01594 light water molecular weight

Rgas 8.205e-005

PT 100 atm pressure [atm]

koverepsilon 0.004549590536851683

tau 1 tortuosity factor

qdef 4.1e-6

Xsurf 1e-4

a 0.033107007

b 0.268984735

c 0.008679485

d -0.000622197

e -5.18804E-05

f 0.020038397

g 0.000450165

k -7.83442E-06

m 1.84196E-08

n -7.45197E-05

p 1.39057E-07

Density_Manf 10.6 fuel density [Mg/m^3]

porosity_manf 1 - Density_Manf/10.96

Beta 0.00001 burnup atom%

T_surf_sheath_int 573 temperature of top of ftsg or
sheath internal surface

T_surf 583 temperature of outer fuel-to-
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Name Expression Description

sheath gap

T_end 750 edge effect temperature

T_heater 2176 temperature at the 1.5mm radius
inner surface of pellet

crack_tip_radius 0.00229[m]

radius_2 (crack_tip_radius - Ir_radius)/3 + Ir_radius 2nd radius, above r=0.00145

radius_3 (crack_tip_radius - Ir_radius)/3*2 +
Ir_radius

3rd radius, above r=radius_2

fuel_element_vol pi*(pellet_radius^2 - Ir_radius^2)*0.24*2 total fuel volume, less iridium

N_UO2 2.444e28 UO2 particles per m^3

ppg 25e-6[m] pellet-pellet gap

crack_width 25e-6[m] radial crack width

defect_length 0.0074[m] the defect length is twice this
value

first_section 0.025[m]

Ir_radius 0.00145[m] iridium wire/hole radius

ftsg 1e-6[m] fuel to sheath gap

pellet_radius 6.075e-3[m]

N_Avogadro 6.022e23

N 2.25

2 Surface heated Out-Reactor fuel (mod1)

2.1 Definitions

2.1.1 Variables

Variables 1

Selection

Geometric entity level Entire model

Name Expression Description

kappa1d (1.09/Beta^3.265 +
0.0643/sqrt(Beta)*sqrt(T))*atan(1/(1.09/Beta^3.265 +
0.0643/sqrt(Beta)*sqrt(T)))
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Name Expression Description

kappa1p 1 + 0.019*Beta/((3 - 0.019*Beta)*(1 + exp(-(T - 1200)/100)))

kappa2p (1 - BetaT*porosity) accounts for fuel
porosity

kappa4r 1 no radiation
effects

Afunc 14 - 10.763*(abs(Xdev))^0.5 - 2381.4*Xdev +
12819.86*(abs(Xdev))^1.5

{(m*K)/kW}

Bfunc 0.2218 + 0.2562*(abs(Xdev))^0.5 - 0.64*Xdev -
3.6764*(abs(Xdev))^1.5

{m/kW}

Bfuncfix (Xdev<0.155)*Bfunc + (Xdev>=0.155)*0 equ. 22b

kphonon 1/(Afunc + Bfuncfix*T) thermal
conductivity in
UO2 that results
from conductive
heat transfer via
lattice vibrartion
[kW/(m*K)]

kpolaron (0.871 + 2.9e-5*T)^(-1)*2.024e8/(T^(5/2))*exp(-16350/T) thermal
conductivity in
UO2 that results
from electron
hole movement
[kW/(m*K)]

keff_UO2 kappa1d*kappa1p*kappa2p*kappa4r*(kphonon + kpolaron +
krad)

thermal
conductivity in
UO2
[kW/(m*K)]

Cp_UO2 0.001*(52.1743 + 45.8056*abs(Xdev) + (87.951e-3 - 7.3461e-
2*abs(Xdev))*T + (1 - abs(Xdev))*(-84.2411e-6*T^2 +
31.542e-9*T^3 - 2.6334e-12*T^4) - (713910 +
295090*abs(Xdev))/T^2)

specific heat of
UO2
[kJ/(mol*K)]

Cp_UO2_2 0.001*(52.1743 + 87.951e-3*T - 84.2411e-6*T^2 + 31.542e-
9*T^3 - 2.6334e-12*T^4 - 713910/T^2)

specific heat
capacity of UO2
[kJ/(mol*K)]
without Xdev
terms

porosity porosity_manf*(1 - (0.6 - exp(-0.506 - 8.67E-10*T^3*(1 -
exp(-0.0287*Beta*225)))))

fuel porocity
that considers
also temperature
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Name Expression Description

densityf (T<=923)*((0.99734 + 9.802E-6*T - 2.705E-10*T^2 + 4.391E-
13*T^3)^(-3.0)) + (T>923)*((0.99672 + 1.179E-5*T - 2.429E-
9*T^2 + 1.219E-12*T^3)^(-3.0))

fuel density
expression as a
function of
temperature

cu_UO2 40588*densityf*(1 - porosity) molar density of
UO2 [mol/m^3]

rho_UO2 density_manf*densityf*(1 - porosity) density in
[kg/m^3], for
reference
purposes

BetaT 2.6 - 0.5e-3*T BetaT accounts
for the
temperature
effect

alpha 0.365*exp(-23500/T)

D_O2 2.5e-4*exp(-16400/T)

sigmaAB (sigmaH2 + sigmaH2O)/2

qfix (q<qdef)*(qdef) + (q>=qdef&&q<=0.95)*q + (q>0.95)*0.95

Rox_fuel cu_UO2*alpha*sqrt((1 - qfix)*PT)*(Xefix - Xdev)

Rred_fuel cu_UO2*alpha*sqrt(qfix*PT)*(Xefix - Xdev)

Rreact_fuel (Xefix>=Xdev)*Rox_fuel +
(Xefix<Xdev&&Xdev>Xsurf)*Rred_fuel

Xefix (xe<Xsurf)*Xsurf + (xe>=Xsurf)*xe

Tstar -4.21e33*exp(-(68 + 34*Xdev))

Zeta log10(qfix/(1 - qfix))

xe (a + c*Zeta + e*T + g*Zeta^2 + m*T^2 + k*Zeta*T)/(1 +
b*Zeta + d*T + f*Zeta^2 + p*T^2 + n*Zeta*T)

Tc T - 273.15

k_steam ((Tc<300)*0.1 + (Tc>=300)*1000*(-9.3878e-6 + 1.5569e-7*Tc
- 5.4523e-10*Tc^2)/(1 - 3.7241e-3*Tc - 2.1893e-
8*Tc^2))/1000

{kW/(m*K)},
CRL equation

Cp_steam_1 (Tc>311.03&&Tc<=367.3)*( 21.612 - 0.5024e-1*Tc) +
(Tc>367.3&&Tc<=375)*3.159 +
(Tc>375&&Tc<=645)*(3.7211 - 0.2274e-2*Tc + 0.1381e-
4*(Tc - 500)^2 - 3.8565*10^(-8)*(Tc - 500)^3)

between
temperatures
311K and 645K

Cp_steam_2 (Tc>645&&Tc<=700)*2.42 + (Tc>700&&Tc<=1300)*(2.134
+ 0.4e-3*Tc) + (Tc>1300&&Tc<=1400)*2.66 +

between
temperatures
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Name Expression Description

(Tc>1400&&Tc<=2000)*(2.7089 + 0.2255e-4*Tc -
8.4387*10^(-7)*(Tc - 1700)^2)

645K and
2000K

Cp_steam (Cp_steam_1 + Cp_steam_2) [kJ/(kg*K)]

rho_steam_1 (Tc>=311&&Tc<=400)*(91.38 - 0.1349*Tc + 0.000888*(Tc -
375)^2)

rho_steam_2 (Tc>400&&Tc<450)*(-0.08842*Tc + 73.343)

rho_steam_3 (Tc>=450&&Tc<=600)*(57.8 - 0.0546*Tc + 0.0001294*(Tc -
500)^2)

rho_steam_4 (Tc>600&&Tc<650)*(-0.03892*Tc + 49.686)

rho_steam_5 (Tc>=650&&Tc<=800)*(44.674 - 0.03121*Tc +
0.00004304*(Tc - 650)^2)

rho_steam_6 (Tc>800&&Tc<2000)*(PT*101325)/(461.52*T)

rho_steam rho_steam_1 + rho_steam_2 + rho_steam_3 + rho_steam_4 +
rho_steam_5 + rho_steam_6

[kg/m^3]

cDg 0.0022646*sqrt(T*(1/MH2 + 1/MH2O))/(sigmaAB^2*omega) diffusivity
[moles/(m*s)]

cg PT/(Rgas*T) total molar
concentration of
the gas
[moles/m^3]

omega 0.45776 + 0.80674*(koverepsilon*T)^(-0.4585) the collision
integral

Xdev_average aveop1(Xdev) averge Xdev
value

N_O N_UO2*Xdev_average the average
oxygen excess
atom density in
the fuel (m^-3)

n_O N_O*fuel_element_vol/N_Avogadro moles of oxygen
atoms absorbed
by fuel

n_H n_O moles of
hydrogen
molecules
liberated to ftsg
and coolant

alpha_r 8750*exp(7.5971e-4*T) [1/m]
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Name Expression Description

krad 1.5e-10*N^2/alpha_r*T^3 radiative thermal
conductivity
[kW/(m*K)]

2.1.2 Model Couplings

Average 1

Coupling type Average

Operator name aveop1

2.1.3 Selections

Section 1, Section 2, Section 3, Section 4, Section 5, Section 6, Section 7, Section 8, Section 9,

Section 10

2.1.4 Pairs

Identity Pair 1

Pair type Identity pair

Pair name p1

2.1.5 Coordinate Systems

Boundary System 1

Coordinate system type Boundary system

Identifier sys1
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2.2 Geometry 1

Geometry 1

Units

Length unit m

Angular unit deg

2.3 Materials

2.3.1 Gas

Selection

Geometric entity level Domain

Selection Domains 31–33, 36–38, 40, 42–46, 53–55, 58–60, 62, 64–71, 75–90

2.3.2 UO2

Selection

Geometric entity level Domain

Selection Domains 1–30, 34–35, 39, 41, 47–52, 56–57, 61, 63, 72–74

2.4 Heat Transfer (Heat)

Features

Heat Transfer in Solids 1
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Thermal Insulation 1

Initial Values 1

Temperature 1(outside fuel)

Temperature 2(inside)

Thermal Insulation 2

Symmetry 1

Heat Continuity 1

2.5 Transport of Diluted Species (Hdif)

Features

Diffusion

No Flux 1

Initial Values 1

Reactions 1

Concentration 1

Flux 1

2.6 PDE (Ox)

Features

General Form PDE 1

Zero Flux 1

Initial Values 1

Flux/Source 1

Continuity 1
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2.7 Mesh 1

2.7.1 Size (size)

Settings

Name Value

Maximum element size 0.024

Minimum element size 0.00432

Resolution of curvature 0.6

Resolution of narrow regions 0.5

Maximum element growth rate 1.5

Note: For in-depth mesh details an intermediate or complete report in COMSOL Multiphysics

version 4.3b can be generated.

3 Study 1

3.1 Time Dependent

Compile Equations: Time Dependent (st1)

Study settings
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Property Value

Include geometric nonlinearity Off

Times: range(0,0.1,0.9) range(1,1,19) range(20,5,75) range(80,0.25*86400,14*86400)

Mesh selection

Geometry Mesh

Geometry 1 (geom1) mesh1

Physics selection

Physics Discretization

Heat Transfer (ht) physics

Transport of Diluted Species (chds) physics

PDE (g) physics

3.2 Solver Configurations

3.2.1 Solver 1

Compile Equations: Time Dependent (st1)

Study and step

Name Value

Use study Study 1

Use study step Time Dependent

Dependent Variables 1 (v1)

General

Name Value

Defined by study step Time Dependent

Initial values of variables solved for

Name Value

Solution Zero
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Direct (dDef)

General

Name Value

Solver PARDISO

Fully Coupled 1 (fc1)

General

Name Value

Linear solver Direct

4 Results

4.1 Data Sets

4.1.1 Solution 1

Selection

Geometric entity level Domain

Selection Geometry geom1

Solution

Name Value

Solution Solver 1

Model Save Point Geometry 1

4.1.2 Cut Line 3D 1 (at defect)

Data

Name Value

Data set Solution 1

Advanced

Name Value

Space variable cln1x
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Coordiantes [m]

Point x y z

1 0.239 20e-6 1.45e-3

2 0.239 20e-6 0.007

4.1.3 Cut Line 3D 2 (at fuel element end)

Data

Name Value

Data set Solution 1

Advanced

Name Value

Space variable cln2x

Coordiantes [m]

Point x y z

1 0.001 20e-6 1.45e-3

2 0.001 20e-6 0.007

4.1.4 Cut Line 3D 3 (middle of fuel element)

Data

Name Value

Data set Solution 1

Advanced

Name Value

Space variable cln3x

Coordiantes [m]

Point x y z

1 0.12 20e-6 1.45e-3

2 0.12 20e-6 0.007
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4.2 Tables

4.2.1 Evaluation 3D

Interactive 3D values

Evaluation 3D

x y z Value

0.24 6.091e-7 0.00145 7.31893e-5
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APPENDIX D: FactSage Thermoequilibrium Computations

FactSage 6.1 thermoequilibrium computations:

D-1: Carbothermal reduction of hyperstoichiometric fuel:

1.9 UO2 + 0.1 UO3 + 0.05 C =

5.0000E-02 mol gas_ideal
(2.2005 gram, 5.0000E-02 mol, 2.5561 litre, 8.6087E-04 g/ml)

(623.00 K, 1 atm, a=1.0000)
( 0.99998 CO2 FACT
+ 2.2950E-05 CO FACT)

+ 2.0000 mol Fluorite
(540.06 gram, 2.0000 mol)

(623.00 K, 1 atm, a=1.0000)
( 1.0000 UO2 RMCS
+ 5.7376E-07 UO3 RMCS)

System component Mole fraction Mass fraction
U 0.33333 0.88150
O 0.66667 0.11850

+ 0.00000 mol U4O9_solid(s) RMCB
(623.00 K, 1 atm, S1, a=6.2364E-04)

+ 0.00000 mol U3O7_solid(s) RMCB
(623.00 K, 1 atm, S1, a=2.5226E-04)

+ 0.00000 mol C_graphite FACT
(623.00 K, 1 atm, S1, a=8.6978E-05)

+ 0.00000 mol C_diamond FACT
(623.00 K, 1 atm, S2, a=3.8754E-05)

+ 0.00000 mol UO3_alpha_solid(s) RMCB
(623.00 K, 1 atm, S1, a=1.6046E-07)

+ 0.00000 mol U3O8_solid(s) RMCB
(623.00 K, 1 atm, S1, a=3.1434E-09)

The cutoff concentration has been specified to 1.0000E-20
*****************************************************************

H G V S Cp
(J) (J) (litre) (J/K) (J/K)

*****************************************************************
-2.14102E+06 -2.31227E+06 2.55610E+00 2.74879E+02 1.61735E+02

Total mass/gram = 542.26
Total mass/gram excluding gas = 540.06
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
T = 623.00 K
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P = 1.00000E+00 atm
V = 2.55610E+00 dm3

STREAM CONSTITUENTS AMOUNT/mol
UO2 1.9000E+00
UO3 1.0000E-01
C 5.0000E-02

EQUIL AMOUNT MOLE FRACTION FUGACITY
PHASE: gas_ideal mol atm
CO2_FACT 4.9999E-02 9.9998E-01 9.9998E-01
CO_FACT 1.1475E-06 2.2950E-05 2.2950E-05
TOTAL: 5.0000E-02 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00
PHASE: Fluorite mol MOLE FRACTION ACTIVITY
UO2 2.0000E+00 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00
UO3 1.1475E-06 5.7376E-07 2.5942E-12
UO 1.8740E-32 9.3699E-33 9.3699E-33
TOTAL: 2.0000E+00 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00

mol ACTIVITY

U4O9_solid(s)_RMCB 0.0000E+00 6.2364E-04
U3O7_solid(s)_RMCB 0.0000E+00 2.5226E-04
C_graphite(s)_FACT 0.0000E+00 8.6978E-05
C_diamond(s2)_FACT 0.0000E+00 3.8754E-05
UO3_alpha_solid(s)_RMCB 0.0000E+00 1.6046E-07
U3O8_solid(s)_RMCB 0.0000E+00 3.1434E-09
********************************************************************

Cp_EQUIL H_EQUIL S_EQUIL G_EQUIL V_EQUIL
J.K-1 J J.K-1 J dm3

********************************************************************
1.61735E+02 -2.14102E+06 2.74879E+02 -2.31227E+06 2.55610E+00

Mole fraction of system components:
gas_ideal Fluorite

U 4.3731E-33 0.33333
O 0.66666 0.66667
C 0.33334 0.00000

The cutoff limit for phase or gas constituent activities is 1.0000E-20

D-2: Thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) thermodynamic equilibrium computations:

To achieve a stoichiometric deviation of x=0.1 in a sample that has a mass of 107 mg

(test #25):

T = 1273.00 K
P = 1.00000E+00 atm
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3.963E-4 UO2 + 2E-5 O2 =

0.00000 mol gas_ideal
(1273.00 K, 1 atm, a=1.9940E-08)
( 1.9712E-08 O2
+ 2.1368E-10 UO3
+ 1.5010E-11 O
+ 1.1225E-16 UO2
+ 9.8805E-22 O3
+ 1.3225E-29 UO
+ 1.8259E-42 U)

+ 3.9630E-04 mol Fluorite
(0.10765 gram, 3.9630E-04 mol)

(1273.00 K, 1 atm, a=1.0000)
( 0.89907 UO2
+ 0.10093 UO3
+ 1.2605E-17 UO)

System component Mole fraction Mass fraction
U 0.32248 0.87626
O 0.67752 0.12374

The cutoff concentration has been specified to 1.0000E-75

Data on 1 product species identified with "T" have been extrapolated

*****************************************************************
H G V S Cp

(J) (J) (litre) (J/K) (J/K)
*****************************************************************
-4.04696E+02 -5.05277E+02 0.00000E+00 7.90117E-02 3.58981E-02

Total mass/gram = 0.10765
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
T = 1273.00 K
P = 1.00000E+00 atm
V = 0.00000E+00 dm3

STREAM CONSTITUENTS AMOUNT/mol
UO2 3.9630E-04
O2 2.0000E-05

EQUIL AMOUNT MOLE FRACTION FUGACITY
PHASE: gas_ideal mol atm
O2 0.0000E+00 9.8853E-01 1.9712E-08
UO3 0.0000E+00 1.0716E-02 2.1368E-10
O 0.0000E+00 7.5273E-04 1.5010E-11
UO2 0.0000E+00 5.6293E-09 1.1225E-16
O3 0.0000E+00 4.9550E-14 9.8805E-22
UO 0.0000E+00 6.6321E-22 1.3225E-29
U 0.0000E+00 9.1566E-35 1.8259E-42
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TOTAL: 0.0000E+00 1.0000E+00 1.9940E-08
PHASE: Fluorite mol MOLE FRACTION ACTIVITY
UO2 3.5630E-04 8.9907E-01 8.7593E-01
UO3 4.0000E-05 1.0093E-01 1.6935E-06
UO 4.9953E-21 1.2605E-17 3.9147E-17
TOTAL: 3.9630E-04 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00
PHASE: Liquid mol MOLE FRACTION ACTIVITY
UO2 0.0000E+00 9.9006E-01 1.7622E-02
UO3 0.0000E+00 9.9427E-03 1.7104E-06
UO 0.0000E+00 1.6183E-18 2.8544E-20
U 0.0000E+00 3.8176E-52 1.2186E-28
TOTAL: 0.0000E+00 1.0000E+00 1.7807E-02

mol ACTIVITY
U4O9_solid(s) 0.0000E+00 4.7563E-01
U3O7_solid(s) T 0.0000E+00 1.6953E-01
U3O8_solid(s) 0.0000E+00 1.8624E-02
UO3_alpha_solid(s) 0.0000E+00 4.5319E-03
U_solid-c_cubic(s3) 0.0000E+00 1.3134E-28
U_beta-solid_tetrago(s2) 0.0000E+00 1.1932E-28
U_alpha-solid_orthorh(s) 0.0000E+00 1.0983E-28
********************************************************************

Cp_EQUIL H_EQUIL S_EQUIL G_EQUIL V_EQUIL
J.K-1 J J.K-1 J dm3

********************************************************************
3.58981E-02 -4.04696E+02 7.90117E-02 -5.05277E+02 0.00000E+00

Mole fraction of system components:
Fluorite

U 0.32248
O 0.67752

The cutoff limit for phase or gas constituent activities is 1.0000E-75

Data on 1 constituent marked with 'T' are extrapolated outside their valid
temperature range

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

To achieve a stoichiometric deviation of x=0.01 in a sample that have a mass of 107 mg:

3.963E-4 UO2 + 2E-6 O2 =

0.00000 mol gas_ideal
(1273.00 K, 1 atm, a=8.9627E-11)
( 7.3920E-11 O2
+ 1.4787E-11 UO3
+ 9.1916E-13 O
+ 1.2685E-16 UO2
+ 2.2690E-25 O3
+ 2.4404E-28 UO
+ 5.5021E-40 U)
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+ 3.9630E-04 mol Fluorite
(0.10708 gram, 3.9630E-04 mol)

(1273.00 K, 1 atm, a=1.0000)
( 0.98991 UO2
+ 1.0093E-02 UO3
+ 6.4409E-16 UO)

System component Mole fraction Mass fraction
U 0.33222 0.88097
O 0.66778 0.11903

The cutoff concentration has been specified to 1.0000E-75

Data on 1 product species identified with "T" have been extrapolated

*****************************************************************
H G V S Cp

(J) (J) (litre) (J/K) (J/K)
*****************************************************************
-3.99573E+02 -4.96311E+02 0.00000E+00 7.59916E-02 3.40258E-02

Total mass/gram = 0.10708
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

T = 1273.00 K
P = 1.00000E+00 atm
V = 0.00000E+00 dm3

STREAM CONSTITUENTS AMOUNT/mol
UO2 3.9630E-04
O2 2.0000E-06

EQUIL AMOUNT MOLE FRACTION FUGACITY
PHASE: gas_ideal mol atm
O2 0.0000E+00 8.2475E-01 7.3920E-11
UO3 0.0000E+00 1.6499E-01 1.4787E-11
O 0.0000E+00 1.0255E-02 9.1916E-13
UO2 0.0000E+00 1.4153E-06 1.2685E-16
O3 0.0000E+00 2.5316E-15 2.2690E-25
UO 0.0000E+00 2.7229E-18 2.4404E-28
U 0.0000E+00 6.1389E-30 5.5021E-40
TOTAL: 0.0000E+00 1.0000E+00 8.9627E-11
PHASE: Fluorite mol MOLE FRACTION ACTIVITY
UO2 3.9230E-04 9.8991E-01 9.8985E-01
UO3 4.0000E-06 1.0093E-02 1.1719E-07
UO 2.5525E-19 6.4409E-16 7.2241E-16
TOTAL: 3.9630E-04 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00
PHASE: Liquid mol MOLE FRACTION ACTIVITY
UO2 0.0000E+00 9.9933E-01 1.9914E-02
UO3 0.0000E+00 6.7095E-04 1.1836E-07
UO 0.0000E+00 2.7885E-17 5.2674E-19
U 0.0000E+00 6.2309E-50 3.6723E-26
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TOTAL: 0.0000E+00 1.0000E+00 1.9927E-02
mol ACTIVITY

U4O9_solid(s) 0.0000E+00 4.7501E-02
U3O7_solid(s) T 0.0000E+00 1.4982E-02
UO3_alpha_solid(s) 0.0000E+00 3.1362E-04
U3O8_solid(s) 0.0000E+00 1.0079E-04
U_solid-c_cubic(s3) 0.0000E+00 3.9578E-26
U_beta-solid_tetrago(s2) 0.0000E+00 3.5956E-26
U_alpha-solid_orthorh(s) 0.0000E+00 3.3098E-26
********************************************************************

Cp_EQUIL H_EQUIL S_EQUIL G_EQUIL V_EQUIL
J.K-1 J J.K-1 J dm3

********************************************************************
3.40258E-02 -3.99573E+02 7.59916E-02 -4.96311E+02 0.00000E+00

Mole fraction of system components:
Fluorite

U 0.33222
O 0.66778

The cutoff limit for phase or gas constituent activities is 1.0000E-75

Data on 1 constituent marked with 'T' are extrapolated outside their valid
temperature range

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Carrier gas from gas bottle calculation:

The achieve x=0.1 the oxygen partial pressure of the gas needs to be 1.9712E-08 (page 380) at
T=1273 K over the UO2 batch.
Setting this partial pressure in the gas products, the initial partial pressure of oxygen in the
reactants, at room temperature, was calculated:

1E6 Ar + 2000 H2 + 2 H2O + 999.65 O2 =

1.0020E+06 mol gas_ideal
(3.9984E+07 gram, 1.0020E+06 mol, 1.0468E+08 litre, 3.8196E-04 g/ml)

(1273.15 K, 1 atm, a=1.0000)
( 0.99800 Ar
+ 1.9972E-03 H2O
+ 7.4789E-07 H2
+ 1.9910E-08 O2
+ 1.9526E-08 OH
+ 6.1458E-10 H
+ 1.5128E-11 O
+ 5.9851E-14 HOO
+ 1.2449E-14 HOOH
+ 1.0046E-21 O3)

The cutoff concentration has been specified to 1.0000E-75
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*****************************************************************
H G V S Cp

(J) (J) (litre) (J/K) (J/K)
*****************************************************************
1.98579E+10 -2.16332E+11 1.04681E+08 1.85516E+08 2.08758E+07

Total mass/gram = 3.9984E+07

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

T = 1273.15 K
P = 1.00000E+00 atm
V = 1.04681E+08 dm3

STREAM CONSTITUENTS AMOUNT/mol
Ar 1.0000E+06
H2 2.0000E+03
H2O 2.0000E+00
O2 9.9965E+02

EQUIL AMOUNT MOLE FRACTION FUGACITY
PHASE: gas_ideal mol atm
Ar 1.0000E+06 9.9800E-01 9.9800E-01
H2O 2.0012E+03 1.9972E-03 1.9972E-03
H2 7.4939E-01 7.4789E-07 7.4789E-07
O2 1.9950E-02 1.9910E-08 1.9910E-08
OH 1.9565E-02 1.9526E-08 1.9526E-08
H 6.1581E-04 6.1458E-10 6.1458E-10
O 1.5158E-05 1.5128E-11 1.5128E-11
HOO 5.9970E-08 5.9851E-14 5.9851E-14
HOOH 1.2474E-08 1.2449E-14 1.2449E-14
O3 1.0067E-15 1.0046E-21 1.0046E-21
TOTAL: 1.0020E+06 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00
********************************************************************

Cp_EQUIL H_EQUIL S_EQUIL G_EQUIL V_EQUIL
J.K-1 J J.K-1 J dm3

********************************************************************
2.08758E+07 1.98579E+10 1.85516E+08 -2.16332E+11 1.04681E+08

Mole fraction of system components:
gas_ideal

Ar 0.99403
O 1.9894E-03
H 3.9801E-03

The cutoff limit for phase or gas constituent activities is 1.0000E-75

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Now the oxygen partial pressure is calculated that is required at the SGM5EL
electrolysis cell at T=1023.15 K:

1E6 Ar + 2000 H2 + 2 H2O + 999.65 O2 =

1.0020E+06 mol gas_ideal
(3.9984E+07 gram, 1.0020E+06 mol, 8.4126E+07 litre, 4.7529E-04 g/ml)

(1023.15 K, 1 atm, a=1.0000)
( 0.99800 Ar
+ 1.9973E-03 H2O
+ 6.9861E-07 H2
+ 2.7033E-11 OH
+ 3.4525E-12 H
+ 2.3585E-13 O2 (=2.3510-7 ppm reading reqired on the SGM5EL electrolysis cell)
+ 1.5099E-16 O
+ 3.5459E-18 HOOH
+ 7.1175E-19 HOO
+ 1.4813E-30 O3)

The cutoff concentration has been specified to 1.0000E-75

*****************************************************************
H G V S Cp

(J) (J) (litre) (J/K) (J/K)
*****************************************************************
1.46398E+10 -1.70503E+11 8.41256E+07 1.80953E+08 2.08692E+07

Total mass/gram = 3.9984E+07

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

T = 1023.15 K
P = 1.00000E+00 atm
V = 8.41256E+07 dm3

STREAM CONSTITUENTS AMOUNT/mol
Ar 1.0000E+06
H2 2.0000E+03
H2O 2.0000E+00
O2 9.9965E+02

EQUIL AMOUNT MOLE FRACTION FUGACITY
PHASE: gas_ideal mol atm
Ar 1.0000E+06 9.9800E-01 9.9800E-01
H2O 2.0013E+03 1.9973E-03 1.9973E-03
H2 7.0001E-01 6.9861E-07 6.9861E-07
OH 2.7087E-05 2.7033E-11 2.7033E-11
H 3.4594E-06 3.4525E-12 3.4525E-12
O2 2.3633E-07 2.3585E-13 2.3585E-13
O 1.5130E-10 1.5099E-16 1.5099E-16
HOOH 3.5530E-12 3.5459E-18 3.5459E-18
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HOO 7.1317E-13 7.1175E-19 7.1175E-19
O3 1.4843E-24 1.4813E-30 1.4813E-30
TOTAL: 1.0020E+06 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00
********************************************************************

Cp_EQUIL H_EQUIL S_EQUIL G_EQUIL V_EQUIL
J.K-1 J J.K-1 J dm3

********************************************************************
2.08692E+07 1.46398E+10 1.80953E+08 -1.70503E+11 8.41256E+07

Mole fraction of system components:
gas_ideal

Ar 0.99403
O 1.9894E-03
H 3.9801E-03

The cutoff limit for phase or gas constituent activities was set to 1.0000E-75
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APPENDIX E: Test Report of Zircaloy-4 Material

Test report for Zircaloy-4 material used to make the impact tightened sliding wedges [188].
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APPENDIX F: Slotted Ring Specimen Preparation Procedure

Each Zircaloy slotted ring specimen was specified to be 5.00.1 mm wide with a

2-2.5 mm slot cut in its axial direction so that a wedge could be used to apply a stress in the

specimen’s transverse direction.

The following materials were required for the cutting of the Zircaloy sheathing:

1. Zircaloy sheath

2. Fine sandpaper (Silicon Carbide 600 grit)

3. Diamond blade cutting oil

4. Wrench

5. Diamond saw blade

6. Precision diamond saw (shown in Figure 160)

7. Saw clamp and allen key

8. Calipers for measuring specimen width and slot width

Figure 160: Zircaloy sheathing cutting apparatus; the Buehler ISOMET 1000 Precision Saw

For cutting CAMECO 37-element fuel sheathing into individual specimens, an UKAM

Industrial 6”x0.032”x0.5” diamond wafering blade was attached to a Buehler ISOMET 1000

stroke depth
knob

clamp arm

clamp

saw bladelateral
position
knob

cutting
weight
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precision saw. The UKAM blade was then tightened between two metal spacers. Cutting

oil was used for this job. The sheath tube was then held in position by a clamp so individual

rings could be cut off (see Figure 161 (a)). The clamp screws were tightened enough to hold

the tube in place but not tight enough to plastically deform it.

Figure 161: (a) Cutting a ring from a sheath tube and (b) cutting a slot in a ring

For the cutting process a saw speed of 425 RPM and a cutting weight of a 100 grams were

selected (Figure 160). Once a specimen ring was cut from a sheath-tube the cut edges were

smoothed and deburred by hand using 600 grit sandpaper. The Zircaloy ring was then

repositioned in the saw clamp and the clamp bracket was reversed as shown in Figure 161 (b)

so that a slot was cut out in the ring axial direction.

The prepared slotted ring specimens were then wiped with kim-wipe paper to remove

cutting oil and dirt. For final cleaning the specimens were then inserted in an ethanol filled

beaker, which was inserted into an ultrasonic water bath set at 45°C for duration of 30

minutes. The specimens were then removed and allowed to dry.

clamped specimen clamped ring undergoing a slot cut

(a) (b)clamp bracket
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APPENDIX G: Specimen Hardness Measurements

(i) As received specimens

A ready made slotted ring of a Pickering type sheath (type-1) was cut into three pieces

and partially flatted so they could be loaded onto the indentation tester. Table 39 provides the

hardness test results for this specimen type.

Table 39: Hardness Rockwell measurements of Pickering type sheathing

measured value mean SD SDOM (error)

HRB

88.55, 87.45, 87.80,
88.70, 86.20, 87.00,
88.00, 88.10, 90.30,
88.40, 88.60, 88.00

88.1 1.0043 0.3

A slotted ring prepared in-house from Cameco type sheathing (type-2) (see specimen

preparation detailed in Appendix F) was cut into two pieces for the hardness test: one short

and one long. The long piece was partially flattened into a strip, which was loaded onto the

indentation tester. Table 40 provides the hardness measurement results of a Cameco sheath

specimen.

Table 40: Hardness Rockwell measurements of Cameco type sheathing

measured value mean SD SDOM (error)

HRB
85.00, 85.80, 86.20,

86.50, 85.40, 86.90, 88.50
86.3 1.1543 0.4

The third sheathing type that was available was CANFLEX fuel sheathing. It was provided as

ready made slotted ring specimens. A specimen was cut into three pieces that were not

flattened and were loaded onto the indentation tester. Table 41 provides the hardness

measurements of a CANFLEX sheath specimen.
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Table 41: Hardness Rockwell measurements of CANFLEX type sheathing

measured value mean SD SDOM (error)

HRB
90.00, 90.60, 89.30, 90.50,
89.60, 89.80, 90.60, 89.30

90.0 0.5528 0.2

(ii) Stressed and heat treated specimens

Indentation hardness tests were also performed on specimens that were exposed to

623 K (350°C) temperature and 489 MPa of transverse stress (when initially at room

temperature) for 5 days. Table 42 provides the hardness measurements of a Pickering type

sheath material (type-1) after this heat and stress treatment.

Table 42: Hardness Rockwell measurements of a Pickering type sheathing after exposure to

623 K temperature and 489 MPa of transverse stress

measured value mean SD SDOM (error)

HRB 90.45, 90.40, 90.50, 90.80 90.4 0.3276 0.2

A similar measurement was made on a Cameco type sheath specimen that was exposed

to 623 K (350°C) heat and 500 MPa of transverse stress (when initially at room temperature)

for 5 days. Table 43 shows the hardness measurements of a Cameco sheath specimen

(type-2):

Table 43: Hardness Rockwell measurements of a Cameco type sheathing after exposure to 623 K

temperature and 500 MPa of transverse stress

measured value mean SD SDOM (error)

HRB
87.60, 87.50, 87.90, 87.00,

87.20
87.4 0.3507 0.2
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APPENDIX H: XRD Basic Operation

In XRD, when a beam of X-rays impinges on a solid material, a portion of the beam

will be scattered in all directions by the electrons associated with each atom or ion that lies

within the path of the beam [133]. In Figure 162 the necessary conditions for diffraction of X-

rays by a periodic arrangement of atoms is considered.

Figure 162: Diffraction of X-rays by planes of atoms in a crystal structure, taken from [133]

In the figure, two atom planes are considered: A-A' and B-B'. Incident on these two

atom planes are parallel, monochromatic and coherent (in-phase) beams of X-rays of

wavelength  at an angle  to the surface. The two rays in this figure that are labeled 1 and 2

are scattered by atoms P and Q. Constructive interference of the scattered rays 1' and 2' only

occurs at the angle  if the path length difference between 1-P-1' and 2-Q-2' is equal to a

whole number nor of X-ray wavelengths. In other words, nor = SQ + QT. Expressing this

relationship in terms of the angle  gives us the so-called Bragg’s law:

 sin2sinsin hklhklhklor dddn  (217)

In this equation, nor is the order of reflection, which may be any integer (1,2,3,....). Thus, this

simple expression relates the X-ray wavelength and interatomic spacing dhkl to the angle of
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the diffracted beam. If the Bragg law is not fulfilled then the interference will be non-

constructive and will yield a very low intensity diffracted beam [133].

In XRD, crystalline substances have to have a minimum crystallite size, somewhere

between 0.002 to 0.005 mm. XRD is used on single crystal substances (when there are no

grain boundaries) and on polycrystalline materials or powdered crystalline substances (i.e.,

materials constructed from numerous grains or where each powdered particle is a grain).

Having a large number of grains with random orientations ensures that some particles are

properly oriented so that every possible crystallographic plane will be available for

diffraction. XRD cannot be used to determine structure in an amorphous material such as

glass. An instrument called a diffractometer uses the Bragg relationship to determine and

analyze an average bulk structure of long-range ordered materials.

A Scintag X-ray diffractometer at the RMC was used for this purpose. In the -

method, the sample positioned on the sample holder is maintained constant in the horizontal

direction (see Figure 163) and both the X-ray source and the X-ray detector are moved by a

goniometer and maintained at an angle  so that the angle of incidence (from the X-ray

source) and the angle of reflection (to the X-ray detector) are always equal.

Figure 163: Goniometer in - configuration used in the XRD, taken from [207]
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As the goniometer moves the X-ray tube and counter at constant angular velocity, a

recorder automatically reads the diffracted beam intensity. High intensity counts or peaks on

the plot result when the Bragg diffraction condition is satisfied by crystallographic planes in

the suitable orientation.

Figure 164 provides a second XRD scan of the Pickering 28-element sheath material

(type-1 specimen) but this time the outside surface of three 15-mm long, 5-mm wide,

flattened sheathing pieces were laid one next to each other parallel to the direction of the

X-rays. In other words, the sheath transverse direction was positioned parallel to the X-rays.

Figure 164: Diffraction pattern scan of a Pickering slotted ring sheath material (type-1) when

specimen outer surface, exposed to X-rays, is positioned parallel to the sheath transverse

direction

If the two Pickering sheath material scans, Figure 132 and Figure 164 above, are

compared it is observed they are very similar. Specifically, the first three peaks on the left

side (at angles 31.95°, 34.83°, 36.51°) are almost identical in location and in relative

intensities to one another. The next three peaks (at angles 47.99°, 56.93° and 63.53°) agree in

peak location but are a little lower in intensity in Figure 164. It is also observed there is a

basal plane
(0,0,0,2)

pyramidal plane

(2, 1 , 1 ,3)

prism plane

(1,1, 2 ,0)
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noticeable difference between the two scans. Specifically, the scan in Figure 164 almost

lacks the peaks at 68.53° and 69.58° that show up in the scan in Figure 132. This may suggest

that the texture in these samples differs slightly in the sheath axial and transverse directions or

that the orientation of the samples on the XRD in the Figure 164 scan was exposed less to the

X-rays.

The last XRD scan presented is the scan of CANFLEX sheathing (type-3 sheathing

material). Table 44 provides the designation and dimensional information of the type-3

specimens.

Table 44: Identification and basic dimensions of type-3 Zircaloy specimen

Specimen type # Identification number
Outside diameter

[mm]
Wall thickness

[mm]
Axial width

[mm]

3.) CANFLEX 43-
element type sheath

PO# 188909, QA#
328168

11.000.05 0.40±0.01 5.00.1

From Figure 165 the XRD scan of the type-3 specimen looks very similar to the

Cameco type-2 sheathing scan (as see in Figure 133) in both the number of observed peaks

and their relative intensities, especially a strong basal plane signal.
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Figure 165: Diffraction pattern scan of a CANFLEX slotted ring sheath material, inner sheath

surface exposed to X-rays, perpendicular to the sheath transverse direction

Hence, the crystal texture of the Cameco and CANFLEX Zircaloy materials are quite similar.

This is not surprising since these two sheath materials where probably manufactured with the

more current and similar manufacturing processes. The Pickering sheath material (type-1) on

the other hand may have been manufactured some 30-40 years earlier (the exact date is not

known).
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APPENDIX I: The Unit Load Method

The unit load method [138] is used to derive the expressions for force and stress vs.

displacement (or opening displacement) of the slotted Zircaloy ring. The unit load method is a

convenient way of calculating deflections and it is particularly well suited to problems

involving rings and arches. Usually the arc is less than a complete circle and its cross section

dimensions are small in comparison with the radius of the arc. Let Dy represent the desired

deflection, be it translation or rotation. For a beam or arc of length L the deflection is given by

Eq. (218), where from left to right the first and second terms are the bending moment

contributions, the third term is the torque contribution, the forth term is the axial force

contribution and the fifth and six terms are the transverse shear force contribution†.
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More specifically M, T and N are the bending moment, torque, and axial force, respectively,

due to the actual load and m, t and n are the bending moment, torque and axial force,

respectively, due to the unit load. E is the Young’s modulus, Iy and Iz are the moments of

inertia about the y and z axes, respectively, G is the shear modulus, J is the polar moment of

inertia, A is the cross section of the ring and ky and kz are the transverse shear factors.

Figure 166 (a) shows the slotted ring placed in the xy plane where a force Fy is acting in the

vertical direction to open the ring at the slotted surface a distance or deflection Dy.

Internal actions are determined from conditions of static equilibrium, by summing

forces and moments with reference to radial, axial and z directions at a ‘cut’ part of the ring.

Figure 166 (b) provides a free body diagram of the relevant forces acting on a ‘cut’ part of the

ring body from points p to point q, where N is the axial force acting through the ring cross

†For the stated variables please refer to the descriptions of the abbreviations/symbols provided in this appendix

text, since theses abbreviations/symbols don’t have the added subscripts as used in the body of the thesis or in

the abbreviations/symbols tables at the beginning of the thesis.
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section, VR is the radial force acting in the plane of the ring cross section, Mz is an out-of-

plane moment and Cx, Cy, and Cz are corresponding reaction moments to maintain static

equilibrium.

Figure 166: (a) Slotted ring with applied force and resulting deflection and (b) free body forces

to point q on the slotted ring (b)

The double headed arrows indicate a bending moment or a torque. The static equilibrium

equations of the forces depicted in Figure 166 (b) are summed up in Eq. (219) [138].
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Some of the forces depicted in Figure 166 (b) for the current problem are redundant,

specifically, Fx=Fz=Cx=Cy=0, hence Eq. (219) simplifies to Eq. (220).
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The bending moment m, torque t, axial force n, and radial force v due the unit load seen

in Eq. (218), are essentially the rates of change of M, T, N and V with respect to the reaction

forces Fi. By applying Castigliano’s theorem [138], the unit load forces can be derived by

using Eq. (221), where i represents the rates of change and U* is the generic force or

bending moment.

i

i
F

U






*

(221)

Thus, the values n, vR and mz are derived in Eqs. (222).
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Substituting these expressions into Eq. (218), taking dx = Rd and integrating from 0 to

2 for the circumference of the slotted ring (assuming a small slot width), one can write out

the slotted ring deflection expression as:
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which is equivalent to:
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Solving Eq. (224) one obtains Eq. (225), which is rewritten as Eq. (205) in the body of the

thesis.
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The moment of inertia of the ring cross section about the z axis can be calculated using Eq.

(210).
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APPENDIX J: The Specimen Deflection Tester

Hardware

An OMEGA LD400-1 linear displacement transducer (Figure 137) with a Ni/Fe central

core pin (centred ±1 mm at the middle of the transducer) was used to detect the vertical

displacement of the specimen by the movement of the displacement pin riding on the

deflection tester lever. The transducer was powered by an HP 6236B power supply; the red

wire was connected to +20 terminal and the black wire to a COM terminal, with the

transducer ground wire connected to the HP 6236B ground terminal. The power supply was

connected to an APC uninterrupted power supply in order to filter out any noise and line

source frequencies. The HP 6236B power supply was set using the fine tuning knob to a 22

VDC excitation voltage (not exceeding 24 V) for the transducer, which was maintained at this

voltage for all measurements.

A National Instruments NI 9205 data acquisition card (Figure 167) was used to acquire

the analog transducer voltage signal. The transducer wires were connected to card channels

AI0 and AI8.

Figure 167: Deflection tester data acquisition card in the card rack and power supply connected

to an APC uninterruptable power supply (UPS)

UPS

power supply

data acquisition
card (DAQ)

DAQ card rack
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Specifically, the transducer green wire was connected to pin 1 and the white wire was

connected to pin 19. The card was installed in a NI cDAG-9172 data acquisition card rack and

the rack was connected via USB cable to a computer running Windows XP running LabView

version 2011, which recorded and transformed the transducer voltage signal to a deflection

distance.

Software

Software interface was provided with a custom made Labview program for reading the

deflection tester output. The control panel is shown in the following figure:

Figure 168: LabView slotted ring deflection tester control window

The deflection output of the slotted ring specimen is provided in the bottom right window in

Figure 168. The Labview program file was named ‘Dimensional Program 4, manual tare.vi’.

Use

To execute the program the indicated file name within Labview was opened. The

desired measurement time in “number of minutes to run for” the value (typically 30 minutes)

deflection
output in
[mm]

transducer
voltage [V]
(raw signal)

transducer
mean
voltage [V]

voltage to
distance
conversion
factor

maual tare
entry field

measurement
time [min]
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was set. The voltage V-to-mm conversion factor of 1.65 was entered and the Labview run-

button (arrow icon) was clicked.

Before placing the specimen on the deflection tester the b dimension (see Figure 134

(a)) was noted. A slotted ring specimen was installed on the deflection tester jaws (see

Figure 137). A 5 gram weight was installed on deflection tester for calibration and taring. The

transducer mean voltage value was allowed to settle. To tare the system a negative transducer

mean voltage value was inputted into the manual tare entry field. The mean voltage value

field was observed; a value close to zero was desired. The tare procedure was repeated until

the system stabilized near zero. The displacement scrolling chart was checked to read zero. At

this point the 5 gram weight was replaced with a 50 gram weight and the slotted ring

specimen displacement was noted down. The corresponding weight and force for this

displacement test was hence 45 g and 0.44 N, respectively.

This procedure was repeated once or twice for additional deflection measurements using

the 50 g (45 g net) mass. The slotted ring specimen was then vertically reversed in the

deflection tester’s lever and static jaws and additional two-three deflection measurements of

the specimen were taken with the same weight. Mean specimen deflections were then

calculated.

Lastly, the slotted ring specimen was removed from the deflection tester apparatus and a

measurement of the specimen slot distance (the final b value in Figure 134 (a)) with calipers

was taken to confirm that the specimen did not plastically deform (i.e., that the b gap distance

did not increase after the deflection test was conducted).

The procedure outlined above was repeated for every slotted ring specimen.
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APPENDIX K: The Vacuum Pumping Station for Preparing Evacuated

Glass Ampoules

A vacuum pumping station shown in Figure 169 was used for preparing evacuated glass

ampoules containing stressed Zircaloy slotted rings with sealed iodine vials. In Figure 169 (a)

the vacuum pumping station is setup to evacuate the air and then introduce a specific amount

of gas additive, specifically oxygen, to the evacuated glass ampoule. The mole amount of the

gas added was calculated by knowing the glass ampoule volume and pressure; the pressure

measured with a diaphragm pressure gauge, and applying the ideal gas law. The reason a

diaphragm pressure gauge was used was because it is insensitive to the type of gas measured.

A needle value was used between the gas bottle and glass ampoule volume in order to

introduce small amounts of the additive gas in a controlled manner. Figure 169 (b) shows the

vacuum pumping station setup for preparing evacuated glass ampoules containing stressed

Zircaloy slotted and sealed iodine vials, with no gas additive capability. Vacuum pressure in

this case was measured with an Inverted Magnetron and Pirani vacuum gauge, suitable for

measuring air gas pressures between atmosphere and 110-8 torr. In the current vacuum setup

a Varian V70D turbo molecular pump was connected to the glass ampoule volume via NW25

(1” internal diameter) vacuum tubing and fittings, which had a pumping speed of about

70 L s-1 in vacuum (Figure 169 (a) and (c)). The pressure gauge displays and controllers as

well as the vacuum pump controller are shown in Figure 169 (c).

Connected downstream to the turbo pump was an Alcatel 2005 Pascal Dual Stage rotary

vane mechanical vacuum pump, which had a pumping speed of 1.8 L s-1 in vacuum

(Figure 170). The oil vapour trap and the mist eliminator reduced
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Figure 169: Glass ampoule vacuum pumping and sealing station that holds specimens, (a) to

evacuate air and to introduce a controlled amount of oxygen, (b) to evacuate air only. (c) Shows

the turbo pump and various controllers.
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Figure 170: An Alcatel 2005 Pascal Dual Stage rotary vane vacuum roughing pump

Vacuum pressures of 710-6 torr to 310-5 torr was achieved in glass ampoules using the

current setup after about 24 hours of vacuum pumping. It is worth noting that with increased

system vacuum conductance by using larger NW40 (1.5” internal diameter) vacuum tubing

and fittings, and with increased vacuum pump speeds, using a larger turbo molecular pump

such as a 300 L s-1 pump, a reduced pumping time can be achieved. Also, using conflat

copper seals and fittings instead of quick flange elastomer seals and fittings will reduce

vacuum chamber outgassing times.

Before vacuum pumping was conducted on the glass tube containing the stressed

Zircaloy slotted rings, the sealed iodine vials and any additive (if included), a pre vacuum

pumping tube neck-down was conducted. It was not possible to glass blow the initial 1”

outside diameter medium walled glass tube, while vacuum pumping, and achieving a good

seal in a one-step procedure. This is because experience showed that a one-step sealed glass

ampoule would fail while being baked in the tube furnace. Instead a two-step glass blowing

sealing procedure was adopted. This involved inserting the specimens and iodine vial in the

glass tube with one end already glass blown shut and then glass blowing the tube down in

diameter at a selected point along the tube until a 2-4 mm inside diameter neck was achieved.

See again Figure 139 for a neck-down glass ampoule with specimens and iodine vial before

sealing under vacuum. This was them fitted onto the vacuum pumping station and the pumps
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vacuum
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connection
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turned on. When a suitable pressure was achieved the vacuum valve, seen in Figure 169

(b), was closed. Next, the necked-down glass was heated equally from all sides with the glass

blowing torch (Figure 171 (a) and (b)), so that with increased glass temperature and the

atmospheric pressure acting on the outside surfaces, the glass tube collapsed on itself and a

seal was created. It was important to remember to close the vacuum valve (Figure 169 (b)), as

mentioned above, since any fracture of the glass at this stage could expose the turbomolecular

pump to atmospheric pressure, which would cause damage to the pump. While this was done

the glass ampoule below was gently twisted until it was detached from the top glass portion of

the tube. The last stage of the process was the gentle and equal heating of the glass seal

vicinity by applying a flame with a reduced temperature (a yellow flame instead of a blue

flame by adjusting the fuel to oxygen ratio) for an additional 30-60 seconds. This important

last step eliminated/reduced the internal stresses in the glass seal and reduced the chances a

failure of the glass ampoule when it was later baked in the furnace.

Figure 171: The final stage of preparing the evacuated glass ampoule is (a) glass blowing shut

the pre necked-down glass portion (as conducted by Tim Nash in the picture) by (b) constantly

moving the flame back and forth equally across the glass neck.

(b)
(a)
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APPENDIX L: TGA Setup for Oxidizing UO2 Specimens

Reduction and oxidation of UO2 batches was achieved by using a thermogravimetric

analyzer (TGA) and one coulometric titration (CT) electrolysis cell as shown in the following

figure. The instrumentation used in this apparatus includes one upstream Zirox SGM5EL

electrolysis cell (shown in blue), a precision balance scale with a position laser and sensor

(shown in green) and a furnace with alumina tube (shown in red). The term ‘titration’ is

applicable only when a down stream cell is also used [22], which was not the case here. The

advertised resolution of the balance in the 2 g range setting is about 0.02 g. The noise RMS

in this setting is 0.3 g and according to [208] the actual uncertainty of the scale is 1 g. So

a typical 120 mg sample will have a measurement uncertainty of 0.001 mg.

Figure 172: thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) and coulometric titration (CT) electrolysis cell

Before taring the balance the TGA yolk was allowed to freely tilt around its central axis

while holding an empty crucible. Counter weights were added or subtracted to achieve a near

even balance on each side of the yolk. The instrument was then tared (zeroed) and the crucible

was filled with sample material (UO2/U4O9). With the loaded crucible the balance was no

longer ‘balanced’ but the position of the yolk was maintained in a more or less unchanged
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horizontal position due to a counter acting moment M on the balance provided by the

precision acting solenoid. This proportional moment was determined by the position of the

yolk, measured by the position laser and sensor. The mass of the sample was thus determined

by the direct conversion of the applied moment force to weight. As the mass of the sample

decreased (when reduced) or increased (when oxidized) the instrument applied decreasing or

increasing amounts of electrical current to the solenoid, respectively, which was interpreted as

a mass change.

The CT cell (shown in blue in Figure 172) uses a given H2 to H2O ratio to create stable

oxygen partial pressures at a given temperature. The equilibrium reaction of water and its

constituents can be written as:

2H2(g) + O2(g) ↔ 2H2O(g) (226)

The oxygen partial pressure in this equilibrium system can be found by calculating [22]:
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(227)

where G° is the standard Gibbs energy change for Eq. (226) at temperature T (the Zirox

SGM5EL CT cell operated at a temperature is 1023 K). Generally, in the CT cell oxygen from

the air is reduced at the outer surface of a ceramic tube made of ZrO2 doped with 8% Y2O3,

which acts as a solid electrolyte. The electrical current flowing across the tube wall is

proportional to the number of moles of O2- ions transferred. The oxygen ions making it to the

internal surface of the zirconia tube are then oxidized with the hydrogen flowing with the

carrier gas through the tube. The oxygen reacts with virtually all the hydrogen in the carrier

gas mixture to create water vapour with a small amount of O2 left over. The current across the

cell wall continues (due to a control voltage across the cell), and is adjusted, until a preset

target partial pressure of O2 is reached in the gas flow.
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Reduction

For the purpose of demonstration the preparation of UO2 batch #29 was selected. Here

UO2/U4O9 powder was gently packed into a 50 l (50 mm3) alumina crucible and mounted in

the TGA. The tared weight of UO2/U4O9 powder recorded before the reduction run was

162.2660.001 mg, as shown in Figure 173.

Figure 173: Reduction run temperature and weight of UO2+x batch prepared for test 29

Argon gas with 2% (20,000 ppm) hydrogen was used as a carrier gas, which flowed over the

crucible. For this stage of the process the upstream CT electrolysis cell was kept off so that no

oxygen from the air was introduced to the gas flow, i.e., the oxygen partial pressure was

dependent only on the feed gas composition. In this case the oxygen partial pressure (pO2) in

the gas flow was 210-19 atm (which constitutes is a reducing environment for the UO2/U4O9

batch). The TGA furnace was ramped to a temperature of 1273 K (1000°C) and the UO2/U4O9

batch was held there for approximately 2 hours. As one can see from the weight plot in purple

the weight dropped and stabilized at approximately 140 mg during this time. The recorded

spikes in the weight measurement (at about 2.3 and 4.2 hours) were due to momentary

adjustments of the carrier gas flow but this did not interfere with the overall process. Once the

reduction run was complete, which produced a stoichiometric UO2 batch, the recorded weight

was 141.5230.001 mg (a drop of 20.7430.001 mg).
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Oxidation

The next step of the process was the oxidation of the UO2 batch to a target

stoichiometric deviation x (or UO2+x). Here the carrier gas bottle was switched to a bottle

containing Argon gas with 0.2% (2000 ppm) hydrogen (this bottle had a higher level partial

pressure of oxygen than the previous bottle with the Argon 2% H2, hence it was used). For

this step in the process the upstream Zirox SGM5EL electrolysis CT cell was switched on. In

this case the partial pressures of oxygen (pO2) was increased to 210-8 atm over the UO2

batch (constituting an oxidizing environment).

For achieving the desired level of oxidation two oxidation runs was applied on the

sample. The first oxidation run had a heating duration of approximately 12 hours at a

temperature of 1273 K (1000°C). To achieve a target oxygen stoichiometric deviation in the

UO2 batch of x=0.1 the required oxygen partial pressure in the furnace was computed to be

210-8 atm. Since the CT electrolysis cell operated at a lower temperature than the furnace (at

1023 K), the gas flowing over the UO2 batch had the target oxygen partial pressure of

2.3610-13 atm. The flow rate of the carrier gas was set to approximately 23 cc min-1 and the

CT cell current (Ie) was set to approximately 2.6 mA. See Appendix D-2 for FactSage

thermodynamic equilibrium computations for this case. As one sees in Figure 174 the weight

of the UO2 batch was stable in the first two hours of the oxidation process, after which the

weight started to increase. The final weight at the end of the first oxidation run was

141.8900.001 mg, so the weight gain at this point was 0.3670.002 mg, which was below

the target weight gain of about 1 mg. Note that he weight at the beginning of this oxidation

run (or the final weight measured in Figure 173) was 141.5230.001 mg, which is a bit lower

than the initial weight measurement of 141.7970.001 mg before the first oxidation run in

Figure 174. This difference may have to do with the intermission time between the two runs

(a few hours to 1-2 days), which allowed for some measurement drift. One possibility is that

during this intermission time some air entered the system replacing the argon fill gas,

effectively changing the buoyancy of the system and allowing for a higher weight reading.
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But once the gas flow and furnace were reactivated, so the system was fully purged, this

interim discrepancy was believed to be insignificant.

Figure 174: First oxidation run temperature and weight of UO2+x batch prepared for test 29

In a second oxidation run a similar temperature profile was used as in the first oxidation

run. The carrier gas was set to 22.5 cc min-1 and the CT electrolysis cell current was set to 2.5

mA. In Figure 175 the initial measured weight was 141.9940.001 and the final measured

weight was 142.7340.001, which shows an additional weight gain, after the extra 12 hours of

heating, equal to 0.8440.001 mg. Note that this last quoted measurement is after the furnace

was turned off and was at room temperature and the carrier gas flow was turned off.

Figure 175: Second oxidation run temperature and weight of UO2+x batch prepared for test 29
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Thus, the total weight gain for this UO2 batch is the weight gain of both oxidation

runs, which was 1.2110.002 mg. Table 45 sums up these weight measurements.

Table 45: UO2 batch weights before and after reduction and oxidation runs

Reduction run Oxidation run #1 Oxidation run #2

Initial weight [mg] 162.2660.001 141.7970.001 141.9940.001

Final weight [mg] 141.5230.001 141.8900.001 142.7340.001

m of final oxidation
and reduction weights [mg]

0.3670.002 1.2110.002

This weight gain is then used to calculate the average stoichiometric deviation in the UO2+x

batch using Eq. (216) in Section 5.4:
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Since there may be other sources of error that were not considered the result is rounded up to

be conservative:

001.0144.0 x
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APPENDIX M: EDX and Neutron Activation Analysis of ISCC

Experiment Deposits

EDX analysis of deposits from experiment 16 and 19:

Deposit sample from test 16

Note: The carbon signal is
thought to come from the
carbon based double-sided
tape, which secured the
sample.

Image of scanned
deposit sample
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Deposit sample from test 19 (1st sample)



Deposit sample from test 19 (2nd sample)

Image of scanned
deposit sample

Note: A second deposit
sample from the same
experiment (19) was
scanned.
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Neutron Activation Analysis of deposits:


